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BOTH

MIXERS

ARE

LITE

AFFORD-

ABLE AND

ARE NOW

IN STOCK

AT YOUR

LOCAL

MACKIE

DEALER.

CHECK

THEM

OUT

TODAY!

UR FRIENDS

VLZ MICROSERIES: SMALL MIXERS WITH WHAT

IT TAKES TO HANDLE SERIOUS PROJECTS.

BOTH MODELS HAVE:
Studio -grade mic

preamps with discrete --
circuitry for high

headroom low noise
(-129.5 dSm E.I.N.) and
wide frequency response

(over 300kHz!).
Low Cut filters (1.5d0/-

oct. ,475Hz) on mono
mic/line channels

allow use of low- frequency
EQ on vocals without

boosting room rumble, mic
thumps, P -pops and

wind noise.

Trim Controls on mono
channels have 00dB total

gain range for boosting
weak sound sources and a

10dB "virtual pad" for
taming hot digital

multitrack outputs. -
2 Aux Sends per channel -

(one globally switchable
pre/post, one post -

fader), each with 15de
of gain above Unity to

boost weak effects.
3 -band equalization
with 12kHz High

shelving EQ,
broadband musical

2.5kHz peaking
Midrange & 80Hz Low

shelving EQ.Ea. I

Constant loudness pan -
controls.

Stereo in -place Solo.

Mute button routes
signal to "bonus"

Alt 3-4 stereo bus
outputs & Control Room

matrix. Handy for both
recording and live

applications.

MSI402-VLZ ONLY:
60mm logarithmic -

taper faders based
on our exclusive 8013u5

design. Long -wearing
wiper material and tight

polymer lip seals to
protect against dust &

other crud.
Built-in power

1121 supplies - no
outlet -eating wall

warts or hum -inducing
line lumps.

Phantom power so you can
use high quality

condenser microphones.
XLR outputs with mic-line
level switch (along with

1/4" IRS outputs on top
panel).

©1996 MACKIE DESIGNS INC

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

MS1202-111.Z  I2x2  4 MIC PREAMPS

MSI402-VLZ  14x2  B MIC PREAMPS

All inputs B outputs
are balanced' to cut
hum & allow extra -

long cable runs, but can
also be used with
unbalanced electronics.
1 except RCA tape jacks,
heaphone jack & inserts.

Control Room outputs feed
monitor speakers
without tying up the
headphone jack.

BOTH MODELS HAVE:

Radio Frequency
Interference protection
via metal jacks &
washers plus internal
shunting capacitors.

- High -output headphone
amp can drive virtually
any set of phones to
levels even a drummer can
appreciate.

Aux I Master level control &
pre/post switch.

- Effects Return to Monitor
switch folds Aux
Return 1 effects into
a stage monitor mix via Aux
Return 2 level control.

0 0 " - ,.:.:,Tfttr!

..

VLZ (Very Low
Impedance)
circuitry first
developed for our Oath's
console series dramatically
reduces thermal noise &
crosstalk in critical areas.

RCA -type tape inputs 6 outputs.

Peak -reading LED meters with
rLevel Set LEO combined with
In -Place Solo allows fast,

accurate setting of
channel operating levels
for maximum headroom
and lowest noise floor.
Control Room/

- Phones Matrix adds
monitoring,
mixdown & metering
flexibility. Select any
combination of Main
Mix, Tape In and Alt 3-4
signals for routing to
phones, Control Room
outputs and meters.
Can be used as extra
monitor or headphone
mix, tape monitor,
or separate submix.
Way cool.

- Tape Assign To Main Mix
assigns unbalanced RCA
tape inputs to main mix.
Besides its obvious use
as a tape monitor, it can
also add an extra stereo
tape or CD feed into a
MIX or play music during
a break.

- MS1402-VLZ only: Global
Solo Mode selects PFL or
AFL solo modes.

- Solid steel chassis & thick
fiberglass internal circuit
boards resist abuse.

- Channel inserts on mono
channels.

Mackie Designs Inc.  USA  Represented in the UK
Robjohns Road  Chelmsford  EMI 3AG  Essex  t.01245 3

at every

production project

requires dozens of input

channels and boatloads

of buses.

But doing ANY audio

job well requires a

mixer with superb

specs...and the right

combination of useful

features.

Our MicroSeries

1202 -VIZ and 1402 -VIZ

might have small

footprints, but when it

comes to performance,

they walk very tall.

Since both are

basically chips off our

blockbuster B.Bus

Series consoles, they

have big -board specs:

greater than

90dBu signal to

noise ratio, less than

0.005% distortion,

more dynamic range

than compact discs and

frequency response

that's only down 1dB at

80,000 Hz.

Why own an imitation

when you can own the

brand of compact mixer

that serious pros

prefer. Call for info

today.

0
by Key Audio Systems Ltd.

 to 01245 344002
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Happy birthday to The Mix, happy birthday to The Mix...yes, it's been two years since the launch of The Mix. Hard to believe?

Not really - I've lost sleep, weight and (most worrying) hair in putting this magazine together over the last 18 months, and

I'm convinced that time has travelled ten times faster since July 94 (it must be that DeLorean I've been driving). Still

(Warning: cliché ahead) it's all been worthwhile. We launched The Mix as the magazine that could reflect the changing face of

music production in the 90's, and I believe we achieved that, and are now doing that it than ever. The emphasis may change

subtley over time, but we still hold true to the original concept of The Mix - that is, a magazine for music producers, however

they produce music. It may be in a pro studio, or at home on a computer; it could be live music production, or multi -media

music production, it really doesn't matter. In most cases, the equipment is the same or very similar, and many of the

production techniques are used across the board.

We originally chose the name 'The Mix' because it could accommodate the inevitable changes that would occur in music

production over the next few years. And how it has changed! In the last two years we've seen the transformation of hard disk

recording from a high cost, high hassle, recording medium, into the system of choice for many musicians - professional and

hobbyist alike. With a choice of d -t -d systems ranging from portastudio-type packages, to computer -based systems, to high -

end hardware to replace the 24 -track tape machine, hard disk recording really has come of age. Concurrently, the lifespan of

tape -based systems such as ADAT and DA88 seems to be coming to an end (though I would expect to see a continued, if

reduced, demand for quite some time) and we have witnessed the arrival of the all -new MiniDisc format for multi -track use -

handy for those who really don't want to use hard disks, and the ideal replacement for cassette -based multitrackers. Yes,

things have certainly changed.

What happens in the next two years is anyone's guess, but whatever happens we'll be here to bring you news of the latest

developments, and unbiased reviews of the newest gear. Not to mention interviews with the most innovative artists, the best

in tutorials, etc, etc (time to wrap it up, I think). Here's to the next two years...

Chris Kempster, Editor

July 1996  The Mix



Novation DrumStation
808/909 drum sounds in a module

Allen & Heath GL3000
Big-time live mixer

E -mu Orbit
Dance sound module

Steinberg Cubase V3
Roundup of all the versions

Roland PMA5
Workstation in a filo-fax

FAR CR10
Nearfield monitors

Sherman Filterbank
Sophisticated filter section

Panasonic SV3800
Studio quality DAT recorder

Ensoniq MR Rack
High -polyphony synth module

Boss SX700
Multi -effects unit

Big Briar Etherwave
Affordable Theremin

Korg Pandora
Pocket guitar FX

Akai Remix 16
Sampler for the DJ

Sample CDs
Audio bites for your sampler
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sound advice
Mixer routing 124

Paul Mac explores the many paths your signals can

follow in your mixer

Stage Struck 129
Neville Wake continues his guide to live sound with

effects and signal processors

Studio Basics 133
Tips for the studio beginner and expert alike from

Nigel Lord

On The Beat 138
More MIDI files, samples and patterns to play with...

Tips From The Top #1 139
Tricks of the trade from record industry professionals



Regulars
Re:MIX 7
Rundown of the software and audio on CD

Fast Forward 10
What's new in recording and hi -tech

Musicians' Net News 18
11'7at's new on our own net, and everyone else's

The Help File 82
Your technical questions answered

Monitor Mix 86
This month's album releases

Toolbox 114
Mac, PC and Atari homepages

Rough Mix 142
Demo tape destruction derby

Total Recall
Bumper installment of the A -Z of Analogue

146

One Careful Owner 154
Secondhand music and recording gear

Mix Mart 156
The Mix's corner shop - books, videos and

merchandise...

Carl Craig 90
Tim Barr catches the innovative Detroit techno-ist on a

recent trip to London

Junior Dangerous 98
Rob Green finds out how to mix ragga and hip -hop

without getting hurt

The Cure 102
Rob Green meets Rob Smith and the band during the

recording of their latest album

Glen Matlock 108
Phil Strongman enrols in the Bill Grundy school of

journalism to question the former -Sex Pistol

Km a Focusrite Green range
W signal processor on page in
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Service
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COMPANIY1
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Evening
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47 London Road, Twickenham, Middlesex TW1 3SA
Tel: 01131 744 1 040/1 050 Fax: 01131 744 1095

We buy
used gear

& P/X

Free
parking

1 minute
from

Twickenham
station

Express
Nationwide
& overseas

Delivery

W.O.W.
Mobile nationwide
installation service

Educational
Discount
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All portastudlos Include
Alk 0114111 4C1) 41 111-2 free 'WOW Pack' -

Porta 03 £199
Porta 07 £339

424 £399
464 £699 488 II £995

WAY OUT £BEST PRICES

6

LL

XR3 £249
X18 £299
XR5 £335
XR7 £449
280 £449

380S £599 R8, G16S, G24S

OPEN REEL MACHINE
SALE

£
w
0
w

WAY OUT £BEST PRICES

>Pi

AIM
MT50 £329
MT4X £429
MT8X £895

£
w

w
£

PEP II Ill lir dtatb. iL
The Big Three! W.O.W. Best Advice
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BEHRINGER 7
FOSTEX V
SAMSON V
SOUNDCRAFT l
SOUNDTRACS V
STUDIOMASTER l
TASCAM V
YAMAHA V
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04 Digital Drum module
New Microverb IV

MIDIverb 4
Ouadraverb II
02, MEC 230

3630 compressor
Monitor one

Dualfex 11 £129
Ultrafex II £215
Autocom £179

Composer £259
Multigale £259
Intelligate £259
Autoquad £349

TSR 24
TSR 12

UHM5 Vocalist
Vocalist II

Studio Vocalist

Vortex (new)
Jamman (new)

Alex
Reflex

LXP 15 II
PCM 80

Rev 100 (new)
EMP 100, EMP 700

SPX 990, SPX 1000

D5000 (new), Rev 5
M55 new tone module

MU80 new tone module
TG500 tone module

Boss SE70
Aphex C2 Exciter

BBE Sonic

Maximisers -
ALL THE SOUND

YOU'VE NEVER HEARD

O

O

Col

O

8 -TRACK MODULAR

HARD DISK RECORDER ;44

trio tE S S
SOUNDTRACSvatatilow_ht
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E -MU Systems
Call for best deals
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More Ex -Demo & Used Equipment Every Month
H/H V500 Mos-Fet power amp £250
Korg XEC 42 compander £175
Akai 5900 sampler £499
Audio Logic PA 88A exciter £199
Alesis Microverb Ill £165
Akai XE8 drum expander with cards £275

£299
Aiwa XD6 1100 3 head DAT (boxed, All £799
Deep Bass 9 £350
Tascam 424 Portastudio (boxed) £299
Fostex E16, excellent £1999
Roland KR650 intelligent piano £1299
Peavey Deca 528 power amp £299
Yamaha FB01 synth module £99
Fostex 160 multi -tracker £250
Alesis MlDlverb XT £165
Tascam 38 with 8 -track DBX noise reduction £899
Alesis Microverb II £125
Rockman Smartgate £69
Yamaha EM P700 £375
ARP Axxe synth £299
Fostex G245 with S330 sync board (boxed, Al) £6699
Beyer DT190 headphones £140
Replay 16 £90
E -mu ESI32 sampler (boxed, Al) £899
Casio FZ1OM sampler with library £499
Studio Research 12:2 mixing desk £199
Teac X3 open reel mastering machine £275
Powertron MCS-1 sampler £150
Drawmer DL321 compressor £275
Aphex Aural Exciter type B £175
Yamaha 0Y10 portable sequencer £199
Studiomaster Proline 16:8 16:2 mixing desk £799
Yamaha EMT10 piano module £95
Yamaha MEP4 MIDI patchbay £150
Roland P330 piano module £350
Steinberg Pro 24 MKII I for Atari £99
Yamaha RX17 drum machine. £125
Allen & Heath mod 3 12:8 16:2 mixing desk £699
Soundtracs Topaz Mini 112:2 (boxed, Al) £275
Soundtracs Topaz Macro 14:2 (boxed, Al) £325
Yamaha daughterboards £145
E -mu Proteus 1 £395
Yamaha FX 500B £250
Nomad Axeman £150
Roland D110 £199
Yamaha GEP50 guitar processor £250
BBE Sonic Maximiser £175
Yamaha GC2020 compressor £175
DBX 224X DS tape NR £135
DOD R8308 2x15 graphic £130
Yamaha DMP7 mixer RTC1 remote £699
Hammond L102 tonewheel organ £550
Atari software - 100s of titles at crazy prices Call for list
Boss DR5 £250
Soundtracs Solo MIDI 16:8:2 £1999
Tascam M1016 mixing desk £499
Brenell Mini 8, 1" 8 -track £1199
Korg M1 £650
Studiomaster Praline Gold 16:4:2 £799
Yamaha SPX900 £425
Yamaha T05 tone module £150
Fostex R8 £799
Soundtracs Topaz desk - choice of several, boxed £Call
Atari 1040 computers & monitors - choice available From £199
Aiwa ADF270 cassette mastering machine (boxed, Al) £75
Fostex 4050 synchroniser/autolocator £375
GBS reverb £145
Casio CZ.5000 MIDI synth £250
Yamaha TXP1 expander £199
Kurzweil PC88 £1295
Roland Pad 80 Octopad II £375
DBX SNR1 £145
Kawai K1 + cards £350
Korg M3R £395
Yamaha TG55 (boxed) £350
Kawai K1R.. £225
Casio VZ8. 1 RAM card £199

JBL 4208 monitors (boxed, Al)
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mixed -mode

Software section

MIX
L

The ever-growing Rapid Access Music
Product directory providing up to the
minute info on products, dealers and
prices - and it's completely free!
Loading instructions: Click on the
RAMP CD icon on the desk, Run the
Projector and you're away!

Steinberg Cubase Score VST Demo
Working Demo of this highly acclaimed
package.

CyberMozart & Push Button Bach
Composer applications with full notation.

Buscalnvisibles
Find out what's lurking on your hard
disk...

Acoustics Glossary
Acoustics jargon -busting.

AutoCat
Floppy disk management system.

Big Bang
Slightly temperamental Mac drum
machine.

Boris Effects
Special effects generator for Adobe
Premier and Media 100.

Sound View
Real time graphic display program for
inputted sounds.

The On The Beat series MIDI files for use
with the samples and tutorial (p138)

World class producer Steve Levine
continues his Pro series Sample CDs
selection, this month it's the turn of the
Taylor acoustic guitar. Ethnic percussion
guru Peter Lockett provides Udu
drumming from Nigeria this time round,
and there's another great selection of
The MIX' samples, courtesy of Danny
McAleer. AIFF samples can be found in
the MAC section and WAV samples are
in the PC section.

PC SECTION

The ever-growing Rapid Access Music
Product directory providing up to the
minute info on products, dealers and
prices - and it's completely free!
RAMP loading instructions: For
Windows 3.X: Click on File - choose Run
from the Programme Manager, type in
the letter of your CD-ROM drive, followed
by RAMP.EXE (e.g. D:\RAMP.EXE).
For Windows '95: Click on START,
choose RUN, type in the letter of your
CD-ROM drive, followed by RAMP.EXE
then click on OK.

UNIVOX BD
(See Toolbox PC for details)

KPR77

(see Toolbox)

R_ ACE
(See Toolbox)

Samples
See the Mac section for full details.

See the Mac section for full details.

ATARI SECTION

The On The Beat series MIDI files for use
with the samples and tutorial (page 138).

Another groovy batch of AVR samples.

Zero -X v 1.51 Demo
Sample editor and MIDI sample dump
program. Suitable for all Ataris.

MIDI Kbd
A virtual keyboard for playing sound
modules. Works on all Ataris.

MROS Updates
Driver software for Cubase and a modem
port MIDI interface.

Yamaha Patches and Sqyrrl
Various sounds in different formats for
Yamaha modules, plus Sqyrrl; a QY20
editor.

Toolbox On CD
Files of news, a feature on boot disks
and how to build a modem port MIDI
interface.

About RE:MIX
RE:MIX combines normal CD audio with software readable by a computer's or sampler's CD-ROM drive. The software
will not harm your CD player, but it may make an unpleasant sound. So if you value your speakers, don't play track 1!
Most modem CD-ROM drives can also play audio CDs, so computer users get the best of both worlds. And don't worry
about compatibility. Your CD-ROM drive - Mac, PC or Atari will simply recognise compatible files and allow you to
open only those files.

July 1996  The Mix



R
mixed -mode

Audio section

Intro and track rundown
A taster of the 'Sample Material -
International Free Zone' Sample CD
(Control Room, page 81, and more on
track 20 of RE:MIX) with track rundown
courtesy of our Kath.

SIGNED ACTS
Carl Craig 'Butterfly'

Exclusive to The Mix, this is an
unreleased track from Carl's archives (In
Session, page 90)

Junior Dangerous 'Comin' Out
To Play' (Bollinger's Dialect Mix)
A collision of rap and ragga on Junior's
collaboration with partner Lucas (In
Session, page 98)

READER'S DEMOS
Futurist `Change Of

Consciousness'
Drum 'n' bass, techno,
ambience, you name
it... (Rough Mix, page
142)

Trench 'Get On
Up'
Swirling electronic
wizardry melds with
manic guitars and gruff
vocals to form an
industrial-esque
masterpiece (Rough Mix, page 142)

SAMPLES
A -Z of Analogue: Roland SH1000

Various classic analogue goodies, on F
and C notes (Total Recall, page 146)

A -Z of Analogue: Roland SH2000
More analogue sounds, again on F and C
notes (Total Recall, page 146)

World Percussion
Peter Lockett is back with another
instalment of fantastic ethnic drums. This
month the Nigerian Udu takes centre
stage, and the samples are also in WAV
and AIFF format in the CD-ROM section.

MIX
L

Steve Levine sample library:
Taylor acoustic guitar
More guitars this month. This time it's the
turn of the Taylor
acoustic.
Notes and
chords are !

provided. The
samples are
taken from
Steve's Pro -
Series sample
CDs and are
exclusive to
The Mix. The
samples are
also in WAV
and AIFF
format in the
CD-ROM
section.

TUTORIALS
Tips from the top #1

We demonstrate a tip from top engineer
Sephan Galfas on mixing guitar and
keyboards (Sound Advice, page 139)

On The Beat, Kits 1 & 2
More rhythm samples from Nigel Lord, to
go with the patterns on page 138.The
samples are also provided as WAV's and
AIFF's in the CD-ROM section, and the
MIDI files are also on CD-ROM.

GEAR DEMOS
Sherman Filter Bank

Some straightforward Alesis HR16
patterns put through the filter,

filter knobs tweaked a little,
and the result put through
an SPX90 delay (Control
Room, page 52)

Big Briar Etherwave
Swirling Theremin machine
from Bob Moog's company
- and not Bib Briar as billed
on the CD inlay! (Control
Room, page 70)

Korg Pandora
Top axe man Steve
Fairclough demos this
diminuitive guitar FX box
(Control Room, page 74)

E -mu Orbit
The latest dance sound
module from the
creators of Proteus.
Does this shake your
cage? (Control Room,
page 30)

Novation Drum
Station
The drum module that
puts 808 and 909

sounds in your reach? Judge for
yourselves (Control Room, page 22)

Sample CDs
'That Jungle Flavour' (Zero -G/

Time & Space)
A few precious excerpts from the latest
drum'n'bass sound source (Control
Room, page 81)

`Sample Material' -
International Free Zone Sample
CD (Sounds Good/ Time & Space)
Some examples of the diverse goodies
on this top-notch sample CD culled from
the sound libraries of legendary producer
Bill Laswell (Control Room, page 81)

The Mix  July 1996
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.2. 1J 1i,tAJJ-13'1)
by Soundcraft's brand new Ghost mixing console

It's set to spook
every other 8 -buss
desk on the market.
Pound for pound, it's
got more highly
desirable bells and
whistles than the
rest. Major features

like an on -board computer with a fully automated MIDI mute recall
system, control of external tape machines with audio/video scrub facility,
a Timecode reader/generator and 4 MIDI data faders for control of
external effects parameters.

Audio -wise its a killer - Ghost features Soundcraft's new ultra -low
noise mic amp with a whopping +60dBu input sensitivity, and of course
legendary Soundcraft 4 -band EQ with 2 fully parametric mids is included
as standard. There are also 6 mono and 2 stereo aux sends, 4 stereo
returns and Mix B path on every channel (giving 56 possible inputs on the
24 channel version)

One thing about Ghost that won't spook you is R's low cost.
Ask for our free information sheet

....

THE CLASSIC LANGEVIN CR3A
You'd normally expect to pay well over £1,000 for

a large condenser cardioid studio microphone,
particularly when it has a finch x emiaon gold-plated
diaphragm, -10d0 pad switch and bass roll -off as well
and extremely low noise discrete amplifier circuity.

And then you'd expect to part with even more of
your money for pop filter and shock -mount suspension.

Not with the Langevin CR3A - all the above are
standard features, yet you can buy it from R&W for just
£439 inc VAT.

 The accessories are FREE.
 Classic studio performance.
 Your money back if not impressed.

TWO TEMPTING TANNOYS

Lte7 Than

46
at RAW

R&W introduce some great new
nearfield speakers from the Tannoy
stable. System 600 (6") and System
800 (8") are for the disceming eye
as well as the critical ear. Perfectly
proportioned for positioning atop
your console meterbridge.

Audition a pair at R&W or borrow a pair from us to
hear in your own studio. We bet you'll be as highly impressed as we are.

Less Than

£646
at RAW

"FAB FOUR"
A Tascam DA88 can record up to

113 minutes of music in CD -quality
on a single ultra -small Hi -8 tape.
We recommend it because no other
digital 8 -track tape format can
compete on features, build quality
and reliability. It is still the preferred
choice of multitrack tape format by the professional

1910(4
Listen to

Tascam's DA30 1412 DAT Recorder
next to any other brand of DAT
machine and hear the difference.

The secret is in its unique AD and
DA convertors. They are really 'musical' sounding. Thus they ensure your
valuable masters actually sound better. Add to this Tascam's famous
workhorse build quality and long feature list Then consider R&Ws best price
promise.

Tascam's most recent studio
DAT recorder. At a price more
associated with delicate Hi -F1

DATs. The difference is that this
machine is heavier duty by far.
And it comes with some unique
features. You can record a
60 -character message at the start ID of each track and this is displayed as
the track plays. You can tum off SCMS copy limiting without the need for
a modification. It even comes fitted with 19" rackmounts as standard.

FREE TmTT

The Tascam DA -P1 is the world's
lowest -cost professional portable
DAT recorder. With the sort of
facilities you expect in a studio DAT. Along with
XLR microphone inputs and 49V phantom power for
condenser mics, plus a built in record limiter to ensure your recordings
don't distort at those unexpectedly high points that always happen when
you're recording your most important work on location.

BACK IT UP
We've recommended
the superb Fostex DMT8

Hard Disk Portastudio
for some time. And now we are adding the benefit of a low-cost DAT
backup recorder to save your valuable work at the end of a session.
Here's a new R&W package combining the Fostex
DMT8 with the legendary Sony DTC60-ES DAT ,
mastering recorder. A Digital Workstation
with optical Backup and Mastering all -
in -one. No need for any extra gizmos
- just use the optical cable supplied.
And we guarantee it for 2 years!

Just 11995 inc. VAT at RAW
only while stocks last.

TWO NEW MARANTZ CD -RECORDERS
"Everything you've ever wanted in an audio
CD -Recorder." That's the verdict on the new
CDR -620 and CDR -615 from Marantz.
The ultimate (and increasingly preferred)
mastering format is now Compact Disc. So if
you're mastering from a Digital Audio
Workstation you'll need the SCSI -equipped

CDR -620 (with its FREE RC -620 Remote) or else a standalone CDR -615.
And, by buying from R&W, you'll get all the CD -R "extras" you need too.

 FREE R&W Pre -Sales Test Bench Checkout
 FREE R&W Installation & Training (M25 area)
 FREE R&W Extended 2 -Year Guarantee
 TEN (yes, 10) FREE Blank 74-minute/650Mb CD -R Discs

R&W are the recognised
CD -R experts. Call us for

best CD -R Advice & Price.

dbx 1066
A WINNER
Here's a real winner of a dynamics processor for you. The dbx 1066
Compressor Limiter Expander/Gate will tum your world on its ear (it says
here). Actually they're right. It does. We recommend you have a listen to
it. Or at least some bumph on it from us. It's a 'o to use and hear.

Great Dynonic Processing From RAW for just 1449 inc. VAT

NEW PANASONIC DAT
When pure audio performance I as1111111011111 Ali
is what you're after we have .-. MUM
long considered two DAT
recorders to be worthy of
serious consideration, the Tascam DA30 Mkt and Panasonic's SV-3700.,.,
Now Panasonic have brought out their new SV-3800. And it's a beauty.
Thanks to its new D -A and A -D converters. Practical too - R's got a shuttle
wheel multiple digital interfaces. Just a few reasons why the SV-3800 is
selling so well at R&W right now. And R&W will guarantee it for not one,
but TWO years to give you that extra little bit of confidence & assurance.

IT'S 330 ALREADY
So let's get into
space with Roland.

Two great effects units - the SRV-330 Dimensional Space Revert) and the
SDE-330 Dimensional Space Delay. Not just your ordinary stereo effects,
neither. These guys deliver troy 3 -Dimensional sound environment and
spatial effects you will love.

4111.11111111111111111111N
AFFORDABLE CONVERSION
The Analogue -to -Digital and Digital -to -Analogue converters in most digital
recorders and mixers are quite adequate for the job. But, for reasons of
economy, they are not always as good as they could be. Hence there are
a few excellent third party converters around. Whilst most of these are
well out of range of the average pocket, here are two that are not The
Langevin ADC -20 20 -bit A -to -D and DAC-20 20 -bit D -to -A. We've a pair of
evaluation units available if you realty want to be amazed. Ask Colin Bird
or Phil Darke to arrange a loan for you. Try before you bIt

IN YOUR DREAMS
Well, it used to be, but at R&W its now a
reality. We can give you a fully digital Studio
Workstation for less than £1499! It's the
Roland VS -880 and it offers an amazing 64
tracks of 16-bit/44.1kHz CD -quality direct to
disk recording. Plus full digital mixing and
automation. Storage is to internal IDE or
external SCSI drive, with fast DAT backup. For rncnkat extra cost we can

. . . k - 
also give you an optional intemal di 'tal effects board to make you
VS -880 really indispensable.

THE WIZARD OF RAW
From the people who gave you the cutting edge technology of the
M5000 Digital Audio Mainframe here's the new tc electronic Wizard
M2000. The first really affordable multi -effects processor from the
acknowledged world leader in the art of digital processing. The M2000
incorporates many of the M5000's virtues, including its much sought-after
caR.E. reverts - unique to tc electronic - as well as tc's new Dynamic
Morphinp function whereby one effect may be seemlessly changed
(morphed) into another. Like tc's 2290 and M5000, the M2000 is set to
become an Industry Standard. And this time they've priced it so we can
all have one! Mimi M2000 costs only £1639 inc VAT at RAW.

THEY JUST KEEP ON COMING
Yup, it's time for yet another addition to
the unbeatable Folio range from
Soundcraft. This time it's the Folio-SX. And
it's a corker. 20 inputs (12 mono &
4 stereo) into 4, with direct outputs from
channels 1-8 for multitrack recording. Great EQ section ("Real British EQ"
as Soundcraft put it). This desk must be heard to be
believed. The perfect budget console for both live
and studio use. Worth serious consideration.

11101.1111.17 Take the concept of ADAT one step
BEST FOSTEX VALUE AT RAW

further. Throw out the tape. Put in a hard
disk. Make it modular so multiple machines

can be slaved together to build into 16 &
24 -track systems. Whatve you got? Yes, R's the new

Fostex D80 with its up -to -40 minutes of simultaneous 8 -track
recording in CD -quality on removable, IDE caddy -held hard disks.

What's more, it's got a removable front panel Remote Control providing
access to all functions including cut, copy, paste & move editing. The D80
even interfaces with the excellent Fostex DTM8 (see panel left).

For 61499 inc. VAT, the D80 comes with one 850Mb
(18 minute) hard disk to get you going. But if you give us just
670 more than this (61569) well give you another 1.71Gb
(40 minute) hard disk worth E295! Limited stocks, so HURRY!

Yamaha 02R Digital Console

n11111111

NO
DEPOSIT

FINANCE
AVAILABLE

Subject to

Status

AMAVNG FEATURE UST
Yamaha's new 02R is an eight
buss fully programmable digital
console with 40 input channels
(24 analogue, 16 digital), 100mm
motorised moving faders and no
less than 50 internal effects
processors. All controlled by its
own internal Mac -like computer.

LOW COST
Its price tag of just E6999 inc VAT
makes it possible for us to provide
you with a fully equipped, digital
studio for under £10K. Including
digital multitrack & monitoring.
Just ask us for a quotation.

Talk to Phi, Rich or Coln on the RAW Sales Desk. They'll arrange for you to
evaluate the gtrand-bneaking Yamaha Mite Yourself.

FREE AKAI HARD DISItS ATR&W
The great thing about Hard Disk
Recording is that you don't
have to trundle through a tape
to hit the spot lust access any
track or point in a track
instantly.

recommend Akai's DR4, DR8 & DR16 multitrack machines because
they are so reliable and have a similar control surface to a tape recorder.
This means no tedious learning curve - you can get on with your work as
soon as you've unpacked it and plugged it in.
Also, just like ADATs and Tascam DA88s you can start off with one Akai
DR8 8 -track and daisy -chain to another one, or even a DR16, to upgrade
your system to a 16 or 24 track setup as you can afford it.

a FINE lGe 11dd dive worth E295.

FREE RAW MEMORY UPGRADES WITH AKAI SAMPLERS
Now, as well as the best price on your new Akai sampler, R&W will give
you a FREE Memory Upgrade of up to 16Mb on S3000XL and S3200XL
models.

S2000 £ Best Price Guaranteed.
S3000XL E1799 inc. VAT

including FREE 8Mb R&W Upgrade
S3200XL £3499 inc. VAT

including FREE 16Mb R&W Upgrade1===SZELi
FE SAMPLING SOFTWARE. AirRA.

IN YOUR FACE!
We all know Mackie make some great
mixers. Now they've made the
compact range even betted
By revamping their circuitry and maki
it VLZ - Very Low Impedance. Ter
simply means LESS NOISE and LES%
CROSSTALK (No need to shout!). Wail
to know more? Ask us to send you
copy of "In Your Face", Mackie'
brilliant newspaper -style approach to
product literature. Once you've read it
convinced that (a) you'll want to own a
compact mixer, and (b) you'll want to buy it
Raper & Wayman (where does it say that?).
We're waiting for your call.

55111111 tttttteS In sills

Mackies cost
less at R&W.

RAPER WAYMAN
Professional Audio
rim IN-STORE. OR MAIL-ORDER

 Microphones
 Mixers
 Digital & Analogue Multitrack
 DAT Recorders
 Hard Disk Recording
 CD Players & Recorders
 Effects Processors
 Samplers
 Broadcast Equipment
 Monitor & PA Speakers
 Power Amplifiers
 All the leading brands in stock
 2 -Year Minimum Guarantees

 Pre -Delivery Testbench Checks
 Spacious Showrooms
 Relaxed Atmosphere
 Knowledgeable Sales Staff
 Superb Technical Support
 In -House Service/Repair Centre
 No 'Hard Selling'
 Next Day Insured Delivery
 Export Shipping arranged

RAW give you all this AND
the best Advice & Price in

the business.

Tel: 0181400 8288
Fax 0181-809 1515 EMAIL: 100551.2752@compuserve.com

Unit 3, Crusader Estate, 167 Hermitage Road, Manor House, London N4 11Z.

ACceSS

VISA
TRANSAX
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New Improved Tascams
With its high audio quality and intelligent features set, the 8 -bus
Tascam M-2600 has proven a hard design to beat, but the
manufacturer has tried it with the new M-2600MKII. The result

is a desk that is ready to use with any digital or analogue multitrack, and is
available with 16, 24, or 32 channels. The M-2600MKII retains the
balanced mic inputs of the original but adds switchable +4db/-10db TRS
balanced multitrack I/O, in order to provide optimum audio interfacing
with tape and hard disk systems. New channel inserts make the desk
automation -ready, while the group/direct switching allows the console to
feed 16, 24 or 32 track systems without unwieldy re -patching. Also new is
a choice of three optional meter units with high -intensity bargraphs for
faster and more accurate level reading. All input channels are fitted with
Tascam's high definition split EQ section, which allows the HF and LF
controls to be assigned separately from the two sweep mids. The dual -path
design also gives 32 inputs for every 16 channels on mixdown. Plus, the
M-2600MKII is equipped with a flip control, so that either path is
controlled by the channel's long-throw 100mm fader. Knowing you can
never have too many aux sends, Tascam has equipped the desk with two
stereo and four aux mixes for monitor and effects. There are also six stereo
returns and two independent stereo cue mixes, giving complete aux control
during track laying and mixdown.

Several other new products were unveiled by Tascam at the recent AES
Convention in Copenhagen, including two eagerly awaited MiniDisc
recorders. The MD -801R and MD -801P are, respectively, a 2 -track MiniDisc
recorder/editor and player/editor, featuring Tascam's new MiniDisc transport
system, offering five times the track search and four times the track start and
access speed of normal MiniDisc players. The DA -38 is a more affordable
variant of Tascam's successful DA -88 eight track Modular Digital Multitrack
format. New features include a digital track copy function and internal digital
patchbay. All functions are readily accessed from the front panel controls,
including Track Advance and Delay, Shuttle Control and Offset capability.
The machine can also be readily integrated within the MIDI environment,
and up to 16 DA -38's can be cascaded together to provide up to 128 tracks.
The DA -38 is fully compatible with the DA -88, IF-88AE and IF-88SD
digital format interfaces and can be operated with RC -808 / 848 Remote
Controllers. Tascam has also released the 424MKII Portastudio, which
enhances the original four track package with sweep mid range EQ, balanced
XLR mic inputs and auto punch in/out facility. Also updated is the auxiliary

effects, metering and synchronisation capabilities. The 424MKIr s four
balanced inputs mean that it is now possible to connect professional quality,
low impedance microphones, while the sweep mid on the three band
equalisation gives greater control over the sound of each channel. Using the
auto punch in/out facility with its rehearsal function, it is possible to practice
and execute seamless drop -ins on the 424MKII without touching the play,
rewind or record functions manually. There are now two dedicated aux
sends, meaning control over two external effects during mixdown, plus
separate mixes for effects and tape cue during track laying. An additional

mixer and control room monitoring can also be connected when required,
without needing to pull plugs on the Tascam 424MKII. The sync loop for
FSK codes has been redesigned to make it easier to use the model in
conjunction with external drum machines or sequencers. With the new
technology comes new styling, which makes the 424MKII look more like a
controller for an up-market workstation. This is accompanied by the practical
inclusion of a 60mm fader for the main bus and a new FL display, showing
transport status and tape position, plus track and bus levels.
More from: Teac UK Ltd Tel: 01923 819630.

Status For Stephenson
producer Gary Stephenson has become the first UK recipient of the new Otari Status console. The new
desk features total recall of all functions and automation on all faders. Stephenson, who has worked
with the likes of Go West, Rick Astley and Tony Hadley of Spandau Ballet, purchased the 40 channel

desk from Stirling Audio and has installed it at his home studio in Banbury, Oxfordshire.

More from: Stirling Audio Tel: 0171 624 6000.
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Minidisc 4 -track

The new Yamaha MD4 is
the first available
multitrack recorder based

on the optical MiniDisc format.
In addition to the four track
recorder, the MD4 includes a

mixer section and editor section, all at a very affordable £899 incl VAT. Because the
MiniDisc format is digital, there is virtually no degradation in the audio quality, no
matter how many times the tracks are bounced together. Additionally, Yamaha has
given the MD4 the ability to play all four tracks while recording back onto one of the
tracks. As well as simultaneous record and playback capability, with all four tracks full,
the MiniDisc allows as much as 37 minutes of continuous music. The integral mixer
section of the MD4 is analogue and offers gain, three band equalisation, aux send for
effects, pan and fader. On the output side, it has four groups, stereo out, monitor out and
direct outs. The aux return is stereo, and the MD4 is also equipped with MTC output for
synchronising external MIDI sequencers.
More from: Yamaha-Kemble Tel: 01908 369269.

he new Denon DN-2500F professional CD player is the latest addition to the world
famous range of double CD players for DJ and Club use. By extracting all the best
features from the DN-2000F MKII and the DN-2700F, Denon now bring us a

sophisticated and technically advanced twin CD player. Several new features are featured
including a Custom Setting Memory, allowing the DJ to
custom set their required cue -point, pitch % and A-
B loop points for up to 200 individual tracks and
the ability to store this information in the DN-
2500F memory. It is a convenient way of
Cueing up to a regular start point each time
you play that track. The Key Adjust Mode
preserves the original key even when the pitch
(speed) is changed. Key Control Mode allows the
key to be adjusted (+/- 16%), without effecting the pitch.
The voice reduce feature allows the vocal potion of a song to be reduced to near
inaudibility. The DN-2500F retails at £1200 + VAT.

Also new from Denon is a CD-Autochanger/ Jukebox package: the DN-1400F and Rolec
RC RC1214 200 disc CD -changer automation system. The unit boasts Infra -Red remote
control and comes with VCA volume/ Standard Qwerty keyboard option for data entry and
time schedule programming, RS232 serial port for PC interface, all housed in lu size modules.
More from: Denon Tel: 01753 888447.

(Orbital) Over The
Moon with (Prophecy)

Techno wizards Paul and Phil Hartnoll, aka Orbital, have recently been in the studio
recording tracks for their latest album and single. Whilst in the studio, the brothers
took delivery of a Korg Prophecy. They have been busy discovering the many talents

of the Prophecy and have utilised some of the keyboard's innovative technology for the
album In Sides, released at the end of April. Following the release of the highly acclaimed
Chime in 1990, Orbital have built up a substantial following both in the UK and the USA.
With now famous appearances at Glastonbury Festival and Woodstock Festival in the States,
plus a sell-out UK tour to their
credit, Orbital have gone
on to pick up many
awards for their
particular style
of music.

More from: Korg
Tel: 01908 857100.

Mike Rutherford, of Mike and the
Mechanics fame recently acquired a battery
powered Studiomaster Diamond compact
mixer. Snugly fitting into his briefcase, the
four mic/ line input desk allows Rutherford to
use DAT backing tracks and add new melodies
and lyrics while working on new material
when on tour. Studiomaster are now on the
internet with a web site offering details of their
full product range, complete with regularly
updated news, and everything else those fun
chaps in Luton think you might like to know.
More from: Studiomaster Tel: 01582 570370
Fax: 01582 494343 Internet:
http://www.studiomaster.com

Syco has made the largest sale of Digidesign
ProTools to BBC Radio Resources. A total of
nine ProTools 3 Series hard disk recording
systems and nine Power Computing machines
have been purchased by the Beeb. These will
add to their six existing ProTools systems at
Portland Place, London. Meanwhile, film and
TV composer Steve Schwalbe whose credits
include the music for the TV series Bugs, has
purchased a 16 track ProTools 3 Series System
from Syco for his home studio in south-west
London. More from: Syco Systems Tel: 0171
625 6070.

Riptide Broadcasting, a newly formed radio
company, will be delivering the first of what is
billed as a new genre of radio station, Swell
FM, during July and August to Brighton and
surrounding areas. Swell FM intend to
combine an eclectic range of musical styles
from Indie to World music combined with
magazine shows, live band broadcasts, comedy
and drama shorts, and opportunities for
unsigned acts to have their material aired.
Swell FM aims to deliver an advert -free radio
service supported by sponsorship. The
station's goal is to prove that good, alternative,
locally -based and reflective radio without
advertising breaks can be achieved, and to
mirror the diverse and vibrant nature of the
town of Brighton. During its air period (15th
July - llth August) Swell FM will also be
covering a host of local events. And here's the
best bit: Swell FM are on the look -out for
people wishing to be involved including DJs
and local bands. Letters, tapes etc. should be
sent to: Swell FM, PO Box 2724, Brighton
BN I 6FZ.

Synchro Arts have released the latest version
of there successful VocAlign software -
versicl 1.31, for use with Digidesign's
ProTools. As an established dialogue
replacement tool, the VocAlign system
provides automatic alignment and non-linear
editing of two audio signals. With the addition
of TimeMod, emphasis is placed on instances
where only linear time changes are required to
make a region of audio longer or shorter
without any change in pitch?Seamlessly
integrating with ProTools and handling both
mono and stereo signals, the software makes
the editor's job easier as well as less time
consuming. VocAlign can also be utilised for
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> tightening double tracked vocals and
instruments, synchronising foreign language
dialogues and aligning the timing of electronic
instrument tracks to man-made tempos. More
from: Synchro Arts Ltd Tel: 01372 811934.

A long awaited A&R service has recently
been launched by Dangerous Management.
The Talent Scout, produced quarterly, is a
boxed set of compilation tapes featuring
unsigned artists and an accompanying booklet
listing a contact telephone number and
relevant information relating to each artist
featured. Associated with over 2000 people
nationwide, A&R departments throughout the
music industry pay an annual fee to receive
The Talent Scout, which not only makes their
job easier but ensures that they hear the very
best of available talent from every region of
the country. To top it all the service is
completely free! If you would like further
information or would like to submit a demo
tape, an S.A.E. is required. More from: The
Talent Scout Tel: 0171 209 2585 or write to:
The Talent Scout, PO Box 10349, London
NW1 9WJ.

Audio Technica will be exclusively providing
close to eight -hundred microphones for
dramatic stereo for every televised event of
the 1996 Summer Olympic Games, in Atlanta,
Georgia, later this month. Atlanta Olympic
Broadcasting (AOB) plans to use AT4071 and
AT4073 shotgun microphones as its staple
camera mics, along with numerous AT825
stereo, UniPlate, UniPoint and custom -
designed microphones. In preparation for the
games, AOB is currently using Audio
Technica mics to train around two hundred
new audio engineering assistants. In support
of the AOB, Audio Technica has been
working in close partnership with Panasonic
Video Systems, official broadcast equipment
and system supplier for the 1996 Olympics.
Additionally, Audio Technica have recently
become proud suppliers to the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame in Cleveland, Ohio, who are
relying entirely on Audio Technica
microphones for their facility which provides
dynamic interactive exhibits, performance
spaces, special programmes and displays from
the museum's permanent collection. Six
Audio Technica ATM 63HE microphones are
available for handheld and stand use in the
theatre, and have been used by a variety of
musicians since the facility opened in
September 1995. More from: Audio
Technica Ltd. Tel: 0113 277 1441.

Once again the Yamaha Public Domain
software library expands with the release of
"Visual Editor" for the VL series of Virtual
Acoustic instruments. To fully harness the
power of the Yamaha VL instruments can be

, difficult as there are simply so many editing
parameters. To resolve this Yamaha have
produced a graphical editing program for the
Macintosh computer which allows
comprehensive but friendly voice editing. An
on-line message box gradually fills with text
explaining what parameters have been edited

IL Audio on the Road
TL Audio's presence in

the live sound market
is growing rapidly, as

demonstrated by Lynyrd
Skynyrd's decision to
employ a TL Audio Cl
Compressor as part of their
live rig. Ed Hopson - FOH
engineer and production
manager with the band
commented: "For our
primary vocal I replaced our
existing tube compressor
with the TL Audio Cl and the
increase in intelligibility and
signal quality was immediately noticed by all. So much so that our principal background
singer, Dale Rossington, requested the other channel for her vocals. Anyone who has
heard Lynyrd Skynyrd live for the past year has heard the Cl in action on the principal
vocals." The unit is also being utilised in the studio by Hopson - "With the CI I can get
the warmth I want and get as clean a signal path as any big studio in the world. I use the
C 1 on vocals, guitars, drums - you name it. For recording and live sound it jams!"
More from: TL Audio Tel: 01462 490600.

Fitting the working
act to a T

imed squarely at working musicians, DJs and
smaller venues, Electro-Voice's new T -series
range of small stage speakers fills the gap

between their hugely successful System 200 and
concert sound DeltaMax. EV's UK distributor,
Shuttlesound have recently launched 5 T -series
products, headed by the new MT -1 system. Taking
care of the top end is the 2 -way MTH-1. Suiting the
musician more interested in playing than roadying, it
weighs in at 43kg yet still produces 350 Watts of power
handling. Partnering the MTH-1 is the MTL-1; a 2 x 18" speaker pushing out thumping bass
at 800 Watts. Prices are £1275 ex VAT for the MTH-1 and £1220 ex VAT for the MTL-1.
The T251, 2 -way with a 15" driver handles 400 Watts and is an ideal trade up for existing
Sx200 users, and retails at £849 ex VAT. At £1100 ex VAT, the TS252 offers two 15"
drivers plus the same horn chucking out a huge 800 Watts. Rounding it up, bottom end is
handled by the T18, an 18" bass bin weighing in at £765 ex VAT.
More From: Shuttlesound Tel: 0181 646 7114.

Korg Release New
Prophecy Sound Cards

Korg UK has introduced two new banks of sounds for the Prophecy solo
Synthesizer. The collection of new sounds is called "Analogue and Vintage Synth"
and "Modern Models" and is a tribute to the Prophecy's extensive abilities.

Both these new banks make full use of the five different synthesis methods available to
you in Prophecy, and further highlights the fact that the Prophecy is not a sample based
instrument, but a true synth of enormous potential. Consequently, these new sounds are
equally as impressive as the factory data supplied when you buy the Prophecy, and will
become essential sounds to the modem producer.

More from: Korg
Tel: 01908 857100 Fax: 01908 857199
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Uncool

Uncomfortable

Warmish

Really Cool

-273.15°C

SPRIT
Absolute Zero

solute Zero,.

By

ii A Harman International
-oundcraft

ompany

Spirit Absolute 2 shattered the
complacent world of nearfield
monitoring, rapidly becoming the
preferred choice of professional
studios around the world. Now you
can get the Absolute sound in a
smaller 95W per side package.

Absolute Zero delivers_crisp,
full-bodied audio in a surprisingly
small -footprint, low cost, speaker.
The sturdy, no -compromise design
produces the consistent, high
quality results you'd expect from
Spirit - and at the ridiculous price
point of around S,200 including VAT.

--, Whatever the use; studio
monitoring, installed sound
systems or even with a hi-fi,
play it cool with Absolute Zero.

Cool me down with
information on Absolute Zero.
Name:

Address:

Which magazines do you read
regularly?

I will use my Absolute Zeros for:.

Spirit by SoundcraftTM,

Harman International Industries Ltd.,
Cranborne House, Cranborne Industrial
Estate, Cranborne Rd, Potters Bar, Herts
EN6 3JN, England.Tel: +44 (0)1707 665155).

Fax: +44 (0)1707 665461.
TM



and how the voice is constructed dependant
upon the user edits. The software offers
support for the VL1, VL7 and VL1-m installed
with version 2 operating systems, and is Public
Domain and therefore can be copied freely.
More from: Yamaha-Kemble Tel: 01908
369269.

Recent orders from the 13I3C indicate a
growing demand for the Akai DD1500 Digital
Audio Workstation and the wide approval it
is gaining from the most demanding of users.
BBC Worldwide have taken delivery of two
systems for their high profile foreign language
dubbing theatres. Both the Arabic Channel and
the Japanese Channel chose the DD1500 over
some very stiff competition. Meanwhile, BBC
Post -Production have taken delivery of their
second system for fitting and syncing
operations to cope with the speed of job turn
around has meant that the success of this new
operation at BBC necessitated the purchase of
a second system. More from: Akai Tel: 0181
897 6388.

Newham College of Further Education
opened their doors to the public on May 29th
for an action packed Music Technology open
day presented by students and staff. The event
featured hands on activities, recording,
multimedia and video at their Stratford
campus. The centre's extensive range of hi -
tech recording gear was on display as well as
samplers, digital and analogue synths, video
editors and a wide range of Macintosh
software for music, sound and multimedia.
More from: Newham College of Further
Education Tel: 0181 471 6688.

Quested Monitoring Systems made its first
ever independent appearance at an AES
exhibition, and marked the occasion with the
launch of three new monitor speakers. These
are the first developments to be unveiled since
the company returned to private ownership
under the management of Steve Revill and
technical director Roger Quested. The VS2205
is an active nearfield monitor with an
integrated amplifier, designed for engineers
and producers needing an accurate and
portable reference monitor. The VS2108 is an,
active full -range monitor, suited to near and
mid -field applications in larger rooms. Finally,
the VS1110 is a compact 10" sub -bass,
designed to complement either the VS2205 or
VS2108 when additional bass reinforcement is
needed. More from: Quested Tel: 0181 566
8136.

Time & Space's latest addition to their ever
increasing range of multimedia CDs is The
Sound Cube, a 10 CD set, which can be bought
as a set at £89.95 or as single CDs at £12.95 a
piece. All of the CD-Roms are mixed mode
Way and Aiff formats. The set would probably
be most useful for multimedia developers but
is of course alsO practical for desktop
musicians, especially those on a tight budget.
The set comprises of Dance Instruments,
Orchestra and Classic, Voice Spectral, World
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Soundfield Surround
The French based company LTRT who specialise in providing mobile facilities for
the live coverage of events to be broadcast in Dolby Surround Sound chose the
SoundField Mark V Microphone System to record the Bercy Open International

Tennis Tournament. After the SoundField Mark V Microphone was suspended 20
metres above the tennis court, all parameters were adjusted remotely from the control
unit. The result was one of optimum realism for viewers receiving the transmission in
Stereo or full Dolby Surround Sound. Other Broadcast companies who have recently
invested in SoundField Microphone Systems include Belgium's BRTN, Danish Radio
and Beijing TV in China.
More from: SoundField Tel: 01924 201089.

Asq alking Back

The ASC Talking Brick is not
simply an old speaker model
sprayed a new colour to

match your computer - it was
developed specifically to be attached
to the display monitors of Digital
Audio Workstations. Fully shielded,
the Talking Brick is an extremely
lightweight unit which can be
attached directly to the VDU with
'industrial strength' nylon loop
strips, saving desktop space. Input
connector is either 1/4" jack or XLR
and, as well as its own speaker,
output can be via headphones, the connector and level control being mounted on the
front of the unit. Most modern PCs supply mains power to the VDU by looping through
from the system unit (desktop or mini -tower). Mains power to the Talking Brick is
supplied by utilising this supply to the VDU. A loop through IEC male and female
connector avoids the need for yet another mains output socket. The Talking Brick retails
at £139 plus VAT.
More from: Audio Systems Components Ltd Tel: 01734 819813.

Whilst on his last trip to the UK, John Cale,
former member of the Velvet Underground,
hired John Oram's rackmount units, the

MWS (mic pre -amp EQ) and the HD-EQ2 (high
definition Equaliser) to record the group 'Goya Dress'.
He was so impressed that he bought them and had them
mounted in a 'Shock Rack' case for travelling. On
returning home to Greenwich village, New York, Mr
Cale ordered an Oram BEQ console for his own studio.
He said 'The 'High Definition EQ' really came into its
own on live recording situations in Europe and the US.
I recently used it for recording a performance with the
Hudson Valley Philharmonic." John Cale is currently
working with his Oram BEQ desk on his new album.
More from: Oram Professional Audio
Tel: 01474 535888.



WE'VE DISCOVERED
THE MISSING LINK
IN THE SEARCH FOR
NATURAL -SOUNDING
COMPRESSION.

The New AUTOCOM MDX 1200
with Dynamic Enhancement

- ' -

Compression particularly
when applied heavily. can -dull

the sound of your signal. That's
because the lower end of the

frequency spectrum dominates the
action of any broadband compressor.

causing high frequencies to disappear

The new AUTOCOM MDX 1200 stereo
Compressor/Limiter/Expander/Enhancer has

been designed to solve this problem. Our
exclusive new dynamic enhancer circuitry restores

the perceived loss of higher frequencies that occurs
during compression. ensuring your mix always retains

its original brightness and energy.

Exceptionally versatile by design the new
AUTOCOM now also features a unique IRC*-Downward

Expander/Gate which reacts intuitively to the program material
to produce an extraordinary natural sound.

Built-in Auto and Manual Compression modes give you more
options - from -set and forget' to a wide range of fully adjustable Attack

and Release times for creative effects. Our unique Wave Adaptive
compression circuitry delivers "inaudible' compression every time you use

The new AUTOCOM MDX 1200 from Behringer - the dynamic new
way to put life bac nto your music.

Welcome to the Interactive World of
BEHRINGER

Get the new catalog 1996

BEHRINGER

Your Ear Is Our Judge

For more information about the new AUTOCOM MDX 1200 and the Interactive Word of Be-^iger. please ask your local deafer or contact:

BEHRINGER U.K.. St.Vincent House. 59 Woodbridge Road. GU1 4RF Guildford. Surrey.. tel. -44 (0)1483 458877. fax 458822

BEHRINGER Specialized Studioequipment GmbH. Otto-Brenner-Str.4. D-47877 Willich. (0)2154-92060. fax - 428523



> FX (Vols 4, 5 & 6), Crash Boom Zap,
Soundtracks, Ethnic Journey, and finally Rave
X. More from: Time & Space Tel: 01442
870681.

Drumtech, Basstech and Guitar Institute at
The Power House, Europe's largest purpose-
built contemporary music teaching complex,
are expanding to cater for vocalists and
keyboard players. Keyboard Tech and Vocal
Tech are offering the same high standards of
tuition and facilities as their sister schools
Drumtech, Basstech and the Guitar Institute.
Keyboard Tech and Vocal Tech have recruited
students for places on a full-time one-year
Diploma course, and are recruiting for the
two-year grant -funded Dip.HE course which
is to be run from October in association with
Thames Valley University. Part-time and
private tuition - to suit all abilities - is also
available. The launch coincides with the
relocation of all the schools to a brand new,
purpose-built 7, 000 sq. ft multi-storey
complex in west London. The Power House,
in London W3 offers students a unique
environment in which to learn, practice and
meet other musicians. According to the
schools' director Rob Burns: "This is a great
opportunity for keyboard players and vocalists
of all abilities to improve their skills in the
company of some of the best
players/instructors and mix with other
musicians. This is a very exciting new
project." More from: Keyboard Tech/ Vocal
Tech Tel: 0181 740 1031.

Heavenly Music UK have announced the
immediate availability of their entire range of
building block software products via their
exclusive distribution deal with the long
established TRAN TRACKS US. Tran
introduced the product line at the recent
NAMM ehibition. Having pioneered the
market in the UK and Europe in 1992,
Heavenly are now seeing the US as ripe
territory for musically overactive ceraphins.
More from: Heavenly Music Tel: 01255
821039.

Sounds OK Interactive have released a new
sound cards for the Roland JV1080. Vol
1..Dance culture is programmed by
acclaimed mix artist Gary Mason, and
includes Euro style basses, Growling basses.
Rave organs, Overdriven guitar, String and
Synth pads, Synth tones, Trance sounds,
Dance pianos, and TB303 sounds. Most
patches utilise touch sensitivity, modulation
wheel or after touch to add user feel and
expression. Vol..2 Analog Digital Culture is
programmed by Paul Osborn, and features a
collection of sounds with elements of
analog and digital tones. D-50 Brass and
Moog bass emulations are included along
with analog pads and synth leads. Each
volume retails at £55 for ROM versions and
£65 for RAM versions. Both volumes are
also available on XP50/80 format disc at
£29 per title or £49 for volumes 1 and 2.
More from: Sounds OK Interactive Tel:
01276 229946.

APRS
Aucio

London's National Hall at Olympia once again plays host to the annual
exhibition staged by the Association of Professional Recording Services
(APRS) from the 19th to the 21st of June. Billed as providing a topical

forum for debate across the spectrum of professional audio applications, the main
focus areas are broadcasting, post -production, recording, project studio applications
and new media. Running parallel with the exhibition will be a range of Briefings
and Workshops encompassing hands-on sessions and presentations of up-to-the-
minute new technologies and operational trends. Forums comprising of
representatives from leading industry associations will be held concentrating on a
number of issues. Included are the Broadcast Forum, hosted by the institute of
Broadcast Sound, an Audio Media led "Hot Issues" lunch-time slot, and a PLASA-
hosted Live Sound Forum. The preliminary programme includes : "Pulling the
Cobwebs from Speaker Design" by acclaimed industry authority John Watkinson;
"The Format Jungle" looking at issues of compatibility surrounding multitrack and
2 track recording which is hosted by digital specialist Bill Foster; and "Sound for
Multimedia: Formats, Standards and Techniques" presented by Paul Gilby of
multimedia experts Co -Active and Gateway's Mike Pratt and Dave Ward.
Presentations are sponsored by Studio Sound, Pro Sound News Europe and One to
One.

APRS have also scheduled a high level seminar focusing on Intellectual Property
and how to protect it. Entitled "Name, Rank and Serial Number - How Identifiers
could change the face of the Music Business" this one day seminar will take place at
Le Meridien Piccadilly Hotel in London on the June 18th. Concerned primarily with
copyright management, a range of topics will be covered from the purely technical to
commercial and legal considerations. The DTI are supporting the seminar which will
host a esteemed range of panel members and speakers culled from associations such
as IFPI, IMPRIMATUR, MCPS, PRS, PPL, Re - Pro and the non-acronymed National
Discography.

Entry to the exhibition is free, with a ticket information hotline offering further
information.

Audio-Technica will be exhibiting several new products during Audio 96, along
with re -engineered versions of existing units. The highly acclaimed AT4000 studio
microphone series will see the introduction of the phantom powered, transformerless
fixed cardioid AT4041, which offers smooth frequency response and high SPL
capabilities. The very affordable Studio Six -Pack (as featured in The Mix's
competition last month) will be on show, fulfilling the microphone needs for the
project studio. The Engineered Sound Series of products offer a number of goose -neck
and suspension microphones with a variety of polar pattern options, and an extended
range of boundary microphones to provide a comprehensive solution in presentation
and conference applications. You can visit Audio-Technica on stand 101.

Taking pride of place on Raper & Wayman's stand will be the new TC Electronic
M2000, also known as the Wizard. Billed as the optimal studio signal processor, the
unit offers a host of effects, including a completely new way of working with them,
known as Dynamic Morphing. Added to this are TC's renowned sound quality,
dithering for superior digital compatibility, and the ultimate user interface. Also
making their debut with R&W are the complete ranges of products from Manley and
Langevin. David Manley's range of valve -based professional studio equipment
includes microphones, microphone pre -amplifiers, mixers, equalisers, effects units,
compressor/ limiters and other mastering devices. The distinctive Langevin range
covers the same basic areas of product but features all -discrete processing to offer
affordable, yet extremely high quality equipment.

Penny & Giles will debut their new multi -channel 24 -bit Audio Multiprocessor,
together with its associated range of Pythagoras Audio Software. The system
incorporates fast 32 -bit floating point architecture and offers one stop simultaneous
processing of up to 16 digital audio channels, with further expansion possibilities.
More from: APRS Tel: 01734 31221L

The Key To ART
Di,,tribution of the acclaimed ART products has been taken over by Key Audio
Systems Ltd. in the UK. As well as existing models being restyled and upgraded,
further products have been added to the range including the Pro MPA mic preamp

and acoustic pedal.
More from: Key Audio
Tel: 01245 344001 Fax: 01245344002
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Plasa
On The Move

pLASA, the Professional Lighting and Sound
Association have announced that the 1996 show,
scheduled to take place between the 8th and 11th

of September, will be moving from its current home in
Earls Court 2 to the largest exhibition centre in London,
Earls Court 1. The relocation will offer greater flexibility
for exhibitors, as the amount of floor space will be
increased from 17, 000 square metres to 23, 000 square
metres. The 1996 show will continue the existing theme
of having dedicated areas for differing levels of sound,
but will also include dealer demonstration rooms, more
feature areas and an increased number of hospitality
suites. 1996 will also see the statof a new five year
partnership between PLASA and P&O Events. The two
organisations joined forces in 1990 to develop the
PLASA show which has grown from 158 exhibitors to
over 264 exhibitors. In a further development planned
for the 1996 show, the British Music Fair will be moving
from its current venue and date to coincide with PLASA
1996. The BMF will run alongside PLASA in a separate
hall within the Earls Court complex, and add further
presence to the sound side of the PLASA show.
More from: P&O Events Tel: 0171 370 8229.

Dance -Tech
Soundivision's Dance Tech '96 show will be specifically aimed at
DJs, remixers and producers who are single minded in their
interest to see, hear and buy the latest dance music -oriented

products that will enable them to mix, sample and ultimately create
their own tracks.

Dance Tech '96 is a natural development to follow on from the
success of the DJ Technology Enclosure which was organised and
promoted in a joint venture between Soundivision and Music Maker at
the London Music Show in December 1995.

Dance Tech '96 will take place on Sunday 7th July 1996 at The
Complex Club, Islington, London Ni, which is conveniently located
near The Anglel tube station, just off the Liverpool Road.
More from: Soundivision Naturally, THE MIX will be at the show,
so come along to the stand for a chat.
Tel: 0171 6096639 or 0171 6093939
Fax: 0171 6091310

Hirota
And

Lockett
Following last year's sell-out concert at

the south bank, Hirota and Lockett return
with their unique fashion of musical

traditions from around the world, blending
influences from India, Japan, The Balkans,
Latin America, The Middle East, North Africa
and Europe.

Multi -percussionists Hirota and Lockett
combine ancient and modern influences to
create a powerful and compelling sound scape.
In contrast, there are sections featuring
Shakuhachi (Japanese Flute) and Tabla. The
concert is brought to its climax with a piece
featuring a group of Japanese drummers, drum
kit, Djembe and the North Indian Dhol. The
gig starts at 7.30 on July 16th in the South
Bank's Purcell Room.

Real stars
aren't

alwayson stage

Music Industry Skills training programmes at Clarendon College Nottingham are great ways to learn the essential technical and business skills
for a career in the music industry. Over 150 students have successfully completed their first course and are moving on to further training.
You can enrol for September, January and April start.
You'll get hands-on experience in recording, production and music technology, and develop a real head for the business. The course has
already launched its own record label, CD sampler and a brand new single release.
Get real skills direct from professionals in the industry in a professional recording studio environment and a full grounding in how the music
industry works. Keen beginners and those with previous practical knowledge are welcome.
For fast full details and application form call Clarendon College Student Services, Tel: (0115) 960 7201
or write to: Clarendon College Nottingham, Mansfield Road Centre, Nottingham NG5 I AL

In association with the Nottingham School for the Music Industry

Grade I Team at Grade I College (FEFC Inspection Report)

CLARENDON
Accsocuzza.
MAKE MORE OF YOUR LIFE,

ALL OG YOUR LIEF
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Musiaans-Net News
The Musicidns-Net, your one stop shop

for everything musical
Musicians-Net surfers have

shown they have no qualms
about online shopping at all.

The Musicians -Net Netscape
Commerce Server has been taking secure
credit card subscription orders for two
months now from locations as far flung as
South America and Finland. In the all -new
Virtual Music Shop you can choose from a
range of products from several retailers
and buy securely online. Choose your
instrument from Axemail and Guitar
Village, and tuition books and videos from
Music Exchange and Total Accuracy.

The Musicians -Net team are currently
busy putting a catalogue of over 30,000

music books online for direct purchase
using their specially enhanced secure
system. These enhancements allow you
to simply click on products from
anywhere within the Musicians -Net and
add them to a virtual shopping basket as
you surf the pages of the Musicians -Net.
The team have also added extra levels of
security to the Netscape Commerce
Server making it the most secure online
shopping system available. Not only that
but their enhancements enable the
Musicians -Net to take orders for third
parties and pass the orders directly on to
the retailer or wholesaler in complete
security.

UK MUSIC INDUSTRY
GOES INTERNET C A ZYI \
Industry Companies Choose Musicians -Net for Internet Connection
The March issue of MNN announced the Musicians -Net site had received over 750,000 hits
by Internet users. This hit rate has now increased to a staggering ONE MILLION,
confirming the Musicians -Net as the number one Internet site for all music loving surfers.

Sales and Marketing Director Colin McKee said, "the an-nouncement of the Musicians -
Net Web site design and set-up packages, has resulted in an emphatic response from music
industry companies, all eager to take advantage of the exponential growth of the Internet."
With over 40 million users connected world-wide and over 3 million in the UK alone, the
Internet has become a powerful and cost effective marketing tool, attracting thousands of
new businesses every single day.                                    

RAMP ARRIVES ON
THE MUSICIANSNET

This month sees the arrival of RAMP (Rapid Access
Music Product Directory) on the Musicians -Net.

An interactive utility previously only available on the
cover mounted CD-ROM's of THE MIX, Guitarist
and Guitar Techniques. RAMP is a comprehensive
listing of every music product imaginable, from amps

to xylophones with spec sheets on individual items. Once
you've found the product of your dreams RAMP will guide you

to a retailer in your area.
RAMP has been enormously successful as an interactive CD-ROM direc-

tory and the team of developers are keen to unlock the enormous potential of the online
version and facilitate direct purchasing of products from the RAMP database. Already the
online version is attracting huge interest with over 5,000 hits per day.
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INIDUSTRIF MG GUNS
SIGN LIP WITH
MUSICIANS -NET

aney and Peavey UK have both agreed connection
packages with the Musicians -Net. These sites should
be on line soon.

Peavey USA already have their own Internet site. Visit
them at http://www. peavey.com                        

St OIM
CR rin I r

Credit card transactions on the Internet are
considered by banks to be safer than those
conducted by telephone, according to Eamonn

Wilmott, director of Internet Publishing. Speaking at a
seminar of the UK Newsletter Association, he said that
technology now ensured infallible encryption before
credit card details reached the Internet, and real-time
verification of card details.

The Musicians -Net Commerce Server allows
consumers to buy goods from your site directly over the
Internet. The Commerce Server is an ingenious piece of
software that securely encrypts all credit card
transactions. Consumers are safe in the knowledge that
only authorised users can access their credit card details.

Music Maker Publications are currently selling
magazine subscriptions and back issues as well as their
full range of merchandise including t -shirts, cd's, records
and videos directly over the Internet.
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musicians -net
Axemail International...were one of the first
music retailers in the UK to join the Musicians -
Net back in July 1995. Axemail promote their
entire range of products within their Internet site.
They will shortly be offering visitors to their site
the opportunity to purchase products directly via
the Internet using the The Musicians -Net Secure
Commerce Server. You can contact Axemail by
e-mail at:

axe.music @ di al.p ipex .com
Their Web site address is:
htt p ://www .m u s i ci a n s- net.co.0 k/Axemail/
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Guitar Village... have an extensive range of
guitars and guitar related products. They have
used colour pictures of the inside of their shop
within their Internet site. Future plans for their
site include incorporating a vintage and rare
guitar section. By using full colour pictures and
providing detailed specification for each guitar,
visitors to their site, from anywhere in the world,
can see exactly what Guitar Village are offering
in this department. Check out their site at:

http://www.musicians-
net.co.uk/guitar_village/

ome to Gear Wage
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AMG Soundcheck... use the Musicians -Net
Secure Commerce Server to sell their entire range
of sample CD's directly over the Internet.
Visitors to AMG's site can view their entire
catalogue of products before proceeding to the
virtual checkout to make desired purchases.
Credit card users then type in requested details,
which are encrypted then transferred securely
through to AMG direct.

http://www.musicians-net.co.uk/AMG/

Total Accuracy... promote their entire range of
guitar tuition packages on their Internet site. They
plan to sell all their products directly using the
Musicians -Net Commerce Server very shortly.
Real time audio is another feature that the Total
Accuracy team are looking at incorporating into
their site.

http://www.musicians-net.co.uk/
total_accuracy/

Music Exchange... sell directly over the Internet
from their Web site a variety of products
including guitar, bass and keyboard tuition
packages, books and videos. They use the
Musicians -Net Secure Commerce Server and all
users that purchase directly from Music
Exchange know that they are ordering securely
and confidently.

http://www.musicians-net.co.uk/
music_exchange/

Turnkey... were the first music retailer in the UK
to have a presence on the Internet. Turnkey site
offers visitors information on all of its current
range of goods and have within the last two
weeks started using the Musicians -Net Secure
Commerce Server to sell products directly
worldwide.

http://www.musicians-net.co.uk/turnkey/
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Paragon... sales,service and repairs for Apple
Macintosh computers. Yes musicians do own
computers, lots of them.

http://www.musicians-net.co.uk/paragon/

musicians-tiet.co.uk

BSS Audio... have set up a site offering new and
existing product information and a free
interactive product directory available on disc.
The site also includes a complete company
profile.

http://www.musicians-net.co.uk/bss/

Time And Space... sample CD's are available to
visitors at their site. They will shortly be able to
offer all their products for sale directly over the
Internet with The Musicians -Net Secure
Commerce Server.

http://www.timespace.com/

The Academy Of Contemporary Music... will
be offering guitar, bass and keyboard
correspondence courses directly over the Internet.
Phil Brookes director of A.C.M said, "Students
can now enjoy studying and being involved with
one of the UK's leading music schools from the
comfort of their own home." Future
developments will include real time audio and
video tuition.

http://www.musicians-net.co.uk/acm/

Newtronic... MIDI songfiles, sample CD's and
CD-ROM's as well as synth sounds and editor
software. Serious samples and software now
available from Newtronic's ftp site.
http://www.musicians-net.co.uk /Newtronic/
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Technote... are the world-wide distributors for
Technics musical instrument software. Visitors to
the Technote site can purchase their entire range
of products directly over the Internet using the
Musicians -Net Commerce Server.

http://wvvvv.technote.co.uk/technote/

Landmark Distribution Ltd... distribute a
number of products including Wersi, Tran
Tracks, Charlie Lab, Solton and EMC. Each of
their individual products has a complete
specification sheet with a full colour picture.

http://www.musicians-net.co.uk/landmark/
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THIS MONTHS

CRAZY DEALS

tallai*/
Alesis ADAT XT--- 2450

Alesis 3630 - - 199

Alesis SR164111111=105 189

ART MRI -1AHA
Boss DS330

145

199

Boss ME6 249

Boss SX700 CALL

Boss BL I 99

Dynamix complete 500w PA 499

Ensoniq SQ I + 649

Ensoniq DP2 549

E -Magic Logic 279

JL Cooper Datamaster 299

Kawai K4R 299

Kurzweil Mark 5 1949

Kurzweil Micropiano 389

Microphone stands FROM 19

Roland RAPIO inc interface

Roland SCCI

Roland MDC I
MON1

Roland A33 X

Roland SRV330

Roland CS I 0

r2,
Roland P55--A-

Roland PRII.Indcfo,

Roland P330

Roland D110

Roland U110

Roland JD800

Tascam DA20

Waldorf Pulse

Washburn VGA7 Amp

Yamaha SY85

129

119

419

329

549

89

299

49

299

299

299

1100

729

499

49

599

49 note Midi Keyboards 99

oon
ALL PRICES

INCLUDE
VAT,

DELIVERY
AND 2 YEAR
WARRANTY

...creative 01923 246282
technology

I 2 L IN ES

01923 246669
THIS IS JUST A SMALL SELECTION Of THE MANY OTHER PRODUCTS HELD IN STOCK!!!

SPECIAL GEAR TO CLEAR

SAMPLERS/HD RECORDING

Akai SIOOOPB

Boss RSD I 0

Fostex DMT8
Roland VS880

Roland JS30

DRUM MODULES

Alesis SR16

Boss DR5

Roland TD7 Kit
Roland TD5 Kit

MIXERS

Boss MX10
Boss BX80

Phonic PMC I 6028

Samson MPL 1640

Samson MPLI502
Samson Mixpad 9

Stagemix 8:2

Stagemix 12:2

Yamaha Pro Mix 01
Yamaha RM800:16

599

199

1449

1279

499

179

249

1700

850

199

299

399

419

199

149

250

319

1449

UNPRINTABLE

GUITAR EFFECTS

ART ECC
ART SGX2000
Boss LM2

Boss ME6B

Boss BCB3 Case

VERY LOW

UK LOWEST

15

299

15

Boss BCB6 Case inc Pedals 349

Loads of Boss Pedals UK LOWEST

AMPS

Alesis Matica 900

Alesis RA100

Dynamix DPA600
Laney PL 150

Roland SRA50

Samson Servo 150

Washburn VGA7
Yamaha P2500

499

250

350

150

149

160

40

499

20 Midi Lead bundle 59

20 Jack -Jack bundle 55

MONITORS/ MIXERS/ AMPS & PA
Alesis RAI00
Mackie 1202VLZ
Mackie 1604V11
Mackie 3204

Mackie 24-8
Samson Mixpad 9

Samson MPL1204

Samson MPL1502

Samson MPLI640

Samson MPL2242

Samson Servo 150

Samson Servo 240

289

UK LOWEST

UK LOWEST

UK LOWEST

2200

169

449

249

489

599

189

249

Samson Servo 500 329

Samson PL2404 499

Yamaha Pro Mix 01 1669

Yamaha RM800:16 UK LOWEST

Full range of Dynamix in stock
Full range of BV in stock

Full range of HZ in stock
Full range of JBL in stock

Full range of TOA in stock
Full range of Studiomaster in stock
Full range of Spirit in stock

SAMPLERS & RECORDING

Akal S2000
Akai S3000XL
Akai S3200XL
Akai DR8d inc I GB

Alesis ADAT XT
Emu ESI 32

Emu ESI 32 Inc SCSI & 8mb

Emu E64

Emu Darwin
Ensoniq ASR I 0

Fostex DMT8

949 Roland S760 1299

1699 Roland 5760 inc DA400,
3299 OP760/1 & 8mb UK LOWEST

2399 Roland MS1 349

2599 Roland VS880 1399

979 Roland VS800 inc FX

1549 and Hard Drive 2099

2099 Yamaha CBXDS CALL

2400 Yamaha SU I 0 289

1649 Full CD ROM Library
1449 available FROM 29

HOME RECORDING & PRO STUDIO
Alesis MEQ230

Alesis Microverb 3
Alesis Microverb 4

Alesis Midiverb 4
Alesis Quadraverb 2
Alesis 3630

ART MRI

ART FXR Elite 2
Boss SX700

Digitech TSR24s

Digitech GSP2 10 I

Digitech Studio 5000

Digitech Vocalist II
Digitech Studio Quad
Ensoniq DP4+

Ensoniq DP2

Korg iH Vocal Harmony
Roland SDX330
Roland SRV330

219

165

249

329

519

229

199

379

UK LOWEST

699

849

849

449

449

899

549

339

699

619

Roland SDE330

Roland RSS I 0

Roland AP700

Roland RV70

Roland RE800

Tascam DA20

Tascam DA30
Yamaha SPXI000

Yamaha D5000

Yamaha SPX990

Yamaha REV100

Yamaha MS20211

Yamaha Pro R3

Yamaha MT8X (8 track)
Yamaha MT50 (4 track)

Yamaha MT4X (4 track) 499

Fostex D80 UK LOWEST

Panasonic SV3800 UNPRINTABLE

699

1999

1489

349

229

739

1149

1099

1199

689

219

199

849

999

329

PC SOUND CARDS/ SOfTWARE/ INTERFACES

SOUND CARDS - DIGITAL - ANALOGUE SOFTWARE

TBS-2000 152 Cubase Score 459

Tahiti 299 Emagic Logic 319

Gravis Untrasnd 149 Finale 680

Soundscape Elite 249 Master Trax Pro 145

Cardd (Digital only) 389 Quickscore Pro Delux 99

Trippledat (Card/SW) 979 Sound Studio 89

Roland ATW-I 0 119 Saw 4 429

Tropez Plus 259 CALL FOR BEST PRICE ON ALL SOFTWARE

Maui

Gravis Ultrasnd Pro

159

199
MIDI CARDS - ADAPTERS

Yamaha DB5OXG 139 - CONNECTIONS

Cardd Plus 679 Midiman Winman Ix! 49
I/O for Cardd 239 Midiman Winman 2x2 95
KEEN PRICES ON ALL OTHER SOUND CARDS' Midiman 4x4 +SMPTE 189

SOFTWARE Midiman Syncman

Midiman Syncman Pro

99

299
Band in Box 89 Midiman Smartsync 89
Cakewalk Pro 159 Midiman Par & Serial lx I 79
Cakewalk Pro Audio CD 279 Sound card midi coon 25
Cubasis Audio 229 Midi cables from 2.50
Cubase v3.0 299 Midiquest 2 port SE 182
Encore v4.0 425 Midiquest 8 port SE 549
Jammer Pro 139 Midiquest MQX32M + SMPTE 189
Procyon Pro 95 Opcode Studio 3 299
Quad Studio 199 Opcode Studio 4 549
Sound Studio Pro 139 Opcode Studio 5LX 1099
Saw Plus 689 Midiedge !xi + Wave adapt 59
Cakewalk Home Studio 89 Midiedge 2x4 + Wave adapt 120
Cakewalk Pro Audio 229 Mac Midi adapters I x3 39
Cubasis PC 119

SOUND MODULES & DRUM MACHINES ETC

Alesis S4 Plus 739

Emu Orbit 739

Emu Ultra Proteus 1199

Emu Morpheus 989

Emu Proteus FX 499

Emu Classic Keys 549

Emu Vintage Keys Plus 899

Emu Proteus 2XR 799

Emu EIV 3949

Korg 05RW 419

Korg XSDR 499

Kurzweil Micropiano 399

Kurzweil K2000R SEE SEPERATE AD

Kurzweil K250OR 2799

Novation BassStation 359

Novation DrumStation UK LOWEST

Roland JVI080 999

Roland MVSI 449

Roland MDCI 449

Roland MOCI 449

Roland MSE I 449

Roland MGS64 519

Roland PMAS 419

Roland RA30 429

Roland RA95 649

Roland MTI20 699

Roland SD35 699

Roland MCSOmk2 699

Roland SC33 399

Roland MC303 549

Waldorf Pulse 499
Yamaha QY300 799

Yamaha QY22 399

Yamaha MU50 329

Alesis DM5 399

Alesis SR16 199

Boss DRS 275

Roland TD7 Kit (Full) 1999

Roland TD5 Kit (Full) 1199

Roland SPO II 549

Yamaha RYB 199

KEYBOARDS, SYNTHSSYNTHS & PIANOS
Alesis QS6

Emu E4K

Ensoniq TS 10

Ensoniq TS I2

Ensoniq SQ I +

Full range of
Fatar in stock.
Novation BassStation
Korg Trinity
Korg Trinity Plus

Korg Prophecy
Korg X5D
Korg X3
Korg 15s

Kurzweil PC88
Kurzweil PC88MX
Kurzweil K2000
Kurzweil K2500
Kurzweil K2SOOX

759

2999

1649

1849

749

FROM 129

CALL
2099

2399

919

749

899

949

1699

2049

SEE OUR AD

3899

3999

Roland XP80 1699

Roland XP50 1349

Roland XPI 0 549

Roland A90EX 1799

Roland A90 1549

Roland A33 379

Roland DJ70mk2 1479

Roland 0800 1499

Roland FPI 1479

Roland RD500 1549

Full Roland E series
in stock UK LOWEST

Yamaha CS 1 X UNPRINTABLE

Yamaha SY8S 699

Yamaha QS300 999

Yamaha PI50 UK LOWEST

Yamaha VL I EX -DEMO 2799

Full range of Yamaha digital pianos
in stock

TER: (01923) 246282 / (01923) 444599 FAX: (01923) 246669 WEBSITE 1-11TP://WWW.ACTIVE SOUND.CO.U1(

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY 10AM-6:30PM (SATURDAY 11AM-5:30PM).



01923 444599 ...creative
I 2 L I N E S

technology
01923 246669

ORDER
EUROPES LOWEST PRICES -GUARANTEED!!!SPECIALIST

GUITAR EFFECTS AND AMPLIFICATION

ART Tube MP 159 Roland GP100 739 Roland JC120 629 Roland BC30 249
ART Xtreme 279 Roland GRO9 689 Roland JC85 449 Roland ACIO0e 649
Full range of Boss pedals in stock Roland GI 10 429 Roland JC20 179 Roland KC500 599
Roland VG8 1799 Roland GK2A 119 Roland BC60 399 Practice amps FROM £60

Alesis ADAT
Emu Darwin
Roland VS880
Fostex DMT8

AKG - CI000s & C3000

POA
POA
POA
POA

STUDIO PACKAGES AND PRO -AUDIO EQUIPMENT

Soundtracs - Topaz Maxi & Project
Yamaha NS I O's +Pro Mix I etc.
EV

Mackie
Allen & Heath

AUDIO-TECHNICA
AT 4050
AT 4033
AT4041

Beyer Mics

All available now in different variations of bundled packages - 0% interest free - Full range of Soundscape in stock now!! Demos available
Massive selection of high quality studio accessories/cable/leads headphones
Lexicon / Omniphonics / Geffel / SPL / Focusrite / Akai / Drawmer / DBX / JL Cooper / Aphex / C -Audio / Digitech
Call Dave West today for TOTAL ADVICE.

COMPLETE MUSIC SYSTEMS
Pentium 75 Mhz
I GB Hard disk
Quad speed CD ROM
8 MB RAM
14" Monitor
Keyboard
Mouse
Tahiti and Yamaha DB5OXG Hard Disk recording cards

49 Key Midi Master Keyboard
(if purchased with Music System)

799

499

249

Pentium 100 Mhz
I GB Hard disk
Quad speed CD ROM
8 MB RAM
14" Monitor
Keyboard
Mouse

E1634 Tahiti and Yamaha DB5OXG Hard Disk recording cards £1784

£79

KURZWEIL
KURZWEIL K2000 RACK OR KEYBOARD

0% INTEREST FREE

£1899 (RRP £2299)
£189 DEPOSIT

18 MONTHLY PAYMENTS Of £95

CD BRAND MR/ RELEASE

KURZWEIL K2DD (DANCE DEVELOPMENT MODEL)

£1949 (RRP £2319)
£194.90 DEPOSIT

18 MONTHLY PAYMENTS Of £97.45

ALL UPGRADES INC SAMPLE

OPTIONS AVAILABLE 1/2 PRICE

MEMORY AVAILABLE NOW!

ACTIVE SOUND (UK) LTD., PARK HOUSE, 1519 GREENHILL CRESCENT, WATFORD BUSINESS PARK, WATFORD, HERTS, WD1 8QU

SEE US AT THE BIRMINGHAM GUITAR SHOW (JUNE 96) & LONDON MUSIC SHOW (NOVEMBER '96)

WHY YOU

SHOULD BUY

FROM US:

We offer same
day next day

delivery service
Payment on

delivery

Tailor designing
systems to suit

your requirements

Authorised
service centre

Educational discounts

Installation
and

training

Part exchange

welcome

Demo suite
Try before

you buy

Viewing by
appointments

only

Account customers
welcome

Payment by:
Access/Visa/Switch

etc. Cash/Postal
Order/Transfer
Instant Cheque

Clearing

0% INTERES
FREE

FINANCE
APPLIES TO

ALL
ADVERTISE 11/
PRODUCTS

& DEALS
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The Novation DrumStation promises the sounds of the classic Roland TR-808 and TR-909 beatboxes for a fraction of the

price . But rather than using analogue circuitry, Novation have opted for the latest in virtual synthesis.

Roger Brown investigates...

When Mark Thompson from Novation first

revealed the nature of the 808/909 replica

they were planning to follow the undoubted

success of the BassStation with, I was more than a little

surprised. It seemed as natural as four beats to the bar

that such a machine would sport lots of analogue

circuitry and perhaps a few samples as per the 909.1

didn't expect Mark to tell me they were planning to

produce a machine based entirely on computer

technology, using the latest generation of sound

synthesis tools, the cunning algorithms of virtual

synthesis.

The more I thought about it though, the more natural

it seemed. By the very simplicity of their nature, drum

sounds lend themselves readily to physical modelling. In

fact, the digital quality my ears were beginning to detect

in the sound of the virtual synths which followed in the

VL1's wake would be a positive advantage when it came

to capturing the snappiness of snare and hi hat sounds.

Indeed the 909 used samples for those drum sounds, it's

designers felt analogue circuitry just couldn't match the

metallic timbres of snare and hi hat sounds.

When I finally got to study the architecture of the

DrumStation I became even more convinced that

Novation were onto something. As the diagram of the

composition of the sounds shows, Novation have used a

blend of: samples; virtual models of analogue circuitry

and computer models of analogue filters, in varying

combinations to recreate the classic thump of the 909

1_(_= 7

Price inc VAT: £449.99
More from Novation Electronic Music
Systems Ltd. The Ice House, Dean Street,
Marlow, Buckinghamshire. SL7 3AB
Tel: 01623 481 992 Fax: 01628 481 835

and the tinny rattle of the 808 snare among many others.

The real deal?

Having finally got my greedy mitts on a DrumStation, I

can report that Novation have indeed succeeded in

recreating sonic replicas of those classic machines of

ever -escalating resale prices. The 909 kick thumps out

like a good 'un, while the 808 boom kick is

produces one really booming kick in four, the

DrumStation's version hits the spot every time thanks to

the tightness of virtual LFO's).

That's a lie actually, there are no virtual LFO's in

Novation's version of virtual synthesis, called ASM for

Analogue Sound Modelling. Drum sounds have very

complex structures but are actually composed of very

simple waveforms. Their complexity lies in the fact that

d IGValUCMUli kliu wiryci ticu di UldelidUle

analogue circuitry which usually only TR808 TR909 ASM SAMPLE

BASS DRUM - BD

SNARE DRUM - SD

RIM SHOT - RS V
HANDCLAP - HC

CLOSED HI HAT - CH
**  +

OPEN HI HAT - OH * *  +
RIDE CYMBAL- RC 4/
CRASH CYMBAL - RC  **  +
LOW TOM -LT

MID TOM - MT

HI TOM-HT

COWBELL - CB

LOW CONGA - LC

MID CONGA - MC

HI CONGA - HC

MARACAS - MA

CLAVES - CL V
The DrumStation uses varvina combinations of ASM & ** re-created hv ASM nn TRAM kit only

laThe Mix  July 1996

samples, the above table shows what's what. + sample with ASM envelopes, tone etc.
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several of these waveforms are occurring at the same

time. Using computer modelling it is possible to break

the drum sounds down into these simpler waveforms.

These are digitally modelled and then recombined by the

computer to recreate the original sound and that is

exactly what ASM does.

There's a parallel with the architecture of the original

808 and 909 here of course. In those machines the drum

these sounds in real time from the front panel and

record the edits in a sequencer to be replayed. The

front panel is neatly divided up into sections for

each drum sound, with the edit functions clearly

labelled, making the whole operation simplicity

itself. A glance at the front panel is all that is

necessary and you're away. This open-ended approach

to sound synthesis is the reason so many prefer to use

/ can report that /Vovation have indeed
succeeded in ramartisig saironniia
sleyylicars of those classic machines

sounds were broken down into coarser elements: the

pitched sound produced by skins; the struck metal

sound of hi hats and combination sounds like snares

and rimshots. This enabled the designers to produce

dedicated analogue circuits with a limited range of

control over settings such as level, pitch and decay. Any

further range would move the sounds outside the normal

description of drum sounds.

Twiddleability factor

In keeping with the realtime control over sounds which

made the BassStation such a success, the DrumStation

also features knobs on the front where you can alter the

various parameters available on the originals after which

they are modelled. Accordingly, you get control over the

pitch of each sound and it's level. The bass kick also has

control over it's Attack portion if using the 909 model, or

it's Tone if it's an 808 one - just as on the originals.

Similarly the snares feature Tone and Snappy controls.

finally the Toms, Hi Hats and cymbals offer control over

the decay element of the sound.

Novation haven't stuck entirely to the TR families

original specifications, instead opting to provide

controls over all sounds which means that you get Tone

and Decay control over 808 and 909 sounds which

never originally had it. So you get Tone control on the

808 Bass Drum or Decay on the 909 Rimshot and Hi

hats for instance. See the table opposite for a full.list of

controls with the new additions highlighted.

The really great thing, of course, is that you can edit

2. DrumStation TR909 Bass drum, with MIDI
controllers altering Tune -Attack -Decay.
3. DrumStation TR909 Snare drum, with MIDI
con;roll9rs,gtter Tune -Tone -S(14 ,

analogue machines and the realism of the DrumStation's

sounds, coupled with its ability to transmit and receive

real time edits makes this machine a winner in my book.

While the knobs are a little on the twiddly side, as

they were on the BassStation, they are spaced far

enough apart for some serious drum morphing. As each

one is actually using a dedicated MIDI controller to

receive and transmit its parameters you can not only

record your edits but also very easily map the controller

wheel on your master keyboard to one of these

controllers and achieve even more wild abandon.

Pan-tastic

There are also a couple of added controllers which don't

have control knobs, but are only accessible from the

front control panel a couple of buttons pushes down.

Drum kits
TR909: Bass Drum, Snare, Rimshot, Handclap, Closed Hi Hat, Open Hi Hat, Crash

Cymbal, Low Tom, High Tom, Ride Cymbal

TR808: Bass Drum, Snare, Rimshot, Handclap, Closed Hi Hat, Open Hi Hat, Crash
Cymbal, Low Tom, Mid Tom, High Tom, Cowbell, Low conga, Mid conga, Hi
Conga, Maracas, Claves.

Polyphony: 12 note
Memories: 40 locations - 25 preset, 15 user.

Connections
MIDI:
Audio:
DIN:
Power:

Dimensions
Unit:
Width:
Depth:
Height:
Weight:

In, Out & Thru
1 stereo pair, 6 mono outputs and headphone jack
1 24 pin DIN Sync output
9vDC 500mA input PSU

1U 19" Rackmount
483mm
100mm
44mm
<2Kg

IIJuly 1996  The Mix



Emu )
Orbit

 512 great sounds utilising over
600 of the best cutting edge

samples around (256 RAM / 256
ROM)  Over 50 drum loops

incorporating Beats Mode allowing you
to change the tempo, transposition etc.
of each loop to suit your needs  Midi
Synced LFOs  MidiPatch modulation
system allows you to route filters to

realtime controllers such as the soon to
be released Emu Launchpad controller.
 32 6 pole resonant filters allow you to

create the most stunning sounds
possible  6 polyphonic outputs

0% FINANCE
£300 DEPOSIT

x9 monthly payments of

TOTAL REPAYABLE £845

Akai
Remix 16

From the world leaders in professional
sampling comes the ultimate phrase

sampler.
 16bit Stereo or Mono sampling  2Mb
RAM (expandable to 18Mb using 72 pin

Simms)  8 / 16 / 32kHz sampling times
 8 voice polyphonic  Four track 30,000
step sequencer  16 sample pads  Beat
Loop Function lets you automatically sync
the tempos of multiple looped phrases

 Crossfader to adjust the output mix
between the sampler and the input signal
 Reverse sample playback  Bend and

Scratch effects

Save £100
While Stocks Last

The new Yamaha CS1x Control Synthesizer
looks brilliant (also looks blue!) the

specification is stunning, the sounds are
great and the price is mind blowing!

 Superb realtime analogue control over
resonance, filter cut off, envelope attack and
release plus two assignable function controls

 Stereo inputs allow you to down load
samples from SU10 etc.  Scene Controller

for instant dramatic changes in sound timbre
 32 note polyphony  480 quality AWM2

voices plus 11 drum kits for SG music
production  128 preset / 128 user

'performance" sounds including dance and
techno sounds  Versatile Arpeggiator  Built
in host computer interface  11 chorus, 11

revert and 43 variation effects

Prophecy
The definitive modern day synthesizer, the

Korg Prophecy Solo Synthesizer offers:
 Realtime analogue type control over all
parameters including resonance and filter
cut off  Five different sound synthesis
types including analogue, FM. physical

modelling and more providing thunderous
basses, huge searing leads, mindboggling
sound effects, extremely natural sounding

acoustic imitations and loads more
 Brilliant on board arpeggiator  Multi

effects  unique controllers including jog
wheel and ribbon controller offer unrivalled

player expression

£350 DEPOSIT
x9 monthly payments of

TOTAL REPAYABLE E999

MC303
The ultimate dance / groove
machine from the ultimate

name in dance music!
 448 Stunning analogue / vintage

sounds from the T8303, SH101, Juno
family and Jupiter family plus synth

pianos, sound effects, orchestra hits and
white noise effects.  12 drum kits

featuring the sounds of the legendary
TR909 and TR808 drum machines plus

preset Dance, Techno, Jungle. House and
Acid Jazz patterns.  28 voice polyphony

 Reverb, delay, chorus and flanger
effects  30 style arpeggiator

 Portarnento  Analogue rotary controls
for resonance, cuttoff, attack, release etc.
 Realtime Phrase Sequencing  10 song,
8 track sequencer  16 part multi timbral

Yamaha
( S1110
The cheapest way of getting professional

sounding sampling into your setup.
Check this out...

 Upto 44.1kHz sample rate  Upto 48
samples  19 / 27 / 54 seconds sample
times  Scratch Pad and Ribbon Controller
 1000 Note Sequencer  Resonant Filter
 Powered by mains or battery for portable

sampling

S2000
Excellent low price professional stereo

sampler featuring:
 2Mb RAM (expandable to 32Mb)

 44.1kHz or 22.05kHz sample rates
 SCSi as standard  32 note polyphonic
 16 part multitimbral  Reads Akai, Emu
and Roland sample libraries  Macintosh

compatible MESA editing software
 Optional four channel digital effects

 Optional S/PDIF and multiple outputs
 Resonant filters

£350 DEPOSIT
x9 monthly payments of

1DIAL REPAYABLE £999

Novation
Bass Station

Novation
Drum Station

BASS STATION
 Keyboard and rackmount versions

available  Great analogue controls
 Low pass filters  Pulse Width

Modulation  Oscillator Sync (rack only)
 Midi to CV gate (rack only)

DRUM STATION RACK
 Classic sounds from the Roland TR808

and TR909 drum machines
 Full analogue type editing using rotary
controls  Full midi control  12 note

polyphony  Distortion effect  Preset and
user kit programmes  DIN sync for control

to vintage synths etc.  Stereo outputs
plus 6 individual outputs

Bass Station

Drum Station

vvaiuori
Pulse

New

/ monophonic
synthesizer

module featuring 3
oscillators for those
really fat leads and

basses and classic
24d8 filters for those

genuine Moog imitations!
 Sawtooth, Pulse and

Triangle waveforms  Pulse
Width Modulation

 Oscillator sync  Cross
Modulation  2x ADSR  Arpeggiator
 Keyboard Tracking  99 preset / 40

user memories  Noise generator  Full
midi control over all parameters
 Portamento  Stereo outputs

£200 DEPOSIT
x9 monthly payments of

TOTAL REPAYABLE £599

Kam
KCD850

The professional twin CD player for the
disearning DJ.  Pitch control slider /

buttons including pitch percentage select
(4/8/16%)  Track time indication (time
remaining etc.)  Reverse Play indicator

 Less than 0.03 seconds play / cue time
for instant response  Ideal for

installations, mobile DJs and Bedroom DJs

COMPA

WHAT MUSICIANS NEED
24HR DIRECT MAIL ORDER SALES LINE



Fortunately they do have dedicated MIDI

controllers so you can map them to your

modulation wheel and control them in real

time from there. The first of these, Pan is a

revelation. For years the only way to pan

drum sounds has been to route them

individually to a desk and position them in

the sound spectrum from there. The advent

of MIDI didn't help as drum sounds are all

grouped on one channel and panning the

whole drum kit off to the left doesn't have

quite the same effect as simply panning the

open hi hat out there.

By assigning a dedicated MIDI controller

to pan lust about every sound in the

DrumStations arsenal, you now have the

freedom to wiialy pan tne hi hats tram side

to side while everything else stays put Or

you could do it with the bass kick, or the

snares and congas, the possibilities are

inspiring. There's another delightful

addition to the sound editing parameters of

the original analogue models which the

DrumStation looks set to supercede,

Distortion. You can add varying amounts of

this crucial sound dirt to just about every

instrument in the DrumStation's kit, once

again accessible via dedicated MIDI

BD SD RS HC CH OH CY LT MT HT CB LC MC HC MA CLL

LEVEL

TUNE

TONE

ATTACK

DECAY

SNAPPY

These tables
demonstrate the
front panel
controllers with the
extra controllers
marked in yellow
and red

controllers, thus enabling you to raise and lower levels

of this flavouring at different times in the mix.

Fortunately Novation haven't strayed from the

originals when it comes to outputs. The DrumStation

boasts eight -a stereo pair and six mono outputs. Any

sound can be freely assigned to either a position within

the stereo pair or to one of the individual outputs. You

lose the value of panning the sound in this case, but

gain the advantage of being able to EQ and effect a

sound separately. This is a feature sadly missing from

most modern synths. What's the use of 64 note

polyphony and 32 MIDI channels if you only have one

pair of stereo outs? Novation are to be applauded for

not skimping in this area.

You can save sets of edited sounds into one of a

rather meagre 15 user memories. There are 25 presets

 TR808

 + DrumStation

909 KIT BD SD RS HC CH OH CY LT MT HT RC

LEVEL

TUNE

TONE

ATTACK

DECAY 0 0
SNAPPY

however and the ability to dump sound sets using

SysEx so all is not lost. In truth there are limits to the

variations on the 808 and 909 drum sounds so perhaps

Novation haven't served us too badly here after all. A

final touch is the addition of a DIN Sync output on the

rear panel. This takes incoming MIDI clocks and

outputs Roland's old 24 DIN Sync signal so you can

hook up that priceless 303 to this and run its sequencer

via MIDI thus coupling a virtual reality machine to the

acid machine.

Verdict

I am staggered by Novations achievement in taking a

relatively new form of synthesis - certainly not one

which they as a company had any previous commercial

experience of - and producing such astounding results.

Yes! Yes! Yes! Eight audio outputs grace the back panel.

C
ant:ovation

mStat$on -c5 0 0 0 0 0 0
oonwns bowl

00 4P)Oia

 TR808
 +  DrumStation

My first acquaintance with virtual synthesis was with

the various computer models, then the Yamaha VL1. In

both of these I heard a recreation of analogue sounds

under full MIDI control and was convinced. Later

followers have failed to convince my ears, however, and

while their algorithms might behave like analogue

sounds, their timbres are undisguisedly digital.

With the DrumStation, Novation have succeeded in

taking a new technology and have not only recreated

the fullness of analogue sounds, but actually improved

on the editing and control facilities of the originals.

Now that's what I call virtual techno! 

gillJuly 1996  The Mix



A live mixer that'll suit the band and hire company alike? That's what the

Allen & Heath GL3000 promises, and our man on the road Neville Wake

isn't about to disagree...

It's big, and judging by the weight of this 32 -channel

Allen & Heath GL3000 desk, the Charles Atlas

Corporation had a hand in its design. Good vibes to

start with, though, because I immediately spotted the fact

that the input channels bear a remarkable resemblance to

those on their GL2 rack -mount mixer, a desk I've had a

soft spot for since its introduction three or four years ago,

mainly for its neatness of layout, and its low -swept mid

EQ, which is a bloody great boon when you're mixing

vocals.

The A&H GL3000 is available in a variety of formats: a

16 -channel all mono input version, 24-, 32-, and 40 -

channel, each with four stereo channels, and there's a

choice of 8 -channel expanders - one all mono, and one

with 4 mono and 4 stereo channels. Meter bridges with VU

meters are available for the 24- to 40 -channel versions. It

is primarily designed as a front -of -house or monitor desk,

or as a combination of both, but will also be of interest to

theatres and other similar applications.

/ c c c / 'I I ,' I ,`

Price inc VAT: GL3000 16 -channel
£2,584, GL3000 24 -channel £3,524, GL3000
32 -channel £4,699, GL3000 40 -channel
£5,874
OPTIONS: GL3000 Channel Expander
Mono £1,174, GL3000 Channel Expander
Stereo £1,291, GL3000 Meter. Bridge - 24
channel £528, GL3000 Meter Bridge - 32
channel £586, GL3000 Meter Bridge - 40
channel £645
More from: Harman Audio, Unit 2,
Borehamwood Industrial Park,
Borehamwood, WD6 5PZ
Tel: 0181-207 5050 Fax: 0181-207 4572
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What's it got?

The mono input channels are great - not only

do they offer four -band EQ with swept high and low mid,

but there are other nice touches for the live sound

engineer, such as a low-cut 100Hz filter, a phase reversal

switch, a mic/line switch that does double duty as a 20dB

pad on XLR'd mics, individually switched +48V phantom

power, input gain control, and two groups of four aux

sends, each switchable pre -/post -fader. Other controls

include a mute switch, pan, L -R and group assignment

switches, PFL, and a useful peak, 0dB and signal -present

LED ladder next to the 100mm fader. This last item is a bit

light in operation - good for slow fades, but easily

knockable.

The stereo input channel is nicely identified by its blue

fader knob (I wish all mixer manufacturers would

distinguish stereo channels in this way). It differs from the

mono channel in that the EQ is four -band fixed, but other

features are similar. Twin XLR inputs, which accept line -

level signals, are useful for keyboard submix feeds, stereo

effects returns and DI's -Allen & Heath also make rather a

lot of their usefulness for stereo pairs of microphones, but,

in my experience, not a lot of stereo miking is done at live

gigs... The left and right input channels can be selected

individually - for example, if you only connect to the left

input, it can be routed as a mono signal; if you select both

inputs, they are both routed as a mono signal.

The two groups of four aux sends are more flexible than

on some other live desks, but, when you're hosting a six,

or seven -plus piece band, you might find yourself wishing

that the pre -and post -fader switching was in blocks of four,

two and two. On the master section front, I was impressed

by the spaciousness and lay out. You've got your eight red

sub -group faders, with mini -meters, AFL and pan controls;

there are two yellow master level faders and master LEDs;

The co/our scheme
is highly practical,

and/had no
trierssis7s. finding
my wary mama,

even in a low -light,
high -beer state

manufacturers who don't regard this as important for live

mixing. And you only get four stereo channels on even the

biggest version of the GL3000. Personally, I'd like to see

more stereo channels on the bigger desks, and any at all

would be helpful on the 16 -channel model.

Other features of the master section include a BNC

socket for a lamp, talkback mic XLR with level control and

assignment buttons, and 2 -track send and return level

controls. Adding the optional meter bridge gives you a VU

for each group, plus Left and Right, and PFL/AFL - very

useful when you're doing live work using compressors, but

decidedly dodgy if you're also taping. I know 'retro' is the

in thing at the moment but some thought should also be

Frame sizes:
Subgroups:
Aux sends:
EQ:
Frequency response:
Distortion:
Crosstalk:

Noise:

Connections:

c/Fsec/Fc-

16, 24, 32 and 40 channels
8

8 (2 stereo returns)
4 -band, swept mids, plus switchable lo -cut filter
20Hz-50kHz
0.006%
<-100dB (adjacent channel)
<-90dB (fader closed)
-93dBu (line pre -amp, OdB gain)
-86dBu (L -R mix noise, 16 channels routed)
XLR on mic inputs, L -R outputs, group outputs 5-8, aux
outputs 1-4.
1/4inch jacks on line inputs, inserts, 2 -track send/return,
aux outputs 5-8, matrix outputs, stereo return.

two 60mm blue faders for stereo returns; two similarly

sized yellow faders for the dual matrix facility for delay

stacks or side fill monitors; and aux send master controls.

On the minus side, the stereo returns can't be popped into

the monitor sends, so you have to tie up precious stereo

channels if your band wants to hear effected music in their

monitors-Allen & Heath certainly aren't the only

given to modern digital media - perhaps A&H will add an

LED meter bridge option to the range at a later date.

How does it feel?

Most sound engineers like plenty of room to get their

fingers round their knobs (that's it- no more knob gags,

evert -Ed), and the GL3000 provides a reasonable amount 11"
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Let's face it: punters all too often leave
concerts complaining that the music was great
but the sound was crap. There can of course
be many reasons for this, but at least some of
the problems can usually be traced back to the
mixing.

Creating and then managing a good -sounding
mix depends on the engineer as well as the
desk itself, but the two have to work together
effectively if the job is going to be done well.
And the job, in many cases, is changing.
Faster set-ups, shorter soundchecks, and, at
many venues, greater variety in the kinds of
acts the audio needs to handle. It all adds
pressure. Which, again, is where the mixer can
either help or hinder. *

Right now, we're in the early stages of the
ultimately inevitable changeover from totally
'hands-on' mixing to computer -aided working.
Digital audio performance isn't really an issue
any more, and neither is price - Yamaha's
Promix 01 changed all that. In fact, there are
really only two points in the traditional versus
new-fangled debate: how easy/ tricky/downright
infuriating the new systems are to use, and how
willing engineers are to climb the learning curve
involved.

Digital mixing is currently somewhere in the
transition zone between gimmick and general
acceptance, and what really matters are the
attitudes of the people who choose and use
mixers. As in most areas, these fall into three
groups: a small percentage of users who can't
get their hands on new technology fast enough,
a slightly larger proportion who would like to run
a mile, and the great majority, who will climb on
the bandwagon, but not until they're'convinced
that it's actually going somewhere.

The practical aspect of this is a little number I
mentioned earlier: the learning curve. Digital
mixers are very different beasts to actually
drive, especially if you want to get the most
from their potential, and even more so if you
don't have much experience with digital
systems in general. What matters here is that a
live show is far from the ideal situation for
getting to grips with something that can totally

mess up the sound with the press of a single
button - it's just not the kind of chaos that either
paying punters or paid performers tend to
appreciate.

But getting the experience isn't necessarily
easy - for sure, you can practise using
multitrack tapes, and even have dry runs with
local semi -pro bands, but these only really
become viable once you've actually got the
desk in your venue, and not every dealer is
likely to lend you one on a sale -or -return basis.
Still, there are now enough digital mixers in use
for word of their potential to be spreading. And
the word is that digital, used properly, not only
makes many jobs easier, but greatly extends
what can be done (just one example: a total.mix
change can be as quick and simple as pushing
a couple of buttons).

Down on the bottom line, the change to digital
is not a matter of if, but when, and it's coming
fast (even schools are installing Promix 01s
these days), so it won't be long before there are
plenty of engineers who have no problems with
the technology. One way or another, it looks like
a pretty safe bet that most pro -spec mixers will
be digitally -driven within ten years or less, and
engineers who want to stay in the game won't
have much choice but to get up to speed on
them.

Another angle on the subject is how British
mixer manufacturers will fare in this brave new
world. By and large, their first reaction was to
rubbish early digital desks (mostly for audio
nasties like noise), but their current position is
more likely to be 'Watch this space'. Well, we
are watching, but the 'space' isn't yet being
filled with much in the way of mid -market
product. The Brits are at something of a
disadvantage here, because they mostly don't
have the R&D budgets to cook up their own
leading -edge chips, and the people who do
have the chips aren't currently making it easy
for others to use their efforts. OK, so it's early
days yet, but the Britmix pack may not have
long to get its act together, or 'Made in Britain'
stickers could end up being as rare on mixers
-is they are on multitracks...
John Robert Peel

of this on its input channels, while the master section in

particular is ideally laid out for live grabbing. The colour

scheme is highly practical, and I had no trouble finding

my way round, even in a low -light, high -beer state.

Wide write -on strips are provided, which is good news

for live work, and, in an ideal world, I would like to see

strips provided for the aux send masters as well.

Soundwise, the GL3000 lives up to expectations, and

is on a par with the best of the competition. It's

reasonably quiet, and it doesn't mess the music up. The

EQ is especially good, and a fine example of the well -

respected 'British sound'. As far as really destructive

testing went, the desk looked so expensive, and my

insurance policy so inadequate, that I didn't try the

accepted pro -user test of a pint of real ale, the remains

of one of those 'special' cigarettes in its innards, and a

grant -assisted trip down a flight of concrete steps. I'll

just have to presume that it would have kept on going

without a hiccup, which is more than most people say

about me...

There's no MIDI muting on the GL3000, and while

there are many times when you don't need it, I wonder if

Allen & Heath appreciate just how much MIDI can be

used in live applications these days, and has been for

many years... The back panel connectors all seem

substantial enough to handle many years of in and out

(unlike a certain reviewer I know - Ed), and the desk is

ruggedly built, and so should stand up well to live work.

The power supply is a separate, rack -mounting unit, and

a dual supply monitor is available which connects two

PSU's to one console and monitors voltage levels and

tolerance, with auto switch -over under fault conditions.

A number of link options can be carried out by a

competent electronics engineer to provide alternative

settings for applications that may require them.

Verdict

The Allen & Heath GL3000 is a fine example of a

'traditional' live desk, and should fit the bill in many

applications. The rental companies have already warmed

to this desk, citing its excellent noise performance and

nice EQ as features that make it stand out from the

crowd. The GL30000 isn't particularly cheap, but the

healthy number of orders it has already taken indicates

that it offers the right balance of features for its price.

The GL3000 is a desk that must be considered by

anyone in the market for a serious live desk. 
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Eight sub -groups
are a major selling
point of the GL3000

Backpane/ of the
GL3000, showing
the four stereo
inputs
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"Brilliance"

the
ruggedness
of a dynamic
mic with the
performance
of a
condenser
mic

Peavey's
Diamond Series Microphones

A Brief Histo
First came the dynamic microphone with the alnico magnetic structure, which was great for many applications. Then came the
more sensitive neodymium mics with superior magnet structures, which necessitated larger voice coils and diaphragms.UM=
The larger voice coil and diaphragm of neodymium mics made them more subject to distortion caused by the mic dome undulating
and setting up various nodal patterns at high sound -pressure levels. How do we reinforce the diaphragm and reduce distortion?

The Answer
New diamond coating developed by NASA is unrivaled in rigidity and preserves the piston motion of the diaphragm, virtually
eliminating spurious nodes. Every nuance, every characteristic of voice or music is realistically reproduced with this extremely
responsive microphone. The diamond coating provides the ruggedness of a dynamic mic with the accuracy usually found in studio
condenser microphones. Visityour authorized Peavey dealer today and experience tomorrow's microphone today-the PVM-
835 and 880 Diamond Series mics.

ilk PEAVEY
Peavey Electronics Corporation

Peavey U.K. Ltd. Hatton House  Hunters Road  Weldon Ind. Est.  Corby Northants  NN17 5JE  United Kingdom  Tel: 0536 205520  Fax: 0536 269029



Space,matint

It seemsseems like a new 'dance' sound module is launched every month, and now

there's one more in the shape of the E -mu Orbit. Nick Serre checks whether it's

out of this world, or a hideous extra -terrestrial...

of content with their comprehensive range of

sound modules catering for musicians' specific

sound requirements, E -mu have added the

Orbit Dance Planet unit to their roster of high -spec,

sample -based machines. The acclaimed Proteus series

set the tone for E-mu's sound modules over the last few

years, with the original units offering Pop/Rock,

Orchestral, and World sounds respectively. Then of

course there was the UltraProteus, the Morpheus, the

Classic Keys, and the Vintage Keys. And the list goes

on. While hating to use the phrase 'Industry Standard'

(don't use it then - Ed), it is no mean feat to find a

decent recording studio that does not possess at least

one of these gems.

Out of this world

On the face of it, the Orbit is squarely aimed at dance

composers and producers but there are, in fact, a

diverse range of sounds here that could find a niche in a

variety of musical styles. Orbit offers 32 voice

polyphony, 16 part multi timbrality, and a staggering

512 presets (256 each of ROM and RAM).

Elegantly yet simply laid out, the gold (yes gold, a

very satisfying change from 'studio black') front panel

features a pretty bog -standard array of knobs and

buttons, plus a headphones socket. The two-line backlit

display tells you what you're doing, while Master, Edit,

Enter and Cursor keys, along with the Data wheel allow

you to do it. The Master Menu contains parameters that

affect the entire machine, rather than individual presets,

and an illuminated LED indicates that Master Menu is

selected. The Edit Menu is used when changing the

parameters of a preset, and is again adorned by an LED

to show that you're in that mode. The Home/Enter button

is used to initiate particular operations with yet another

flashing LED letting you know that Orbit awaits your

response. The cursor controls control the... cursor (no

shit - Ed), and a sturdy front panel power switch is also

provided which earns the unit a couple of extra brownie

points.

Round the back we find the IEC power socket, MIDI

In, Out and Thru, and six audio outputs. These can be

configured as 3 sets of stereo outputs, or 6 polyphonic

submixes, complete with fully -programmable dynamic

panning. Or, of course, you can plump for the stereo

mix. It's good to see that in these days of highly multi-

timbral sound modules with a lone pair of stereo

outputs, that E -mu recognise that this set up (in many

cases) simply does not suffice. Additionally, the Sub 1

and Sub 2 jacks can serve as effects sends and returns

in order to further process selected instruments and

then return them to the main mix.

Sounds

As I mentioned earlier, the Orbit very generously offers

some 256 preset sounds in ROM (including drum kits)

with a further 256 RAM memories locations (which

duplicate the ROM presets) which can be utilised for

user sounds. Selecting presets couldn't be simpler; just

locate the cursor under the program number at the

bottom of the display, use the data entry control to select

the required preset and you're off - making sure, of

course, that your MIDI channel corresponds to your

keyboard/sequencer, which is also set on the same

page. And the sounds themselves? Well no prizes for

guessing that a host of commercial -sounding club -

music based timbres form the bedrock of the unit's

capabilities. As the presets are sampled, the sound

quality is squeaky clean. A fairly diverse range is

offered, including basses, organs, synths, pads and

sound effects.

However, there seems to be an inordinate amount of

Techno-type stabs, which illustrates my main concern

about the longevity of this unit. With such quickly

passing trends in sounds used in 'dance' music (and I

use that term very loosely), I wonder how long it will be

before these sounds become over -used to the extent of

winding up in Clicheville. That said, the sounds are

highly editable, and it is certainly possible to come up

with some pretty original edits of the existing sounds.

And highly editable parameters there are;

comprehensive control over instrument layers, key

ranges, tuning, envelopes and filters, along with more

utilitarian parameters like volume and pan are all

supplied.

Particularly impressive are the filter controls; Orbit

provides no less than 17 Z -plane filters, including a

wide variety of Low- and High-pass filters, Swept EQ, as

well as phasers and flangers. Keyboard

and velocity

modulation of

parameters are

included,

utilising two

multi -wave Low

On th
R :MIX CD

Track
17

Hear E-mu's own demo of the Orbit on this month's
CD. Do you like cheese? Do you like peas? Do you
like cheesy peas? E -mu do...
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E -mu Closizfrit

CLOSE

Orbit has the same
foolproof interface

as its Proteus
cousins

/t a/so has lots of
outputs___other

manufacturers, take
note!

Polyphony:
Audio Outputs:
Submix Inputs:
MIDI:
Data Encoding:
Sample Playback Rate:
Signal to Noise:
Dynamic Range:
Frequency Response:
Dimensions:
Weight:

32

6 (2 main, 4 submix)
4

In, Out, Thru
16 bit Linear
39 kHz
>90 dB
>90 dB
20 Hz - 15 kHz
H. 1.75" W 19" L. 8.5"
6 LB. 14 oz (3.1 Kg)

A we%me sight
is the six audio
outputs lurking at
the back__

Frequency Oscillators, two envelope generators, and the

ability to respond to multiple MIDI controllers. In

addition to these, Orbit has multiple realtime modulation

sources, enabling parameters to be continuously varied

over time. With up to eight modulation routings being

programmable for each preset, this is a well

implemented and powerful feature which provides a host

of sound creating possibilities.

The manual competently guides the user through the

technicalities of programming the various parameters

available in the 'Programming Basics' section, and

although starting from a fairly basic standpoint, proves

to be an articulate introduction to the whole area of

sound design. Then there's yer drums...

On the beat

As well as a healthy number of kits, complete with all the

necessary sub -bass kick drums, stabs and scratches

(Oh, and the odd snare and hi hat) to pen your own club

anthem, Orbit also offers a range of 60 pre-programmed

beats. Before you yell 'Casio Home Keyboard' - don't.

Most of the patterns here are eminently usable, and

certainly serve as admirable demonstrations of the

possibilities of the machine. As expected, the tempos

can be set from 5 bpm to 240 bpm, or set to external

control. Plus the Orbit has a feature allowing you to

transpose the patterns. This doesn't mean it transposes

the pitch of the sounds, rather, it moves the whole

pattern up the keyboard, having the effect of changing

the sounds used for the sequences.

Of course, you can choose the sound set yourself,

so when using an actual instrument, as opposed to a

drum set, the transpose option will affect the pitch. This

gives the possibility of creating literally thousands of

variations of the sequences. And this is where the

frustration occurs; having come up with a great groove,

there was one solitary cowbell hit which I wanted to

eliminate, but there is no facility to do this - Orbit does

not send out the individual note data of the sequences.

However, I am informed that plans are afoot at E -mu to

bring out a disk with the sequences provided as MIDI

files, which would give much more flexibility.

Verdict

This is a well thought out machine, with a host of great

(if some slightly novel) features. It's a pity the MIDI files

weren't available at the time of review, since this would

give vastly more flexibility for using the preset drum

sequences, With the realtime control, I can envisage the

unit being a powerful tool for live work, as well as a

useful addition to any studio producing dance music. 

Price inc VAT: £869
More from: E -mu Systems Ltd, Suite 6,
Adam Ferguson House, Eskmills Industrial
Park, Musselburgh, East Lothian, Scotland,
EH21 7PQ
Tel: 0131 653 6556 Fax: 0131 665 0473
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NOVATION
The DrumStation features authen 8 sounds. 12 note polyphony, Front cut edit, Switchable
Note off recognition, Distortion effects. DIN Sync trigger output and the list goes on.
The Bassstation has Oscillator control, envelope editing. filter and Portamento to add deep and tight bass.
100 memories are available, 60 for the user and 40 for factory presets. For ease of use and quality output
the Bassstation is the height of analogue technology.

rtx SpOOTel NoTo.

PR OTONE

Will this possibly become the MINI MOOG of the future and the produc
wants to get back to basics we believe there is no finer product made t
Switzerland gives you all the versatility of synthesizers from a bygone age
you know your synthesis you certainly won;t want to miss this one. CALL FO

PROTONE
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SGO1
SGO1

Who would have thought a
company as young in the
Music Industry as AKAI could
come up with a vintage mod-
ule? Well they have and it's
brilliant, and it's only £299.

44
part m
multieffects-8
sequencer & so o
think your grooviey
haven't started until you try
the new MC303.

1)_Roland

JV-1080
JV1080
The roland JV1080. What can
one say about this industry
standard piece of kit. Except
that it is a must for any seri- 0.
ous musician.

fi

utw

YAMAHA

Cs'

YAMAHA

W-7

CS1x Control Synth.
480 volen:Z1 Drum kits -128
Presets -128 user nolormances-4
simultaneous effects-arpeggiators
with 20 patterns -all this.for £599.
Sorry, we forgot 6 real time con-
troller knobs. Now t)atoo'what we
call controlt

All you need for yo composing,
arranging and p orming is deliv-
ered in one powerful, flexible and
easy to use instrunt. 100, 000
note sequencer, lade LCD dis-
play, 8 meg of top quality AWM2
sounds, advanced issertion and
3 system effelcsnundled with the
popular 4 meg yptage board.

IRoland" XP -10

An ideal entry Noel synthesizer
with an extensive range of basic
functions to enhanc performing
and creating m at home. With
built-in co r interface, com-
bination palette. advanced arpeg-
giator and X -dual key mode this is
unbelievable machine not to be
missed!

(---)Roland

 : .

XP -50

64 -voice music Arkstation that
can acccept up t® four SR-JV80
series wave, expansion boards at

ne time. IfistantAsponse from a
32 -bit RISC chip fpr more realtime
potential and expressive power
needed for recording and perfor-
mance.
New model now available: XP -10

CALL FOR DETAILS

General IVIusii S2 & S3
At this pricefou can't afford to
buy any other workstation. This
keyboard includes so much
specification it's possible that a
keyboard of this capotility will
never be avilable again.

DON'T F DISAPPONTED
STOUSARE LOW CALL TODAY!

Wm.

WE WILL NOT BE BEATEN ON PRICE!
THE UK'S ULTIMATE RECORDING & MIDI SPECIALISTS
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TRINITY

New from KORG 4 new expandable kbboard-
workstations. Touchview graphical usbv interface.
Access and Moss sound sources. AbLlity to load
AKAI samples intergrated Hard disk recorder.
Great effects and controllers. Must be ;An &
heard to be believed! Great sounding proplwy
board available.

KORG
THE PROPHECY
Uses the new Multi -Oscillator
Synthesis System providing 7 oscillator pes
created throuhgh five different synthesisioch-
niques including analogue and physicaLmodel-
ling. 7 built-in effects including Distortion, Wah,
Delay and reverb. Can you keep up with it?

noncl lead.r

THE NORD LEAD tio,

The Prophecy's rival in synthesizers. Using oirtual
analogue sounds the Nord Lead is fast becoming the
industry standard. Also soon to arrive -it -Me 8 -voice
expansion card that expands ythir NorVo 12 voices.
On demo in all of our stores!
UPGRADE YOUR NORD TO VERSION 2.0 -More
arpeggiator effects, additional midi features, new
filter option, echo effect, 100 new performances etc.

MAMA A 01100

MUSIC CONNECTIONS

202NEW KINGS ROAD,
CHELSEA,

LONDON. SW6 4NF.
a -r: 0171 731 5993

0171 736 4771

FAX: 0171 731 260"

Music Connechons direct faaarg policg.

Rs mu ;L con_ J, groin. 1..30 manu-

facturers have realised that we sell so much hi -

tech equipment that Hie might as well sell their

equipment direct for them

so when goy see the sign, direct factorg prices

gou are bulling the equipment at prices normallg

offered in their home market, more importantlg

there is no distributor profit margin on this

product as a customer gou reallg are getting

exceptional value' so look for our direct factorg

prices logo.

MUSIC CONNECTIONS

ROBJOHNS ROAD,

CHELMSFORD,

ESSEX,

CM1 3AG.
01245 354 777

FAX 01245 355 007

MIDI SOLUTIONS

Whether you need to merge 2 MIttl ins
together or provide 2 MIDI thrus, MIDI SOLU-
TIONS has a unit for you. CALL FOR DETAILS.

2 * MERGER 2tt
QUADRA MERGE £79
2 * THRU £29
QUADRA THRU £39

LW,

Orbiii=1-", 
(4: 1111

ORBIT
 512 Presets (256 Rom, over 600-4holes)
 32 6-p.ole digital resonant filters (16 types; low,

high, and band pass, phaser, flanger,I(1,
Morphing and more)

 MIDI synched LFO's
4111'

 Beats mode (with control overOmpo, transpos
tiom,mset and more), loops that aren't going
to sountEllke everybody else. k

 16 part multi-timbral, 32 voice polyjOiony and 6
audio outputs

-4# Launch pad ready

MUSIC CONNECTIONS

CROSBY COURT,

GEORGE STREET,

BIRMINGHAM,
B3 10G
Tr: 0121 212 4777

FAX: 0121 212 4871

RAVEN

32 Midi channels, Arpeggiator, 2 built-in
DSP effects, 512 single sounds, 200110M
performances, 50 RAM performandS,
400 Grooves built-in across 8 astignable
parts and interactive control of muting.
Unbelievable to hear!

TOTALLY NEW. TOTALLY AWESOME!

WE KNOW, WE'VE HEARD IT!

MR RACK
 64 Voices

.t,
$'41

 12 Meg Wave ROM Expandable to 840011eg

 2nd generation Transwaves
 44.1 kHz Output
 4 Outputs
 All new ESP -2 effects
 Soundfinder

GM Compatible

a

A9O-EX

8 keyboa74 zones (4 inteihal/4external)
Patch name display contains phttLfists of the
ROLAND J0-990, JV-1080, Sound rxpansioh Series,
JV-series, SR-JV80-series expansion boards as well
as GM/GS sound sources.
Sequencer control section alewing control of selec-
tion, tempo, and other parameters.
Global Transpose transposes all connected sound
sources without changing the transpositional relation-
ship between individual devices.
Multiple controllers and Total Volume Slider etc...
CALL FOR AN UNBELIEVABLE DEAL!

MUSIC CONNECTIONS

KINGSGATE,

ST. MARY'S ST,
SOUTHAMPTON,

SO1 1NF

is: 01703 233 444
FAX: 01703 233 266

MUSIC CONNECTIONS

21 THE MALL,
CLIFTON VILLAGE,
BRISTOL,

BS8 4JG

is 0117 946 7700

FAX: 0117 946 7600

THE BIGGEST AND BEST RANGE OF STOCK IN THE UK
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Music connections
have done it again.
Last year we teamed up with
TASCAM to bring you a great
deal on all their multitrack
recorders. This year we're
bringing you their great 2600
series recordinh console. The
features are too numerous to
list here so call any one of our
stores listed below for a list of
the specs. However the great-
est deal is the price which is
as follows:

PROMIX
16 Input channels with gain trim
& pad, Stereo input channel,
Stereo mix/cue/2-track recorder
monitor functions, Analog 2 -
track IN/OUT for stereo recorder.
4 fader groups, Cue function, 4
aux sends, motorized faders, 33
position pan control, LCD display
and available in rackmount form.

16 Channel Rackmount mixer with faders, bat
puts, 4 aux returns a
for keyboarp. set-ups'

Aiisv ,.

U HAVE A RECORDING

OU NEED AN ACP-
IF YOU HAVE A PROJECT. STUDIO..

YOU NEED AN ACP-8

IF YOU HAVE A P.A. SYSTEM...

YOU N E OP -8

ELECTRONIC

MUSICIAN

1 9 9 6
EDITORS
CHOICE
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93.62 per channel!
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The Acp.8
99,

pen system for Compatability.
The 02R features an "open sys-
tem" for compatabilty with all
major industry -standard digital
audio formats: TASCAM(TDIF-
1), ADAT, AES/EBU, and
Yamaha. Optional I/O interfaces
allow the 02R to be easily inter -
grated with any digital
recorders, wether tape based,
or Non-linear "Hard -disc or Magneto optical".

2.EC,

This desk is so new, we haven't even managed to get a picture of it. But by the time this
goes to print we will have it in stock!

The M1600 series recording console is designed to complement the new generation of mod-
ular digital multitracks and hard disk recorders.

16/24 channel in -line design
8 XLR MIC inputs inc. high performance preamplifier circuitry
Phantom power
TRS balanced line input on each control
Balanced/unbalanced tape returns via D -sub connectors
Signal present/overload LED on each channel
3 band assignable EQ with sweep mid -range
Tape/Channel monitor output assignable to AUX 1/2
1 Stereo and 4 mono AUX sends
4 fully assignable Stereo Aux Returns
In place solo
Mute switch on every channel
Insert point on every channel
Balanced group/direct outputs via 0 -sub connectors
2 track input
Stereo sub input
Optional Meter unit (included in price)
Optional expander

DIRECT
FACTORY

PRICES

Full range of Mackie in stock: from 1202 to 8 Bus.
ULTRAMIX PRO
Automation system for Mackie desks.
complete with remote fader, software
and 34 channel VCA unit.

MACKIE 8IBUS
The ultimate expandable mixing sys-
tem that the pro's use. Perfect for use
with ADAT or DA -88.
Now available, automation for 8 -BUS
Mackies including Mac software. Call
for more details!

WE WILL NOT BE BEATEN ON PRICE!
THE UK'S ULTIMATE RECORDING & MIDI SPECIALISTS



MUSIC CONNECTIONS

202NEW KINGS ROAD,
CHELSEA,

LONDON. SW6 4NF.
,:: 0171 731 5993

0171 736 4771

AX: 0171 731 2600

Music Connechons direct NUR Act]

BS ylowa

facturers have realised that we sell so much hi -

tech equipment that we might as well sell their

equipment direct for them

so when you see the sign, direct factory pricar

you are buying the equipment at prices normally

offered in their home market, more importantly

there is no distributor profit margin on this

product as a customer you really are getting

exceptional value' so look for our direct factory

prices logo.
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STRUCTURED YOR "iTORAGE

Wether for digital audio, video or sampling, Dynatek hard
drives satisfy the demands for both studio and live enviro-

d ments. Your data integrity and peace of mind are assured
when you choose Dynatek SCSI Mass Storage.
THE FUTURE STARTS TODAY!

2 GIG DESKTOP DRIVE

(with pro cables, software & discs.)

1 GIG DESKTOP DRIVE

(with pro cables, software & discs.)

CD-ROM

(with pro cables, software & discs.)

230 OPTICAL DESKTOP

(with pro cables, software & discs.)

230 OPTICAL RACKMOUNT

(with pro cables, software & discs.)

270 SYOUEST DESKTOP

(with pro cables, software & discs.)

SYQUEST EASY DRIVES

MUSIC CONNECTIONS

ROBJOHNS ROAD,

CHELMSFORD,

ESSEX,

CM1 3AG.
01245 354 777

FAX: 01245 355 007

MUSIC CONNECTIONS

CROSBY COURT,

GEORGE STREET,

BIRMINGHAM,
. .63 1OG

-a: 0121 212 4777

FAX: 0121 212 4877

,SING A SENSATION IN AMERICA.
IT INCORPORATES A 650MB REMOVABLE OPTICAL AND A QUAD SPEED

CD-ROM IN ONE UNIT. THE CD IS COMPATIBLE WITH ALL CURRENT
SAMPLERS. AND WHEN YOU BEAR IN MIND HOW MANY DISCS YOU

CAN SAVE ON ONE 650MB CARTRIDGE OVER THE COMING YEARS, JUST
THINK HOW MUCH MONEY YOU'LL SAVE!

RECORDABLE CD-ROMS

SUPPORTS DIGIDESIGN MASTERLIST PRO.
DIGIDESIGN CD-ROMS WORK WITH ALL MUSIC APPLICATIONS UNLIKE

CHEAPER IMITATIONS!
RECORDABLE CD-ROM AT UNBELIEVABLE PRICES!

CDR 200
Dual speed record, Quad speed
read inc. software, cables & discs

CDR 400
Quad speed read/write state of
the art technology comes with pro
cables, software and discs

MUSIC CONNECTIONS

KINGSGATE,

ST. MARY'S ST,
SOUTHAMPTON.

SO1 1NF

-a. 01703 233 444

FAX: 01703 233 266

I

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
21 THE MALL.
CLIFTON VILLAGE,

BRISTOL,
BS8 4JG

0117 946 7700

FAX: 0117 946 7600

THE BIGGEST AND BEST RANGE OF STOCK IN THE UK
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111

MCB-10 INTERFACE £59

SPECIAL I
JS -30 & DYNATEK CD-ROM

NM=

ASP°
Xtt-key weighted or 61 -key synth action
--keyboards, or rack version.

Up to 31 voice polyphony
Up to 16 Mb memory
Stereo sampling at 44.1 and 29.76kHz
Analog or digital input
Sampling through effects
Advanced resampling
Imports Roland and Akai CD-ROM's

,74bit effects processor with 62 algo-
rithms
-Virtual 16 -track sequencer
Digital audio recording
"Play While Load-

- Bank loading of complete performance
setups
Easy sound layering and splitting
HD disk drive/SCSI
Up to 8 polyphonic outputs

-*Patch Select buttons
Optional digital I/O

Only at MUSIC CONNECTIONS!

11C__?Roland
Designed for realtime DJ applications and
remixes, the JS -30 is ideal for phrase sam-
pling, has the same highly acclaimed technol-
ogy featured on the Roland S-770 and S-750
samplers and at £495 it's a real give-away.
Up to 22.5 seconds of sampling is available
with the standard 1 meg memory (upgradable
to 4meg) and has SCSI as standard.

-A R
APPLIED RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOG

If you have been in the music industry for a
while, we are sure you have heard of the name
ART. Recently art have totally overhauled their
product range. Some of the existing products
have been totally updated and some are totally
new. Like their brilliant mic preamps for all price
points & the great new effects network. Also the
new progate is getting rave reviews in
America.
So if you're in the market for some
new pro -audio equipment, give the
new range of ART effects a try, you
won't be dissapointed!

The new AKAI samplers
Incorporating all the capabilities that have made the s3000 series
the world standard for professional sampling, the new range add
features like a power-
ful multi mode for
ease of layering and
multi-timbral sequenc-
ing, multi -effects card
that provides four
independent channels
of effects, RAM expan-
sion with readily avail-
able SIMM memory,
flash RAM, MESA
graphical Macintosh -
based front-end etc,

4 Independent 24 -hit stereo processopts1
4 inputs & 4 outputs
Able to process 1,2,3 or 4 signals -',,,40
54 algorithms
400 presets
Seamless switching of effects
Dynamic MIDI control
Front -panel headphone jack
Front -panel XLR
Dedicated input & output volume kriaid
3 -step input LED's
+4/-10 dB switching
Output mixing 

DP4

DP2

The power and flexibility of Ensoniq'sDP ories
effects in an affordable 2 -processor units

exicon

ALEX 844EFLEX

BEHRINGtR

;tegwasu

COMPOER

DRAWMER

11.111ND
VITALIZER

SDE-830

SRV-330

WE WILL NOT BE BEATEN ON PRICE!
THE UK'S ULTIMATE RECORDING & MIDI SPECIALISTS
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Music Connections direct factorq

As connections has grown to.., anti-

facturers have realised that we sell so much hi -

tech equipment that we might as well sell their

equipment direct for them.

so when qou see the sign, direct factorq prices

qou are buqing the equipment at prices normallq

offered in their home market, more importantlq

there is no distributor profit margin on this

product, as a customer qou fedi' are getting

exceptional valuel so look for our direct factorq

prices logo
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You Could Always Hear What AKAI Did

EVh
For Your Music...

10,4c Now You Can See It.

, 1.)))

-P11.1.1..1.11" ,1,101,W±Lay!ti

DR16

Familiar MTR style operation with dedicated con-
trols.
16 tracks on one HD
25 minutes recording time per track
16 channels of automated digital mixing & option;
EQ

Powerful on -board non destructive editing with undo
Accurate audio scrubbing via jog/shuttle controls

DR8

8 -track version of 0R16.

-

= 11=: 
--21. - * Z. Z. Z

. . .

4'o'

' 0M111111

DINR - Software
Noise reduction

plug-in for
Sound designer

Eli. It

,\O

g="- t-

II

LAST OF THE STUNNING CBX-D5'S AVAILABLE!
CALL FOR ALL CURRENT PACKAGE PRICES BUT HURRY LIM-

ITED STOCKS!

VS -880

Digital mixer incorporating 14
input channels, digital EQ, 2
stereo busses and 8 recording
busses.
64 tracks of 16 bit CD quality
44.1kHz direct to disk recording
technology with full digital mix-
ing capability, automation,
optional built-in digital FX pro-
cessing, storage to either inter-
nal IDE or external SCSI drive
and back up to DAT in only 1.5
times actual recording time.

!!"

THE PRODUCT OF `9b

VS8F-1 £349
Optional effects

expansion board.

1Wk
%NE

,tik  .0.4, %
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MUSIC CONNECTIONS

202NEW KINGS ROAD.
CHELSEA,

LONDON. SW6 4NF.
v: 0171 731 5993

0171 736 4771

FAX: 0171 731 2600

MUSIC CONNECTIONS

ROBJOHNS ROAD.

CHELMSFORD.

ESSEX.

CM1 3A0.
. 01245 354 777

FAX 01245 355 007

MUSIC CONNECTIONS

CROSBY COURT,

GEORGE STREET

BIRMINGHAM,

a: 0121 212 477

FAX: 0121 212 48T

MUSIC CONNECTIONS

KING SGATE.

ST. MARY'S ST.
... SOUTHAMPTON.

'S01 1NF
IV. 01703 233 444

FAX 01703 233 266

MUSIC CONNECTIONS

21 THE MALL,
CLIFTON VILLAGE,
BRISTOL.

BS8 4JG

a: 0117 946 7700

FAX: 0117 946 7600

THE BIGGEST AND BEST RANGE OF STOCK IN THE UK



TEAC S300
LAST FEW AVAILABLE

Co -axial 2 -way bass toll
speaker system including 61111
woofer.

ABFLECTOR £79.95

Mt; BASSTRAP £106

%vow, 9 SKYLINE £66

ACOUStic%TOOr'S

MASS TECHNOLOGY

Designed to match
and easily interface
with all popular mix-
ing consoles and
includes both XLR
and 1/4" Jack/Phone
connections. Our
amplifiers have spe-
cial 'Pin -Fin'
heatsinks to efficient-
ly dissipate heat, this
means that our amps
are 'Fan -tree' mean-
ing no noise or inter-
ference.
CALL FOR PRICES

ON ALL MODELS.

ACOUSTIC IDOLS
We are conitantly amazed how many people spend fortunes on their recording equipment (especially
their speakers) but then pay no attention to the acoustics of their studio -bedroom -lounge or wherever
they happen to be recording.
Well we are here to help. RPG and Music Connections have learned up to offer you the chance to actu
ally hear your music as it really sounds. We can tailor a package to suit exactly the size and shape of
your recording facility. Just think how impressed visitors will be, when they come to your studio and
see you know all about acoustics.
Give us a call or visit our showrooms and see how we can effect your monitoring.

Lc 6.75

Features a unique intergration of
crossover, cabinet and drivers that
produce a rugged, attractive and
cost effective unit while maintaining
the sound characteristics so identi-
fied as the Westlake Sound.

BSM-4

The BSM-4 is a portable 3 driver unit,
ported and featuring an internal high
level crossover network. For accuracy
and loudness the BSM's are hard to
resist.

20/20 Alas.
BrMtl.TFIED MONITQUYS1:FLIA

 Internally BiAmnplified with 200WIctal power
 An active AOynnticitriEaLFourth Oral...Crossover
that separates the line lezw,Lfzegts-ririor to

A 130 Watt Amp ilia receives only We low fre-
quencies and is designed to perfeetir nrdtch the
8" Mineral Filled Polypropylene Lo- Frequency
Driver
 A 70 Watt -Amp that receives Onl-y3.611f high fre-
quencies and is designed to perfectly
match the 1" Natural Silk Dome Tw-e-eSr.
 A Large Diameter Low Air Restriiitliiiii
Front Mounted Bass Port for E
bass response
 An intelligent combination
Input Connector
 Continuosly Variable
High Frequency Trim Co

ow and

 Input Sensitivity Control axis '411i }(ED
Indicator
 Circuit Breaker (no lookin s in
the middle of the night.)
 Passive version -also available

for PROJECT STUDIOS

Westlake Audio strives to design and build loudspeakers that
are as accurate to the source recording as currently possible
given the existing level of technology and to research methods
of improving this technology for future generations of loud-
speakers.
Our responsibilty to the customer is to provide products that
not only meet our design goals for performance but also
acheive a level of reliability that will ensure the enjoyment of
our loudspeakers for years to come.
An acceptable level of performance and standard for reliabilty
will only come from our own diligence in manufacturing which
is ensured by the testing, retesting and further retesting of our
products before they can be called Westlake Audio
Loudspeakers.
Westlakes customers include: Michael Jackson, Whitney
Houston, Quincy Jones, Frank Sinatra and Natalie Cole.

WE WILL NOT BE BEATEN ON PRICE!
THE UK'S ULTIMATE RECORDING & MIDI SPECIALISTS



PROM 01
SRV330

SDX330
SDE330

OIGITECH VOCALIST

REVOX 077 MK2
MARANTZ COR

£995

£450
£450
£450

MALL
£499

£1495
DM80 PACKAGE INCLUDES ALL BELOW £2995
TWIN 1 GIG & OAT BACK-UP. DM80 REMOTE,
FADER PACK. MAC SOFTWARE, CENTRIS 610 16" MONITOR.

ROLAND JV30 (BOXED)
GEM WX2 (BOXED)
ROLAND JV880
KORG EX -800

YAMAHA MT8X
JL COOPER PPS-M,YlICRONISER
YAMAHA NS10-M
DIGITECH VOCALIST II (C/W FOOTSWITCH)
ROLAND JUNO 611,

ROLAND JW50
ALESIS 04
AKAI 0948 C/W INTERNAL 5400 DRIVE
MACKIE SR24-4
AKAI ORB

TASCAM DA30
KORG POLY 800

ROLAND JV1080
KORG OSS1 KYBD

ROLAND PC150
DBX 160XT
YAMAHA RX7

ART ALPHA 2
ALESIS 3630
YAMAHA SPX 1000
DRAWMER DS201
APHEX TYPE C

KORG 01WF13

ENSONID KT88 INC. CASE
BEHRINGER PE0305
ALLEN & HEATH GS3 16CH.
ALLEN & HEATH GS3 16CH. (MINT)
FATAR STUDIO 90 PLUS
ROLAND R70
KORG X3

JUNO 6
KORG 01WFD

SY35 (EX DEMO)
OPCODE STUDIO 5

SAMSON MPL2242
APHEX TYPE B

ROLAND P55
JV50 (EX DEMO)

BOSS DS330

ROLAND JV901NC. CASE
ALESIS SR16
MACKIE MS1202

MACKIE CR1604
ROLAND JV8811,
YAMAHA 0Y20
ALLEN & HEATH GS3/16
KORG TRINITY
FOSTEX 98,
FOSTEX 81

ALESIS M
ROLAND 05

FOSTEX XR7 4 -TRH

ALESIS MICROVERB III FX
AKAI S950 (FULLY EXPANDE
ART ALPHA 2SE FX
KORG C3500 PIANO
TASCAM 644
ALESIS SI316
ZOOM 9030
ALESIS MIDIVEROJX
APHEX TYPE C2

SECK 18-8-2
SOUNDCRAFT SPIRIT 24-8 '``
MACKIE LM32

MUSIC CONNECTIONS

202NEW KINGS ROAD.
CHELSEA,

LONDON. SW6 4NF.
0171 731 5993

0171 736 4771

FAX: 0171 731 2600

£499

£899
C499

179

0,4699
£99

£150
13 £399

£299
* £499

£199
.£1199

£1199
E12100

£750
JI £199

£799
£299

£99

£199
£199
£279
£179
£699

£299
£149
£999

4.4

I

deo

£1295
£350
£995

410
f1195

£349
.410 £249

£699
£195
£799
£399

£349£499
£99

£299
£645

00 'A449
£599
£150

.po £249
£550

£350
£199

4!'noso
£2199

£700
£500
£149
£299

£350
£130
£850
£250
£799
£599
£160
£250

de £275
£200

"0E650
£1400

£699

N
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MUSIC CONNECTIONS

ROBJOHNS ROAD.

CHELMSFORD.

ESSEX.

CM1 3AG.
01245 354 777

IFAX 01245 355 007
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MUSIC CONNECTIONS

CROSBY COURT.

GEORGE STREET.

BIRMINGHAM.
. B3 106

0121 212 4777

FAX: 0121 212 48
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THESE PRICES ARE FOR MIXED LENGTHS OF 41'

10 OR MORE TAPES.

YOU WON'T BUY BETTER!

MUSIC CONNLCI IONS

KIN SGATE
ST. MARY S ST.

SOUTHAIPTON
SO1 1NF

-. 01703 233.4.14

FAX 01703 233 266

MUSIC CONNECTIONS

21 THE MALL,
CLIFTON VILLAGE.

BRISTOL.

BS8 4J6
a: 0117 946 7700

FAX: 0117 946 760

THE BIGGEST AND BEST RANGE OF STOCK IN THE UK
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Steinberg have attempted to standardise the Cubase range

with the release of their Version 3 software, but there are

still differences due to varying hardware specifications.

Ian Waugh explains what you can and can't do with the

latest versions...

file SOO Structure (00,1*,. Options nutne Thu 11:37:29 p

44.9.1952-1,-64,
43549'.16*

6* -38.41,4-4,44,
231424t,rt
070.01-1-1 A.64.

32 11. 0, 331 44133 .16.9.4E...-.4Mira 23/4/6 9* am V  vrac

Cubase 3 on a "normal" Mac highlighting the digital
audio features.

Steinberg's Cubase is one of the music software

industry's success stories. From its launch on the

Atari ST in 1989 it has become what is probably

the most popular sequencer in the world and available

for Atari, PC and Mac computers.

As new features were added, versions on some

platforms moved ahead of those on other platforms and

it began to be quite difficult to know exactly which

version of which program on which platform had which

features. To simplify matters - sort of - Steinberg has

consolidated all versions of Cubase for the Mac and PC.

Everything is now version 3.0, although not all versions

of the program on the two platforms have exactlythe

Price inc VAT: Cubase 3.0: £329, Cubase
Score 3.0: £499, Cubase Audio XT 3.0:
£699, Upgrade from a previous version of
Cubase to the current version: £119
More from: Harman Audio, Unit 2,
Borehamwood Industrial Park, Rowley Lane,
Borehamwood, Hertfordshire, WD6 5PZ
Tel: 0181 2075050 Fax: 0181 2074572

CIO GM I= I.I _j

/I
/3/64
/6/34 423pm
/6/94 6 Wpm

17/0/94 16

17/3.

L

FPMonitor

Cubase VST running on a PowerMac has bags of digital
audio facilities.
same features, mainly

due to architectural

differences between the

two machines. More of

this in a moment.

But what of the Atari

ST and the Falcon? Well,

without wishing to

become part of the doom

and gloom brigade - but

yet hoping to provide an unbiased account of the

situation - the Atari ST market is certainly in a fast and

steep decline. The Falcon continues to thrive in a small

niche market, but it is not the

mainstream music machine it

once aspired to be, despite

being the most bottom -line,

cheapest way into direct -to -

disk recording. Cubase

Audio was one of the first

programs on any platform to

combine MIDI sequencing

with digital audio and

Steinberg has not forgotten

those roots. However, the

company's approach to

development on all

platforms is lead by demand,

as it must be if R&D costs

are to be recovered.

Consequently, the Atari

versions of Cubase have not

shared the general upgrade

to version 3 and it's extremely unlikely that any more

development will take place on the ST, although minor

tweaks may still be made. If there is a demand for

updated versions of Cubase on the Falcon then

Steinberg will respond but, as more and more users are

turning to the PC and Mac, it seems more likely to me

that Steinberg will channel its efforts into these two

platforms. Existing Atari users will still receive full

support, of course.

Cubase basics

The purpose of this article is to look at the features in the

new versions of Cubase 3. It's not a review as such. In its

WaveLab Lite is bundled with the PC versions of Cubase
3 and has a fair number of processing functions.

The Mix  July 1996
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various incarnations, Cubase has appeared many times in

these pages, so if you want to fill in a few details, it's time

for some back issue reading. However, for newcomers and

those who are a little rusty (as Florence once remarked),

here's a quick precis of the salient points.

We'll start with the basic Cubase program. This lets

you record music patterns on an unlimited number of

tracks in the ubiquitous Arrange page. It has Edit (piano

roll), List (event), Score and Drum editors for editing the

data every which way. There is also a Logical editor which

lets you transform MIDI data in various nefarious ways

and which is rather easier to get to grips with than it may

at first appear.

There is a MIDI Mixer with a dedicated GM/GS/XG

mixer/editor and support for Mixer Maps. These are small

program modules which you can load - and create if you

fancy a spot of graphic programming - to control MIDI

Functions Options Audio 5( orP Winc
Over Quantize
Note On Quantize
Iterative Quantize
Analytic Quantize
Groove Quantize

Undo Quantize
Freeze Quantize
Setup Grooves...

Logical
Freeze Play Parameter
Legato
Length Size
FiHed Length
Delete Doubles
Delete Cont. Data
Reduce Cont. Data

Transpose/Uelocity... H

Arran

str

Pa

Straight
Push13204
LateR2&4
PushP234
LateP234
PushR101
8 Tr iplt
16Triplt
SOLO 3a4
ShfIS2D'4
Shf1M20,4
Shf11120.4
Moue ALL
PustiF I LL
LateF ILL
DNA 32nd

Cubase's Groove Quantise lets you
apply rhythmic grooves to patterns.

devices. The program includes lots of Maps for various

instruments and hardware mixers, and other Maps are

available from third parties.

The IPS or Interactive Phrase Synthesizer is probably

one of the least -visited areas of Cubase. It's a sort of

algorithmic music modifier which converts and

transforms musical phrases. You can re -harmonise a

piece of music, for example, by forcing the notes onto an

alternative scale. You can transform and modulate pitch

and rhythm and generally process your music in a large

number of ways. It's certainly worth spending an afternoon

getting to know it.

One of Cubase's major features is Groove Quantise

which lets you apply a specific rhythmic feel to a part.

There are lots of Grooves to get you started and you can

create your own.

What's the score?

Cubase supports score editing and printing which many

users will find quite adequate. Cubase Score has all of

Cubase's features but includes a much more

comprehensive score editor. Cubase Score was reviewed

in February so check that for the nifty gritty details. It's

interesting to note(!) that most users seem to plumb for

GM / GS / XG Fdilnr

Vol
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I I
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Effects Device

I Room: Rayed, I :hot. 2 .24j [Wu, I XG Mode XG Reset

64 Reveal Time ISD1G MID 1.1 Output Help

The GM/GS/XG editor lets you adjust and select
sounds from a central window.

Cubase Score rather than Cubase. Just thought I'd

mention that.

Cubase on the PC has a Modules menu. These are

effectively Plug Ins and let you access additional

functions if you require them or conserve RAM if you

don't. There are currently five Modules - AVI Monitor for

running Video for Windows movies, MIDI Processor

which can produce MIDI echoes, SMPTE Display which

puts a large timer on the screen, Styletrax which creates

automatic accompaniments and Studio which keeps track

of the MIDI devices in your system.

The Mac versions have equivalent functions to all

these built-in, with the exception of the Studio Module.

This essentially works in a similar way to Opcode's OMS

and with the imminent release of OMS 2 it's likely that

users who require such features will be pointed in that

direction.

Audio for all

With version 3, Steinberg has given all versions of

Cubase direct -to -disk recording facilities. Yes, even the

bog standard version! However, this is where the

variations between the two computer platforms - three if

you include the PowerMac - start to show.

On the Mac, the audio facilities in Cubase and Cubase

Score are only available if you have a PowerMac. The box

includes a "normal" version of the program for non-

PowerMacs and also a Native version with digital audio

facilities courtesy of VST - Virtual

Studio Technology. This was our cover

feature last month, so check it for

details.

If you don't have a PowerMac,

you need a digital audio card such

as Digidesign's AudioMedia II and

to run this you need the next

Cubase up the ladder, Cubase

Audio XT. It's important to realise,

however, that functionally this is

virtually identical to Cubase and

Cubase Score and the extra you

pay is for the ability to access

external hardware.

On the PC, the audio functions

require a sound card. Facilities

such as the ability to record and

playback simultaneously are

dependent on the sound card and

its drivers. Using a quality sound

card with a hi spec DAC you can

achieve superb results. If you

want to use dedicated hardware

such as Yamaha's CBX-D5/D3 or

AudioMedia III then, again, you

need Cubase Audio XT.

In all versions, audio patterns

appear in the Arrange page like

MIDI patterns and you can do

much the same sort of cut, paste

and edit jobs on them as you do

on MIDI patterns. If you are

working with both MIDI and

audio tracks, it's an excellent system as you can see

exactly where each type of pattern sits in relation to the

other.

Vive la difference

If we look at the Mac and PC systems more closely we

can see what features they have and where they differ.

Both versions store audio patterns in a Pool and you can

drag them from here to the Arrange window. They both

extremely
unlikely that any
more development
will take place on
the ST, although
177/ZI7/474r

may still be made
have a range of audio processing functions although they

don't appear in the same place on both systems. This

shouldn't cause any problems although it can be a bit

confusing initially if you move from one platform to the

other.

All PC versions include the WaveLab Lite waveform

editor, a cut -down version of WaveLab which we reviewed

last month. It launches automatically when you edit an )0.

The Modules menu in the PC version of Cubase lets
you add additional facilities to the main program.

Most of these are built into the Mac version.

Module Setup

NAME

AVI Monitor
MIDI Processor

SMPTE Display

Styletrax
Studio

Help

SIZE :ACTIVE 'PRELOAD

29728 Yes

45696 Yes No

43744 Yes No

75744 Yes No

222944 Yes No

xiti
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TimeBandit is bundled with
the Mac version of Cubase

Audio XT and includes
superior Time -stretch and

Pitch Shift functions.
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The Pitch Shift function in
the standard Mac version

of Cubase Audio XT is not
as sophisticated as the one

in TimeBandit..

Pitch Shift
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cents

( Cancel

+50

((Process)

...neither is the Time -stretch
function but they still both

do a creditable job.

Before...

Tempo:

Length: 942146

Time: 21.363

Time Stretch
After...
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942146
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Samples
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Cancel )(')

The PC version of Cubase
combines Pitch Shifting

and Time -stretching in one
window

Pitchshift / Timecorrection

Pitch Shift

Semitones : Cents I + 0 00

Time Correction

Source File

Destination File

Cancel I

SMPTE OPM

00:0013:01

00:001301

I 184.000

I 104.000

). audio file although you can configure Cubase to

launch an editor of your choice.

It includes Normalise, Change Gain, Invert

Phase, Eliminate DC Offset, Fade In and Out,

Crossfade, Reverse, EQ and Convert Sample Rate

functions. It has a Dynamics window but this only

functions as a Compressor. It lacks the Expander,

Limiter and Noise Gate functions in WaveLab's

Dynamics window and does not have the ability to

create Presets which are used in Dynamics. It also

lacks functions such as EQ and Crossfade.

WaveLab has a Find Peak functions, a Harmoniser,

Hi Fi Chorus and a Frequency Analysis (FFT)

display.

Pitch Shifting, Time -stretching, Normalise,

Reverse and Varispeed functions are available

from within the Pool window and controlled by

easy -to -use windows.

In the non-PowerMac version of Cubase Audio

XT on the Mac, Pitch Shifting, Time -stretching,

Fades, Normalise, Invert Phase, Reverse, Silence,

Quieten and Silence commands are available from

the built-in Wave editor.

The Studio Module in the PC version of Cubase lets
you configure your MIDI system.

Studio Setup

Akei /413-76
BLASTER AWE -32
GENERAL MIDI
Kenai K-4
YAMAHA SY-77

Remove I Add

Canc. OK

Name

Short name

'GENERAL MIDI

IDEN_MIDI

File extension

Output I=R 6.vIE

Input I SE1EM1n _d
Sysex ID IM

MIDI Channel rr-

Chad MIDI channel
iTITITITITETTri 16
ITU 177211-11711-517

Info II 0 00.74ns-

r
MIDI Patehbap

None I

iOutput l ISO' 6 MID,

MIDI Channel MI --
Delay ms I 100

Ptogiarn before Fre
Progian alter prif-

al I 14 Total Recall

Mask I t Data TvDe

The XT pack also includes TimeBandit 2.0

which has more sophisticated Time -stretch and

Pitch Shifting functions. If these are accessed from

the Audio menu, TimeBandit launches

automatically. It's a nice extra to put in the box as it

still retails on its own for £329.

The EQ window is also accessed from the

is principally because the effects are produced by the

PowerMac's DSP chip which, of course, the other

computers lack. Still, this doesn't prevent other digital

audio programs from incorporating them. Lack of reverb

and echo is probably the other Cubase's greatest

limitation. Perhaps they will be added in an update.

One final feature worth mentioning is the ability to

match an audio track to a tempo and vice versa. It's best

if you can create your tempo map before recording but

it's reassuring to know that you can tweak either way if

necessary. Oh, and the colour. All versions now have a

colour interface and very smart it looks, too.

Make your mind up time

So that's the current state of Cubase. Although most of

the functionality is the same in both Mac and PC

versions, it's obvious that differences in hardware has

meant that various features and functions have had to be

implemented in different ways. Quite possibly we will see

a greater divergence as Steinberg takes advantage of the

individual computer's strengths.

If you're looking to buy a version of Cubase, which

do you go for? Without a doubt, the most impressive is

Cubase VST, but you need a

fair number of horses under

the hood of a PowerMac to

get the most out of it.

However, if you have one of

the less -powerful machines

it's still worth investigating to

see if the performance you

can expect will suit your

needs. If you have a Mac and

a digital audio card and want

digital audio features, you

need Cubase Audio XT and

get TimeBandit to boot. If you

don't have a PowerMac or a

digital audio card and want

digital audio facilities you'll have to buy a digital audio

card or a PowerMac. A digital audio card will be cheaper

in the short term but you may be better off selling your

current Mac, puffing it with the cost of the card and going

for a PowerMac. You can then use the cheaper version of

Cubase VST and get more program for your money, too.

Dedicated digital audio hardware for the Mac is still

Audio menu. It's Styletrax offer a quick and easy way to create
roughly on a par with accompaniments.
the one in WaveLab

Lite but it's nowhere

near as impressive

as the one in

Cubase VST. And

speaking of which,

Cubase VST has a

host of processing

functions (see last

month) including

Reverb and Echo

which the other

versions lack. This
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Cubase Score contains a superior set
producing professional scores.

expensive, some would say overpriced, particularly

when compared to PC sound cards. If you want the

best sound quality then go for it, but the output from

the PowerMac is as near as dammit and, again,

Cubase VST gives you lots more features.

On the downside, in spite of Apple's six -monthly

price reductions, PowerMac's are not the bargain the

company would have us believe. Still, there's never a

0

trf

ts.b.L2- obbb,A7

sa

V

A A n

r I

of scoring tools and functions for

analogue converters and you'll get excellent output. If

you demand something more professional, Cubase

Audio XT works with stand alone hardware units.

It's remarkable to see how far Cubase has come

in the past few years. On a price list dated May 1990,

Cubase was £550. Not only is it now much cheaper

and with many more MIDI facilities but it also

includes digital recording and audio processing

The Interactive Phrase Synthesizer transforms musical phrases is many
ways and is a good source of inspiration.

Interactive Phrase Synthesizer
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good time to buy a Mac and this is as bad - or good

-a time as any. If you don't want digital audio, the

standard Cubase pack will do you fine but go for

Cubase Score if you like working with the dots.

PC users are excluded from the pleasures of VST,

but even the basic Cubase offers d -t -d facilities if you

have a sound card. Get a card with quality digital -to -

functions. Perhaps the sequencer war is hotting up.

Perhaps technology, at last, is doing what it should

be doing - giving us greater control over our music

and more features for our money. Or perhaps it's a bit

of both. Where can sequencing go from here? Watch

this space! 

THIS IS A

USER LIST FOR

A RANGE OF

MICROPHONES:

Black Crowes

Bon Jovi

Bonnie Raitt

Bruce Springsteen

Crosby Stills & Nash

Doobie Brothers

Elastica

Hall & Oates

Hole

Jesus and Mary Chain

John Mellencamp Tour

Lenny Kravitz

Lindsey Buckingham

Natalie Merchant

Offspring

Pearl Jam

Pulp

Queensryche

Radio Head

Red Hot Chili Peppers

Roxette

Smashing Pumpkins

Sonic Youth

Soundgarden

Stone Temple Pilots

Suede

The Beach Boys

Yngwie Malmsteen

1996 MTV Video Awards

BUT WHICH ONE?
The above list indicates that the artiste and/or the artist's band and/or the artist's tour have

used an Audis Olia series microphone. It does not necessarily represent an official endorsement
of the product or allegiance to the brand. E&OE.



When the editor started the telephone

conversation with "You like getting to grips

with unusual instruments, don't you", I knew

that either I'd been chosen to review something slightly

off the beaten track, or news of the impending court case

(you too -Ed) had spread faster than I had anticipated.

Preparing to explain that the jar of peanut butter had

found its way into the wardrobe purely by accident, I was

mercifully cut short with a garbled description of some

'portable sound module' peppered with phrases such as

'musical Filofax', 'handheld computer', 'Stylophone for

the 90s' and 'I'm sure you'll have fun with it.' One

overnight courier later, I found myself eyeball -to -eyeball

with Roland's PMA5. The mist began to clear.

What is it?

From the outside, the PMA5, or Personal Music Assistant

to give it its full title, does indeed look like a Filofax (all

trademarks acknowledged, by the way). Open it up,

though, and you'll find a MIDI equipped, battery operated

GM/GS sound module designed for the making of music,

any time, any place, anywhere. Based (I suspect) on

Roland's excellent range of Sound Canvas modules, it

Taking miniaturisation to the limit, the Roland PMA5

combines a GM sound source and sequencer all in a filofax-

type case. Nic Rowland starts tinkling on the move...

boasts a collection of 306 sounds plus 16 drum kits and

onboard FX. There are 100 auto -accompaniment patterns

(with six variations per pattern) covering a wide range of

musical styles, plus room enough for up to 200 user

styles. On top of these you can record up to four further

tracks using the PMA5's internal sequencer. Aside from

the MIDI In and Out socket (which allows you to access

the voices from an external keyboard or sequencer) the

PMA5 also functions as a more conventional GM/GS

sound module, with an 8 -pin DIN socket offering direct

connection to a PC or Mac (providing you have the

optional cable and driver software).

Comparisons to the long -redundant Stylophone stem

from the fact that all these glories are accessed not by

knobs, buttons or sliders, but by a touch sensitive screen,

similar to hand-held computers like the Amstrad Penpal

or Apple Newton. This screen, roughly 2" by 3", takes up

half the front panel and is your window on the world of

the PMA5's functions. A metal stylus with a plastic tip -

the tool necessary to open that window - is clipped

neatly in a recess down the side of the box. Lose this

implement at your peril, as the only other human

accessible interface on the PMA5 is the volume knob!

And don't be tempted to substitute an old pencil or half

chewed Bic, as you'll only go and scratch the screen to

buggery.

The graphic elsewhere on the page gives you an idea

of what confronts you when you turn the module on. In

the centre is a two -octave virtual keyboard which allows

you to input notes (monophically), as well as selecting

chords when using the auto -accompaniment mode. The

keyboard can be transposed up or down up to three

octaves and there are functions for editing velocity,

adding modulation and pitch bend, and turning on and

off the glissando and key hold effects. Obviously, it's no

virtual Steinway, but I was impressed at how responsive it

was, providing you're not trying to play staccato notes at

the speed of light.

For more florid effects, you can also enter notes using

Price inc VAT: £445
More from: Roland UK Ltd, Atlantic Close,
Swansea Enterprise Park, Swansea, SA7
9FJ

Tel: 01792 702701 Fax: 01792 702702
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Spec chmecirc

Keyboard:
Polyphony:
Voices:

Effects:
Multi-
timbrality:

Styles:
Sequencer:
Display:
Connections:

Size:
Weight:

Two octave touch screen
28 voices

Piano (9 types), electric piano (12), clavichord (6), chromatic
percussion (12), organ (22), guitar (35), bass (17), synth bass
(14), orchestra (9), strings (13), brass (9), syn brass (13), reed
(8), pipe (8), syn lead (20), syn pad (14), syn SFX (16), ethnic
(10), percussive (13), guitar/bass fx (7), SFX (39), drumkits (16).
Reverb (8 types), Chorus (8 types)

Normal mode - 4 style performance tracks plus 4 additional
sequencer tracks; GM/GS module mode - 16 tracks
100 with 6 variations per style, 200 max user styles
Max 21,000 notes, max 20 songs (song length 1-999 measures)
Custom LCD touch panel
Stereo headphones/line out (stereo mini jack), 9V DC input,
MIDI (In, Out), remote start/stop (mini jack), switchable 8 -pin
DIN PC/Mac compatible computer interface
123mm (w) x 169mm (d) x 24mm (h)
610g (including batteries and cover)

what Roland call the Ad Lib bar which is akin to running

your hands up and down the keyboard. What's

interesting about this function, though, is that the

selection of notes on offer automatically changes to fit

dialled up on the auto -

accompaniment style, so you can improvise away to

your heart's content without ever hitting a bum note!

Above the Ad Lib bar is a tape transport -style section

for controlling the sequencer section, plus dedicated

soft 'buttons' for accessing edit and step time modes,

editing the effects section, muting and mixing tracks

and changing tempo. There are also plus and minus

keys for data entry - although, as you quickly discover,

you can also scroll through the voices and alter data

simply by pressing on the appropriate function or

parameter then, while still holding the stylus down on

the screen, dragging it up or down to change values.

The keys to other functions-voice, mode, style

select and so on - along with their associated menus

and functions - appear and disappear on screen as you

navigate your way through the PMA5's operating

system. One nice touch is that the Enter 'button' only

appears at the appropriate point in the programming

sequence, so you can't press it by accident. And even if

you do, another prompt pops up to ask whether you

really, really meant it. All told, it's a slick system which

is easy to get to grips with, particularly if you've used a

keyboard before. And for those that haven't, Roland give

you a Quick Start guide along with the more detailed

and thicker regular manual. (However, I'm still

wondering why the concept of a basic song structure is

illustrated by a cartoon of a small bear plunging his

head in a river and emerging with a fish between his

teeth).

The major criticism here is that the screen isn't

backlit, no doubt because it would gobble up battery

power faster than a termite in a woodshed. However, I

would have thought Roland could have at least

considered adding an optional backlight which you

could use when powering the PMA5 from optional 9V

DC adapter. You also have to do a double take when

flipping open the case for the first time and discovering

the module is upside down. That's until some clever

basket points out that because the Japanese read from

right to left, it's more natural that it should open the

'wrong' way round. Ah so - that explains it.

Incidentally, the unit will run for around five hours on its

complement of six 1.5 V AA batteries and there's a

function within the utility menu which keeps you

informed of just how much juice you've got left at any

particular time.

In use

Any thoughts that this might actually be a Stylophone

for the 90's quickly evaporate as soon as you begin to

run through the onboard sounds, all produced by

Roland's tried and trusted GM/GS sound chip. I'm not

going to dwell too long on the individual virtues of the

PMA5's sounds. All you really need to know is that they

are plenty of them and they are universally excellent. A

number of the organs stood out (er... I think I'd better

rephrase that) and there are also a number of special

.effects related to guitars and basses - slaps, slides and

soon-which can be mixed in with the more

conventional guitar and bass voices to create some

wonderfully grungy patches.

The PMA5 also provides a healthy selection of more

analogue -style synth sounds, particularly in the bass

department, where you'll find a number of voices

inspired by the company's own golden oldies, such as

the TB -303 bass synth and SH-101 monosynth.

Although there's no onboard editing, sounds can be

modified to some extent by the onboard reverb and/or

chorus/flange/delay.

0

THINK
AGAIN!

THE AUDIX OM SERIES
The Audix OM series of micr phones is
one of the best selling and Hest mic

lines in the United States, ou elling and
OutperforMing man

well -established regu rs.
Once the stars use an Audix 0 vocal mic,
they stick with it. Now they ar available in
the UK and you can check them out at any

authorised Audix dealer.
At last, the £119* in your pocket doesn't

have to go on buying a non-descript
old timer. Hear the difference, then make a

difference with the Audix 0M3.

Audix is exclusively distributed in the UK by:
SCV London, 6-24 Southgate Road, London N1 3JJ

Tel: 0171-9231892 Fax: 0171-241 3644

* Recommended retail including VAT for
Audis 0M3-xb inc. soft case & clip.
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Portable UHF

Transmitter

RF AF DIVERSITY CHANNEL VOLUME

SR 300

SQUELCH MUTE

*NW

PT 300

WMS 300 FEATURES

SR 300 RECEIVER: Switchable to 16 UHF frequencies for multichannel capability  Half 19" rack width

 True diversity operation  Removable antennas.

PT 300 HANDHELD TRANSMITTER: Interchangeable microphone heads  Highly efficient helix antenna for

wide range  Extremely rugged construction  Special capsule suspension minimising handling noise.

* PT 300 BODY -PACK: Accepts dynamic and condenser microphones  Mic, mute or line selector for guitar,

sax or lavalier options  Locking microphone input  Exceptional operating time.

The new WMS 300 brings breathtaking UHF

radio microphone performance to the road at a

breakthrough price. With instant flexibility no other

radio mic system can touch.

Three interchangeable dynamic and condenser

heads; a choice of handheld transmitter or beltpack;

and vocal, instrument or lavalier systems, let you

match the microphone to the production every time.

To make life easier on the move a simple

adjustment on the receiver allows you to switch to any

one of 16 spot frequencies within a UHF TV channel,

with the ability to run up to eight systems

simultaneously without intermodulation. You get a total

system solution that includes active antenna splitters

and boosters and a receiver that can be run on either

AC or DC voltage.

Then take a look at the exceptional

features. Up to12 hours' battery life from three M

cells, a compact 1AU true diversity receiver unit

and, of course, AKG's precision audio quality,

rugged durability and backup as standard.

Based on the hugely successful WMS 900

system (tours include Peter Gabriel, Rod Stewart, Wet

Wet Wet and 1996's Simply Red dates), the WMS 300

is a total solution at a brilliant price with the handheld

system starting at £86900. Truly a radio microphone

system to take anything a tour can throw at it.

\Aim
RADIO MICROPHONE SYSTEM

TO HEAR HOW ACOUSTIC PERFECTION IS NOW WITHIN

YOUR REACH, LISTEN TO US ON 0181 236 7247

WMS 300
FROM WITH

- HARMAN ASSURANCE -
PREMIUM QUALITY

- FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT -
RELIABLE SERVICE

H A Harman International Company
Holman Audio, Harmon International Industries Lannert

Una 2, Borehornwood Industrial Park Rowley Lune, Borehomwood, Hens WD6 5PZ, England

Tel, +44 181-207 5050 Fax +44 181-207 4572



Separate sequencer and sound module? Not me -I just plug in and go...

> Styles
There are 100 different styles on board, running from

rock to ragtime, jazz to jungle, Motown to mambo, and

all other alliterative couplings in between. Each style

offers six variations - namely Intro, Main A, Main B,

Fill 1, Fill 2 and Ending -and consists of bass, drums

and two 'accompaniments'. Like the sounds, the

standard of programming is excellent, with most

patterns capturing the essence of a particular type of

music without stooping to complete cliche. The only

shortcomings stem from the fact that because Roland

have thrown in a little bit of everything, you're bound to

feel that there's too much of what you don't want, and

not enough of what you do! That's where the 200 -

strong user style memory comes in...

menu (which offers 26 different chord shapes in all). As

the two systems have slightly different ways of

presenting information, this can be a bit confusing at

first. But it all falls into place eventually. Unfortunately,

while you can use an external keyboard to play along to

the accompaniments (and indeed record parts over the

top of them using the PMA5's four -track linear

sequencer), you can't use its keyboard to input chord

changes in real time, nor for that matter can you use it

in style play mode to change chords.

Also in Chord Track mode the unit really does

suffer from the lack of backlighting as it's quite difficult

to read the names written on the keyboard's black

notes.The on -board sequencing edit functions are

surprisingly detailed. You can alter levels to individual

The icing 1717 the cake is that it a/so
functions as a fully-fledged 76 -part multi-
tirribra/ 0/14/GS sound source

You can either program from scratch, or copy bits

and pieces from the pre-programmed style to give you

a kick start. Programming can be carried out in real or

step time and all the necessary copy, past and delete

functions are there to make it as painless as possible.

Voice assignments, their volume, pan and FX mix

settings, plus tempo information can all be saved as

part of the style patch. Obviously, if you want to input

chords using the screen keyboard, you have to make

several passes and enter a note at a time, although

there's a special function in the step time menu to make

this easier. The other alternative is to use an external

keyboard.

Songs

Putting together a backing track, whether using either

factory or user styles, falls within the PMA5's Song

functions and generally involves a two -pronged attack.

First, you assemble the patterns/styles in the order you

want using the Style Track menu, then you program in

the necessary chord changes using the Chord Track

pitch, duration and velocity values and even offset the

MIDI timing. You can also record tempo changes as

part of a song.

And there's more...

The PMA5 would be impressive enough as a stand-

alone instrument, but the icing on the cake is that it

also functions as a fully-fledged 16 -part multi-timbral

GM/GS sound source. Via its MIDI ports or via the

special cable which plugs into either the serial port of

an IBM-compatible PC or the modem port of a

Macintosh, it becomes the ideal partner for a software

sequencer. From the comprehensive MIDI spec sheet, it

would appear that the PMA5 functions just like

Roland's Sound Canvas range. As there are several

sequencers that enable you to edit GM/GS voices quite

extensively, as well as tweaking parameters such as the

volume, pitch and pan of individual drum sounds,

you'll be able to get even more out of the PMA5.

The PMA5's keyboard will also transmit over MIDI,

making it a useful input device on a cluttered desktop.

What's a little disappointing is that in its GM/GS guise,

you lose the ability to play the styles. However, I

suppose it wouldn't be GM then! And in any case, you

can get round this by recording the PMA5's styles into

an external sequencer, then using that to play the

PMA5 back while adding other parts on top.

Verdict

There's so much more I can tell you. But sadly the jar of

peanut butter's almost empty and I need to nip down to

the shops. So I'll leave you with some concluding

thoughts...given that many instruments pitched at the

enthusiastic amateur/semi-pro are much of a

muchness these days, my interest is always aroused by

any new instrument that offers some new perspective

on music making - be it in terms of sounds or the

methods of controlling them. The PMA5 is one such

instrument, not just because of its unique touch screen

editing system, but because its 'wash and go'

portability doesn't come at the expense of the

specification sheet.

The great thing about the PMA5 is that having got

down your ideas out in the field (or down the pub, in

the car or shopping in Tescos), you can come home,

plug it into your MIDI setup and have all the facilities

to continue building and refining you ideas. Having

done that, you can then take it back on the open road

and continue to work on your ideas further. It's also so

much more stylish and professional -looking than other

'Walkstations' I've encountered and certainly scores

over them in terms of ease of programming.

Experiences with industrial devices using touch

screen technology seem to indicate that they are fairly

robust, so the PMA5 should be strong enough to cope

as well as small enough to carry. Only the lack of

backlighting really lets things down - a fairly important

detail in this case as the screen in obviously crucial to

the operation of the unit. Overall, I was impressed.

Forget residual memories of Rolf Harris and the

Stylophone. This personal assistant is no novelty act,

but a thoroughly professional piece of work. 
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Many studios rely on nearfield

monitors as their main set of speakers,

so getting the right one is important.

Paul Mac meets a newcomer on the

scene, the FAR CR10

No amount of bulls could match the oral outgoings

of commentators and salesmen on the subject of

loudspeakers and monitoring - that much is

clear. The collected comments of self declared audiophiles

everywhere would make an amusing read. The fact is, you

don't get a £5000 sound from a £5000 pair of monitors,

unless you're prepared to spend double that on the room

that you build around them. However, nearfield monitoring

is an attempt to give speakers a fighting chance, by

designing them to be placed within a meter or so of the

listener, so that levels can be set to negate the effect of

reflected sound, leaving the direct sound to the eye of the

beholder. So, you use smaller cones to make sure that

their peak operating levels fall inside the desired volume

range, and that they'll balance on either end of your

mixer's meter bridge without falling off (acoustically not

advised). These, plus the improved understanding of bass

extension port (or tube, to be more precise) maths and

manipulation, brings us the high quality, two-way,

nearfield monitor. Da daaaa...

Given that monitors don't have the displays, switches

and knob arrays found on other types of equipment, there

is still a bewildering amount of variation. Unfortunately,

your friends won't be impressed with the sight of this latest

investment, because they've got ones just like them, on

their Sanyo hi-fi. Take heart - they sound better, and are

just as important as every other bit of gear you've got.

Background

FAR are a young company from Belgium that have just

launched their entire range of monitors onto the world

market. This review is dedicated to the smallest of their

products, the CR10 (small FAR nearfields?). The review

pair are finished with a blue coat, and an outstanding,

spongy company logo (for optimum damping). Other

colours are available to order - POA. A reassuring and

solid weight, plus a quality construction job, helps these

boxes to give a good first impression. The diameter of the

extension port seems smaller, compared with the low/mid

driver size, than a lot of speakers,

though in this case, the length counts

more than the width (no comment -

Ed).

One small surprise was finding a

level control on the back. It's a large,

recessed pot, labelled from 0dB to

The 0 to -6dB range takes up

about two thirds of the entire travel,

which descends rapidly after this.

Once in use, it was clear that this

control is for the tweeter only. Initial

thoughts were why, after taking so

much trouble over frequency

response, would you want to go and

provide a means of ruining it? And

does the extra attenuation network

cause complications for the overall

load (which, with the crossover and

motor coils, is already frequency

dependant)?

Well, the answer to the first

question has to be one concerning

choice. This has got to be a facility for

tuning your speakers to the working

environment. Someone working in a

tin bath will be wanting a few less

highs than someone working in a

padded cell. A flat response inside an

anechoic chamber doesn't help a great

deal if you don't live in one-even

with all those nearfield considerations.

The specifications list the high

frequency control with a range of

to +4dB, even though the maximum

mark is 0. Whether this means that the

low/mid has been attenuated to allow

a relative gain, it is difficult to tell. The anechoically flat

position should really be clearer. However, the question of

whether or not what you're hearing, is the same as is going

onto tape, is applicable to any speaker, in any room, so the

provision of choice should be the issue - and that is

provided. The arrival of an information sheet, hot off of the

FAR press, confirms their intentions to provide room

matching, though in true info sheet style, they prefer to call

it 'power response compensation for the high frequency

driver.'

The second question is just as important, as the control

shouldn't change response. Having tried desperately to

find a reason to criticise, we have to relent and declare the

level control transparent with regard to unwanted artefacts.

There was a lack of pretty graphs at the time of going to

press, though there is one graph, with a single impedance

response, but nothing to indicate the position of the level

Price inc VAT: £499
More from: Axis Audio, 3 Waterloo Road,
Stockport, Cheshire, SK1 3BD
Tel: 0161 474 7626 Fax: 0161 474 7619
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QuadraBus Routing Dynam
challenge.

The last word In state-of-the-art, multi -environmental mixing consoles
for front -of -house and studio muititracking. SX has a massive 35
inputs as standard (inc. DC input) and 30 outputs*.

that give an embarassing 1000 -fold
head (and shoulder) room.

conquer the limitations of musically -
stereo mixers. Wallow In the sheer power of two extra

Bifunctional Direct Facility - an almost totally unique feature that
lets you decide the orientation of your outputs: twice the track laying
potential of conventional mixers.

Every SX comes with 72" (1800mm) of
low -friction carbon -track sliders. [18 x 4"/100mm faders donates 72")

Boy, does this system sub -structure work hard, using
our near unique super sweep function there are infinitessimal bands'
to choose from .

- we've got It! 90 golden
combinations of FX and monitor sends. [Archimedes quotient = (15 x
3 Aux pots) x 2 combinations]

permit undeviating rotational
incrementation.

enables super -abundant
component insertion. Geometric ergonomics facilitate a minima
rackmount footprint.

EN50081 -1-1992 Emissions and ENS0082.1-1992 Immunity
.-trta b ly .asses ese' d :s.Kfituralli SX corn

* Including all Inserts, direct outs,
groups, mono bus and anything
else we could think of.

Rush me a 4 -color process

lithographic impression

packed with enhanced data

and superfluous technical

rantings on the Folio SX

mega Ilve/studio gizmo.

Name:

Address:

Planet:

Spirit by Sounderaff".
Harman International Industries Ltd.,
Cranborne House,
Cranborne Industrial Estate.
Cranborne Road, Potters Bar,
Hens EN6 3JN, England.
Tel: +44 (0)1707 665000.
Fax: ++4 (0)1707' 065401.

WE SAY...

IPS SAD that some mixer
resort to hjpeand long, technical

soundingnames to describefemures
that

evoy

companybas used for
ages but doesntshout about
This juo-foodmentality

only makes it harderfor you
to decide

what'sgoodand what
isn't.judge polio

SX with your ears,not by words: visityour nearedealer
or sendfor the

st

brochure.

SX is a powerful, multipurpose mixer with DAT quality sound, housed in a
freestanding frame with carry handle. It has 20 inputs (including 4 stereo
channels) as standard - enough for most live and recording situations.

FACT: SX's 12 mono inputs have UltraMicTm preamps. 60dB of gain range
and +22dBu of headroom, allows any mic or line device to be plugged in.

FACT: SX is a 4 -bus mixer. In addition to the mix outs, two sub -buses
allow you to record groups of instruments to multitrack, send them to additional
speakers, or sub -group to mix. SX also has a dedicated Mono Out.

FACT: SX's 8 Direct Outs are switchable pre/post fader so they are equally
useful when recording in the studio or at a gig.

FACT: 100mm faders throughout give you more resolution and finer control
over your mix than the 60mm faders found on many more expensive mixers.

FACT: SX's 3 -band EQ with swept mid is a real "British EQ". Custom -
designed controls at carefully chosen frequencies produce a warm, natural sound,
A steep 18dB/Octave High Pass Filter effectively reduces low end muddiness.

FACT: Of the 3 Auxiliary Sends, 2 can be pre- or post -fader. This makes SX
equally suited to "monitor heavy" live performances or "effects heavy" mixes.

FACT: Unlike many small -mixer rotary controls, SX's have been custom -
designed to give an even spread and consistent control around their sweeps.

FACT: By using the latest surface -mount technology, SX fits all these
features into a rugged, compact frame which can be optionally rack -mounted into
a 10U space in a matter Of minutes.

FACT: SX meets stringent EC RFI requirements so that RF emissions
CEare minimal.

I GNORE
THE HYPE

SPIRIT
By Soundcraft

H A Harman International Company

- JUST
L I STEN

Elm
Please send me further information and a free
application book written by respected pro -audio
journalist Paul White on how to get the best from
a mixerl am interested in Folio SX for:

Application*

Instrument played:

I read the following magazines regularly:

Name:

Address'

http://www.spirit-by-soundcraft.co.uk
TM
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The nearfield monitor is one attempt to

disassociate the 'direct field' from the
'reverberant field' of a listening environment.
The direct field is sound which comes directly
from the speaker to the ear without any
interference from the room. The reverberant
field is any sound generated which arrives at
the ear, having first been subjected to
reflection and absorption by walls, furniture,
and so on. Obviously the direct field is the
desirable portion in terms of accurate
monitoring, whereas the reverberant field is
like a mine shaft collapse - it ruins the whole
effect.

In purpose-built facilities, you will see large,
multi driver speaker cabinets form part of the
walls. The high, accurate SPLs achievable in
these instances are made possible with
expensive, high quality monitors, and some
imaginative architecture - from the foundations
upwards.

If the monitoring in a typical home setup
was set as far away from the listeners as this,
then higher power would be needed to give
good level, which would lead to an
exaggerated and messy reverberant field. By
bringing the speakers closer to the listener,
you can set lower levels to give the same SPLs
at the ear and thus reduce the effect of the
reverberant field. Nearfield monitors are small
by design, as this way they handle the lower
levels with less physical inertia in mechanical
parts, and thus greater sensitivity.

control. This line shows relatively smooth progress, with

peaks at around 2.3kHz and 80Hz - probably

corresponding to the limits of the low/mid driver.

The crossover frequency sits at 2.5kHz, though audible

movement starts at around 1kHz, with the bass port

coming into its own at approximately 50Hz, and my, my, it

really blows - no hair dryer needed. That friend to all who

now design ported cabinets - Mr. Dick Small (yes, really)

gets a mention on the info sheet, and if those designers at

FAR have got the hang of those maths, we bow to that

blow. The two drivers stick very much to their own jobs,

which is undoubtedly down to crossover design. Just past

crossover frequency, the low/mid driver says, "My work

here is done," as the sweep input rides off into the tweeter.

Cheapo' crossovers leave the Low/mid driver to fend off a

full range signal - not helpful.

No limits

In general terms, the CR1Os have an obvious input level

range, inside which they become specialists. Levels

outside this range are by no means outside their capability,

though colouring and gradual disfigurement do find a way

in. Of course, any speaker has a lower and upper cut off

point where, outside this, they are not performing as well

as they can; it's just that the CR1Os seem to be more

obvious in this respect. This points to an optimised

nearfield, where designers have consciously considered

volume levels needed, or expected, and honed the system

for that portion.

They have judged it well. Some may be disappointed

Spipme4m. check
Frequency range (±3dB): 45Hz - 23kHz
Sensitivity (anechoic)  1W/1m: 89dB SPL
Sensitivity (Work conditions) 011W/1m: 92dB SPL
Power Handling: 60W
Peak Power Handling (pink noise,10ms): 110W
Nominal / minimum impedance: 8Q
Woofer:
Tweeter:
Crossover frequency:
Dimensions:
Weight:

5" Neoflex
1" soft dome
2.5kHz
300 x 190 x 195mm
6.6kg

that you can't have both pristine quality, and ears meeting

in the middle of the head - but it's for your own good. Very

low levels emerge lacking a touch of pizzazz, as the

low/mid driver's physical loading seems to cause a little

laziness. Don't read too far into this; the range mentioned

above is still pretty substantial, and will deal with most

earthly dynamics. The same graph that shows the

impedance response, also shows a pretty flat frequency

response up in the 80dB SPL vicinity, stretching from

around 50Hz right up to 20kHz - nice for exercising your

ears and providing the program with a tiny bit of elbow

grease. If anything, this is considered design.

Frequency-wise, the CR1Os are strongest in the mid to

high range, where they are clear and well defined. The

sensitivity here seems to be just right, as they react

favourably to transients, or sharp attacks. One track, with

some well recorded acoustic finger picking, came through

finger licking good, as did snappy snares and the rest of

the dynamic but bright family. Bass, while not expected to

be top class in such a small cabinet and on this budget

does, at times, fall a little behind the standard which the

higher frequencies set. It's not as tolerant of both higher

and lower signal levels, and so that peak performance

range is more or less defined by the low/mid driver.

The output becomes particularly sweet around the 1 kHz

mark, probably because, just before crossover, the low/mid

is doing what it likes best, rather than pretending to be

bigger than it actually is. The character around the

crossover point depends very much on the position of the

level control mentioned earlier - which, usefully, gives a

good idea of where it should be set. If you

can find that point between the flat or

lifeless, and the nail biting sizzle which

gives a good transition from low/mid to

tweeter, then you're in for maximum clarity

and minimum clutter.

Verdict

These monitors aren't the best in the

universe, but they're not the most expensive

either. They are professional quality

nearfields, so don't dismiss them because

you might get a better pair for one or two

thousand pounds. In fact, the others in this

range have probably got that covered. These

speakers represent a good example of that

area which is way past hi-fi trivia, but not up

The bass port
comes into its own
at approximately
50Hz,
and my, my,
it AmPallyblows!

to eye quivering, money burning brilliance.

On balance, the volume control is a saleable addition.

Probably the best way to deal with this is to set the

monitors up with program that you know inside out, and

then leave it well alone. This way, the CR1Os fit just a little

better into your room, and onto the end of your system-

which has got to be a selling point. It gives the potential

buyer a choice over and above just drivers or boxes, plus a

virtually unheard of ability to adapt -a bonus for anybody

who would take them on travels.

It is rather pointless, at the end of a review full of

opinion (for which you pay good money) to say, 'well, go

and see what you think'...so I won't. These monitors are

professional quality, relatively affordable, and any home

studio or smaller project studio owner should be pleased

to own them. Don't go to a shop and decide for yourself -

go to a shop, tell them that The Mix sent you, and that you

would like to weigh up your own ideas of what you'd want

from a pair of monitors, against the opinions expressed in

the magazine. 

ture is the 'power
sation' control on

the rear
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PRO AUDIO ,LIGKINGSYSTFAS

IN ASSOCIATION

WITH

THE flRfl $1101 Of 115 MIND...
L_ J

an exclusive hands-on exhibition dedicated to DJs, Remixers & Producers

filter the creative world of dance music production

See, hear and demo the latest state-of-the-art dance music production

tools from the worlds leading equipment manufacturers:-

ROLAND KORG TECHNICS VESTAX JBL

AKAI NOVATION INTIMIDATION PIONEER DBX

GEMINI DENONYAMAHA KURZWEIL AHB

EMU ALESIS KAM STANTON FOSTEX

C -LAB ECLERSTEINBERG SOUNDCRAFT S CV

SPECIAL GUEST APPEARANCES BY AT

1-5 PARKFRID ST, (off Liverpool Rd) ISLINGTON, LONDON Ni

nearest tube station: ANGEL (Northern Line)

SPONSORED BY

ff'Roland
h JULY 1996 1.00

ADMISSION PRICE £3.50 ON DOOR (f3.00 IN ADVANCE)

SPECIAL GUEST APPEARANCES BY

AVOID THE QUEUE AND THE WAITING - BUY YOUR TICKETS IN ADVANCE. TEL: 0171 609 3939
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After our filter roundup two months ago, we've got another unit that promises the

world of analogue synthsis without the price (or oscillators, or keyboard...) Peter

Forrest plugs in the Sherman Filterbank

The search for the holy grail of unique sound

has led a number of manufacturers to come up

with stand-alone filter units, designed to make

anything, even the most ordinary GM synth, sound

different - and, most important, be tweakable.

Just about the time we were doing a survey of three

of the most recent contenders (The Mix, May 1996),

there was quite a buzz on the internet about another

model, from, urn, Belgium. Chocolates, beer, Euro

thingies, the museum of underpants... and now the

Sherman Filterbank.

It turns out that it's still a small -run product at the

moment. But it's actually available, today, direct from

the maker, and it's excellent, as well - just like having

part of a well -designed modular synth in a 3U

rackmount. Early buyers include Ken Ishii and Robert

Leiner from R&S Records, Juan Atkins, and Steve

Hillage, so there are plenty of people who agree with

that.

Built like a tank?

It may be hand -made (and the back of the case on the

review model - serial number 31 - is actually plastic

gutter material - anyone remember the classic Great

British Spring?) but it looks very good. The graphic

design is modern, the controls are easy to get to, and

although the knobs have some play in them, that's a

product of the perfectly common and acceptable design

system which locks the pots directly onto the board and

not the front panel as well.

I sneaked a look inside the casing, and the circuit

board is easily chunky enough for this design - as is

the 3mm thick aluminium front panel, as well. There's

no sign, incidentally, of Curtis chips, which is good

news from the point of view of getting unique sounds.

It's also well put together -a neat internal design, well

implemented.

The design is mono audio in, mono out, with two

filters, either in series or parallel. Both have switchable

low-pass, band-pass and high-pass sections, which you

can combine in any way you want. Both have cut-off and

resonance controls, and an ADSR control (the envelope

itself is shared, but with independently switchable

polarity). Filter 2 can be synced to filter 1 or left free -

running; it also has a six -position octave switch, from

1' to 32', which is useful anyway, for instant changes of

timbre, but also ensures that, when you sync filter 1 to 2

with high resonance, the harmonics stay related to each

other, and thus musical. There's an AR envelope for the

VCA, knobs for controlling FM and ring modulation,

and a curious on -off switch right in the centre of the

box, called Engage. I thought at first that it was going to

be a by-pass type control, but it actually switched the

whole unit on and off. Although it's nice (and not as

common as it might be) to have a power switch on the

front panel of a rackmount, by-pass mode would

probably be a lot more use.

There's a sensitivity control for the audio, which

doesn't just optimise signal-to-noise level: it has a big

effect on the sound, by affecting the envelope trigger

level and/or the overdrive. One of the most interesting

things about this box is the overdrive that has

deliberately been designed in. It's always a bit

dangerous to talk of a transistor design sounding like

valve gear - if it was that easy, everyone would do it -

but it's certainly possible to set the Sherman to produce

a very nice warm distortion which does seem to get

close. You can go from subtle effects to outrage -

particularly when you bring the FM and Ring

Modulation sections in.

There's more to this box yet, of course. Almost its

strongest point is its patchability. There are jack sockets

for another input (gate or audio) to trigger each of the

envelopes; for CV or audio input to the FM and Ring

sections; and even an ADSR output socket, which would

be useful with other patchable gear. Best of all, these

sockets are normalled, so that if you're not using them,

they are internally connected to standard control

voltages or triggers. If there's nothing plugged into, say,

the ADSR trigger input, then the main audio signal acts

as a gate; and if there's no separate input to trigger the

VCA, it automatically uses the same source that's

triggering the filter ADSR.

Price inc VAT: 18150 Belgian francs
(£400). Postage 1000 Belgian francs (£20)
Visa / Mastercard accepted.
More from: Sherman Productions bvba,
Stationswijk 73 B 3272 Testelt, Belgium.
Tel / fax from UK: 0032 13 782 774.
email: sherman@tornado be
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its possible to re-
create just about
arm, Iii
smilowrz, simply
by different
combinations of
switches
In use

In a few days, it's only possible to scratch the surface of

any patchable system's possibilities, but I had good fun

with a small Digisound and a Korg MS -20 put through

the Sherman, with a few patch leads occasionally

producing a disappointing mess, but often a powerful

sound that I wouldn't know how to get any other way. A

Roland SH-101 sounded great, as well, just going

straight in and out, with no other patching at all. A word

of warning, though: if you value your speaker cones,

take care with levels. This unit is quite happy going

down to sub -audio, as well as up to 30kHz, and if

you're not careful, you can seriously damage monitor

speakers with the sort of resonant peaks the Sherman

can put out, I recommend taking the grilles off your

speakers, just so that you're that little bit more likely to

see if a massive 10Hz sub -audio earthquake is about to

cause a hefty repair bill. The sheer blast of air from the

vents in my Tannoys was pretty massive at times - but

domestic hi-fi speakers would be even more vulnerable.

All the usual filter effects are easily accessible,

including slow filter sweeps and liquid squelches that

Functions:

Controls:

Connections:

Power:

Dimensions:

2xLP, 2xBP, 2xHP, Serial, Frequency sync, 2x envelope triggers, FM
rate.

15 continuously variable knobs, 1 click -stopped.
10 metal mini -toggle switches.
Main input (jack), Main output (jack), 2x gate/audio inputs to
envelopes, 2x CV/audio inputs to FM and ring modulation.
ADSR output.
230V standard European voltage, with built-in power supply.
Also available in 120 .d 100V versions.
3U rackmounting

are so real you need a towel at the end of the session.

The best analogue trumpet sound I've ever heard came

from this box, too. It's possible to re-create just about

any filter in the universe, simply by different

combinations of switches, and then tweak it with the

knobs. For instance, for a standard Curtis 4 -pole

response, you just put both filters in series, sync 2 to 1,

set it to 1', and put both switches to low-pass.

Oberheim copying is even easier - there seem to be a

lot of similarities between the Sherman and a typical

vintage Oberheim filter.

One of the pleasures of the Sherman, though, is that

there are a lot more than straightforward filter effects

waiting to spill out of it. I imagine it's an unavoidable

by-product of the design - any filter is going to do

weird things to audio, and with two of them in one unit

that must apply even more - but for whatever reason

there's some good phasing; there's a great crunchy early

reflection type of sound; and there are any numbers of

degrees of distortion, from mild overdrive to total

corruption. The difference between the Sherman and

something like the Waldorf, of course, is that you can't

just save a great filter set-up on the Sherman: as it

stands, every good patch has to be painstakingly written

down, or you just have to get so familiar with the

controls that settings become second nature. Even then,

there are so many variables that only the brave would

play live and rely on one of these if exact re -creations

were essential to the music. It's a different matter, of

course, if the music can cope with chunks of total

improvisation. The Sherman would be perfect as a dance

effects unit.

You can end up with some pretty nasty noises, and

need to be careful, for instance, not to switch into serial

mode if none of the parts of filter 2 are switched in

(result: instant silence). Stereo outputs (one from each

filter) might have been even nicer, too - and, ideally,

separate gain controls for the trigger inputs for each of

the envelopes. But of course every extra refinement adds

to production costs, and there's very little to criticise in a

design which can give you such good sounds. One

minor point is that the Release section of the VCA

envelope doesn't seem to go very close to zero. That

makes it virtually impossible to have no sound from the

VCA, which is good - but maybe limits your ability to

have a really vicious gated VCA if you want one.

STOP PRESrS= Aall 7/
Just when you might think that this thing is not
for you - too analogue, difficult, and impossible
to re-create good sounds reliably -along
comes designer Herman Gillis with news of the
completion of a very thorough MIDI interface,
which provides MIDI controllers for pretty well
every important parameter on the filterbank,
and even gives you a couple of MIDI out
triggers from the ADSR and AR. It's obviously
not been tried out for this review, but if it's half
as well designed as the filterbank itself, it
would seem like a really good buy. The price is
going to be 45 pounds stierling, which is a bit
of a bargain.

Verdict

With any ready -built synthesizer, the filter has been set up

to complement the level of the VCO, and to provide an

immediately useful range of settings - generally all on the

safe side of the road, too. Once you start using an

outboard filter, or indeed a modular system, things get less

predictable. Finding standard settings is harder (though

totally possible), and you can certainly end up with

patches that don't work in any traditional musical way.

That's the drawback.

On the other side of the argument, though, you can

also end up with sounds which are just not possible with

even the very best all -in -one synths - harsher, richer, more

complex, more electric, more strangely human (including

some great vocal effects), more other -worldly.... the stuff of

high -end modular synths. The Sherman achieves that time

and time again, and that makes it excellent value for

money. 

On th
R :MIX CD

Track
14

1)-i the CD: simple Alesis
mainly crash and high -hat with occasional

-'ick and snare), with one output fed into
the audio in of the Sherman one to the
AR envelope trigger
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The Panasonic SV3800 is the successor to the SV3700,

the DAT machine of choice for many studio professionals.

Paul Mac finds out if the 3800 lives up to the high

standards of its illustrious forbear

When is a DAT machine a professional

machine, and when is it a domestic

machine? This is a question that has

plagued the audio industry for several years. It wasn't

so long ago that a certain manufacturer (are you talking

about Sony? - Ed)was selling DAT machines through

respected industry traders, and on to studios, but then

claiming that when the DAT machines went wrong they

should never have been used in a professional

environment-thus the necessary hardwearing

hardware upgrades were chargeable. This was going on

long after DAT had failed as a domestic format, and the

only real users were studios and musicians.

The 'what is professional' debate probably falls

outside the scope of a review, but it's fair to say that the

audio industry often decides for itself whether a unit is

13:v 129

'professional' or not, and buys

accordingly. This brings us

onto the Panasonic SV3700, the

forerunner of the SV3800. The only places these

machines are rarely seen in, are the service

departments of dealers. Well known for outstanding

audio quality, plus reliable mechanisms and

electronics, the SV3700 was, several times, given the

rare accolade of demand having outstripped supply. But

it didn't have timecode, it didn't have fancy multi -layer

menus, and it didn't pretend to be all things to all men.

It just did what it did well, and rarely broke down. As a

result, it has gained quite a reputation. The big question

is whether the SV3800 is a repeat performance, or just a

band wagon bogey.

First impressions

Just as a mechanic can get a good idea of car quality by

opening the door and starting the engine, opening the

cassette tray of a DAT machine and having a quick

'shuttle' can be a telling moment. The Panasonic

SV3800 is solid. This is indisputable. Possibly the

most positive mechanism ever seen on a DAT machine,

together with fast and decisive transport control, are the

two things that will first strike whoever plays with it.

The ins and outs are comprehensive, to say the

least. Balanced analogue inputs and outputs on tough

XLRs, plus optical, coaxial, and balanced AES/EBU

digital access. Incidentally, the digital standards

implemented by this machine are also particularly

comprehensive, and you can decide where each one

comes out or goes in, via the system display mode.

Miniaturisation was obviously never an issue with

Panasonic. The front panel has large, well marked

buttons spread, without waste, around its ample surface

area. This lightly coloured facia shows all, without

being monstrous, and the all important shuttle wheel is

big, and completely accessible. The only thing lacking

The Mix  July 1996
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F'o.ssib/_y the mast
jpiasitima

srwicfsarsissrs ever
seen on a DAT

machine__
is an obvious position mark on the three pots (Rec.

Level left and right, headphones level). They are black,

with indented lines for rough position, though these

lines are also black, and almost invisible. It has always

been a puzzle why machines with so much accuracy

pasted around their insides, still rely on the

approximation that comes with two analogue pots for

left and right analogue input levels. There is metering,

certainly, but every little helps.

Joining the Rec. Level controls, along the bottom of

the unit are the digital/analogue input selector (LED on

for digital), the fade in and out buttons, a Music Scan

-- rapt 4,

Frequency response:

Total harmonic
distortion:

Signal to noise ratio:
Dimensions:
Weight:

Pt AS

SKIP

FIVIN. REV f

Fs.

STOP

PAUSE

.1.1. EEC t1VtL.mr.

clfweabc-Arc-

48kHz sample rate, 10Hz - 22kHz (±0 5dB)
44 1kHz sample rate, 10Hz - 20kHz (±0 5dB)
32kHz playback, 10Hz - 14.5kHz (±0.5dB)

<0.03% (+4dBu, 1kHz)*
<0.007% (+22dBu, 1kHz)*
>92dB*
430 x 122 x 315mm
5.9kg

*DIN audio weighted (22.4Hz to 22.4Hz bandpass filter).

and Skip Play Cancel buttons, a PNO/Start ID auto

switch, and a sampling frequency selector (44.1 /

48kHz). The transport controls take up the right hand

end, above this bottom line, along with the subcode

function buttons, and the counter mode buttons. The

display is large and utterly visible, with all important

flags (such as sample rate) sporting red surrounds.

Incidentally, 32kHz sample rate is supported for

playback only.

Counting time

The counter display has five primary modes. These are

Absolute Time - total time from start of tape; Program

Time - time since last start ID; Remain time - total time

remaining on tape; Tape Counter - rotational count of

tape reel, used in conjunction with the Reset button; and

Peak Margin -a display showing available headroom.

The two notable modes are the remain time, which is

invaluable on a long session where the tape is just left

to run its course (absolute time must be pre- striped),

and Peak margin (remaining headroom): a now

commonplace facility which is useful for minimising

quantisation errors, by letting you adjust levels

accurately.

The Counter mode and Reset buttons do more than

this, though. If you press both simultaneously, and add

the pause button, you find yourself in the realms of the

system display mode. This provides ten new options to

arouse the new owner- some more useful than others.

The details of digital i/o are set here, along with the

nominal analogue output (+4 to -6dBu, or -10dBu).

Another nice feature is the error rate display -a

continuously varying number which gives the user an

idea of how the unit and the tape are performing.

Unfortunately there is little indication of what these

numbers represent, or how high they have to go before

drop outs or serious things like that start to occur. On

other machines, three thousand in the display means

that something should have dropped out by now.

Single play mode does just what it says, by stopping

playback when a Start ID or a skip ID is detected. ID6

copy protection (SCMS) manipulation is also carried

out in this mode, along with another interesting function

- Head Cylinder rotation time display. Many

manufacturers specify the workable life of a DAT head in

'head hours' as is done on most professional reel to reel

machines. It makes sense, then, to have this information

available to you, so you know when to go for a service.

It's also a warning to start saving up - head cylinders

are not usually very cheap.

The SV3800 has an adequate supply of subcode IDs

stocked up in its toolbox. There has been a recent spate

of machines which include every subcode ever specified

- nice if you need them, obtrusive if you don't.
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You can hear the .sameatter-prism to audio supremacy
that was the trademark

of the SV3700
Panasonic have done away with the character

strings and stuck with the basics - Start IDs,

Skip IDs, End marks, and program numbers

(PN0s). Together with the inevitable table of

contents and renumber function, these supply all

the complimentary functions for efficient

transport operation - but nothing else. Your

personnal preferences will be torn between the

need to write rude words on the screen, and the

quality of the basics.

PN0s/start IDs are recorded automatically

after two seconds of silence (not three) - silence

being defined by a selectable threshold - when

the PNO/Start ID Auto button is activated,

though any sub-codes can be added/erased on

the fly, or by cueing to those points. Of course,

for subcode IDs to be eminently useful, the

cueing functions of a DAT must allow accurate

placement of those IDs.

The shuttle wheel is the most obvious choice

for cueing, and the wheel on the SV3800 has two

ways of doing it. First, though, it is worth noting

that this shuttle wheel has calibration marks on

the front panel - not often seen. These are

numbered one to four, both clockwise and

anti-clockwise. While these do have meaning, in

terms of tape speed, it is a little to much to ask

an operator to calculate, in a split second, where

it should be placed to reach the desired point at

the right time. They do, however, give a meaning

to shuttle wheel operations. Given a little while

with the wheel, you will find yourself taking note

of where you turn it to, and what effect that has.

Once used to it, it takes the random element out

of cueing.

In play mode, the shuttle wheel moves the

tape at between three and fifteen times playback

speed, and in pause mode -a half to three times

playback speed. As well as this, the REW and FF

buttons move the tape at three times speed in

the relevant directions. This means that the only

slow cueing available is the half speed position

of the shuttle wheel. Though how accurate does

the cueing need to be? This machine seems

intent on stripping anything deemed

unnecessary, and leaving you with essentials

and easy operation. Whether you want this is

down to your own working methods. Other

machines are starting to implement RAM scrub

as a matter of course.

The transport functions on the SV3800 are

pretty much standard, with the exception of Auto

Rec. Mute (though variations on this theme are

implemented on a number of other units). This

lays down a four second section of silence while

the machine is in record mode-plenty to satisfy

the usual 'three second silence' auto functions.

This silence can be implemented while in both

record pause and full record mode (on the fly). If

operated from stop mode, rewind and fast

forward tape speeds zoom along at 250 times

playback speed. Whoosh. All of the CD type

functions are possible, such as music scan

(fifteen seconds from each start ID), repeat play,

direct search (enter a PNO and press play, and

memory play (a sequence of PNOs).

Now the important bit - the sound. Awesome.

Without looking at the specifications you can

hear the same attention to audio supremacy that

was the trade mark of the SV3700. Clean, flat,

and clear - what more could you ask of a

mastering machine?

Verdict.

No one can doubt that this is a thoroughly

professional machine. Mechanically, everything

about it is solid and positive, even down to the

gliding, damped centre return of the scrub

wheel. The Panasonic is sparse in the novelty

fiddly bits department, but crowded with

sensible display functions, comprehensive i/o

choice, and useful auto subcode and transport

options. The display is clear, and metering is a

doddle to read. RAM start/scrub does not

feature, nor does the character string subcode,

though maybe these omissions keep the price at

a sensible level.

DAT transports are sensitive beasts, and are

noted for the apparent ease with which they go

out of alignment. The Panasonic variety, though,

seems to be a class above the rest, which is why

the SV3700 was so popular, and why the

SV3800 will undoubtedly follow in its footsteps.

If high quality mastering and reliability are

important, then the SV3800 is for you. If not, you

probably aren't looking for a DAT machine. 

Price inc VAT: £1290
More form: HHB Communications Ltd,
73-75 Scrubs Lane, London, NW10 6QU.
Tel: 0181 962 5000 Fax: 0181 962 5050

LW"CLOSE

Jog/shuttle wheel takes the
guesswork out of cueing up

Fully -featured remote control
is perfect for 'armchair'
engineers

J.`,..M111111/11111111111111111111111111111111111
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Paria

0 0 C

SV3800 has the full
complement of in/out
connections expected from
a 'professional' machine
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true 4-bus

MORE BUSES, MORE PREAMPS, MORE En, MORE

FEATURES. INTRODUCING THE NEW CR1G04-V1.1.

TNM 16

TRIM control on the --
channel strip! 60d0
total mic gain; -1040
"virtual pad" for line

G AUX SENDS per ch. -
Aux 1 & 2 switch -able
pre/post. Post -fader
Aux 3-4 /5-6 --- -
selectable via Shift
switch.

HI ELL 4_ I5d8 shelving -
at 12kHz.

SWEEPABLE MIDRANGE.
Wide, musical peaking
EQ with 100Hz to
8kHz range. ±15d0
range.

1.0 El J15.0 shelving
at 80Hz.

LOW CUT FILTER is a
must for live sound
and acoustic
(microphone)
recording. Sharp,
18d8/octave i 75Hz
high-pass filter lets
you add Lo shelving
EQ to vocals without
boosting undesirable
mic thumps, stage
rumble, wind noise,
P -pops, etc.

PAN control with
constant loudness to
maintain stereo
perspective.

MUTE switch.

MUTE B OVERLOAD LEO.

-20dB SIGNAL PRESENT
& SOLO LED.

SOLO. In -place AFL
or PFL.

, 2

BUS ASSIGN for Subs
1-2, 3-4 & Main LIR.

GOMM FADERS with ---
88us log taper,
special lip seal & long -
life wiper material.

BUILT-IN
power
supply.

PHAN-
TOM
POWER
switch.

Five years of user input, new materials, new technologies and the soul of our 8Bus...at a super -low price.

The original CR-I804

defined the modern

compact mixer. Now

we've "raised the

standard" by adding over

20 new features like true

4 -bus design, our famous

mic preamps on every

channel, flexible routing

and monitoring, and

swept mid El - for just

16 STUDIO -GRADE MIC PREAMPS
means the new CR1604-VLZ
actually costs less than our
classic CR-1604 & XLR10 expander
combination!

scarcely more than the /-1 -:,/,:q.:4;.4.1
original CR-I804. Call

for a free 40 -page

brochure.

5 -WAY PHYSICAL
CONFIGURATION
via our famous
rotating
input/output
"pod." In minutes you
can switch the
CR1604-VLZ between
ultra -compact
8 -rack space
configuration with
pod to back 0,
rackmount jacks -to -
top or tabletop/
jacks -to -back 0.
Optional RotoPod-VLZ
bracket places input/
output jacks on same
plane as the controls
(tabletop 0 or
rackmount 0).

MONO OUTPUT (bal./
unbal.) has separate
level control.

RCA TAPE inputs
and outputs -
(unbalanced).

Separate CONTROL
ROM OUTPUT
(bal./unbal.).

DIRECT OUTPUTS
(bal./unbal.)
channels 1-8.

SUBMASTER
OUTPUTS (ballunbal.).

1

-VLZ (Very Low Impedance)
CIRCUITRY developed for our
013us consoles, further reduces
noise and crosstalk in critical
signal path areas.

OW VOW var nor WIT *PF

AUX SEND IS 2 MASTERS.

Stereo AUX RETURNS IS 2 with 20d6 gain
above Unity for boosting weak effects.

EFFECTS TO MONITORS controls fold-
Aux Return 1 & 2 back into Aux Sends

I& 2 so that on-stage performers
can hear effects.

AUX SEND I S 2 SOLO switches with LEDs.-

Stereo AUX RETURNS 3 S 4.-
Aux Return 3 ASSIGN SWITCHES to Main -

Mix, Subs 1 & 2 or Subs 3 & 4.

Aux Return 4 ASSIGN to
Control Rm/Phones. I

CONTROL ROOM/PHONES level control.

TAPE INPUT LEVEL control and--r-
TAPE TO MAIN MIX switch.

SWITCHING MATRIX. This fantastic-
creative feature lets you

route any combination of
Tape, Subs 1 & 2, Subs 3 & 4 or Main Mix

to Control Room/Phones bus. Lets you
create custom headphone or broadcast

mixes, monitor 2 -track output
or route a cue/click track to

phones, create a second
stereo main output with its own

level control & more (covered in the
extensive manual).

Global SOLO level control. -

Global AFLIPFL SOLO switch. -

SUB ASSIGN to Left or Right Main Mix.

©1996 MACKIE DESIGNS INC

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Mackie Designs Inc.  USA  Represented in the UK by Key Audio Sys
Robjohns Road  Chelmsford  CMI 3AG  Essex  1,01245 34411D1 t...01245

SOLID
STEEL
main
chassis.

SEALED
rotary
controls.

SOLO
with
LEO.

LED
METERS
with -30
to +28
range &

-LEVEL
SET LED.

RUDE
SOLD
LED.

-HEAD-
PHONE
output.

60mm
-- SUB -

MASTER
log -taper
faders.

ems Ltd.
344002



S it ON L: A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR PRODUCTS
yNEW RELEASES

BLAc
KILLER
:VOCALS
A double CD set

rammed full of

Murderously, Deadly

digitally recorded vocals. Created by

McIntosh & Charles of 'Black 2 Black'

fame, these CDs contain all the vocals

you'll need to make slammin tracks.

ouble Audio CD £59.95

Sample Material is a sonic

collage from the sound

libraries of visionary

New York producer Bill Laswell

and the 'Material' cadre

containing Loops. Textures. Riffs. and Single Sounds.

Atmospheric Ambiences, TranceScapes, Ethic Loops & Riffs.

Metafied Grooves & Kaos. A Sampling Product covering the

broadest spectrum of musical genres. Ammunition for all

Sonic Wizards who wants to create music with no

boundaries. "EVERYTHING IS PERMITTED. NOTHING IS TRUE."

Audio CO £59.95. AKA) CD-ROM £149.00

The Rhythm Box is back

with a vengeance! Over
tirigtnaalog 2500 of the original preset

drumloops from 37

classic analogue

drumboxes including Roland. Korg, Elka, Farfisa,

Hammond. Casio, Univox, Wersi and many

more All loops are tuned exactly and bundled

in speeds of 80 to 160 born.

Double Audio CD £59.95

CD-ROM lAkai/Emu. Roland. Samplecell) £149.00

This superb tool is

specifically designed to
provide a fast and flexible

1. orking environment for
og sweeps. effect loops. -

digital sweeps. RND loops &

drum sweeps. Each sound 1,

sahipled with it's filter cutoff set at 32 different -;

. so there are literally thousands of ways the
nds can be used. from creating smooth sweep effects

litrandom bbppy sequences. 320 different categorised
:sounds are included on this mixed -mode CD, containing

an Akai CD-ROM section with over 10.000 samples!!

Audio/Akai CD £59.95

,AL CONTR
The worlds first

sample -CD with .

realtime-filtered &

arpeggio-ed analogue

REAL sounds. Total Control

new analogue synth out of

your sa r 450Wstrankt g new

sounds, fractal loops & inspiration sets, all

on a mixed -mode double CD-ROM including

a 500mb Akai section!!

Mixed -mode Audio/Akai double -CD £59.95

1,- ,It
DANCE
VOCAL -5y

EREATIVESSENTIALS
SERIES
'Dance Vocals is just one of

thirty brand new sample CDs

in this amazing new series

from Time+Space. Over 200

samples on each disc. Every sound is provided in three

formats: Audio, WAV for pc, and AIFF for Mac. Available at

Virgin. HMV. and all goodstockists of music software.

Call now for full details! ' - -

-There isn't a hint of naffness to this product. and that

appears to be a trait inherent to the Creative Essentials

Series... A generally excellent series" (The Mix).

h volum 'm the series is only £19.95 inclusive.

II//,

- SEE 100'S

NK
PERCUSSION
To the percussionist the
world is a different place.
Everything can be used to

make a sound. and

renowned percussionist Roger Turner has the
vision to play instruments and objects from the

everyday and throwaway. creating exciting sound
and rhythm. This highly respected Junkyard
Shamen has played a superb collage of rhythms,
textures & fills which will inspire and prove
invaluable in all areas of music production.

Audio CD £519,95,

'Music & MIDI
for MAC/PC
Over 600Mb over 3000

items!) of freeware. sharware.

plus demos of 56 music

software packages such as

Circle Elements. Cubase

Score. Deck. Logic, Perfo men. Pianist. Vision, etc. You

also get loads of drivers nd Mixer Maps, MIDI -files in

many styles (Classical, hit, jazz, rock - over 600 files),

and System Sounds. Also many invaluable utilities: e.g.

format converters (WAV-AIFF), internet sound utilities etc.

Only £29.95! (please specify PC or Macintosh)

Travel° ue

This 1000+ samples

of ceremonial
drumming, male &

female` ants,.,
musical boWs, hand

clapping, funeral xylophones, royal

horns, choirs, grinding songs, crying

widows, village noises & much more.

A trip to Africa? - Pack your bags!

Audio CD £59.95

ALI-BABA ar.TE
40 RAVERS

end The orient offers a
massive range of
beautiful instruments and
percussion that can be
used in many styles of

music, and this new library captures just about all
of them from Tunisia, Iran. Irak and Turkey! Hot
off the press, this double CD contains phrases,
individual notes and hits of instruments,
percussion. turkish orchestras, moving
atmospheres and oriental choirs. Call for more
details!! Double Audio CO £59.95

"00 Hiti, LOOP
This new CD is full of

funky drum loops.

recorded by 9 session

drummers. Over 500

loops covering Funk.

Dub. Ambient. Jungle, Trip Hop, Techno &

Reggae. Also contains a selection of

programmed loops. The CD is really full of

Hot Grooves for every dance style.

Audio CD £59.95

RAVE T.R.A.X.
A hot new source of

original dance samples

from Germany. Expertly

arranged into

construction kits for

Jungle, House, Trance etc. and featuring Drum

& Percussion Loops. Synth Hooks. Chords,

Sequences & Basslines, Vocal Hooks. Ad-libs,

Single Drum & Perc samples, and Multisampled

Synths & Keyboards. All BPMs and keys are

given. Audio CD £59.95

;5I.J. rE .fur
MORE BEST 5,ELLERS IN. OUR FREE 72 -PAGE COLOUR CATALOGUE!

agaraIDZEM
CUCKOOLAIVD
UNHINGErdilute riano Collection

Are Cuckooland Insane?

Reality is strange and this

incredible selection of

rhythms. textures and FX

will have you making

music in very new ways. Grooves from 67 to 170

bpm provide rhythmical backing unlike anything
you have heard before, the textures and FX are not

of this world. This collection is ideal for all - from
Trip Hop to Film - new styles of music will

definitely evolve from this great CD!

Cuckooland is our state of mind. Audio CD £59.95

DRUM
DOCTOR
With over 1500 new

samples, Ross Garfield

has dramatically

raised the standard even higher for this

sequel to "The best drums on Earth". Even

better sounds, more takes per instrument, 5

dynamic levels and more programs. Audio

CD £59.95; Samplecell & Kurzweil. £199.00

LOOPZILLA 2
miEn:ro This new sequel

features over 2
hours of Hiphop,
R&B, and Funk
samples. loopzilla
2" combines the best

elements of prog ammed grooves & live
playing with new melodic and funk
elements. Tons o Slo' Jamz, R&B and
Hiphop from Atlanta, Miami, New York &
Oakland.

£69.95 for this red hot 2 -CD package. II

MEGATON
ROMB
Five star review - An

almost ridiculously

complete 2 -CD package of

loops, drum hits and other

assorted goodies -

everything from construction kits containing multi -

layered arrangements to drop -the -needle turntable

noise, from IBM Bass riffs to Sci-fi dialogue. If they
let us give 6 stars for selection, this package would

have scored even better. * 14- *n (Keyboard 7 -

USA). The collection features ambient, hardcore.

trance and techno on a 2 disc set for only £69.95

HOUSE -

Brand New! Dedicated

specifically to House music

productioo,this -profile

rsal Sound

s its target

square on. Focussing in find it

delivers tons of top -clan ma r all kinds of house

music. We expect this on to enter the hall of fame!

DEFinitely not to he miss d.

Available NOW in four formats: Audio CD: £59.95. or

choose a version formatted specifically for Akai Roland.

or Ensoniq samplers - £149.00

SYMPHONIC
, I -

ADVENTURES100 New library of orchestral

samples from Everglades in

France. As soon as we heard

this superlative disc we knew

it was a winner. Explores the

darker side of the orchestra. Perfect for film composers

or for any music that needs powerful stings. effects.

phrases, suspense. moods. etc. A truly huge set of

immaculately performed and immaculately recorded

stereo samples. This tremendously versatile orchestral

libary will not disappoint and we recommend it highly!

Audio CD: £59.95, CD-ROMs (coming soon): £149

THE ULTIMATE
PIANO COLLECTION
t7tzl1T FIVE STARS!

(Sound on Sound)
New from East-West: Four of
the finest pianos ever built:
Steinway O. Steinway C. Fazioli
F228. and Bosendorfer 225.
Every key sampled in various

attacks, with and without sustain pedal The best Piano CD-
ROM available - and the est possible with today's memory
capabilities. $260,000 worth of grand pianos ready to play
- on a silver disc. One of hem will surely fit the music
you're working on. Corn and demo this amazing disc and
we're sure you'll be cony cad it's the best
Available on AKAI CO -ROM: Vol.! (all 4 pianos): £249.00,

9°1.2 (Fazioli & Steinway I: £149.00,

Vol.3 (Bosendorfer & Steinway DI: £149.00

THAT JUNGLE
FLAVOUR

New from Zero -G and

EXTREMELY HOT! Flavours

ys from every tree in the

Jungle - Intelligent.

rough, hard, steppin' breaks and FX

for todays Drum'N'Bass samplists. Over 350 new

transformed breakbeats and 600 of the latest

stabs, pads, noizes and FX make this library the

most extensive Jungle collection to date!

Audio CO: £59.95

RED Hort

Superb all-round dance

rN yokel'
collection - NOW ONLY

AVAILABLE FROM TIME+SPACE

(exclusive worldwide

09' distribution). INTERFACE DANCE

has definitely cracked it.

Extremely well -organised, this CD encompassesmany

areas of production inclu ing Nu-NRG/Euro,
Techno/Industrial. House/ arage. R&D! HipHop, Jungle and

Hard core. Drum Loops. His, Synth & Bass multisainples.

Vocal Shouts/ad-libs & F TB303 bass6nes, Horn rids &

stabs, Piano. Sax & Hammond. Guitar riffs. MCIRagga vocals

and more... fantastic reviews in the press!

Audio CD: £59.95

mint Rill III

4111/1/Ili

Brand new from his

Entertainments in L.A: Multi -

Platinum record winners,

producer John Boylan and

drummer Michael Botts have

put tog then one of the sm rtest. most tightly assembled

collecti ns of drum loops to date. Phenomenally well -

recorded and mixed in tru stereo with the same high quality

you expect from platinum ecords. These acoustic kits are
played with raw, rockin' e ergy and plenty of feel. Loops &

hits. Dry & Room. Intros. fills & ends for complete tracks!

Audio CD 2 -disc set: £79.9

CD-ROM 2 -disc set for Akai. Roland or SampleCelt £199.00

ABRACAT.
New from AMG: produced by

Talvin Singh lone of the

leading exponents of UK

ethnic fusion. who works with

top acts like Massive Attack &

Bomb The Bass). A huge

selection of mostly ethni percussion. Highly

comtemporary ensemble grooves with extremely

intricate. tight performances, broken into various

mixes/combinations/sounds.

There is also a section of solo patterns complete with

very comprehensive sets of single hits. Super tight

performances and great sound quality! Audio CD: £59.95

96th Street by
BLACKBEAT
0.0. Hunte's sequel to

his successful Treekee Jack

Swing' CO. This CD follows a

similar format, but

concentrates on the split

loops and adds a large selection of individual sounds on

top of these. The loops are divided into three styles - Rap

Street Loops, Future Funk Street Loops, and Caribbean

Street Loops. Each loop features four alternate versions,

a standard drum loop. one with bass. another with vocal --

N. and lastly with everything together. This sequel will

not disappoint. Audio CD: £59.95
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DANCE V DANCE

ELECTROSHOCK
PART II
The sequel to a very
successful techno
dance library, this 2 -
disc set looks set to do
equally well.

CD1: 70 minutes audio plus MAC (AIFF) & PC
(WAY) ROM data.

CD2: 68 minutes audio plus AKAI ROM data.
Huge collection of fresh analog+digital stuff
for serious technoheads, including rare
vintage synths and construction kits.
2 Disc Set: £59.95

JUNGLE
WARFARE
If you need Jungle this is

unmissable  Loops  Rolls

& fills  Perc Kits  Pads &

Chords  Bass  FX  Vocals.

"Excellent fidelity. balance & punch. . you don't own these two classics then this new CD

& variation in feel & sound... there's no serious . is essential! All of the 600+ loops are now tempo -

competition. Rated 5 stars out of ra:r***" ,i mapped for ease of use. Choose either format at

(Sound on Sound, UK). -Kicking grooves... a wide , the same price!!! - Audio CD. or Akai S1000 CD -

range of styles._ highly useful... AS UP -FRONT AS ; ROM. At £59.95 it's got to be one of the best value

YOU CAN GET('lhe Mix". UK). dance CD-ROMs ever.

Audio CD: £59.95 Audio CD: £59.95. CD-ROMs: only £59.95 !!!

X -STATIC
REMIXOLO4
The XXXX-Largest CD

ever?? 4000 samples from

the now deleted X -STATIC

GOLDMINE 1 and XL -1. If

'

BEATS 'N'
THE HOOD
The ultimate beats

collection for serious
Hip Hop. Swing and

RH production.
Grooves with attitude and altitude to lift your
music into a new dimension.
7 MUST HAVE AUDITIONED WELL OVER 10.000

DRUM LOOPS DURING MY TIME. BUT NONE AS

COOL OR EFFORTLESS AS THESE- (Sound on

Sound. UK, - April'96). Audio CD: £59.95

PHAT & PHUNKY
Another dynamite set from

East-West: Over 2000

samples on 2 CDs: 165

grooves, each with its

component samples given

separately (drums &

instruments) together with the sequence data for

each loop on a separate MIDI -file floppy disc

(PLEASE STATE ATARI/IBM or MAC version when -

ordering). This arrangement gives you complete

flexibility to customize all loops to any tempo or

content you like. 2 -CD audio set: £59.95

FLAMENCO"'
SOUNDS
Recorded exclusively in

Spain. A wealth of rhythms
and flavours in true
Catalonian style by

original. respected.
Flamenco musicians (inc Ketama, Tino De Gerald°

and Pedro Andrea). Guitar rhythms. Male & Female

vocals, tapping feet. castanets. & Cajon rhythms.

Rich assortment of peasant -style sounds to help

bring out the Gipsy in your music! BPM5 and key
references are included where necessary. £59.95

Brand New! Dedicated

specifically to Rouse music
production, this high -
profile stormer from
Universal Sound Bank in

France hits its target square on. Focussing mainly on
loops. you'll find it delivers tons of top -class
material for all kinds of house music. We expect this
one to enter the hall of fame! OEFinitely not to be
missed. Available NOW in four formats: Audio CD:
£59.95, or choose a version formatted specifically
for Akai Roland. or Ensoniq samplers - £149.001

R&B/JunglelTrip Hop -

whatever the trendmakers

call it - it all comes down

to the Right Flavor of the

Grooves. Many future

styles will probably rely on

breaks like this. Tons of Grooves, Hits & Loops to

give you a unique feel for Raregrooves. Produced

by PHAT FABE aka Fabian Thorsson (Nene Cherry &

Shabba Ranks). Tempo -maps provided (plus MIDI -

files on CD-ROM version).

Audio CD: £59.95. CD-ROM (incl audio CDI: £149.

SAMPLING
A. SOUND SYSTEMI Advance news of a new series of smaller

1 libraries from Sounds Good in Sweden.

Each disc in the series will be mixed -

mode Audio I PC WAV / Mac AIFF.

Anticipated pricing: £19.95 each, with

Akai CD-ROM versions also becoming available for £39.95 each.

Titles include Drum Tools (Laidback. Brushed. & Popped).

Country, Roots Reggae, On The Latin Tip. G -Saul. Drippy. House,

and mare! More news very soon!!

CALL FOR

RELEASE

DATES!

1111t 1.1.. 1.

L.A.RIOT 3
2 -CD Set: 1000's of Hip Hop &

ROB samples.  Mad -hard

construction kits - omb-ass

breaks  Basset., sops 
Ho ,Sc,  Dope FX &

Squee zy guitars 
Vocals  Synths  Piano  Rare

groove elements. Every 5 construction kits are same BPM

& key for mixing & matching. Fresh. well -organised and a

true goldmine for the serious producer.

"Sheer authenticity & attitude... An all-American urban

soundscape of immense realism... A hard act to follow..

Quite simply a classic. a*** 5 Stars"
(Sound on Sound. UK). 2 -CD audio set: £59.95

LXIRLfsell.
XX-LARGE
EXTREME
With its latest production
the XX-Large Team
presents the biggest
Dance Drumloops
collection worldwide!

1750 absolute new Stereo Drumloops. House.
Jungle, Rap. Hip -Hop. All of the loops are tuned
accurately on beats per minute and arranged in
groups from 80 -180 bpm.
In addition, more than 100 current Dance Sounds:
House Organs, Jungle Basses You can't live

without it!!! Audio CD: £59.95. CD-ROM: £149.00

4500 well -organised

samples. 90 complete and

different Drum machines

as well as ultra rare

analogue Ryhthm-boxes

wit several sound variations. Also 1500 latest

dance Drumsounds IBDs. SOs, Hats. Peres.

Analogue Drums and Perc!. 400 Mb ROM part. All

Drum machines laid out in keygroups. ready to

play. Available as Double -CDs mixed mode Audio/

Akai CD-ROM. Only £59.95 !!

XX-LARGE
1500 DRUMLOOPS
One of the largest selections

ti
of dance grooves available on

a single CD. From German

developer Best Service and

already a classic! 1500

hypnotic loops, in groups of

80, 05. 90. 95, 100, 105, 110, 115. 120. 125 and 130 bpm!!

Workaholics take note this is your basic tool - styles

include hip hop. rap. hardcore, house. techno. all in
stereo -1500 happening loops. exactly tuned and

carefully sorted. An exclusive tuning chart lets you tune
any loop to the exact bpm you need - FAST! The collection

is available on audio CD (£59.95) or on CD -Rom for Akai,

Ensoniq &Samplecell samplers (CD-ROM: £149.1

A 2 -CD set of Loops. plus

all the component

percussion elements used

to make them. plus their

programming on an

accompanying MIDI -file floppy disk. An extremely

professional approach from East-West (USA).

"***** 5 stars" (Sound on Sound).
154 loops and 1500 samples on 2 CDs. Comes with

Midifiles on floppy (state Mac or Atari).

Audio CD £59.95. CD-ROM: £149

L..

ZE r

A massive library of

classic techno synth & FX

samples. each presented

with a short demo to show

its effectiveness.

One of the world's very best techno sample
CDs, having achieved 5 -STAR reviews in
LISA, Germany & UK.

Audio CD: £59.95. PC 'WAV' CD-ROM: £29.95.

Also available on Akai 53000. Roland or

SampleCell CD-ROMs for only £99.00.

Features the sample
libraries of Germany's
most respected Techno
producers including Eye
0, Harthousel Ralf

Hildenbeutel. Jam El Mar (Jam & Spoon, Dance 2
Trance), Cet Merlin (Spacefrog. Energised).
Genlog, and more. Coveted key sounds of many of
the world's top techno producers: custom drum,
synth, bass, loop samples. "Within the first 3,
minutes of this CD I had goosepimples-
iFrontpage Mag. Germany). Audio CD: £59.95.

Every loop & sample fr m
0 -Zone's Loopisms s
volumes 1 to 4,

AWE -32 Sound

Also available: "LOOPIS

the same but in straight WAV form or use w
any PC software or soundcards: £29.95. Many

other D -Zone titles available - call for details!

N.B.0-Zone have asked us to lent out that the movies on 0 -Zone.
Idles are not all licensed for use in your commernet rmisic release&

LOOPISMS
DANCE ZONE
New from D -ZONE (UK).

Features 125 Korg

Prophecy samples plus

slammin extended loops.

Each sample is provided in 3 formats: Audio.

AWE -32, and WAV. Also features Apogee's great

game "RISE of the TRIADS" for PC plus other

demos of PC software. Only £12.95 !!

N.B. 0 -Zone have asked us to point out that the samples an 0 -Zone
titles are not all licensed for use in your commercial music releases

L 00P SM.&

mo' funky elements
Both audio CD volumes
now combined into one
CD-ROM (Over 500Mb /
1900 samples!) - all
prog-rammed into killer

patches ready to play. Fat with feel. this disc is
guaranteed to serve up that or funk sound.
"*4-7-* Five Stars- (Sound on Sound). -

Loops. drums, horns. guitars, all you need. A
best selling library. Akai. Roland or SampleCell -

CD-ROMs: £149.00 (or buy the 2 volumes
separately on audio CD: £59.95 each)

By Steve McIntosh & Joe

Charles. One of the

biggest & best set of

kickin' R+B samples

around. All loops,Vocals.

Brass lines. & Drum hits were specially recorded.

Features: Reggae. Ragga, Swing, Jazz house. Euro

house, Mad house, Slo jamz, Rap, Guitar licks,

Bass fines. Garage, Disco.

"****3/4" (Sound an Sound/.
Each volume is available on Audio CD: £59.95 each.

or on Akai CD-ROM : £149 each.

4

vorelasoreasoiremisinu
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EUROTECH EUROTECH

1;ro,tT
"5 stars... A hit release"

(Sound on Sound magazine)

Specialising in Euro-dance/ I

Europop. This style of music

has dominated the charts all

over Europe over the las few years & seems set to

continue to. A very commercially attractive set of sounds.

and all original. The loops are fast 1192 of them are over ,

140bpm!1. A nice balance of experimental & straight. All

bpms given. A hot & hard techno resource.

Audio CD: £59.95. AKAI CD-ROM : £149.00

VOCA_UlYTES
VOLUM=.1. /4
Volume 1 has OVER
1000 VOCAL GEMS. PRODUCED

BY HIT U.S. REMIXER E.K.O. &

MIDIMARK PRODUCTIONS in ti-
the USA. FOR HOUSE. TRANCE.

RAP, AND DANCE  ALL ORIGINAL  ULTRA CLEAN TO

SUPER NASTY. Audio CD: £59.95.

Volume 2 features 12 more singers: soulful, funky.

crazy. Vocoder samples from the oldskool unit. the

Roland RVC-300. New Talk Box samples from the Heil

talk box. Well over 1.000 original samples. No royalties

to pay! Audio CD: £59.95

ON A
JAZZ TIP
Hip Hop In Full Swing!

Stomping grooves. licks

and loops, played in

predetermined keys and

tempos to be used inter -actively: Bass. Guitar.

Keys, Horns. Drums and Peru.. Jazz pads. riffs and

chords. Perfect for all HipHop, Rap, Soul, TripHop,

Acid Jazz and Funky flavors. For any music project

that needs a sting, swing or that Jazz Thing.

Produced and played by musicians who love and

respect music. Audio CD: £59.95

SLY DUNBAR
Reggae Drumsplash
The World's No.1 Reggae

drummer & Producer (half

of Riddim Twins Sly and

Robbie). There's nothing

else like this on the

-market!  Reggae  Ska  Dancehall  Bhangra.
Comes with MIDI -files on floppy disk for the loops.

READ THE FANTASTIC REVIEWS - undisputably the

NUMBER ONE sample CD on the market for reggae

production. Audio CD plus MIDI -file floppy disk

(please state Mac, Atari or PCI: £59.95
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5MPLEHEADS  SOUNDS GOOD  SPECTRASONICS  TIME+SPACE

ALPHADANCEP
2 CDs featuring 90 minutes

of audio & 300Mb CD-ROM

section - all for only
£59.95. House & techno

organs. Strings. Sequencer

Ones, Combinatfen Pads.

Is. Acoustic Percussion Loops &

ses Imutisampled. with short :I

demos), Dirty Loops, Lead & Hook Synths.

Transformer sounds. Synth Drums. The CD-ROM

section has everything mapped, in keygrouups,

ready looped, ready for takeoff.

2 CD set including 300Mb Akai CO -ROM: £59.95

Ne PERCUSSION

PERCUSSIr
SLAM
Hot new disc from Invision

(USA), comes with loops.

samples and standard MIDI -

files. Multiple layers of

percussion instruments were

played live and the MIDI -files were created directly from

the loops. Killer material for Dance. Pop. Latin. R&D.

HipHop, etc. Enhanced construction kit format includes.

multiple tempos of each groove, alternate instrument

mixes, fills. MIDI -files & samples. Gives you the power to

quickly create and modify tracks. Performed by Rafael

Padilla and meticulously recorded at Mama Jo's Studios

Audio CD: £59.95 Akai CD-ROM: £149.00

ti CARMICHAEL'S
CRUNCHY NUT
LOOPS
Crunchy Nut Loops - A

collection of Phattening

Grooves from Drummer

Jim Carmichael (Freak Power. K -Creative

etc.), played with vibe in mind. these loops

are encrusted with funky substance and

fortified with extra compression to start your

day in the positive way. Audio CD: £59.95

DNA BEAT BLOCC'
FEATURING

AR NDO
BO G
A profe I Dbealy of

percussion son CD.

Key features are Incredible musical versatility.

fantastic variety. masterful playing, over 500

percussion loops with accompanying MIDI -files on

floppy disk (created by analysing Armando's playing),

with bpm's from 50 to 170. Audio CD: £59.95 (please

state Atari, PC or Mac for the floppy disk)

y ETHNIC / WORLD

C4i

HE/4h-
OF ASIA
This product got a 5 star

review in every magazine in

UK. US & Germany. One of the

most comprehensive

collections of Asian

instruments & phrases. Digitally recorded in the field.
this remarkable 2 -disc set includes over 1 gigabyte of

exotic Chinese, Malay. Nepalese, Tibetan Javanese,

Hindi. Sanskrit. Mandarin. Thai & Indian samples,

including instruments, phrases, opera divas, chants.

speech. gamelan orchestra, monks. Perfect for your next

film score, album or remix project.
Audio 2-00 set £79.95. CD-ROM 2C0 set £299.00

HEART OF AFRICA
VOLUMES 1 & 2
Vol.1 is a 2 -CD set of
phrases & instruments
from all over African
continent. Following the
success of Heart of Asia.
this sequel was a smash

hit even before it was released...
Audio CDs: £79.95 CD-ROMs: £199.

Heart of Africa Vol.2 has all new tribal
phrases. vocals, performances & SFX from a huge tribal

competition in Kenya. This material is very primitive &

really enhances the volume 1 samples.

Audio CO: £59.95 CD-ROMs: £149

11v1 BEAT

0

SUPREME
BEATS
The most comprehen-sive

library of percussion grooves

& instruments ever
developed, featuring

percussionists from all over

the world. This highly acclaimed library is now available

on 2 CD-ROMs: 1: AFRICA I CONTEMPORARY &

2: WORLDIDANCE "A feast of human feel, energy
emotion... a knockout... Supreme Beats is a
winner 20 stars out of 20." (Keyboard. USA).
Audio Vols.1 -414-CD boxed set): £199. Audio Vol. 5 (NEW!):

£59.95. CD-ROM Vol.1: £149. Vol.2: £149 (CD-ROM

versions include all the sounds from Vol.s 1-5 audio CDs).

Aloa.cer/Orrhevira

PETER -11111111

SIEDLACZEK'S
ADVANCED
ORCHESTRA
Introducing a new
generation of Orchestral

samples for the

electronic musician. Short & Long notes, played

in two dynamic degrees for every instrument ...

trills, grace notes, quick runs. arpeggios.
crescendi. glissandi and more! The complete

Symphony Orchestra at your fingertips? Peter

Siedlaczek's Advanced Orchestra gives you the
touch! Available late June. Call for more details.

Peter Siedlaczek's

ORCHESTRA
One of our most
popular products An
entire orchestra at
your fingertips. mostly
playing tuttis. The

string sections are perfect for those lush
string pads & lines and eleven other
categories are provided . Aural dimension
& realism at an affordable price.

Audio CD: £59.95. CD-ROMs: £149.00

Peter Siedlaczek's

ORCHESTRAL
COLOURS
Siedlaczek's name means

pure class. Rich & evocative

orchestral samples to bring

colour & inspiration to your

music  Hits & Finales  Moods & Timbres 
Orchestral layers. chords, arpeggios. tremolos &

Glissandos  Runs & Sequences. A film composers

dream. "Quality is immaculate. You've never been

able to access such usable orchestral realism so
cheaply before. 5stars"(Sound on
Sound). Audio CD: £59.95, CD-ROMs, £149

'ERDI.16

FUNKY ASS
LOOPS
Produced by the New

Power Generation (who do

all the drums &

programming for Prince).

"Seriously HOT! 5 stars for

.1,,content. value and sound quality" (Keyboard. USA).

super -funky disc will prove to be the

spiration for many hits. All grooves played live -

but not just with traditional drums - you won't
believe the sounds used. and you get all the

separate component samples as well.

Audio CD: £59.95. CD-ROM: £149

XX-LARGE
THE KILLER
Over 100 minutes (different

samples on L & R tracks).

750 synths. chords.

organs, voices. pads.

Technol trance hooks,

250 Basses, 750 Drumloops (BO% in stereo, tuned

and grouped into BPMs from 130-200 BPM), Analog

Drum Machines (adjusted to every possible

variation). "Really good value,'-', 5

stars" (Sound on Sound).

Audio CD: £59.95. CD-RDMs: £149.00

LOOP SOUP
This 2 -CD package

contains ALL the

rhythm loops from all

the great AMG dance

CDs - (from Norman

Cook. Megabass Remix!, Pascal Gabriel,

Coldcut. and from both of the AMG "Now!"

CDs). A monster collection by some of the

UK's best dance producers.

Audio 2 -CD set, £59.95

111,  Dance & Pop Choirs

 Gregorian/Monk Choirs  Gospel Choir
 Background choirs  Classic soloists
 Ragamuffin  Choir of Nuns  Vocal hooks
 Total fascination! "tz)...r 5 -stars-

, (Sound on Sound Magazine. UK).

Audio CO: £59.95 CD-ROM: £149.

Drum

HALLELUJAH
WORLD CHOIRS & VOICES

from many countries and

cultures. Produced by

Peter Siedlaczekl B.Jojic/

K.Kandler.

OVERDUB
SENSATION
House & Acid Jazz

library. 1200 sounds

from the private library

of DJ and producer

'MOUSSE T' (remixer for such artists as

Shabba Ranks and Inner Circle).

Several versions of each loop. etc. An

extremely flexible tool for remix work.

Audio CD: £59.95

GOTA
YASHIKI's
GROOVE
ACTIVATOR
Drum & Percussion

grooves, chops & fills.

Gota's work with the Ekes of Soul II Soul, Bomb The

Bass, & Simply Red is already part of pop folklore.

His ability to make machines groove is legendary.

This CD is very different. and a guaranteed source

of inspiration. Quality, originality and creativity of

.114e first order. Audio CD: £59.95

SMOKIN'
BY TONY MASON
New from AMG:

seventy-three minutes of
specially recorded grooves

with a strong dance flavour. All

samples have undergone

analogue processing to give an authentic 'rare' valve

sound. Smokin' was recorded in Trinidad and the UK by

much sought after session drummer, Tony Mason (Tony

has taken care of drums for Al Green, Incognito. Fine

Young Cannibals and George Michael). The ideal drum

loop CD for anyone looking for great sounding beats with

attitude. STRONG DANCE FLAVOUR WITH A LAID BACK

RHYTHM AND BLUES ATTITUDE. Audio CD: £59.95

PETER
ERSKINE'S
LIVING DRUMS
One of the world's most

famous drummers at your

fingertips! Thousands of

carefully recorded drum performances. played by

Peter from his collection of world class drum sets.

Immaculately recorded and beautifully organised.

Great for jazz, and in fact all styles.

Audio CD: £59.95. CD-ROM: £149.00

Item WWI/ 0,67 NEW WORLD
ORDER 1 & 2
Journey # 1: Fantastic

Collection of Ethnic &

Percussion loops. Tribal

Rhythms. Ritual Djembe.

Talking Drums, Calypso.

Reggae, Haitian Voodbo. Afro-Cuban. Latin Funk, Toth

Loops. Indian Ensemble. Rhythms from Japan. Ireland.

Texas & New Orleans. Journey II 2: Extensive

performances on a multitude of acoustic Instruments from

all over the World, Loads of seldom heard Folk/Historicat

Instruments. plus vocals. Loops. Riffs, Slides, Chords,

Scales etc. All sounds are original recordings

_ Audio CDs: £59.95 each. CD-ROM (Aka))) )£149 each.

ZE O -G
ET NIC 1 & 2
Another exotic set of samples.

by the Paradise -Organisation

who roamed-411*a. India and

te far years in

ial for these

two discs. All samples e field". and it's

a dynamite collection. An enormous collection of ethnic

vocals. rhythms and instrument riffs. Well suited to dance

music production,

Audio CDs (vols 1 & 2): £59.95 each. Akai CD-ROM

(includes both volumes 1 & 2): £149. (Volume 1 is also

available formatted specifically for Roland 700 Series: £99).

VINDALOOPS
By Hoggie & The

Turbinator at Nu -Groove

Productions. The

definitive Bhangra

Sample CD. A spicy

concoction of Indian

percussion loops. sin le shot hits and authentic

Bhangra instrumentaton/FX. Mostly in stereo.

Loops grouped in "kits" of similar sounds and

tempos.

-Never before have so many Bhangra ingredients

been so -accessible... Feel the feel!"

1:Zr'i7*112 (Sound on Sound). Audio CD: £59.95

Miroslav Vitous
Symphonic Orchestra

MIROSLAV
VITOUS'
SYMPHONIC
ORCHESTRA
REALISM! An orchestral
sample library that even
top conductors are proud

to own. Two years in the making. FIVE CD-ROMs
exploring every subtle nuance. Very expensive.
but of the highest quality. See catalog for full
details, or call to discuss. We hi. hly recommend
a full demo at our private CD -RCN auditioning
suite. Many film composers have bought this
library and been delighted. A mini version is also
available on a single CD-ROM.

PETEi
SIEDLACZEK'S
CLASSICAL
CHOIRS
From Czechoslovakia

comes an incredibly

haunting and inspi ng set of vocal sounds.

Awesome vocal power. Truly an absolute

masterpiece.

"Y*7 Five Stars"
(Sound on Sound magazine).

Audio CD: £59.95. CD-ROM: £149.00

CLASSICAL
WILD TAKES
In the same vein as

"Orchestral Colours" but
perhaps more FX

orientated, this is another
superb selection of

orchestral stings. phrases and orchestral effects
samples for use in film. broadcast and any music
requiring that big. expensive and professional

orchestral sound. From a different German
developer. but, like "Orchestral Colours" this CD

is also superbly recorded and presented.

Akai CD-ROM: £149.00
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TIMk.+SPACE - THE WORLDS FINEST COLLECTION OF PROFESSION

achiev
five-star review in both Sound
on Sound (UK) & Keyboard
(USA). Cores very highly
recommended. A wealth of

synth FX, atmospheres. instruments & textures from one of
the UK's leading synthesists. Audio CDs: £59.95 each: PC
WAV CD-ROMs: £29.95 each: Akai CD-ROM (Both vols. on
one CD-ROM 1500Mb): only £149.00

VINCE
CLARKE
'Lucky Bastard'

"One hell of a useful Co. f ,

9 out of 10"(Future Musics.

A huge set of sequences

specially created by Vince Clarke using his massive

z], E Li irE
L SOUND ^IOIRRARIES ON CD & CD-ROM e -Mail: salesvAimespace.cons

111111.111E J !frizz: /.r..)!J LIU/
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SAMPLES
enowned for his guitar work with

Billy Idol. Steve delivers here all his

famous trademark sounds, plus

awesome FX. The majority of

sounds on the CD are multi -

sampled and have been thoroughly

tested for playability one keyboard.
Raw textures that cut, pummel and soar. Even the acoustic
samples have attitude. The effects are killer') Keyboard. USA).
'A beautifully recorded and very complete package-
Ithe Mix. UKI. Audio CD: £59.95. CD-ROM: £149.00

k:UNDS,
Earth -shaking bass grooves &

samples from 3 of the worlds

greatest bassists: Marcus

Miller. John Patitucci & Abe

Laboriel. All grooves are given

in every key & in multiple

tempos. CD-ROM versions also

include an extravagant variety of muttisamples of

collection of classic analogue synths. Fast creative instruments from the players' private collections.

sampling. Audio CD: £59.95 Audio CD: £59.95 CD-ROM: £199.00

ANALOGUE
DREAMS
There are over 3000 analogue
synthesized samples on this 2 -
CD package. The list of rare
synths & analog drum machines
used looks like a museum
inventory: Dreams, squelches. or

mind-blowing effects. there's a synth sound here to fit the bin .

Get the CD-ROM version and you'll have everything sampled,
looped and laid out into superb performance patches.
Audio 2 -CD set £59.95, CD-ROM versions: £149.00

DISTORTED REALITY
NEW RELEASE - but already getting

5 -star reviews!!!...

Cutting Edge Textures, FX and Loops

exploring an experimental world of

extraordinary colours. From 3 -
dimensional Harmonic Sound

Morphing. to trance -inducing
ambiences, enormous modular

drones & astonishing timbre'
contortions. An essential resource for the producer, composer or

sound designer in search of unique sound. You simply have to hear
these sounds to believe them. and we can't praise this product highly

enough. Audio CD: £59.95. CD-ROMs: £149

ANALOG TO DIGITAL
AND A2D2
Unique sounds. layers. textures,
FX. from the worlds classic
vintage synths. Ambient, techno.
film, rock. whatever - these Z
discs will inspire you with fresh
sounds of immense power or
subtlety. Raved about by Dance

producers for their usability and versatility for everything
from Ambient/Trance tot e hardest of Hardcore Techno.

Audio CDs: £59.95 each. C WAV CD-ROMs. £29.95 each

(Akai CD-ROM coming soon: £149.00. includes both volumes)

METHODS OF
MAYHEM
Brutal & sweet sampling for
IndustriaU Intelli-gent Techno,'
Goth Techno or anything in
need of an Experimental Edge.
Uniquely twisted. bizarre and
savage stuff. Drum-. Bass-.

Synth-. FX-. Vander-. F edback- & Noise -loops. Grinding
Guitar Riffs & Feedback. Synth FXs. Sweeps. Basses. et -

Creepy & Cheesy Sound X. Music FX & Voices. Over 10
Samples. A unique collet ion. Audio CD: £59.95

ROBOTS &
COMPUTERS
The electronic invasion of
machines & computer. Unique
starting material for any fan of
electronic and Kraftwerk.
Fantastic studio production
tool. Hundreds of electric
Synthesizer & Drumsounds
coming from collectors stock:

Rhythm -sequences and Drumloops, extensive Vocoder
section. language computer -rarities. A real treasure trove:
1500 analogue & speciafities. From the past to the
future. Audio CD: £59.95. CD-ROM: £149.00

FUNK GUITAR
by VLA0 NASLAS.

The Definitive Sample CD

for Classic Dance Guitar
Rhythms and FX.

"5 stars"
(Sound set Sound magazine).

 Styles froni cool & sfildry to hot & bothered  ALL ORIGINAL

1700 SAMPLES  Raw & authentic  Quite simply ESSENTIAL for

anyone in a funk groove. Audio CD: £59.95. CD-ROMs: £149.00

P1111ANT9

,i3vs tars "
(Sound on Sound magazine).
The world's best and classiest
horn sample library featuring
the dynamic sounds of the UK's
most in -demand horn section.
John Thirkell & Gary Barnacle

(whose album credits read like a who's who of megastars).
Packed with riffs. hits. swells and all the other horn
elements you'll need to add real brass impact to your
tracks. Audio CD: £59.95

CATHEDRAL
PIPE ORGAN

'Brand new from Nein the USA
(who brought you the Synclavier
Library!. this meticulously recorded
GORGEOUS German organ features ,

all manuals and bass pedalawith
numerous register combinations.
It's all here from the full -throttle

Use Or an lathe sweet singing quality of the Wooden Pipes. Plus
you wilt et capital Reeds, Coupled Flutes. Swells, and other
registers. Fascinating binaural recordings of Church atmospheres
add the finishing touch. The definitive Cathedral Pipe Organ!
(Cathedral not included!! CD-ROM:1169.130 -Ox Audio CD: £59.95 ll

b IT Tssa a 1111(1 I 10
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Global Trance Mission
Specially created dance samples
with the emphasis firmly on
analogue synthesis. Includes:
Synth sequences. Ambient Pads.
specially processed drumloops.
Synths & synth FX. Atmospheric
sounds, Basses. Sung vocals &
dialogue. FX. and amazing ethnic

g y p

soundsry resulting in a unique and

hihl creative samle libra CREATED BY GARR

HUGIESAND NICK FISHER - IDEAL FORSPECIALLYTRANCE. AMBIENT & RAV

THESE ARE ARE INSPIRATIONAL. CUTTING EDGE ORGANIC SOUNDS

-:( Cal Audio, £49.95 * CD 2 Audio: £49.95 * Both: £79.95

FUNK BASS
From the producer/

performer of 'Funk Guitar'

comes a unique product.
This is a 2 -CD package of

incredibly funky bass riffs
& loops covering all styles.

PLUS you get multisamples and FX. Highly rated by

e press. Audio 2 -CD set: £59.95

-ROM cring soon. £149.001

DRUM TOOLS
LIVE Rock & Pop loops. Very

flexible. Tempo Sets.

Inspiration Grooves &

Individual Hits to allow flow and

natural feel. 414 Straight, 414

Shuffled. 6113, Blues, Brush and

a Big Section of Inspiration

Grooves. Full Loops (BD, SD & Hatl Ride), Fills. Separate Hat

& Ride Loops. Perc Loops & Flams. Produced by the

Rexene team. Audio CD: £59.95. Akai CD-ROM: £149.00

I-1 .\,/.1 \I \Hit
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HANS ZIMMER GUITARS
Released by SPECTRASONICS in
the USA. Internationally acclaimed
film composer Hans Zimmer
releases sounds from his private
sample library. Powerful guitar
textures. -incredibly detailed and
expressive, using up to 12 -way
velocity switching! Also includes
massive rock gilder grooves each

presented in Spectrasonics, new Chromazoneer" concept. that
works in every key and at various tempos. This library
contributed to Hans' rich sonic approach in many films incl. The
Lion King, Cool Runnings. True Romance. etc. A must -have for
any serious sample cofiector. Audio CD: £59.95. CD-ROMs £149

Dealer
Enquiries
Invited

Sample CD Jukeboxes. Listen to ow
fls at Pro -Audio dealers nationwide,..

The dealers listed below have demonstrated their commitment to keep your sampler
fuelled with inspiring new sounds!
Time+Space distribute only the
highest quality products available.
from the world's best developers, and
we offer UN -BIASED and helpful
advice to mail-order customers.
However, you have the opportunity to
visit one of the following locations and
listen to the entire contents of the
products that interest you most -
there you'll find the world's top 100
audio sampling CDs in one of our Sony
100 -CD Sample -CD Jukeboxes.

JUKEBOXES already installed at
 Soho Soundhouse (2 jukeboxes), 114 Charing Cross Rd, LONDON W1 Tel 0171-379 5148:

 Music Lab, 72-76 Eversholt St. LONDON, Tel: 0171-388 5392;

 Project Music, 433 Gt West Rd, HOUNSLOW, Middx, Tel 0181-570 4444;

 C.T.I., Fumbally Court. Fumbally Lane. DUBLIN 8. Ireland, Tel: Dublin 45 45 400;

 Music Village, 10 High Rd, Chadwell Heath, ROMFORD Essex. Tel: 0181-598 9506;

 Sound Control, 61 Jamaica St, GLASGOW, Scotland, Tel: 0141-204 0322;

 Sound Control, 19-21 St. Marys Street, EDINBURGH, EH1 1TA, Scotland. Tel: 0131-557 3986;

 Sound Control, 10 Moseley St, NEWCASTLE, Tel: 0191-232 4175:

 Sound Control, Unit 5, The Red Rose Centre, Regent Rd. SALFORD, M5 3GR, Tel: 0161-877 6262:

 Carlsbro, 22 Humberstone Rd. LEICESTER, Tel. 0116-262 4183;

 Carlsbro. 11-13 Hockley, NOTTINGHAM, Tel 0115-959 1888:

 Carlsbro, 720 City Road. SHEFFIELD, S2 16J, Tel: 0114-264 0000:

 Dawsons Music, 65 Sankey St, WARRINGTON, Cheshire, Tel: 01925-632591;

 X Music. 20 Cotham Hill, Cotham, BRISTOL BS6 6LF. 01179-734734;

 Emis, The Old School House, Cossham St, Mangotsfield. BRISTOL, BS17 3EN, TeL 0117-9561855:

 Andertons, 58/59 Woodbridge Rd. GUILDFORD, Surrey, Tel: 01483-38212:

 Al Music, 88 Oxford St, MANCHESTER, Tel: 0161-236 0340;

 Musical Exchanges. 89 Old Snow Hill, BIRMINGHAM, Tel: 0121-236 7544:

 Time+Space. 3. Churchgates, The Wilderness, BERKHAMSTED, Herts, HP4 2UB (appointment system

operating for jukebox & CD-ROM demo suite: Tel: 01442-870681 to book some hours!)

NOW PLAYING AT 20 PRO -AUDIO
DEALERS NATIONWIDE!

Time+SpaceSample-CD Jukeboxes. fully -loaded
with the world's Top 100 Sample -CDs!

toq7irtit

- -

FREE CATALOGUE
Call for your free copy - 72 colour pages featuring 100's of CDs

& CD-ROMs! Or use the INTERNET to take a detailed look at what's

available RIGHT NOW by logging on to our web site at:

http://www.timespace.com

FREE CD WITH EACH ORDER
Each time you order from Time+Space you'll receive'

one free showcase CD from one of the following sound
developers: Time+Space, Sounds Good,

Spectrasonics, Ilia Entertainments, Best Service or
AMG. (*Offer limited to one of each per household).

FAST INTER L. -)J J.,±1! f).FILLE-7.Fi

REMEMBER TO ASK FOR YOUR fREELCKOUR
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & UK POSTAGE. We operite a FAST international mail-

order service - delivery is usually within 48 hourewhen you pay by credit card

(VISA/ MASTERCARD/ AMEX/ SWITCH). postal orders. bank draft, or building eoc.

cheque (PLEASE DO NOT SEND CASH BY POST). TO ORDER:

TEL 01442 870681  Fax 01442 877266
INTERNET... hffp://www.timespace.corn e -Mail: sales@timespace.com

If paying by personal cheque please allow up to 7 working days I!) for clearance through the bank.

Make cheques/POs payable to "TIME+SPACE" and post to:

TIME+SPACE  P.O. BOX 306  BERKHAMSTED
HERTS  HP4 3EP  ENGLAND

International orders: please add £5 airmail or £10 express airmail (plus 17.5% VAT if you live in the EC).

EC countries: please give us your international VAT number if you have one.

Sales office open: 09.30-18.00. Mon -Fri. Prices are subject to change without notice. ME.
Terms & conditions of sale: All contracts in respect of goods between the Company and the Purchaser

are subject to the Company's standard conditions of sale. a copy of which is available on request.

TIME +SPACE'M=311

=AM]

THE LEADING EDGE
OF SAMPLING TECHNOLOGY

info-Otimespace.com
Internet: http://www.timespace.com
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No matter what the latest exotic synths have to offer, you still need a workhorse module in your rack for all those

mearn'potatoes' sounds. Simon Trask checks the menu of the Ensoniq MR Rack, and finds his appetite whetted...

After years of dreary design and anaemic

names, the synthesizer has recently been re-

acquiring some of its former glory.

Instruments such as the Korg Prophecy and Trinity,

the Quasimidi Raven and the Clavia Nord Lead have

injected a dash of colour and character into the

moribund body of the synth. With the Quasar and

the Technox, Quasimidi have shown that rackmount

modules, too, can benefit from a distinctive design

approach.

Just as we were getting used to this new boldness,

along come Ensoniq with a plain -looking 1U 19"

rackmount unit called the MR -Rack. One thing's for

sure, it's not going to win any awards for design flair or

originality, but then ultimately it's what's inside that

counts. So is the MR -Rack as unexciting as it looks, or

is this a case of appearances being deceptive?

Overview

At the heart of the MR -Rack is a subtractive synthesis

sound architecture with a 12Mb ROM sound source

containing the usual mixture of samples and

waveforms. Parameter settings are stored in memories

called, logically enough, Sounds. The MR -Rack has

two ROM Sound banks of 128 Sounds each, one RAM

bank of 128 Sounds and a GM ROM sound set and

drum kit plus an additional 10 Roland GS drum sets.

This complement of memories can be expanded by

means of a ROM or RAM card which you plug into a

slot on the module's front panel. Further sonic

expandability is available by means of three internal

Expansion Board slots, which can take boards offering

up to 24Mb of sample ROM along with additional

Sounds, Performances (see below) and Demos.

MR -Rack Sounds can be assigned to up 16 Parts,

each of which can have its own MIDI channel together

with a number of other settings, including sound

customisation. You can store settings for all 16 Parts

and a complete multi -effects setup into memories called

Performances, for which there are 32 RAM memories

available internally. To play all these Parts you get the

now de rigeur 64 -voice polyphony. A feature called

SoundFinder groups Sounds by instrument category,

allowing you to zero in on the sort of Sound you want

for each Part - for instance, you can quickly scroll

through all the electric pianos or all the synth pads

contained in the ROM, RAM and GM Banks. In all, there

are 36 Instrument categories, while you can also

choose Demo, Drum, GM, ROM, RAM or All

categories, if you want to scroll through the Sounds in

more traditional linear manner. The Demo category is a

neat idea, pulling together a cross-section of Sounds

which Ensoniq feel show off the range and abilities of

the MR -Rack to good effect.

On the effects front, the MR -Rack provides three

effects processors - Global Chorus, Global Reverb, and

Insert Effect - together with six effects busses.

In addition to its GM/GS Drum Kits, the MR -Rack

includes a number of ROM and RAM Kits, each of

which can contain up to 64 Sounds assigned to

individual keys. You can assign Drum Kits to any

number of Parts within a Performance, and what's more,

each Performance contains a single editable Drum Kit

memory, called the PerfEditKit, so you can customise a

Kit within the context of a particular set of Sounds. You

can quickly scroll through the available Kits using the

SoundFinder feature, which provides Drum Kit, Drum

Kit GM and Percussion Kit categories. Drum and

percussion sounds can also be selected individually, in

which case they're pitched across the keyboard for solo

Price inc VAT: £1,299
More from: Sound Technology, Letchworth
Point, Letchworth, Hertfordshire, SG6 1ND.
Tel: 01462 480000 Fax: 01462 480800
Tel: Phone number Fax: Fax number
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playing; SoundFinder, once again, makes life easy by

organising them into Drum and Percussion Solo groups

for convenient access.

The MR -Rack can be switched into General MIDI

mode from its front panel or via MIDI. You can select

GM mode manually from a screen within System editing

mode, or set the System WakeUpMode parameter to GM

so that the module defaults to GM mode each time on

powerup.

In use

The MR -Rack's clearly presented, straightforward front

panel makes for easy operation. Leftmost are dedicated

buttons for accessing Performance, System, Effects,

Sound, and Parameter editing modes, plus a button

which lets you quickly mute or solo individual Parts.

Each button has its own integral LED, so you can see at

a glance which mode is selected and whether or not the

currently -selected Part is muted.

Next to these are two buttons which let you step up

and down through the 16 Parts; these double as Enter

and Exit buttons when appropriate. The stepped knobs

on either side of the central backlit LCD also perform

double duty: in Performance and Sound modes they let

you select the Type and Name in the SoundFinder, while

in System, Effects and Param modes they let you scroll

through the different LCD screens and edit the

parameter setting within each screen. This approach

makes selection and editing a pleasantly

straightforward, quick and easy process.

This just leaves the Save and Audition buttons to

the right of the Value knob, and the always useful MIDI

data reception LED. The Save button provides access to

all of the MR -Rack's Sound, Performance and Effect

internal/card storage, MIDI SysEx dumping and

initialisation capabilities, as you might imagine. The

Audition button's function is also fairly self-explanatory,

but Ensoniq have gone much further than simply single -

triggering the currently -selected Sound as you might

expect. A System Audition parameter lets you select

from a range of responses: not only can the MR -Rack

be set to play the Sound using a major chord or

arpeggio in any key, or multiple octaves on any root

note, but if you select Sound Type, it will play a short

riff, run or chord sequence as appropriate, depending

on the type of Sound selected. Used in conjunction with

SoundFinder Sound selection, this is a great way to

quickly audition, say, the available bass sounds or

acoustic piano sounds. Finally, if you double-click on

the Audition button, it acts as an All Notes Off button -

in other words, a 'panic' button for those awkward

moments when notes get stuck for some reason.

The MR -Rack's rear panel is simplicity itself. Along

with the power input, there are MIDI In, Out and Thru

sockets and two pairs of Left/Mono and Right audio

output sockets, Main and Aux. Typically when a synth

or module has two pairs of audio outs, one is effected

while the other is dry. However, Ensoniq have taken a

different approach, with the MR -Rack's Global Reverb,

Global Chorus, Insert Effect and Dry Buss outputs each

being routable to either the Main or Aux pair of outs.

For each pair, if nothing is plugged into the Right output

then the stereo signal will be summed to the Left out,

while if the Aux outs aren't being used then all Aux

J
signals will be summed into the Main output.

In Sound mode, the MR -Rack lets you select

Sounds using a combination of the Sound Type and

Sound Name knobs, select different Parts using the Part

up and down buttons, and mute or unmute Parts using

the Mute button. While there are always 16 Parts

available,16-part multitimbrality via MIDI is only one

option. Using a combination of Part MIDI channel

assignments, Mute status and Stak settings you set up

the MR -Rack's MIDI response in a wide variety of ways

- which are storable per individual Performance, The

module's Stak feature lets you group Parts together in

split/layer configurations on a single MIDI channel,

which you define globally in System mode as the Stak

channel. To include parts in the Stak, you simply assign

them to Stak rather than to one of channels 1-16 in

Param mode; this way you can change the Stak channel

globally at any time.

Param mode is where you set all the parameters for

each Part in the currently -selected Performance. The

MR -Rack lets you set both key and velocity ranges for

each Part, so you can create a wide variety of split/layer

textures. You can use a System parameter called Stak

Coherence to line up all the voices for triggering at the

exact same moment, to create a punchier sound, but

because it takes a moment to do this the response can

appear a bit sluggish; if you're sequencing, this can

easily be fixed by time -shifting the relevant track. Other

parameters settable for each Part include volume, pan,

course and fine transposition, delay offset, glide on/off

and glide time, effect buss, and pitch table, along with

the Part's on/off response to a variety of MIDI )10 -
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As you might expect from the company
responsible for the DP/4, the quality, variety and
versatility of the MR -Rack's effects are
something to write home about, and contribute
significantly to the overall warm character and
full-bodied quality of the instrument's sound.
Ensoniq have provided 12 Global Chorus and
eight Global Reverb effect types for you to work
with; you can select one of each type per
Performance, edit its settings to your needs, and
store the results as part of the Performance.
However, it's really with the Insert effects that the
true flexibility and versatility of the MR -Rack's
effects processing are evidenced.

There are 40 Insert effect types available, all
fully editable with the results stored into a
Performance. While there are eight single reverb
and two single chorus effects, many are dual or
even triple effects, variously mixing chorus,
flanger, EQ, DDL, distortion, autowah and
compression effects. Distortion in particular has
long been a strong point on Ensoniq's synths
and samplers, and the MR -Rack doesn't
disappoint.

What's more, any of the large number of
parameters available within each effect (I
counted 32 as the largest number, for 38: Comp-
Dist-DDL) can be assigned as a modulatable
parameter, making it controllable from any one
of17 sources. You're also given some control
over the mod effect, through such parameters
as min/max range and polarity.

controllers. A couple of notable features are the

separately programmable responses for forward and

back pitchwheel movements, and the ability to set a

fixed velocity value to which any velocity messages

within a Part's velocity window will be converted.

The only way to do full-blown editing of MR -Rack

Sounds is to edit them via MIDI from a computer -

based editor program (Mark of the Unicorn, for one,

have an MR -Rack editing module for their Unisyn

editor). However, the module itself does let you offset

the pre-programmed values for selected parameters,

namely filter cutoff point together with attack, decay

and release times and velocity sensitivity for the filter

and amplitude envelopes, and LFO sync, rate, depth

and delay. These values can be edited and stored for

MR -Rack has two sets of outputs to funnel your sounds through

ENSCINIQ
MR -RACK

Aux Outputs sum into'
Main if Leh Aux is
not connected. R Aux L -
See manual.
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Mono

each Part within a Performance. The MR -Rack's

Sounds also have their own equivalents stored for

many of the Part settings I've listed. A System

parameter called Part Param Reset lets you choose

whether or not Part parameters will change when you

assign a new Sound to a Part. This would have been a

lot more flexible if you could have set the on/off

status for each Part, though. If you're happy delving

into the world of MIDI Registered and Non -Registered

Parameter Numbers, you can also perform real-time

parameter edits on these Part/Sound parameters

using, say, a live MIDI editing environment within a

sequencer.

As I mentioned earlier, MR -Rack Drum Kits can

be assigned to any number of Parts. Hit the Param

button and scroll through the LCD windows to the

Drumkey page and you can edit the selected Drum

Kit. This Kit becomes the PerfEditKit; there can be

only one of these at a time, but you can always store

the edited Kit into a RAM Sound memory and then

choose another Kit for editing. The MR -Rack lets you

set the Sound, volume, tuning, pan position and

effects buss routing for each individual key in the Kit;

you can select any of the module's Sounds, not just

the individual drum and percussion ones.

Each Part can be assigned to one of the six effects

busses, namely Insert, Chorus, Light Reverb, Medium

Reverb, Wet Reverb, and Dry. The three Reverb busses

essentially allow different wet/dry mixes, while Dry is

of course an effect bypass (useful for when you want to

effect certain sounds externally via the Aux outs). You

can set a wet/dry mix for the Insert effect buss. The

Insert effect mix output can be routed into the Global

Reverb and Global Chorus effect processors, with user -

sellable Insert mix signal amount for the former and

Insert/Chorus balance for the latter. The output from

the Chorus can in turn be routed to the Global Reverb

processor. Meanwhile, Parts routed directly to the

Global Chorus go via a wet/dry control, while each of

the three Global Reverb busses has its own reverb send

amount control.

Mono

All in all, this adds up to respectably flexible and

versatile effects processing, though it still falls far

short of the ultimate goal, as yet not realised by any

manufacturer, of having independent insert effects for

every Part. As it is, with just one Insert effect processor

the MR -Rack lets you program a single Insert effect per

Performance; all Parts assigned to the Insert buss are

routed through the same Insert effect. However, Sounds

also come with their own Insert effects programmed,

and these can be called up in place of the Performance

Insert effect for a particular Part if you assign it to the

Insert Control Part parameter. This at least allows the

Insert effect to change 'within' a Performance, but you

lose the programmability element, and of course all

Parts routed to the Insert buss will still use the

currently -selected effect.

How It sounds

The American digital synth sound has always been

different from the Japanese, just as the analogue

synths were different before that. Broadly and

historically speaking, American synths - as epitomised

by Ensoniq, Peavey and Kurzweil - sound warm, rich

and gritty while Japanese synths - cue Korg, Roland

and Yamaha - tend towards the bright, transparent and

smooth. However, as the sound -generating technology

becomes more powerful and flexible, so it seems that

the distinctions are narrowing - Japanese synths are

becoming warmer and richer, while American synths

are much smoother than they used to be.

Ensoniq, in many respects, pioneered the American

digital synth sound, and their early synths had a

classic gritty sound quality which has been smoothed

out in more recent years. In part this is down to the

quality of their effects processing, as epitomised by the

silky smooth richness of the company's greatly

admired DP/4 multi -effects processor.

The sounds I typically go for first on an instrument

are the basses, pianos, strings and pads. As something

of a bass fan, a good strong bass end is a must in my

book - ideally one which is able to combine richness,
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As you might
expect from the
company
responsible for the
01:'/4, the alma/1104
variety and
versatility of the
MR-F?acks effects
are something to
write home about

warmth and depth with a taut, punchy quality and

deliver real oomph. The MR -Rack delivers pretty

effectively on these demands, though it doesn't have all

the richness and warmth I'd like ideally. The acoustic

piano sounds are excellent: firm, well-

rounded yet incisive, and well balanced

across the pitch range. Grand, pop, dance

and jazz pianos are all effectively

represented, too. These are the sort of

sounds you'll be able to sit and play solo for

ages as well as use to good effect in

ensemble work.

The electric pianos didn't grab me quite

so much. Best are the bright digital -type

pianos, which manage to be both substantial

and tinkly; however, while there are a

number of Rhodes/Wurli type pianos, overall

they fall short of inspiring to these ears,

somehow not quite capturing the old-style

mixture of warmth and bite. But maybe I'm

being too finicky. Select 'Modern Jazz' in the

Splits section and there's a really tasty split

combination of biting 70's -style electric

piano with layered jazz drums and double

bass. The other Split memory, 'Jazz Trio', is

if anything even more wonderful with its split

combination of acoustic piano and layered

jazz drums/double bass. It was Kurzweil, I

think, who started this 'jazz trio' -type

combination, and the MR -Rack certainly

lives up to the Kurzweil standard here. I

could (and did) play these Sounds for ages.

Ensemble strings and pad sounds have

an appealing combination of richness, body

and smoothness, but if ultimate warmth is

what you're after then the MR -Rack doesn't

quite make it. There again, the String Section

sound 'Warm Bath' gets pretty damn close,

and I guarantee if you play a sequence of

thick jazzy sustained chords it'll take your

breath away. This sound also has a noble,

stirring quality to it that is reminiscent of

Korg's Wavestation at its best (what was that

I was saying earlier about narrowing

distinctions?). 'Evolution' is another

wonderful Wavestation-ish sound, a thick

'evolving' pad sound with a hint of

underlying burbles.

I could go on forever about the MR -

Rack's sounds, but space limitations step in to say

otherwise. So quickly: also of note are some very

playable, well realised sax sounds, a pleasingly diverse

collection of very effective, realistic acoustic and

electric guitars, and the tight, punchy, powerful drum

and percussion sounds. And I must mention 'Rave

Vox', an excellent 'chordal melody' type voice which is

bright, tinny, vibrant and thoroughly uplifting - better

suited to the classic British techno sound than to

hardcore rave, to my mind. Also, while General MIDI

might not be a priority for many buyers, I'll also

mention that the MR -Rack makes a very able GM

module, and a good alternative to the many Japanese

GM sound sources.

Verdict

Ensoniq's MR -Rack has a rich, powerful overall sound,

and features sophisticated, high -quality effects

processing. Its features and capabilities are plentiful

and well thought out. Overall it comes across as a

mature instrument, with plenty of design depth and

impressive attention to detail. However, full sound

editability is only available via external MIDI editing,

so if you like to customise your instruments through

in-depth sound programming then you really do need

to be set up for computer -based sound editing here.

With internal slots for up to three Expansion

Boards, the MR -Rack also offers sonic expandability

for those who don't want to do their own programming;

in principle A Good Thing, it remains to be seen

what Ensoniq have to offer on this front. Finally, the

MR -Rack's GM mode rounds out its capabilities to

good effect. Overall I was impressed if not completely

bowled over by the MR -Rack, which has the potential

to become a solid workhorse instrument in

the studio. 

NPN422 Studio
Alith,phone System

Conventional studio microphones use one or sometimes two

capsules - the SoundField SPS422 uses four. These are
arranged in a precise tetrahedral array, collecting sound from a

three-dimensional field at a single point in space.

Reaching far beyond the capabilities of normal microphones, the

SPS422 is a complete system in its own right. From the control

room - the optimum listening position - all microphone parameters

can be adjusted via the 1U processor to create 'wide image' effects.

Neither the microphone or musician need move whilst you

produce the ultimate 'big' vocal sound, spread a piano

across the whole stereo picture, or create 'wrap around' acoustic

guitars - the accuracy of response is breathtaking.

no other microphone

listens like
a SoundField

SOUNDFIELD

CHARLOTTE STREET BUSINESS CENTRE CHARLOTTE STREET

WAKEFIELD WEST YORKS WF1 1UH ENGLAND

TELEPHONE: (01 1924 201089 FACSIMILE: (0) 1924 201618
sales@oundfield.co.uk WEB SEM lutp://www.proaudiacauk/sndfield.him
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The Boss SX-700 is the epitomy of the modern multi -effects unit - tasty algorithms, easy programmability and a

knockdown price. But its the hidden depths that impress Nigel Lord...

Frankly, I wouldn't care to be an effects processor

designer in the mid -1990's. After well over a

decade of continuous development, it seems all

the technical breakthroughs have been made, every

price barrier has been breached - and most potential

customers already own at least one multi -processor.

What's left? Well, if the new processors I've heard

recently are anything to go by, the answer is... not a

lot. Even the inclusion of ever -more complex effects

algorithms hasn't tempted me to replace my existing

processors - both almost five years old now. And,

whilst welcoming the fact that newcomers to the world

of hi -tech music can currently buy sophisticated

processors for just a few hundred pounds, one has to

view this in terms of them having become essential

items and no longer machines which you really have the

option of using. You can rely on them to add a lustrous

finish to your music, but somehow, when that finish

becomes de rigeur, part of the shine is lost.

This ubiquity is reflected in the inclusion of high -

quality digital effects on budget sound and synth

modules, keyboards, and even mixing desks - the most

utilitarian of all studio devices. By and large, these are

relatively straightforward effects - using only simple

combinations of reverb and delay, or chorus and delay,

and so on - and this has prompted manufacturers to

include much more exotic multi -effects in stand-alone

processors. When it comes to using these in the

context of a piece of music, however, what once seemed

exotic and compelling can soon start to sound

overblown and distinctly irritating.

All of which may appear to be a pretty negative view

point to be adopting ahead of a review of a new effects

processor - but I make no apologies. Whenever I

switch on a new machine these days, I find myself

looking to the manufacturers to seriously impress me

with their design - the very least they can do, if we are

to accept the need for new models every couple of

years. Speaking of manufacturers, few have a reputation

as impressive as Roland to support them (Boss is a part

of the Roland group). One of the very first companies to

release digital effects units, they had already enjoyed

many years of success with their Space Echo and

spring -line reverb machines. Since the mid -80's, there

has been an uninterrupted stream of Roland designs

and even the introduction of their own patented RSS

surround sound effect in a range of processors of the

past few years.

Overview

The SX-700 isn't the best looking studio effects unit I've

ever encountered. In fact, the front panel is pretty ugly,

with its large white flash serving no useful purpose

other than to look grubby with repeated use of the top

row of programming buttons. These buttons, however,

do represent something of a departure in the design of

multi -effects units (...to my knowledge, at least). It

really is an easy system to use. Cue up a preset using

the Data Entry control; select it by pushing this control,

and whichever of the five main effect groups the preset

employs (EQ, Modulation, Delay, Reverb and RSS)

lights a programming button. Not only does this mean

you can see at a glance which effects are used in each

preset, it also allows you to access parameters

associated with each effect individually, without having

to comb through those included for others.

I took to it like a duck to water and was soon

navigating my way through both presets and the effects

of which they are comprised. What makes it especially

useful for those who prefer programming their own

patches, is that even effects which are not included in a

particular preset - and thus, not represented by an

illuminated push button - may be quickly accessed by

pressing the appropriate button and switched into the

preset chain. Obviously, this is a system whose

effectiveness is based on the inclusion of more than the

usual amount of switches. Further evidence, if it were

needed, that clever software and multi -function controls

are no substitute for front -panel hardware.

But it's not just the effects groups which are

accessed in this way. Below the top row of push-

buttons, there's another row through which you can call

Price inc VAT: £469
More from: Roland UK, Atalantic Close,
Swansea Enterprise Park, Swansea, W. Glam.
Tel: 01792 702701
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EFFECT PARAMETER

up the mix level parameters associated with each preset,

the preset naming functions and the SX-700's common

system parameters. Additional buttons allow you to

write parameter changes to memory or exit

programming mode altogether. When programming any

preset, the parameters are stepped through using a pair

of scroll buttons, just below the data entry control, and

over on the far right, there are buttons to access the SX-

700's utility functions which include MIDI, bulk dump,

tuning and screen contrast.

I have to say, it gets a little irritating having to both

cue up a preset by rotating the data entry control and

then select it by pressing the control, but I can certainly

see the sense of the system in a performance situation.

It means you can avoid the business of temporarily

selecting presets as you dial your way through them,

and it allows you to make nice clean, glitch -free

changes from one preset to another (something not all

processors are capable of). Of course, this wouldn't be a

NUMBER/VALUE
ENTER 1 PUSH)

A/D conversion:
D/A conversion:
Sampling frequency:
Program memories:
Frequency response:
Input level:
Power supply:
Dimensions:

8 -bit, 128 -times oversamplif lc;
8 -bit 16 -times oversampling
44.1kHz
256 - 128 user + 128 preset
5Hz - 55kHz direct; 12Hz - 20kti/ effect
+4/-20dBm (selectable)
14V/700mA AC (external)
Standard 111 rack x 197mm deep

the same 'target' parameter- but, as the manual points

out, it's best not to use two controllers simultaneously,

as this can produce unwanted noise.

...this is a system whose effectiveness is
based on the inclusion of more thaw

the usual awn:most of switches
problem using MIDI to issue an instant patch change

command, but as I said, in a performance situation

where you're doing the performing, it could be

extremely useful.

In hardware terms, there isn't an awful lot more to

say about the SX-700. It includes conventional rotary

input and output level controls, combined with a peak -

level LED indicator, two-line liquid crystal display,

effects bypass and power -on buttons. At the rear there

are the usual MIDI In, Out and Thru ports, dual -mono

input and output sockets (the SX-700 works in true

stereo mode), and -20/+4dB selector switch. Also

included are three jacks for connection of bypass,

control and expression foot controllers. As far as the

bypass switch is concerned, this simply duplicates the

action of the front -panel button, but can be changed (via

the Utilities button) to offer full muting instead.

The expression and control inputs can be connected

to an optional foot pedal and foot switch (respectively),

and assigned to the same group of parameters which

are accessed via real-time MIDI Control Change

messages. These cover effect on/off, output level,

bypass on/off and each of the effect parameters. Control

by MIDI and external hardware isn't mutually exclusive

- in fact, you can assign more than two controllers to

As far as the foot controllers are concerned, you'll

need to use your discretion in determining which

parameters require the continuous control of a foot

pedal, and which require only a foot switch. For

continuous controllers, the movement of the pedal will

adjust the parameter within the user -defined maximum

and minimum range. By contrast, a foot switch is only

capable of expressing a maximum or minimum value.

Incidentally, when programming maximum and

minimum range points, inserting a minimum level

which is higher than maximum effectively reverses the

direction of the parameter change.

In use

From looking at the front panel, it might be imagined

that the range of effects is limited. But those five

categories are extremely broad and cover a wide range

of effects. You can peruse the full list in the

accompanying box out, on this page - though even this

doesn't tell the complete story as it doesn't include all

the parameters associated with each effect. Worthy of

particular mention amongst the range of effects are the

2- and 4 -Voice Harmonist, Band Pass Delay - and

(inevitably), the RSS presets.

The Harmonist programs, as their name suggests,

create harmonies of either two or four voices to

accompany any signal presented to the input. If you're

not using a 'fixed pitch' device such as a keyboard,

some pretty accurate tuning is necessary to match the

internal oscillator (included under Utilities), and chords

are not recommended. But the effort is most definitely

worth it. The SX-700 is no Digitech Vocalist or Korg ih

(vocal harmonisers) , but within its limitations it can

produce some very interesting effects indeed. A total of

26 major and minor keys are included. Band Pass Delay

is distinguished by its ability to assign individual band-

pass filters to each of the five delay 'taps'. The filters

may be individually adjusted for frequency, and filters

1/2 and 3/4/5 may be collectively adjusted for Q level.

This can be used for some very worthwhile delay

programs, tailored not only for individual delay times,

but also for delay 'colours'. Panning of each delay tap

across the stereo field is also possible.

The real icing on the cake for any processor

emerging from the Roland stable over the past few years

has been the inclusion of their famed RSS (Roland

Sound Space) system. Once a considered worthy of a

dedicated processor costing a small fortune, it now

comes as an added bonus on units as inexpensive as...

well, the SX-700. If you've already heard what RSS can

do to a piece of music, please, feel free to move onto

the next paragraph. If you're new to it as an effect, I

suppose it could be best described as 3 -dimensional

sonic processing. With it, you can make sound appear

to revolve right around you (not just from side to side

like a stereo image) and also orient the image to a

perceived position above, below, in front, behind or to

either side of you. This may sound pretty far out, but >
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I took to it clfr to
water and was soon navigating
my way through both presets and
the effects

)0- thankfully it isn't. I say 'thankfully' because jaw -

dropping effects usually have a pretty limited shelf life.

RSS is striking, but seldom descends to the level of

acoustic novelty. The 3-D Panner preset included here

(and in all RSS processors) can quickly become

wearing, but in short bursts remains effective enough.

On the other hand, RSS combined with subtle chorus

effects can enhance you music to a degree which can

be difficult to live without, particularly if applied to an

entire mix.

But what of the SX-700 as a total package? Well...

gone are the days when effects processors could be

summed up as having a particular sound - at least,

one which could be described with a single set of

adjectives. Within limits, the SX-700 may be made to

sound however you want it. The inclusion of onboard

EQ sees to that. Of course, it might be considered that

including EQ as an 'effect' is stretching things a bit.

And in purely technical terms this may be true.

However, if the designers of effects processors have

learnt anything over the years, it's how much difference

the inclusion of flexible EQ can make to the range of

presets. Adjust the reverb time from 5 to 7 seconds and

you'll scarcely hear the difference, once the other

instruments have been added. Adjust the frequency of a

high -gain equaliser from 5kHz to 7kHz and apply it to

the reverb, and the difference will be considerable.

Verdict

By any standards, the sonic diversity of the SX-700 is

impressive. The reverbs are uniformly engaging, the

chorus/flanger presets are bold and involving, and the

delays are flexible and easy to set up, particularly with

the tempo delay system which matches delays to

tempos simply by tapping on a foot switch. Add

to this the RSS component for that exotic touch,

absent from comparable processors from rival

manufacturers, and the SX-700 starts to look

very attractive indeed.

The programming system is a delight to use,

and leaves little excuse for anyone to rely on the

128 factory programmed presets. To this is end

there are a further 128 user programmed preset

slots, making 256 in all. Enough? Yes, I think

so... It's easy to get carried away with presets and

lose whole chunks of your life combing through

them in search of something new and exciting.

Besides, a few years ago, the very notion of 256

presets not being enough (particularly with the

bulk dump option open to you), would have been

considered pretty barmy.

And this brings me back to the point I made

earlier. Just look at what you're getting for the

money ...and then consider the number of people

harbouring precisely the same thoughts. Think

how great life would be if you were the only

person to actually have an effects unit like this.

Your music would sound so much better, and

you'd have complete mastery over your acoustic

environment. Doors to every record company in

the land would be thrown open to you. Huge

advances would be offered against your first

album. Fans would be staging all-night vigils in

your back garden. Tedious eh? That's why I'm not

buying one. 

EFFECT GROUPS

Three -band parameteric

MODULATION

Stereo Chorus
Stereo Two -Band Chorus
Stereo Flanger
Stereo Phaser
2 -Voice Harmonist
4 -Voice Harmonist
2 -Voice Pitch Shifter
4 -Voice Pitch Shifter
Rotary (speaker)
Space Chorus

DELAY

Simple Delay
3 -Tap Delay
4 -Tap Delay
Stereo Delay
Quad Delay
Ducking Delay
Band Pass Delay

REVERS

Room 1

Room 2
Room 3
Hall 1

Hall 2
Garage
Plate
Non-linear

HIS
3-D Panner
Single 3-D
Dual 3-D
Quad 3-D
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SLAVE D -80s for 16 & 24 TRACK RECORDING
The D-80 can be slave or master to other D -80 's / DMT-8 s
and the outside world via its standard in-built MTC. and
is sample accurate with Word Clock (optical S/P-DIF).

L7-1- vecovkcis 8 -frocks

sivnutifavle_outsiy,

at CD -q LACt1 iiy,

it does this withot/i±
compvte_ssloni

Nand theves 1/10±

tape_ ivx siekF!

Finally, someone has developed an expandable IDE-

based digital removable hard disk system which
offers up to 40 minutes* of true multitrack
recording. non-destructive 'cut, copy, move &
paste' editing, instant locate & search, five 'virtual
reels', digital and analogue inputs/outputs along
with a full function auto locating remote control.

And all in a package which is as easy to use as your

tape machine and costs no more than £l,499 inc VAT.

Naturally, that someone is Fostex.

D-80 Di ital Muil-Fitptack Exclusively distributed
by SCV London

For further information contact SCV London. 6-24 Southgate Road London NI 3jJ. Tel: 0171 923 1892. Fax: 0171 241 3644
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Theremins have made a bit of a comeback in the last year - now Bob

Moog's company has come up with their own affordable model. Peter

Forrest goes all wavey with the Big Briar Etherwave

Hof on the heels of

Longwave's lovely

Theremin (see

The Mix, December 1995),

comes a real surprise: the

Etherwave from Big Briar.

The surprise isn't that Bob

Moog's firm should be

producing Theremins.

They've been doing so for

years, and making and

designing Theremins was

Moog's introduction to

electronics and commerce in

the 50's and early 60's. What is amazing is the price.

Those lucky Americans can pick an Etherwave up for

$229, including delivery, and with other superb goodies

thrown in free. That works out at scarcely more than a

tenth of the price of Big Briar's other range of

Theremins.

There must be a catch, and in this case it seems a

pretty obvious one: the Etherwave is a kit. That's the

extent of the bad news, though. This is the sort of kit

that anyone can put together, principally because the

difficult stuff has already been done. Most significant

of all, the circuit board is supplied ready -assembled

and tested. All that's left for the buyer to do is put the

other bits together, and do a certain amount of

finishing.

Putting it together
The review model had already been assembled by the

importers, Second Gear, so I can't speak from first hand

experience. But looking at the very clear construction

notes, and talking to Dougie McKendrick at Second

Gear, who put this Etherwave together, it does seem to

be very simple. The notes are clearly straight from Bob

Moog's mental textbook on methodical engineering for

beginners: "Using a brush or soft rag, remove all

sanding dust from the cabinet. Then shake out the work

cloth and vacuum up your work area. Put the sandpaper

Clara
ROCK MORE

sr

and sanding block away, and cover

your bench with a drop cloth or

newspapers. Assemble your wood

finishing materials. Read all of the

instructions on the wood finish

containers...." Clear, useful advice,

all of it.

Every step in the instruction

manual starts with some empty

brackets. I thought at first that

someone had forgotten to tell the word processor to re-

number the paragraphs before printing; but it's actually

a space for you to tick when you've completed a task.

Methodical, again, and another example of the care Big

Briar have put into this whole package. They really want

you to get this kit finished, in real good shape (and then

they want you to play it as well -hence the extras

thrown in). Everything is provided, right down to all the

screws. The only things you need to provide are glue

and your chosen wood finish. Tools are all pretty basic,

too, with the most technical item being a small

soldering iron. Dougie's comments: "If you can use

clamps, spanners, glue, soldering iron, wire strippers,

paintbrush, screwdrivers and stuff, and are capable of

following an excellent manual....then there is no

problem!"

The end product is a long thin rectangular box

MASTERING
the

Therein InAI

instructIon and
penomtances by Merano
virtuoso I. Kama. Tbis
unique features.

 A semi ot *mom
Ilarostalirq UV movement.
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Willies: and Directed 4y WILLIAM OLSEN
Pax -laced by BR: BRIAR and LITTLE BIG FILMS

whose dimensions (18" x 9" x 3") seem almost identical

to the Longwave's. To the right is the pitch antenna, and

to the left the volume antenna - that beautiful traditional

angled loop shape. In the middle of the front of the box

is the control panel, with a power switch, audio output

jack socket, two large knobs for volume and pitch

control, and two small ones for waveform and

Price inc VAT: £269 (kit form), £299
(ready-made) - both including delivery in
mainland UK.
More from: Dougie McKendrick, Second
Gear, 2nd Floor Business Centre, Forest
Mills, Highurst Street, Radford, Nottingham
NG7 7XA.
Tel /Fax: 0115 978 0582
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Folio Notepad is small but surprisingly
versatile. Musicians, sound engineers,
multimedia users, DJs and many others will
find plenty of uses for Notepad at live
venues, in studios, bars, schools,
places of worship and even "on
location". Notepad's use of
high quality components and
short signal path mean it
sounds cleaner than many
large "professional"
consoles.

Here are some of the
uses you could put
Notepad to.
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THE FACTS

Folio Notepad is a compact
DAT-quality 10 input stereo
mixer that is flexible
enough to be
used in a wide
variety of
applications,
either as the
main mixer
in small
configurations or as
a submixer in larger setups.

Unlike many small mixers,
Notepad is no toy. It
incorporates tried and trusted
circuit designs and
components used on our
flagship mixing desks.

Notepad packs many of
the features normally
reserved for larger consoles:
4 mono mic/line inputs with
high quality preamps, 48V
phantom power and 2 -band
EQ; 2 stereo inputs with

switchable RIAA allowing
direct connection of
turntables; post -fade
effects send and stereo
return; separate Mix and

Monitor outputs...and
much more.

At Spirit, sound quality is
paramount and Notepad is no
exception. But don't just listen
to us - visit your Spirit dealer,
listen to Notepad and judge
for yourself.
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By Soundcraft

H A Harman International Company
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Please send me more information on Folio Notepad

Name:

Address.

What will you use Notepad for?

What magazines do read?

TM

Please send me a FREE copy of the Folio Applications

Guide written by pro -audio journalist Paul White on

how to get the best from your mixer

Spirit by Soundcraft",
Harman International Industries Ltd.,
Cranborne House, Cranborne Industrial Estate,
Cranborne Rd, Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JN, England.
TeL +44 (0)1707 665000. Fax: +44 (0)1707 665401.



Big Briar Etherwave

>ow brightness. The hardware is uniformly high quality-quite

remarkable when you take price into account. The

antennae, for instance, are chunky nickel -plated brass, as

on the original instruments from 65 years ago. At the back

is the power inlet, on a three -pin DIN plug. The wall -wart

power -supply looks custom-made, and very neat.

Using it

The controls are self-explanatory. The pitch knob is really

there for the player to set up the range of hand movement

they want to use, as well as to tune to an external

instrument - but it's also very effective for the beginner to

use as a playing technique-tapping the pitch aerial while

twiddling the knob is a nice effect. The waveform control

sweeps through the range of traditional Theremin tones,

from mellow to more cutting; and the brightness knob

provides further control over tone colour.

Unlike, say, a flute or a modular synth, it's also easy to

make it produce sounds, too. That doesn't mean it's easy

to play traditional music well, of course. Pitching just one

note correctly is a major achievement. But the design has

obviously been carefully thought-out, so that it's as easy

to play as any Theremin can be. Unlike the Longwave

Theremin, the Etherwave uses the traditional volume

control system: the closer your hand gets to the antenna,

the quieter the note. If you're more used to the other

method, where volume increases as you get closer to the

antenna, it takes some getting used to, but soon seems

natural. You might think that it would have a little snag:

constant sound whenever it's switched on and your hand

isn't close to the volume antenna. That doesn't happen,

because the pitch antenna also acts as a gate. It's tuned

so that the note goes sub -bass (and inaudible) when your

right hand isn't within a couple of feet. All you have to do

is be careful about the way you approach the beast.

Literally. If you walk up to it from the pitch antenna side,

it'll lurch into a portamento swoop. Approach it from the

left, though, and you can mute the sound with your left

hand before anything untoward happens.

You also have to think about where you locate it.

Ideally, there should be at least three and preferably four

feet of clear space all around. The recommended method

is to use it on a mic stand, for which a good solid fixing is

supplied. You just need to remember, though, that a

Theremin is a lot heavier and bigger than a microphone. A

stand that's stable with a Shure attached might be much

Construction:

Dimensions:
Output:
Controls:
Power:
Extras:

more likely to be knocked over

once a Theremin is perched on it.

And while the Etherwave gives the

appearance of being pretty robust,

there's no point in testing its

resilience out on your floor.

How much does it cost in the UK? There's often an

alarming price mark-up on imported items, for a variety of

reasons, including import duty, VAT, transport, power

supply adaptation, and so on - and distributor's profit

margin, of course, which the kits bought by Americans

direct from Big Briar obviously don't have. That makes it a

pleasant surprise to find the UK price at £269 including

delivery. If you're really not into spending time

assembling the thing, for another £30 Second Gear will

make it for you.

Both prices would be definite bargains anyway, but

you get even more for your money with some really good

extras. There's the Delos CD 'The Art of the Theremin', by

the world's greatest virtuoso, Clara Rockmore; a nicely

put together video with some historical background, some

talk from Bob Moog, and six lessons from the current

leading light of the theremin world, Lydia Kavina, as well

as three performances by her; and also, eventually

available (delayed at the printers but to be forwarded to all

buyers), is a booklet on the history of the Theremin by

Bob Moog.

The video's called 'Mastering the Theremin', and that

may be the one over -optimistic part in the whole package.

You need pretty good pitch, wonderful motor control, and

the ability to repeat movements exactly to within a

millimetre or so. Even then, you can still occasionally

sound like the Flight of the Sampled Manic Bumblebee.

There's more to the Theremin, though, than the

painstaking struggle to play melodies accurately and with

expression. It really comes into its own as an improvising

instrument with digital or analogue effects - delay,

especially, but also reverb, chorus, flanging... for

whatever reason, it seems to put out the sort of signal that

effects boxes love.

Verdict

If you like the idea of owning a unique -sounding

instrument you can play without touching, then the

Etherwave is a wonderfully cost-effective way in. It's

well -designed (apparently using quite an expensive

Birch ply cabinet, 18" x 6" x 3"
Nickel -plated brass antennae (pitch:18" tall; volume: 10"
x 6" max. loop)
Black anodised aluminium front panel
29" x 21" x 8"
Mono jack socket
Volume, pitch, waveform and brightness
External 200 mA 14 volts AC power supply for UK mains.
'The Art of the Theremin' CD, 'Mastering the Theremin'

video, and Bob Moog Theremin booklet.

If you walk Z/13 to it from
the pitch antenna side, it'//

lurch into a portamento
swoop

collection of parts); sonically flexible; and made by the

most famous Theremin manufacturer living.

The next question would then be which to choose,

kit or ready-made. Although thirty pounds is a small

amount to pay for having someone do the work for you,

I'd recommend people to go for the kit unless they were

completely unpractical - or very busy. The Second

Gear assembly line is all very well - the model I've got

is sensibly and correctly put together, and the varnish

looks fine on anything but very close inspection - but

if you do it yourself you can afford to lavish extra care

and attention on the wood finish, maybe just to

produce an exquisitely smooth surface, but maybe to

customise the colour scheme to your exact design. It's

time instruments became unique again, and painting

an Etherwave psychedelic or duck-egg blue is a good

way to start. 
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No it's not a Hammer House of Horror film - it's
Peter Forrest putting the Etherwave through its
paces. Spooky!

One of the extra attractions
of a Theremin //es in its

potential as a controller of
other instruments, or of

effects. Watch out for the
latest on MID/ and CV

control via a Therein/n,
corning soon in The Mix.
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Available at 179'95 + VAT

Affoordatle "Bdroont Mixer
A new addition to the range of HW mixers, the MX -5 includes all the
features required by today's Dl's in a compact, portable unit. Ideal for
use as part of a DJ mix studio or on the road, the MX -5 combines
superb audio quality and affordability in an unbeatable package.

1111X-6 Professional C ub Miftr
This new model in the HW range combines the features of a
DJ mixer with those of a professional audio mixer, to create
the ideal console for multi -input applications. A 19" rack -
mountable unit, the MX -6 can be used as part of a large DJ
mixing studio or for club installations where multi -media
sources are controlled by the DJ.

MX -7 Deluxe Mixer
Yet another new model for 1995, the HW MX -7 offers
all the essential features required of a disco mixing
console, with extras normally only found on more
expensive models. 19" rack -mountable, a wide range
of inputs can be accepted, and selector switches on
the music channels can be internally re -assigned to
provide custom input combinations.

"At f275 +VAT the HW
International MX -6 must be

the best value for money
large format DJ mixer in the
country - Recommended."

DJ Magazine - January '96

NW Inteinntlenol ,t / 1 11

MINI=931.117=.711:Sall.111

iminonrco.accrammat-alsw.ra...mamm

Available at 1105 + VAT

NIX -8 Disco Mixer
The MX -8 is a budget priced disco mixer which is
designed for D.J.'s, A/V Dubbing and Background
music systems and installations. An industry -standard
workhorse the MX -8 combines rugged construction
with quality workmanship, it is equally at home on
the road or in the studio.

NIX -104S Simpler Miner
The MX1OS is a budget priced sampler/mixer from
HW International. Although designed specifically for
the modern DJ, the MX-10S's rugged construction
and quality workmanship, make it equally suitable
for Audio Visual, Music System and Installation
applications at home or in the studio.

_._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._
HW International, 167-171 Willoughby Lane, London N17 OSB Tel: 0181-808 2222

Please send me details on the HW Range of Professional Disco Mixersw
WON

INTERNATIONAL

Name Address

MIX 7/96HWPostcode



The Korg Pandora puts stadium -size guitar FX in a pocket-size package. Tim Slater finds it

equally at home in the practise room and the studio...

Toneworks is the name of Korg's R&D division,

and their manual describes Pandora as a

'personal multi -effect processor; not an

inaccurate description considering its more than

passing resemblance to a Sony Walkman, rather than

the piece of hi-tec guitar weaponry it actually is.

Pandora is literally pocket -sized, but still manages to

comfortably accommodate an arsenal of features,

including 60 different effect options, 20 fully editable

patches of high quality effects, a built-in metronome

and even an auto -chromatic tuner.

Layout

One of the inevitable comments prompted by the unit's

diminutive size was that Korg might have missed the

boat, insofar as some other manufacturers - notably

Zoom - have already cornered the market in bite -sized

effects units. But whereas something like Zoom's 9002

placed a strong emphasis on its suitability for live use,

this baby admits that it's more geared towards providing

the guitarist with a portable, yet extremely versatile,

practice environment. On first meeting Pandora,

however, its rather sparse, quasi -futuristic appearance

does little to suggest what it can do; but as we'll

discover later, there are hidden depths. Pandora's vital

statistics measure up to a compact 12cms long, 7cms

wide and 2.5cms deep - roughly similar to a

dictaphone or a video's remote control. The unit is

powered by a choice of 9v mains adaptor or two AA size

batteries, with the latter option providing around eight

hours' continuous use.

The minimalist approach to styling is reflected by

the unit's front panel, which contains a single LCD

window and the bulk of the controls for scrolling

through patches, isolating the individual effects for

editing and selecting the highly useful Metronome

mode. This layout doesn't rely on decals or graphics,

and the lack of clues might confuse somebody perhaps

not au faitwith the ins and outs of processing. But to be

fair, once you've plugged in and switched on, the

Price inc VAT: £189
More from: Korg (UK) Ltd, 9 Newmarket
Court, Kingston, Milton Keynes MK10 OAU
Tel: 01908 857100
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Korg Fstaisiscicsoslas

-Spec cfsec-ic
Effect types:

Other features:
User memories:
Power:
Inputs:
Output:
Weight:

Chorus, Flanging, Pitch -shift, Compression,

Overdrive/distortion, Echo/Delay, Reverb, Wah, Trem,

Stereo Panning, Vibrato, Phasing EC), Cabinet Resonator

Tuner, Metronome

20

9v DC or 2xAA batteries

Guitar input jack, Aux in (mini stereo jack)

Line/Headphone dual purpose output (stereo phone jack)

180g

your favourite tracks. The headphone jack is a stereo

output which will also interface with outboard devices

such as a portastudio or guitar amp. But if the unit is

connected this way, don't forget that if you use a

standard 'mono only' cable to make your connections,

only the left-hand output from any of Pandora's stereo

effects will be audible.

In use

As one would hope (but not necessarily expect) the 20

preset patches are impressive from the word go, but to

be honest, I was unprepared for just how good this unit

really is. One thing I especially liked was that while the

presets obviously try to demonstrate the broadest

/t bears a more than passing
resemblance to a Sony Walkman,
rather than the piece of guitar
weaponry it actually is

emphasis is on instantly getting to grips with the

excellent choice of sounds, so finding your way through

the rest of the functions is like following a simple set of

logical steps.

Among the built-in effects are Compression,

Overdrive, EQ, Chorus, Flanging, Vibrato, Phasing,

Delay, Pitch -Shifting, Stereo Panning, Reverb and Auto-

Wah. On average, each effect has four different options,

although some have more, including Pitch Shift which

has a maximum of eight. In addition to these, Pandora

also features Noise Reduction, the aforementioned

Chromatic Tuner and Metronome, plus a Cabinet

Resonator, which offers four different speaker simulator

options. The metronome is an audible click track,

whose tempo range runs from 40bpm to a maximum

208bpm and this proved to be a surprisingly welcome

accompaniment to practising a whole range of different

techniques, including solos and rhythm patterns - not

just scales!

Pandora has two inputs: a single instrument jack

input and a phono Aux input for connecting up a

cassette or a CD player so that you can jam along with

possible spread of effects, the onus is pitched towards

offering a choice of usable sounds. Of course, the

option to go loopy is there if you so desire, but judging

by our review sample you can get stuck in right away,

without having to wade through a mire of unnecessary

techno-cack.

In headphones, this thing just sounds tremendous,

and it rapidly became addictive in very much the same

way as a good computer game does; you know you have

to get on with your work but it won't hurt just to have

another five minutes! Creating your own patches simply

involves choosing from the vast array of ready-made

options and so is quite easy, even without the manual. If

you do find yourself becoming a little unravelled, at

least the manual is more readable than most, and it's

easy to go back and start again should you become

stuck.

The range of effects leaves no stone

unturned. The Delay section alone

comprises a vast panorama of echo settings

- including a more than passable Brian May

type super -long delay - and if it's Overdrive

you're after, Pandora offers no less than 12 different

Distortion sounds. Plug her directly into a combo

though and it seems that the majority of the user presets

are indeed voiced for headphones, as the warmth and

dynamics were replaced with a harsher, more obviously

processed tone than the glorious 'Sensurround' effect

available through phones. To be honest, while I think

that the Pandora is just the business for practice or even

recording purposes, for live use there are other units in

the Korg range which are probably more suitable.

Regarding the built-in metronome, its loud ticking

feels a little intrusive at first, but soon proves to be a

handy string to the Pandora's bow by helping to breathe

new life into even the most mundane of practice

routines. It's amazing how often we take it for granted

that we can play exactly in time, but the metronome is a

great leveller. Working on difficult licks or exercises at

slower speeds before building up to a more challenging

tempo is something even very experienced guitarists

often find difficult, but the metronome's steady pulse

actually seems to aid concentration, which makes

practising far more fun.

Verdict
The Pandora is an astonishingly accomplished piece of

kit, especially for the price. This unassuming little

gadget is not just the perfect companion for practising,

but its bountiful supply of user-friendly effects and

features makes it invaluable in a recording environment,

too. It's a bit like having a studio in your head. Watch

you don't get trampled in the rush! 

On th
"MIX CD
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Steve Fairclough gets
into gear with the
Pandora FX box. Check
out what this little packet of power can do for
your guitar...
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EVERY PICTURE TELLS A STORY.
Ur -MA -CURVE A 64 -Bit Dual-DSP Processor Mainframe With Auto Graphic EQ, Real Time

Analyzer, Parametric EQ/Notch Filter, Feecback Eliminator, Limiter, Gate,

Input/Output Level Meter, MIDI Implementation, Delay Option And More.

STEREOLINK ON " CROSSFADE 5 sci SHELVING SLOPE 6 dB/OCT
PARAM E0 2
L: 1.0875 kHz 3/60 OCT -30.0 dB
R: 1.6000 kHz 12/60 OCT -26.5 dB

LIMIT TH.-10 dB NOISE TH. -66 dB
DELAY Eft] L 1.08 R 0.97

PARAMETRIC EQ/NOTCH FILTER

3 bands per side of parametric equalization

with +16 to -48 dB of gain, fine -tunable

down to 1/60th of an octave.

OEM LEVEL METER RMS PEAK

CLEAR MAX [dB]
L 1111111.1111111

-21.5 -19.0

IN

Dig m - - 1 5 17 0

INPUT/OUTPUT METERING

The ULTRA -CURVE offers full input/output

high precision metering capability.

416 If

DIGITAL STEREO 31 -BAND, TRUE

RESPONSE AUTO -Q GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

Up to 100 EQ curves can be stored, copied,

compared, added and subtracted.

11-14
15 ms

f: 1.600 kHz
act -18.0 dB
Imax -13.0 dB
PROGRAM: 3

IIIIIiIIIIIIu

REAL TIME ANALYZER

High -resolution RTA with Peak, Hold, Variable

integration time and 10 user memories. A

noise & sinewave generator enables for

automatic room -equalization.

rik FEEDBACK EXTERMINATOR

FE -EX 1L - 10.875 kHz 1R
1/60 -48.0

20.000 Hz
1/60 +0.0

FE -EX 2L S 672.50 Hz 1R
1/60 -48.0

75.750 Hz
1/60 -18.0

FE -Er
3L - 20.000 Hz 1R 20.000 Hz

1/60 +0.0 1/60 +0.0

FEEDBACK ELIMINATOR

Any of 6 parametric EQ bands can "seek and

destroy" unwanted feedback frequencies

dynamically.

U
STEREOLINK ON CROSSFADE 5 s

SHELVING SLOPE 6 dB/OCT
PARAM EQ 2
L: 1.0875 kHz 3/60 OCT -30.0 dB
R: 1.6000 kHz 12/60 OCT -26.5 dB

LIMIT TH.-1O dB NOISE TH. -66 dB
DELAY [ft] L 1.08 R 0.97

MULTIBAND LIMITER, NOISE GATE

Multiband Limiter with variable threshold and

IGC* protects against overload without

distortion. Digital Noise Gate with IRC**

provides a level -dependent expansion ratio

for "jitter -free" performance.

These pictures only tell part of the story. If you're involved in sound installation, touring sound or simply
looking for the ultimate digital signal processing "tool for your musical suite, audition the ULTRA -CURVE.

MSRP for the ULTRA -CURVE DSP 8000 is 649, -

Your Ear Is Our Judge

`Interactive Gain Control  **Interactive Ratio Control  For more information about the new AUTOCOM MDX 1200 and the Interactive World of Behnnger,
please ask your local dealer or contact:

BEHRINGER U.K., St.Vincent House, 59 Woodbridge Road, GU1 4RF Guildford, Surrey, tel +44 (0)1483 458877, fax 458822

BEHRINGER Specialized Studioequipment GmbH, Otto-Brenner-Str 4, D-47877 Willich, tel. +49 (0)2154-92060, fax - 428523
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The Akai Remix 16 is the latest in a

line of samplers aimed at the DJ and

DJ/Producer. Rob Green discovers

whether it's an expensive toy, or a

genuine tool for the DJ...

of on the heels of Roland's MS -1 and JS -30

samplers comes the Remix 16 sampler from

Akai. Naturally, the big sampler manufacturers

have leapt on the 'DJ/producer' concept as a potential

growth area for their products, and they are certainly

giving it a good go. With stripped down features and a

more friendly interface, this type of sampler is biased

more towards live performance, as opposed to the

studio, as most samplers are. Whether they will also be

picked up by out-and-out DJ's is another matter, and

depends largely on the way the sampler's facilities are

presented. Let's find out...

First impressions

The Remix 16 certainly has a user-friendly appearance,

and smacks of a DJ mixer panel. A crossfader is layed

out at the front end of the top panel, which allows you to

fade between an input (i.e. DJ Mixer) and the internal

sampler, and transform buttons are beside it to punch in

and out of the channels. There's also a pitch control

fader on the left of the unit, and a control slider on the

right which can pitch bend or scratch on a selected

sample or samples.

A splendid array of sample trigger buttons reassure

the user of its ample sampling power and, although the

standard memory is only two Megabytes, it can be

upgraded to an altogether more impressive 18Meg.

These 16 pads would be perfect for DJ sets if loaded

with voices, explosions and all manner of special

effects. The whole unit has a chunky feel to it which

inspires an initial degree of confidence. There's also a

floppy disk drive on the front panel and moving back up

Price inc VAT: £849
More from: Akai Ltd, Haselmere Heathrow
Estate, Parkway,Hounslow, TW4 6NQ
Tel: 0181 897 6388 Fax: 0181 759 8268

to the top, we have a data display

with cursors, stereo level meter, a

data wheel and a line of rubber

pads reminiscent of tape

transport buttons (record, play,

loop, stop etc.). Monitor level,

input level and output level are

controlled by three knobs at the rear of the top panel,

and you are also offered the option of monitoring from

the input, the sampler, or the master output at the touch

of a button. The wonders of modern technology!

So what can this gismo do for you? Well, three

grades of sampling quality (8, 16 and 32kHz) mean that

you can dramatically alter sample time (at the expense

of quality of course). At maximum sampling time with 2

Meg, in mono, you can milk 120 seconds out of this

box, but that will be very poor quality. At 8kHz, what can

you expect? A happy medium is usually 16kHz which

allows 30 seconds in stereo and 60 in mono. It's hard to

tell the difference between this setting and CD quality

(44.1kHz) and you get a pleasant, slightly rough -

around -the -edges sound at this sample frequency.

Launch pad

Samples can be taken on any one of 16 pads, ready to

be released at any time in the mix. Imagine looping your
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These 76 pads would be
perfect rem- W

if loaded with voices,
explosions and all manner of

special effects_
favourite vocal hook, dropping it in with your tunes, and

pumping the beats in and out with the transform

buttons. With a little imagination, the Remix 16 allows

you to totally change your tunes and create your own

breaks. If you decide to expand to 18 Megabytes, the

possibilities will be practically endless, and you can

even scratch on the sample of your choice with the

control slider. With the ability to crossfade between the

samples and your records, added with pitch control to

match the BPM, you have plenty of control over the mix.

In actual fact, I found scratching one of the least

useful facilities that the Remix 16 had to offer. The

resulting effect barely resembles a scratching noise,

although in bend mode, the control slider can be used

for better things. You can bend bass tones for example,

and I enjoyed playing around with the bend on a high-

pitched sine wave tone which sounded rather like a

theremin.

Four floppy disks are supplied with some basic
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LAPCLOSE

Data entry wheel
makes editing
functions (listed
alongside) easy
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Audio connections
are made via phono
sockets, with a
ground connection
for your record deck

samples to help you get the ball rolling, and these will

allow you to get to grips with many of the basic editing

functions. One major function that I think they might

have squeezed in is timestretching. With MIDI and the

added option of installing an SCSI port, I think they may

as well have gone the whole hog. The editing facilities

themselves are pretty self-explanatory, and the cursor

buttons make wining around the editing pages a breeze.

It's a simple case of highlighting Trim, Loop, Pitch,

Level, Program (including MIDI channels), MIDI or

Disk. You then simply move down with the cursor to the

edit facility of your choice.

It is, however, very necessary to scour the manual as

there are many good tips on operation. Some functions

(such as sample frequency) are hidden behind multi-

purpose buttons. In the case of sample frequency, you

have to press the record button and hold it down. Either

8, 16 or 32kHz will appear in the window, and that can

be changed with the jog wheel. Several one -touch

functions are layed out on pads such as Erase,

Hold/Loop, Stop, and Reverse. These are perfect while

mixing and the instant reverse seems like a particularly

good idea.
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Sampling Method:
Sampling Frequency:
Polyphony:
Internal Memory:

ata Storage Device:
Edit Parameters:

Trim Start Point, Start Fine, Sample length, Length Fine
Loop... Loop/One Shot, Discard, Loop Length, Loop Fine
Pitch... Transpose, Sample Tune, Constant Pitch, Bend
Level... Level, MIDI Velocity, Release, Mono Trigger, Resample
Prog... Keyrange High, Keyrange Low, Prog. No., MIDI Channel, Priority
MIDI... MIDI Transpose, Master Tune, P. Change Channel, Note Asign,Out/Thru
Disk... Load, Save, Delete, Format
Beat Loop Function... Beat, Sample Tempo, New Tempo

16 -Bit Linear Encoding
32kHz, 16kHz, 8kHz
8 Voices
2 Megabytes (expandable to 4Mb or 16Mb by 72 pin
SIMM)
3.5 -inch 2DD/2HD Floppy Disk Drive

Imagine liortwiirw
yews- ,r1,011IftW'
vocal 101C
dropping it in
with your tunes,
and pumping the
beats in and out
with the transform
buttons_

Verdict

For the kind of DJ who is not exactly au fait with

technology, this machine should help demystify

sequencing and sampling. This little box is capable of

making some great sounds, and it certainly has a lot to

offer the DJ interested in razzing up his sets. If, however,

you are primarily interested in working in the studio,

Akai's own S2000 seems like a better bet, for just a

couple of hundred pounds more.

The Remix 16 isn't trying to be a studio sampler,

though. Compared to something like the MS1, it's a

much more sturdy and sophisticated affair, with the

provision of a disk drive and its upgradeability being

particularly advantageous. I wonder if the price may be a

tad too high for many DJ's, though I'm sure those with

more lucrative gigs will be sorely tempted. You might

even see some clubs incorporate a Remix 16 into their

DJ booth setup. One thing's for sure - this type of

sampler is here to stay, and this is probably the best of

its type yet. 



TotallyCool.
PowerLight Amplifiers from QSC

are cool to the core.
They're possibly the best sounding amps

that QSC makes. Exactly what you want from
your power source: wide, dynamic range with
crystalline highs, full, round mid -range and a very
fat but clean low end. PowerLight amps are
extremely efficient. They'll drive your speakers
better than they've been driven before. Even at 2
ohm loads.

PowerLight Amps also sound great
because of what you won't hear -rattle and hum.
These amps have remarkably low distortion due
to improved output circuitry. And the noise
typically associated with transformers is
completely absent.

These are the only light amps that won't
interfere with your wireless mics. No static and no
loss of radio signal. PowerLight Amps meet all
RFI and FCC requirements in the U.S. and EMC

requirements in Europe.

SC

PowerLight Amps run very cool, even
when the performance is very hot... even in the
middle of summer. The high aspect ratio
aluminium heat sink was designed with the
maximum possible surface area to absorb and
dissipate heat aggressively. Variable speed fans
blow it away on demand. (And signal muting
kicks in when things get extreme to prevent
shutdown.)

PowerLight Amplifiers from QSC - the best
sounding, most advanced package of power
technology available. And, at a cool 18 pounds,
you can put them wherever you need them
without sweat. And that's cool. So, pick some up
from your QSC Dealer.

LOAD IMPEDENCE PowerLight 1.0 PowerLight 1.4 PowerLight 1.8

2 OHM' 500 Watts 700 Watts 900 Watts

4 OHM" 300 Watts 500 Watts 700 Watts

'l kHz 1% THD, TYPICAL "20Hz to 20 kHz, 0.1% THD

A U D I 0

HW International, 167-171 Willoughby Lane, London N17 OSB Tel: 0181-808 2222
Please send me details on the QSC Range of Professional Amplifiers

Name Address MIX 7/96Q

AUDIO Postcode
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The GL3000 is a Dual

Function, Front -of -House and

Monitor mixer for Club PA,

Band PA and Hire Companies

alike. It boasts an exceptional

...for the price of 4

without cutting our features in half!

feature set - typical of all Allen & Heath

consoles.

Because the GL3000 has 8 Groups

and 8 Aux busses; on one night the

console can be a stand alone 8-2 mix

monitor board, another night a single

engineer can mix any number of bands for

a showcase performance. It is that easy

with the GL3000 because everything you

need is in front of you.

The flexibility goes even further. The

console can be expanded in two ways;

either bolt on another mono or stereo

expander module (installation takes min-

utes), or install the unique SYS-LINKTM

buss interconnect system which links

independent consoles together as if they

were one.

Add this flexibility to the superb

quality of the audio performance, the

visual clarity of the control surface, the

solid metal beam construction and you

will know that only Allen & Heath could

have achieved such versatility.

Looking at how engineers produce their shows requires

an unusual understanding of the business. Everybody

wants to work in a slightly different way.

Bringing together all the different dreams and wishes

is now a hallmark of the Allen & Heath approach.

The GL3000 represents our commitment to finding cost

effective solutions for your requirements.

ALLEN 8 HEATH, Kernick Industrial Estate, Penryn, Cornwall TR10 9LU. TeL (44) 01326 372070 Fax: (44) 01326 377097 11 A Division of Harman International Industries

Ideal Front -of -House and
Monitor console

16, 24, 32 & 40 channel frames

Fully Expandable

8 Subgroups

2 Stereo Matrix Outputs

4 Stereo Dual Mic inputs*

4 band mid sweep EO plus
switchable to -cut filter

8 Aux sends

2 Stereo Returns

2 -track record and replay

Extensive metering and
monitoring capability

Optional VU Meterbridge*

'Except on the cha

ALLEN
UK SALES OFFICE:

HARMAN AUDIO

-NI 0181 207 5050

a4
HEATH INVESTOR fN PEOPLE
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That Jungle Flavour

(Zero G/Time & Space)

The cover of this fiendishly freaky sample CD says it

all, really. Over 350 hard hitting breakbeats and a

stunning 600 wildly diverse, and eminently usable

stabs, pads, noises and effects (my apology: stabz,

padz, noizes and FX - I'll stick to the terminology!)

meld together to make a highly appealing, if slightly

esoteric, collection for Jungle aficionados everywhere.

Split logically into 36 banks of 10 rhythm loops apiece,

each bank of beats being at the same bpm, there's a

great mix here of loops of just drum timbres allied with

full rhythms including bass sounds, trademark Jungle

sped -up vocals, keyboard stabs and the like. A few

subtle backward loops are also supplied and mixed in

with the straightforward patterns for good measure.

Bpm's throughout the loops section obviously show

little variation in speed (160-167 bpm variations is all

ya get for the £59.95 asking price) but then that's the

whole idea isn't it? That said, I can envisage a number

of these loops finding themselves very much at home in

areas such as hip -hop and other off-the-wall styles.

Effects on the numerous loops are used judiciously,

ranging from completely dry sounds to heavily reverb

and flange -laden beats. The largely self-explanatory

Stabz, Padz, Noizes and FX banks feature a broad range

of quirky and useful sounds from Gun Shots to

convincing instrument samples, plus a whole host of

other goodies in between.

The CD is immaculately produced (and arranged

and engineered) by Andy Beach for O'natural

Recordings, and offering itself as a first rate partner to

Zero -G's Jungle Warfare CD. Jungle Flavour proves

itself as an invaluable, if slightly overdue, addition to

Time & Space's series of Sample CDs. That Jungle

Flavour sure tastes good to me.  Nick Serre.

More from: Time + Space,

PO Box 306, Berkhamsted, Herts, HP4 3EP

Tel: 01442 870681 Fax: 01442 877266

Internet: http://www.timespace.com

Loopisms Dance Zone

(D -Zone)

24 drum loops kick off this edition of the well known

Loopisms series. These programmed slices of dance-o-

matic grooves contain 4/4 beats, funky hi -hats and

effects, and all are usable. There's just one problem

with these, and that's the fact that they don't supply the

separate parts (eg kick, clap, then hi -hat). There's no

way of building up these rhythms, so Loopisms have

shot themselves in the foot for a start. What is good is

that you are given EQ'd and un-EQ'd versions of every

sample and the samples are also supplied as .WAV and

AWE32 files.

A hearty selection of Korg Prophecy moments

follow, some of which do the business, while others fall

somewhere short of the mark. The weirder samples of

strange modulating bells and pads are the best, and

some of the 'real' sounds like the saxophones and

trumpets are sufficiently convincing. I must, however,

add that I was unimpressed with most of these sounds

and I expected more from the undoubted potential the

Prophecy has.

Value for money is obviously Loopisms' strongest

point, and at £12.95 (inc. VAT and P&P), Dance Zone

still looks like a bargain. If you are a PC owner, you

also get a free copy of the game 'Rise Of The Triads'

plus Cubasis and S.A.W. demos. Who says your money

doesn't go as far as it used to?  Robin Green

More from: 0 -Zone

Tel: 0181 6512222 Fax: 0181 6513333

Sample Material - International Free Zone

(Sounds Good/ Time & Space)

Featuring a veritable plethora of samples based on the

sound libraries of New York producer Bill Laswell, this

CD offers a superb palette of eclectic and distinctive

sounds and loops, suited to a huge variety of different

musical styles. Sample material is split into four areas:

Zone Ambient, Zone Rhythm, Zone Instrument, and

Zone Sound, and incorporates Ambient Soundscapes,

FX-ed beats, Funk guitars, Ethnic grooves and

transformed sound effects.

Sample Material's claim that the collection moves

towards a "new -edged, multi -directional musical

freedom" is not a million miles from the truth. The

various banks of loops, including drums, percussion,

bass, guitar, clavinet, synth and world, are thoughtfully

arranged in banks of identical tempos, making for

superb ease of use, and also promoting compatibility

with other Sounds Good titles. Since many of the

samples here are evidently taken from Laswell's

multitrack recordings, there is a certain amount of

crosstalk from other instrument tracks and a certain

degree of extraneous noise, but this is minimal and

really shouldn't cause any problems.

The individual sounds section provides a varied

array of kicks and snares combined with some

beautifully recorded percussion hits including djembe,

tablas, tambourines, chantans and talking drums.

Retailing at £59.95, Sample Material - International

Free Zone deserves to find its way into any serious

samplist's collection, regardless of musical bias,

whether to find that elusive sound to complete a

composition or indeed to use as sounds that form the

bedrock of the track.  Nick Serre.

More from: Time + Space,

PO Box 306, Berkhamsted, Herts, HP4 3EP

Tel: 01442 870681 Fax: 01442 877266

Internet: http://www.timespace.com

On th
R :MIX CD

Track
19,20

We've got some tasters from That Jungle
Flavour and International Free Zone on CD
sample at will
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THE
HEL

FILE
Thank you for all your intriguing Help
Files so far - keep 'em coming. Due to a
very tight time schedule, replying to
each help file directly proves difficult,
though we do try. Most of the time, self
addressed envelopes and e-mail replies
get sent at around the same time we go
to press with the issue, as this is when
they actually get answered. The reality
is: Don't rely on us to get your college
project finished on time.

We prefer questions which can't be
looked up in an index, can't be solved
with a single phone call, or require
contacting those who cannot be
contacted (Gods, dead people, product
support/service departments). It's a
tough job, but hey, that's what we do.

And when we get stuck - there's a zillion
other readers waiting to spill the truth.
So here's to three pages of query
quashing, problem pulping
enlightenment, that no uvver mag' does
as good as we does. PM

Jungle tip
IlI have been interested in producing
my own Jungle and Techno' music. I
already own an Atari 520 STE. I am
writing to you because I have bought

your magazine and I am still unsure of what
equipment I need. I have a budget of £2500.

PS. Does the Roland JD -800 have a drum
and bass kit and samples installed?

Jamie Mackintosh, Llandrinod Wells

liThe heart of a dance music set up is
the sequencer, which records and
sends MIDI (Musical Instrument
Digital Interface) messages (Which

note? When? on what channel?). Most
sequencers are now computer based, and so
your Atari will do fine. Most people, though,
do invest in a one megabyte upgrade so they
can run the more sophisticated sequencers,
such as Staeinberg's Cubase. Sequencers vary
as much as synths, so most people start with
demo or shareware sequencers, enabling them
to discover their own way of working without
excessive investment.

Next you'll need something to tell the

Digital diagnostics, techno troubles,
glitches in your Gizmos; they're all in a
day's work for THE Mix medical
department. Send your queries to:
The Help File, THE Mix, Alexander
House, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.

compiled by Paul Mac

computer which notes
to play -a MIDI

Controller. This is usually
a keyboard, either one which is
also a synthesizer, or just a

dedicated MIDI controller. Most keyboard
manufacturers make controller keyboards
which range from full size, weighted, seven
octave monsters, to mini-key babies. A
compromise is normally in order. On the other
hand, you might want a smaller keyboard,
which gives you some of the sounds you'll
need for your particular area of interest, such as
the Korg Prophecy, or the Novation Bass
Station.

Next you should consider sound sources.
Dance artists favour the sampler, as drum loops
are easy, and new sounds are only a
microphone or sample CD away. The Akai 'S'
series or Roland 700 series samplers are
probably the most popular. Though don't forget
companies like Peavey and E -mu. However,
samplers entail a more expensive initial outlay,
so you might want to start with a cheaper
option, such as a sound module - which would
give you drum kits and several 'instruments.'
There are hundreds of different sound modules,
many of which can be picked up at ridiculous
second hand prices. If you're prepared to
explore the operating systems of some of these,
you will turn up some surprisingly original
material.

To round off this initial spending spree,
you'll probably need a small mixer, so that you
can take advantage of individual outputs from
your instruments. On the end of this mixer,
you'll need an amplifier and a pair of speakers.

JD800: wherz the dNiONIC

A good monitoring system can be just as
important as the rest of your equipment.

What about multi-track recording, a PA for
gigs, outboard gear? Stop here. Start small and
build up. You computer, a keyboard, and a
sound source are a good start. Use your hi-fi
for monitoring until you know what monitors
you want, record onto good quality cassettes
until you know what type of recording you
want to do; and don't play live until you know
a couple of tunes. We hope we haven't scared
you off.

It is worth looking at workstations as well.
These are keyboards which also include all
manner of facilities, designed to get you
making music quickly, and to grow along with
you. The Korg Trinity, for example, has
upgrades coming out of its ears, including more
sounds, more memory, hard disk recording, and
so on.

Here's hoping that this brief reply might set
you on the right track. For In depth
information, you should be reading the Sound
Advice section of the magazine, and keeping a
detailed eye on the gear reviews. Any back
issues you might require can be obtained by
calling Music Maker Publications and stating
your hearts desire. Previous editions of The
Mix, Home and Studio Recording, and Music
Technology, plus all Music Maker's other
magazines, are available at the end of a
telephone line. Additionally, you can peruse
the contents of all our back issues by visiting
the best music industry web site there is:
http://www.musicians-net.co.uk.

PS. The JD 800 is a sample based
synthesizer which builds complicated sounds

A
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out of simple samples. It does not have ready
made drum kits on board, though it does do a
nice line in bass sounds. PM

Soundscape escape
IIPlease Help Me!! This is driving me
mad! I'm running a Soundscape
system with Cakewalk Pro V3, a
Voyetra V22 MIDI interface and a

Sound Blaster AWE32. Here's the problem.
I'm using Soundscape to drive the sequencer

and this works fine. However, when I try to use
another device connected to the other MIDI
input on the V22, and Soundscape is driving
Cakewalk, the sequences speed up!!! It's seems
that a MIDI message is being sent twice or too
fast!! As I've said, if there is nothing turned on
while connected to the other input, the
operation is fine.

I have tried everything I can think of within
Cakewalk to try and solve the problem but
nothing seems to stop it and I've been through
the advanced users MIDI guide that much that
the print's disappearing! Is it something to do
with the MIDI mapping? This happened under
Windows 3.1 as well. I'm currently on 95. Any
help would be greatly appreciated! Thanks a
lot,

Gavin O'Neill (e-mail address supplied).

111

This is not a problem that anyone at
The Mix has come across so far. So,
in the interest of being helpful (this
being the Help File), the following

answer is intended to be corrected by anyone
nice enough to write in:

That other piece of MIDI gear could be your
system's bane. A MIDI message cannot be
transmitted to fast, as it is an asynchronous
system with a set clock speed. However,
messages can be sent faster, one after the other.
If this happens to timing messages, for
instance: two lots of MIDI timing information
being sent into a MIDI merge and, as your
`master' MIDI clock (whether it's ordinary
MIDI clock, or MIDI timecode, or whatever)
comes from a Soundscape system, any
confusion that arises, will be interspersed with
the information that Soundscape provides. If
you have a sequencer, or a workstation, or
maybe even a drum machine connected to that
other MIDI input, you must make sure they
transmit no timing information which might
confuse things. However, this other device may
be a controller keyboard, in which case there
should only be note, controller and possibly
system exclusive coming out of it. If this is the
case, well, er, we're stuck. Has anyone else had
this problem? PM

XG extasy
IlIn your March issue of The Mix, you
included a XG Editor for the Yamaha
DB50 daughter board. The name of
the guy who created it was Gary

Gregson, and I wanted to get in touch with him
to ask him a few questions, and to try and
register to get the save options. Anyway, in
your article you didn't mention his e-mail
address, and in his program he gives no
information as how to register. I would be very
appreciative if you could send me his e-mail
address if you guys know it....

Nice One, A. Bako

IEasy-peasy one, this. Gary
Gregson's e-mail address is
100270.2603@compuserve.com.
There are a couple of nice starting

FZ1 editor - help at hand

711 In your May issue you printed a
letter from an FZI owner enquiring
about saving samples to hard disk: I
would like to add the following to

your reply:
There is an FZI editor specifically written

for the Falcon. It has many features, including
time stretch/shrink, and sample rate
conversion. In spite of the best efforts of
myself and many others, it has proved
impossible to communicate via the FZ's data
port, so sample transfer has to he by MIDI.
This is much slower than using floppies and
consequently, dumping to hard drive is only
really useful for archiving purposes.

The program, Falcon FZed, is available
direct from the author (myself) for £30
Telephone: 01223 27631 I .

Andy Graves, Cambridgeshire.

It was Michael from Devon who
sent the original letter, featured in
the May issue. I'll bet he's
hot-diggerdy-dang delighted that

the dilemma is dissolved, as we weren't much
help at the time. Anybody with a Falcon and
an FZI should send praise (and thirty quid) to
Andy Graves. PM

points on the net, for anyone interested in the
XG standard and the Yamaha daughter board:

<http://www.eskimo.com/-morlok/xg_info.
html> and
<http://www.rain.org/-nigelsp/yamaha.html>
PM

Which TLAudio?
III have enough money to buy the TL
Audio PA -2, but am willing to fork
out the extra 500 quid for a PA -1 if it
is considerably better. Have you ever

reviewed the PA -1 and if so, how can I get a
copy?

Marius Dembinski

Unfortunately, we have had neither
of these units for review, even though
we have featured several other TL
Audio products over the past months.

As you wish to buy one of these, we assume
that your concern is for a high quality input
stage for either microphone or line input. The
questions of which one you buy, and whether
the extra money is worth spending are rooted in
the importance you put on a good input stage
and its comparative quality to the next stage -
few people polish an apple before they feed it
to a pig.

The PA2 is a dual valve pre-amp / DI which
uses the ECC83 and 12AX7 valves -a
common combination which doesn't pull too

PA -I or PA -2? The choice is yours

hard on the purse strings. The PA1, another
pre-amp of course, using the prima spec. EF86
pentode valve -a top quality valve, for higher
priced units. The PA2 features a phase reverse
switch on channel B, while the PA1 has this on
both channels. If you're recording in a live, or
constantly changing situation, or using stereo
microphone techniques, you might be thankful
for this extra. The PA2 does incorporate
instrument inputs as well as microphone inputs,
for use with any other source, while the PA1
has two transformer coupled microphone
inputs. The advantages of good quality
transformer inputs are well documented,
physical and electrical isolation being a good
start, as well as giving microphones a jump
start with a nice load. We have to reserve
absolute judgement on the PA1 inputs, as we
haven't had one in the office yet. However, 11,
Audio's reputation does speak for itself.
Switchable filters on the PA1 also gives it a
boost in the eyes of microphones everywhere -
every situation is different, and the last thing
you want to do is add another box on a clean
input stage.

The upsurge in pre-amp popularity is mainly
due to the advent of digital recording, and the
need for conditioning a signal before it is
subjected td converters. However, they also
have a place in analogue recording for much
the same reason. It is becoming more common
place now for multi-track inputs to be
interrupted only by one of these boxes, rather
than trust to the electronics and hefty routing
paths of milting desks. Once you have pristine
signal on tape, hard disk, or whatever, the
world is your oyster.

So, PA1 or PA2? That is the question.
Whether `tis worth the extra five hundred quid
for transformers, switchable filters, LED level
meters, and EF86 pentode valves. Neither box
will cause undue suffering to your audio
signals, so we're talking levels of luxury, rather
than lesser demons. Lets be frank (Don't say it,
it's an old joke). The PA1 is better than the
PA2. On the other hand, you can buy two PA2s
for the price of one PA1, with forty pounds to
spare.

There is absolutely no substitute for careful
listening to both units, preferably side by side,
with identical inputs. The Mix has not yet had
this opportunity, so it would be unwise commit
ourselves, as this opinion would lack
credibility. We are sure that people at TL
Audio, or their dealers, would be only too
happy to set up an audition. Let us know the
outcome. PM

Sync the vid
I have a VHS video tape of three
bands performing live, and also a
DAT recording of that performance,
taken from the mixing desk. The *-
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members of the band would like copies of the
two, synced together onto VHS video tape. So
far, doing this at home has proved to be
absolutely impossible.

Is there any way this can be done with a
computer program, and are there any
companies who provide this service? All of the
video service people I've spoken to say that to
sync the two together using ordinary means
would be very expensive.

As I require only about thirty copies at most,
I know that it is not going to be cheap, but after
reading various articles in your magazine, it
occurred to me that there might be software
available that can sync video and audio, or has
it not reached the right level of sophistication
yet?

I don't own a computer at present, and don't
intend to go into video work anyway -I just
need to find someone who has, and will know
what is required.

Hope you can help.
Bob Shave, Northwood.

llYou made a bad start. To reliably
get video and audio synchronised,
you need some kind of time code
and/or word clock, which is best

`striped' before you record. To get these
items together, after the event, you will need
three things: A timecoded video - this
means hiring a Betacam machine and
transferring your VHS recording onto it; A
timecode DAT - again, probably a hire job,
as these are not cheap (get timecode onto
your DAT recording); and thirdly, you'll be
needing a bit of luck, mixed with a lot of
patience.

Once you've worked out how to use this
equipment, you should find a point where lip
sync is critical and move both machines to
that exact position - jog and shuttle wheels
might save your life. Now observe the
difference in timecode on both machines. This
will be your timecode offset, which you will
be able to set on the DAT machine or, if
you're posh, whatever sync box you are using
(We didn't mention that did we?). You then
run the two machines, with the offset and
check the synchronisation. Then do it again
and again until you get it right. Next, record
the united video and audio for a virtually
seamless performance. Transport speeds on
the original machines were more than likely
imperfect, so one song at a time will give you
a fighting chance. Sounds easy doesn't it?
Mmmm.

The other option is to record both Video and
audio onto a computer capable of doing both
video capture and hard disk audio recording. It
will very much depend on the software and
computers used (Macintoshes and PCs can now
do the job), as to the specifics of the operation,
but with deft use of facilities, anything is
possible.

Both of these are expensive solutions. If you
can find someone knowledgeable in the use of
such equipment you will save time (and hire
costs). This is no time for learning curves. But,
and I am sure you know this, preparation
before the event would have saved a great deal
of hassle.

Why not use the external audio input on
your VHS machine. Give it a feed from the
Front of House mix, and both audio and video
will be locked for eternity. The quality of
camcorder audio inputs is often surprisingly
good. Thanks to Blitz Vision (Watford), for
their invaluable input. PM

Power Mac7500/100 and was greeted with a
loud hum that permanently sends the
recording level to halfway up the level meter
(even with all the faders down and effects
off!). I connected the mixer to a normal stereo
amp to see if it was mixer noise... surprise...
no noise!!
Paul Brown

liSo the problem is most likely with
the Mac (but you know that already).
Unfortunately, it can sometimes be
the case that a certain combination of

Sound Manager, hardware, and system
configurations (when the seventh moon of Zarg
is in the beta quadrant) could be your problem,
so a certain amount of trial and error is often
needed. Below is a list of things that you
should check, or try. Do one and see what
happens; then try the next one.

1) You should not be running system 7.5.3.
At the time of going to press, Digidesign
software will do strange things indeed, when
confronted with this latest update.

2) Make sure that Sound Manager, and the
hardware set up in Session, are correctly
configured - the manual will tell you all about
this.

3) Make sure that your Digidesign INI is
compatible with the DAE version. INI version
2.93 is the one you are probably using, this
should share the Mac with DAE version 1.43,
and no other. If you have INI 2.94, you should
also have DAE 1.44.

4) Find the Digi setup file in the system
folder and trash it, rub it out, say goodbye
(don't forget to empty trash can). Don't
confuse this with the INI file - you want that.
This action will reset the software to default
settings, so you might find this does the trick.

5) Check for extension conflicts. Do this by
using the extensions manager to remove
everything except the Digidesign INI file -
this is needed to boot the software. If Session
then behaves, add the removed extensions one
at a time, as and when they are needed. At
some point Session will hum again, and that
will tell you which extension is causing a
problem.

6) De authorise Session and reinstall it. This
is a last resort, and a pretty flimsy one at that;
but stranger things have happened...

Note that Digidesign technical support (US)
are on the world wide web, common problems,
installation scenarios, software archives, and so
on: <http://www.digidesign. corni> Thanks to
the Digidesign techies of UK origin for this
month's guidance in all things 'Session.' PM

Akai DOS it nicely

7111 I have recently read quite a few
reviews concerning MIDI files. In
particular, the one on Newtronic's
jungle Beat Volume One, reviewed

in your May issue.
The problem is, I have an Akai MPC 60

which I am told will not accept DOS data.
Not really wanting to splash out on a PC to
solve this dilemma, I wondered if it were
possible to use a MIDI data filer to read the
file and then down load it into the Akai. If so.
how and what filter would you recommend.

Ian Dartford.

7,11. Well, there is some rather good
news concerning this particular
dilemma, and it's called Version 3.
This is the latest operating system

for the MPC 60 II, which incorporates
several new groovy features, including DOS
format compatibility - specifically for MIDI
files. The only complication is that you have
to get it from the USA, through a company
called Marion Systems Corporation. Give
them a ring on (00-1) 510 283 4631 or
contact them by fax, on (00-1) 510 283 6882.
Version 3, plus the manual, costs $200,
though if you add on the SCSI interface.
we're talking $450.

MIDI data filers do still exist, though
we're sure that this is the better option
- especially with the SCSI option. Thanks to
Akai UK for helping out. PM

Akai MPC6O
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Session in Nippon
liMy problem is that I bought Session
hard disk recording software and
connected my mixer (Tascam 688, 8
track MTR, group outs) to my

Video nasty:
syncing after the
event ain't easy
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just what is it that makes Beta microphones the world's

most respected for live performance? Ask a professional

performer, and you'll hear about Beta's remarkable

response to both vocals and instruments. While an engineer will

talk about their tight, uniform supercardioid pickup patterns and

how Beta's technical precision turns every live performance into

a studio -quality sound experience.

If you're miking an entire stage, you'll want the full Shure

Beta Line. It includes the improved Beta 57A and 58A with

smoother response and lower handling noise. The premier Beta

87 brings accuracy and detail to vocals. And to drive it all home,

complete your stage with the exciting new Beta 52 for your kick

drum and the unique Beta 56 for drums and other instruments.

It wasn't easy improving upon the Beta range, but once you

audition these new microphones you'll agree it was well worth it.

THE NEW SHURE

BETA RANGE.

SHURE
HW International, 167-171 Willoughby Lane, London N17 OSB Tel: 0181-808 2222

Please send me details on the New Shure Beta Range of Microphones

Name Address

Postcode TM 7/96



this month's mixes that matter
Freezone 3
Horizontal
Dancing
(SSR/Freezone/Crammed
Discs)

Chilling is becoming ever more
popular these days and Freezone is
becoming known as the place to do
it. As the elusive 'feel good' factor
fails to return, people are seeking
solace in a profusion of blunts and
ever more blunted beats. The fast
Freezone compilation featured a
strange mismatch of ambient
textures and dodgy progressive post
punk rock, more frozen than chilled.
Last year's Freezone 2 found a voice

horizontal

fiES
ancin

who shaped a double CD set of some
of the most jazzy, drum'n'bass
grooves, pre -dating the current
fascination with all things
syncopated. This was an album
which remained on the turntables
and laser diodes of the dance
cogniscenti for the whole of last
year.

Freezone 3 manages to repeat that
feat, collecting together some of the
most upfront experiments in techno,
jazz and drum'n'bass. Where last
years album unearthed tracks from
the underground, bringing such gems
as T -Power vs MK Ultra's Mutant

Jazz to the delighted attention of the
mainstream, Freezone 3 instead
features tracks recorded exclusively
for FZ3. This has yielded some
surprising collaborations, Mixmaster
Morris vs Jonah Sharpe, Snooze vs
DJ Cam and perhaps the most
surprising of all Mike Paradinas vs
Luke Vibert. Christ knows Luke
needs Mike's sense of discordance to
stop his work sounding too pretty but
you have to wonder what µ-ziq needs
to be dabbling in trip hop for when
he's already totally mashed up the
jungle vibe with the storming
Toronto. Still the throbbing pouch
full of cheese and cocktail olives
which is Smooth Helmet does the
business in a

so -detached kind of
way.

Other highlights
include Phume's
opener, So Many Times
with the breathiest, most
subliminally sex soaked
vocal I've heard for a
long while; LMJ +
Richie's Universal Horn
Remix 96 and the
wonderfully named
illuminati of Hedfuk
with the Coldcut mix of
Miasma, as steamy a
slice of downtown funk
and uptown electro as
you'll find in any good
musicatessen. If music
is food for the soul this
album is a cool green
salad with lashings of
olive oil and mustard,

chill like cucumber and hot like
chilli.  Roger Brown

Alison
Limerick
Club Classics
(Artista)

If you've been clubbing at all in
the past six years, then you'd be very
unfortunate if you hadn't chugged
around to Alison Limerick's 'Where
Love Lives' at least once. With a
killer piano tiff and angelic vocals,
this soulful classic refreshed the
parts other tunes rarely reached.

Now it is to be re-released in June
with the original Knuckles/Morales
mix, plus remixes from the Dancing
Divaz and Romanthony. The album
is due in July and includes 'Where
Love Lives' (Classic Mix), 'Make It
On My Own', 'Come Back For Real
Love' (Perfecto Mix), 'Getting It
Right' (Masters At Work Mix),
'Love Come Down' and 'Time Of
Our Lives'. There are also remixes
by Paul Gotel, Dancing Divaz, and
Romanthony.

This is a great easy -on -the -ears
album for driving or losening up that
difficult party! A happy, 'who gives
a shit' album - every tune is a
winner.  Robin Green

Boxcar
Algorhythm
(Pulse 8)

If you've ever sat down and
contemplated exactly what makes a
great pop song, then here's the
answer - Boxcar, that's what! Just
how uplifting and melodic can a
track be? How many hooks can you
fit into one album? Whatever the
answer, Agorhythm casts a line out
and reels us in faster than we can
bite the bait.

Australia's most successful
international dance act, Boxcar
formed in 1988 and have since gone
on to accrue international acclaim.
The music itself is an up -tempo brew

of house beats, heavenly melodies
and live -for -the -moment vocals -
Boxcar is what The Beloved should
be!

Tunes like 'People Get High' put
me in mind of the Pet Shop Boys
meets house. In fact Boxcar have
even been known to support the
Boys on previous Australian and
South East Asian tours, as well as
Depeche Mode, New Order and The
Shamen.

There's also some more
underground soundscapes on offer
and the title tune 'Algorhythm'
struck me as being an excellent
trancey house tune - of the kind
Sasha would probably play.

energetic main floor tune, while
`Dubariser' is a beautiful, layed back
track reminiscent of some of
Goldie's album efforts.

This is remarkably upfront and for
an Australian band (not wanting to
sound snobby) this surprised me.
Australia is obviously far more
advanced in dance music than I had
contemplated.  Robin Green

Nearly God
Nearly God
(Fourth & Broadway/ Durban
Poison)

Let's face it. Tricky hasn't put a
foot wrong since the release of his
splendidly quirky little masterpiece
`Maxinquaye' last year. Until now.
Under the pseudonym Nearly God,
this latest offering is not dissimilar in
style to its predecessor; the
Portishead-pioneered lazy mellow
feel known in some camps as Trip
Hop is prevalent throughout. Tricky
describes the album as not "a proper
Tricky album" but "like a bunch of
brilliant demos" and he's not far
wrong, but demos is the operative
word here. The album features
collaborations with Neneh Cherry,
Bjork, Alison Moyet, Terry Hall and
Cath Coffey, and Dedi Madden of
Stereo MC's. The ten tracks were
recorded in two and a half weeks in
London and New York and the
album is put out on Tricky's very
own Durban Poison label. But
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enough biog. Tricky's immaculately
stoned trademark vocals are
omnipresent, whilst the various
collaborators offer an intriguing if
rather disparate array of colours to
the picture. Terry Hall's
contributions on 'Poems and
Bubbles' are something of a
departure for the ex-Ska boy, but a
glory to behold none the less. 'Keep
Your Mouth Shut', a Tricky/ Bjork
duet is merely a mundane reworking
of the dimpled one's own 'You've
Been Flirting Again' from Post.
Alison Moyet's ridiculously soulful
hollers on 'Make A Change', on the
other hand are genuine tearjerkers
of the first degree. Essential listening
for Trip Hop die-hards. Everyone
else should file under "Nearly
Good".  Nick Serre.

Brian Eno
Generative Music 1
(SSEYO)

And now for something
completely different - an album on a
floppy disk rather than a CD which
plays for over 100 minutes and
which never sounds exactly the same
way twice!

Yes, our man Eno has been
composing again. At least he's been
composing with the aid of Koan Pro
which is probably the most
sophisticated piece of music
generation software commercially
available. Consequently, to play the
album, you need a 486 PC 8Mb of
RAM and an AWE32, SB16 or TDK

MusicCard.
The album costs £44.59 (inc

VAT) and includes the Koan Plus
Music Player which is used to, er
play the pieces. We looked at Koan
Pro, the program used to create the
pieces, in depth in our March issue
so I won't go over the details again.
Suffice it to say that the Koan Player
reads special music files, "interprets"
them and plays them over MIDI.
The files can contain elements of
probability in which case the music
will be "interpreted" slightly
differently each time it is played.

This is ideal Eno fare and, not
surprisingly, he's taken to Koan like
a duck to water. Generative Music 1
contains 12 pieces, all very, very
ambient, rather slow and generally
reflective. Many, such as Lysis
(Tungsten) and Platform 292 are
comprised of slowly
drifting/meandering harmonic pads
with sweeps of sound floating in and
out as the piece progresses.

Komarek is a collection of
variable string lines overlaid with
raggy piano and solo instrument
lines. Rothko Doric moves a little
faster. But not much. It's more
melodic with short snatches of
melody lines.

NS -9001 picks up the tempo to a
racing Largo. More pads again with
punctuated melodic bass riffs.
Methane IV starts with atmospheric
helicopter -type sound effects, rolling
drums like thunder and brass figures.
Microcosmology has metallic
sweeps and pads. Quite reminiscent
of what you might imagine the
music of outer space to be like. If
there was music in outer space.

Seed Reflector contains pulses of
sounds, not unlike an impressionist
version of twittering birds. Oriental
harmonies make it one of the more
approachable pieces. Densities III is
a darker piece in more sombre
mood, complete with funereal bells
in the background.

Supporting Circle with its
baroque -like instrumentation and
gentle lines intermeshed with more
insistent repetitive rhythms sounds
like Purcell on acid. At least that's
what they sounded like on first

listening. On subsequent listenings
they may sound just a little different.
It's the Universal Principle - Things
Change!

You can incorporate "sleeve
notes" within Koan pieces and it's a
shame that none of these pieces have
any, neither in the program nor in
any of the packaging. A missed
opportunity. Koan pieces can last as
long as eight hours and, again, it's a
shame that only one piece, Lysis
(Tungsten), takes any advantage of
this with its 46:27 running time. The
other pieces vary from 2:26 to 7:44
which, given the medium, is a tad on
the careful side.

The price will
deter all but the
most ardent Eno
fan, I suspect
which is shame as
this is a genuinely
new type of music
which ought to be
experienced by
everyone interested
in ambient music,
computer -
generated music
and alternative
compositional
techniques. If there
were such a thing
as pure Eno, this is
probably it.

More from:
SSEYO Ltd,

with a pure statement of intent, Alex
Reeces masterful remix of Kenny
Larkin's Loop2. Are you getting
this? Here's Britain's hottest new
drum'n'bass star,
remake/remodelling a classic techno
tune from last year, a tune whose
very title speaks from the roots of
techno to the foundations of
drum'n'bass. Loops are what this is
all about. Where rock music and all
western musical forms before it
relied on melody to carry the
musical weight, dance music returns
to the source, to Africa and the
rhythms of life, to the drum loop.

Pyramid House, Easthampstead
Road, Bracknell, Berks, RG12
1YW. Tel: 01344 712017. Fax:
01344 712005.

 Ian Waugh

In Order to
Dance 6
Session One:
Drum 'n' Bass
(R&S)

House music has been served a
death sentence, it's been around
over ten years now and in popular
music terms that makes anybody
still listening to it positively retro.
In fact the house revival movement
has already begun with seminal
labels like Trax re-releasing of
some of the classics of the genre.
Anyone with an ear to the sound of
tomorrow is now listening to
drum'n'bass, on a mission to fmd
the heart of dance.

Always at the vanguard of dance,
R&S have consistently been out
there with the most upfront releases
and were the first label to see dance
music as more than just something to
dance too. Renaat Vandepapeliere
always championed the most
original, upfront performers, from
Joey Beltram's Energy Flash to the
Aphex Twin's SAW. Now, this
innovative label boss has compiled a
double CD exploration of the most
cutting edge techno and
drum'n'bass.

The album kicks off, literally,

The man who started the whole
thing rolling all those years ago with
Clear and No UFO's, Juan Atkins, is
remixed in fine jazz style on this
collection by Wax Doctor and that
boy Alex Reece again. Wax Doctor
makes a cool, laid back and blunted
mix of 'I Wanna Be There' which
sounds like a manifestation of Juan's
unforgettable statement, Jazz is the
Teacher, Funk Is the Preacher.
Alex's reworking of 'The Flow'
bears the unmistakeable Reece vibe
as well as a sample from that long
ago original. And they say there's no
UFO's! Wax Doctor and Alex Reece
join forces as Jazz Juice for the track
which kicks off CD2, Detroit,
another title paying homage to the
wellspring from which techno has
begun.

A host of artists grace this
collection, from original junglists
4 Hero appearing as Jacob's
Optical Stairway to ambient
master Mark Van Hoen, better
known as Locust. Mark
contributes a track, No-one in the
World which marries a cool,
Karen Carpenter styled vocal from
Wendy Roberts to a gamut of
musical emotions and drum loops.

To say that this collection is
upfront is to denigrate its staying
power. Quite simply this is one of
those albums which people are still
going to be playing at the end of
the year, marvelling over its
perceptive insight into the
revolution of techno into
drum'n'bass.  Roger Brown
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Korg Prohphecy... 37 key solo synth with dynamic
synthesizer sound and physical modelling giving
enormous expression to solo voices. Built in rhythm
controller, 5 different synthesis methods, 7 different
effects SEEING IS BELIEVING!

KORG TRINITY ALSO IN STOCK

Emu E4 K....76 keys piano action, 270Mb hard drive, 2
slots expandable to 128, 4 meg as standard, 16 track

sequencer, 4 realtime controls (cards), 64 voice
polyphony exp to 128, SCSI as standard,

Alesis Quadrasynth
Plus Piano

ONLY WHILE
STOCKS LAST

Fostex D80...NEW 8 track hard disk recorder, adat
styling with cut, copy & paste facilities, in built hard

drive, (removable) in built syncing
via MTC, simply stunning' UNDER £1500

Soundscape
SSHDR1

Professional
quality D/A's
and A/D's,

expandable to
128 physical tracks, 8 real time parametric EQ's, real
time non-destructive fades, automatic de-glitching,

full chase lock synchronisation & much more!

DON'T WASTE YOUR TIME CALLING ANYONE ELSE!

ARRANGE YOUR PERSONAL DEMO

IN ONE OF OUR STUDIOS

Rode NT2 Professional
condenser mic, gold plated

diaphragm, 10dB pad and bass
roll off, Neumann U87 quality.

Incredible quality for under L5V.
This mic is availble for demo, or
for a 7 day loan period, call es

today for more info.

NEW RODE CLASSIC IN STOCK

NEW Novation Drum Station...featuring classic
TR808 & TR909 sounds, extensive MIDI spec, up to 12
note polyphony, MIDI Note off recognition, 4 assign
banks, distortion effect, stereo left / right & 6
individual outputs...INCREDIBLE VALUE FOR MONEY!

Novation Bass station classic analogue sounds with
full Midi spec, 99 memories BEST UK PRICE!!f4
tone as well as 16 drum set
be stored you hav

Roland
XP80....same
features as the
XP50 but with
a 76 note
keyboard! Allows 4 simultaneous expansion boards,
expanded 60,000 note sequencer, 64 voice polyphony,
multiple outputs, sound pallette sliders, SMF player,
programmable arpeggiator CALL

Roland XP10
Full 28 voice

polyphony,
extensive 4Mbyte

wave memory, up
to 338 different

s, up to 256 user tones can
e to hear this to believe!

piumminuniminninq

Roland
IV1080..64 voice
polyphony, 32 bit

processor
IN STOCK!

AKAI DR4vr
The DR4vr now

offers 250
Virtualtracks
and stereo

Multimix capabilities,18-bit, 64 times oversampling
A/D, 32kHz, 44,1 kHz & 48kHz sampling rates,

responsive Jog/Shuttle wheel, powerful non-linear
editing, available with internal hard drive.

1Gb Quantum Fireball AC SCSI External £359
1GB Quantum Fireball AV SCSI Internal £259
Syquest EZ135 Removable £225
Syquest 270MB £535
Syquest 88MB £435
Fujitsu 230M0 External £619
1Gb Microdisk £649
Seagate 525MB Internal £139
Seagate 525MB External £199

DRIVES FROM 500 MB TO 9 GB!
REMOVABLE DRIVES FROM 100MB TO 2.8MB

Don't buy your next microphone
before speaking to us! We have stock

available for over night delivery.

 AKG  RODE 
 BRUEL & KJAER  NEUMANN 

 SHURE  SONY SPIRIT 
 BEYER  AUDIO TECHNICA 

 OKTAVA 
ALL AVAILABLE TO TRY

Can't afford the 02R? How
about its little brother the

Pro Mix 01?
Fully automated 18:2 digita

console, 24 bit digital
mixing; 50 snapshot

memories; fully editable 36
bit; 3 band parametric EQ

Behringer Eurodesk
Eurorack both in stock.

Telephone today to
arrange your personal

demonstration.
Full technical support

& advice
UK's LOWEST prices!

Soundcraft Folio Lite
"Compact Professional

Mixing Console "
12 inputs, (up to 16 at

mixdown) 4 mono
channels & 4 stereo

channels

Mackie 1202 VLZ
3 band EQ, Low cut filter,
Channels 1 -4 include a
10dB 'virtual pad', and up Al IA
to 60dB total gain,
balanced ins &
outs CALL!
Mackie 1402 VLZ
14 channels, 3 band EQ,
Alt 3-4 bus, six mono ins /4/7
plus 4 stereo ins! 6 mic
pre amps, 2 aux sends /

...

Soundcraft Folio Si ....18
inputs as standard,8 stereo

channels & 2 mono
channels, superior low noise,
3 band Eq on inputs 1 - 14,
2 aux sends on all channels

CALL FOR DETAILS OF THE
NEW FOLIO SX

returns IN STOCK

ENTIRE
STUDIOMASTER RANGE

ALWAYS IN STOCK
Diamond Pro Series...8/3, 12/3, 16/3, 16/4/3,
24/4/3...balanced mic & line inputs, balanced left,
right & mono XLR outputs, 3 band EQ, 4 aux sends
2 pre 2 post CALL FOR MORE INFO

IN STOCK THE FULL RANGE OF SAMSON MIXERS

Roland A33..user friendly MIDI kybd controller, 76
weighted keys, velocity sensitive, 2 MIDI outputs, 32
patches for instant selection, direct sequencer
control GIVE US A CALL FOR MORE INFO3

We stock Roland A33 & A90 Kurzweil PC88 &
PC88MX and the entire Fatar Studio range.

The M Corporation
Midlands Regional Offices

389-394 Alfred Street North
Nottingham
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THE NO 1 KURZWEIL CENTRE

Kurzweil K2000...V3 adds a 32 track sequencer,
realtime mix automation, disk macro facilities,
sample audition over SCSI, Best deals in the UK

K2000 V3 £UNDER £1900
K2000 V3, 8Mb & EZ 135 £2349
K2000 V3, 8Mb & Sample Option £2799

INTEREST FREE FINANCE AVAILABLE

Kurzweil K2500..48
note polyphony, 192
oscillators, dual SCSI
ports, 32 track
sequencer , digital I/O, up to 128Mb RAM,
optional digital mulittrack I/F, sampling option,
compatible with K2000 library...CALL FOR A DEMO
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Fostex DMT8...8 track hard disk portastudio
features fully integrated mixer with parametric EQ,
digital outputs, cut & paste editing, built in Midi
time sync, DAT backup and loads more!!!

Alesis Adat XT...4 times
faster, intelligent transport,
onboard digital editor with

track copy, auto punch,
track delay, tape offset,

onboard autolocator and
much much more!!!

CALL THE
PROFESSIONALS NOW

Call for details of
The M Corporation's ex studi
Adats currently selling at a ve

special price! HURRY!

NEW SONY D8...
replacing the D7, with
44.1Khz input and a

nice new button!
Sony D7 Portable Dat

machine still a couple in
stock, PSU always

available, DAT tapes
stock

ME111111 1-11111
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Panasonic SV3900 &
SV4100

Fostex D10 & D5
always in stock
Pioneer D9601
CALL US NOW!
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Akai's new range of SIMMS based samplers
Theres one to suit you!

Phone one of the largest Akai dealers in Europe
Full technical support & advice

CALL US TODAY

Emu ESI32....32 voice polyphony, digital filters,
time compression, EIV compatible, audition sample
from hard disk, & 8Mb expansion UNDER] 200

G-7

Roland VS880...8
track HD recording,
64 virtual tracks, 32,
44.1 & 48kHz record

rates, 14 mix
channels (including

8 tape tracks) 2
Digital I/O, 2 Aux sends, 8 bus routing, 8 inputs

(analogue jack)
CALL NOW TO ARRANGE YOUR PERSONAL DEMO

Tascam Porta
07...

easy affordable multitrack with
high tape speed & dbx NR for superior

sound, 4 input channels

WE ALSO STOCK YAMAHA
MT120, MT3X & MT8X

YOU WON'T FIND A BETTER DEAL!

Tascam DA20...SCMS defeat
function,2 heads, 44.1

professional quality, we sell loads
of these' CALL

Tascam DA30MKII...jog &
shuttle CALL

Alesis RA100...industry standard studio
reference amplifier, clean, accurate amplification
for reference monitors and live use. 100 watts
per channel, 4 ohms CALL

sis Matica entire range in stock

Philips DCC 170
Portable...£249
DCC730...£249

Samson Servo 500 rack mount
power amp (3 space), designed for studio & live
use, 250 watts per channel @ lkHz, 4 OHMS,

Mono bridgeable to 500 watts
CALL FOR MORE INFO

1425 470007

4111110111011=1111111.
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We stock the entire Behringer
product range, all available for

overnight delivery with the
UK's lowest prices!

Digitech VHMS Vocalist £499
Digitech RP1 £389
Digitech Studio Quad IN STOCK

Alesis Q2 £CALL
Alesis Midiverb IV LOW!

 ENSONIQ  ART  ZOOM 
 TL AUDIO  AMEK  KAWAI  

ROLAND  DRAWMER 
EX DEMO AMEK RN9098EQ

FANTASTIC DEAL! JUST THE ONE!

Alesis Monitor l's &
Monitor 2's

Why not come and
listen for yourself in
one of our studios?

All monitors available
for audition.

Soundcraft Absolute 2's....100 Watts
RMS, 45Hz to 25kHz always in stock

New Absolute Zeros 75Watts RMS,
30mm voice coil coupled to a cone,
170mm LF driver, 25 mm soft dome

tweeter CALL US NOW

Silver 5L True
Closefield monitoring

system £735
Silver BH Bass

augmentors £675

We now stock the entire Tannoy range,
call us for professional advice &

competitive prices!

The M Corporation
Head Office & Mail Order

The Market Place
Ringwood Hants
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Artist

Unless you grew up in

Detroit, having had to hew out an existence foe

yourself in this city of grayed dreams and abandoned architecture, you

will perhaps never understand the anomaly that is Carl Craig. Our city

politic does not produce "producers". Carl Craig is the virus running rampant

in the program. He is the extra piece in the jigsaw puzzle...

Psyche/BFC Press Release
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Detroit techno is alive and well, with a second wave of

musicians building on the considerable legacy of their

forebears. Of these, Carl Craig is the shooting star, with

everything he touches seeming to turn to gold.

On a sabbatical to London, he tells Tim Barr the story so far...



an's 'Future Daze' drifts out of the speakers and fills the

room with succulent alien textures. On the television

screen, Beavis & Butthead act out their dope -head

fantasies which end abruptly when an angular, cartoon dog bites Beavis.

Click. The television switches off. "I've got a little multi -media thing going

on here," laughs Carl. He's here in London to chill out for six months, relax

and escape the politics and brooding atmosphere of Detroit. He seems

happier than he was this time last year, caught in the glare of the media

feeding frenzy which preceded the release of his debut album, Landcruising.

So we chat about cop shows like Homicide and movies and the way that the

entertainment industry seems unwilling, unable to take responsibility for its

actions. Inevitably, we also talk about the love affair which has threaded through

both our lives. As usual, we talk about techno...

With the exception of Underground Resistance and The Belleville Three (Juan

Atkins, Derrick May & Kevin Saunderson), Carl Craig has done more to push the

envelope of Detroit techno over the last ten years than almost any other artist. His

adherence to the implicit principles of techno - the twin themes of originality and

individualism - has produced a body of work as vital as anything which dance music has

so far produced. From the lo-fi bump'n'grind of Psyche's 'Crackdown' (his first Transmat

release) to the pristine, jazz -tinged romanticism of 'At Les' or his overwhelming, other-

worldly remix of 'God' for Tori Amos, he's displayed an unnerving ability to take the next step

forward, to forge new directions for Detroit's post -soul sound. In this ongoing process of

reinvention, Craig's close links with Derrick May have provided a unique bridge between the

music's first and second generations. Carl Craig may have stepped out into the future, but his

roots are still firmly locked to the conceptuals of techno's first wave.

Back in the early 80's, as a student at Cooley High in Detroit, Carl Craig's trajectory seemed

unremarkable enough. Like most other kids at the time he was heavily into the wired funk of Prince

and, through his older brother's record collection, he'd already discovered Led Zeppelin. But while it's

not hard to track the influence of something like the crunching drumbeat in 'When The Levee Breaks' on

Craig's later output, it's more difficult to locate another of his teenage infatuations - The Smiths. A black

kid in the city of funk swooning over that most quintessentially English of bands? Maybe it was the

strangeness of that convergence which attracted him?

As he practised guitar in his bedroom, however, other seeds were being sewn. Carl's cousin, Doug Craig,

was already involved on the local club scene, doing the lighting for parties and clubs like Cheeks in downtown

Detroit where Jeff Mills was resident. Carl would sometimes tag along to hear the DJ playing stuff like Junie

Morrison and Nucleus. Back at home, his sister would switch onto The Scene, a Michigan -based TV show which

was loosely formatted around the more mainstream Soul Train but which concentrated instead on the funkier,

electro-based grooves which were becoming increasingly popular in the Motor City. And, of course, there was the

radio - Electrifying Mojo was taking Detroit's airwaves on an inspired journey through Pink Floyd, Kraftwerk and

Marvin Gaye, cutting the blend with raw house tracks fresh in from Chicago and the wired, spaced -out beginnings of

techno

It was after hearing Derrick May spin tracks like 'Nude Photo' and Suburban Knight's 'Groove' on WJLB that Carl

decided to enrol himself in an electronic music class. He had taken his first tentative steps in recording after reading an

article about Yello's Deiter Meier and Boris Blank. "They used to record songs by dubbing two cassettes back and forth," he

explains. "I tried it, but the music was different because I only had a guitar. I didn't have any real effects boxes or anything

like that so I couldn't take it that far. I couldn't get any weird noises or effects which would make it more electronic." In class,

however, Craig went out on his own: "It was more like a musician's look at electronic music - in the way that Wendy Carlos

would make electronic music," he says. "Any kind of experimentation had to come from within yourself. I really don't think that

the instructor knew where I was going with it. I ended up going it alone, just teaching myself about how the equipment worked,

how to create sounds with it and the way those sounds could be applied in music."

With money his parents had saved for him, Carl bought his first synthesiser -a Sequential Circuits Prophet 600. He also

acquired an Alesis MMT8 sequencer (Carl later became so proficient with it that Kenny Larkin once described him as "the master of

the MMT8 mute buttons" thanks to his ability to improvise by using the mutes as a compositional tool). On a borrowed four -track -a

Tascam Porta One - he began recording his own version of the strange, dislocated music he'd heard on the radio. "To begin with, I

recorded lots of tracks without drums, like the original version of 'Neurotic Behaviour', because I didn't have a drum machine," he

recalls. "But it didn't matter. There were no rules. Back then, none of us had anything to lose."

A mutual friend introduced him to Derrick May. "I played some of my stuff to him," remembers Carl. "I'm not sure he liked it toomuch but

he was still encouraging. Then he heard 'Neurotic Behaviour' and he freaked. He arranged for me to go into Juan's studio to re-record it.

That version didn't turn out too well but it was the beginning of Derrick and I working together."

May was so impressed with Craig's talent that he enrolled him in Rhythim Is Rhythim for a trip to Europe which included a live set at

London's Town & Country Club supporting Kevin Saunderson's Inner City. The visit lasted six months with Craig contributing to Rhythim Is

Rhythim tracks like 'The Beginning' and helping May with pygramming duties on Mark Moore's S'Express album Intercourse. On the same trip,

Carl recorded 'Crackdown' and 'From Beyond' in a studio in Belgium. It was a beginning of sorts. Later that year, Carl contributed 'Elements' to

Virgin's second techno compilation, 'Crackdown' came out on Transmat under the name Psyche, and together with May, he up -dated Rhythim Is

Rhythim's classic 'Strings of Life'. At around the same time, Transmat's subsidiary Fragile released another Craig track, 'Galaxy' under the name BFC.
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WORLDWIDE
ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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Before I made
Landcruising, I
studied all my
favourite albums,
just to see who
it was that mat,
them so excitir-
for me...

Along with 'Andromeda' (on the first Psyche release), 'Galaxy' underlined

Craig's increasing confidence in the studio. He had relocated his set-up to his

parent's basement, borrowed a friend's Alesis HR16 drum machine and convinced

KMS Studios to lend him a Roland U20 keyboard before setting to work on the

Porta One. The results were an astonishingly powerful reworking of techno's

original blueprint. Other four -track recordings like 'Evolution' and 'It's A Shame'

hinted at a new ghost inside techno's circuit boards. "My whole thing was that the

machines weren't just instruments - they were my band,' says Carl simply.

Soon after working with May on Rhythim Is Rhythim's 'Drama', Craig hooked

up with Damon Booker to launch the Retroactive label. During the day he worked 0

in a copy shop; at night he jammed with the machines producing epic Retroactive

releases like 'Wrap Me In Its Arms' and 'No More Words' on the four -track. "Back

then I was on borrowed time," tie recalls wryly. "Most of the equipment I had

belonged to other people. But I was at one with the machinery. Even in the copy

shop. I had a friend who was a drummer and he had a job at MacDonalds and we

used to talk about the rhythm of what we did during the day. He used to say that

working there was a lot like playing the drums - he'd get the burger, hit the fries,

pick up the Coke - and it was a rhythmic kind of thing. I was like that with the

copy machines. I knew their rhythm inside out."

Those rhythms spilled over into tracks like 'The Climax', a diaphanous

collapsing groove built on disco loops and a cycling piano figure which Craig

later reworked as the third Paperclip People single. But disputes with Booker led

to Retroactive's dissolution and Carl struck out on his own again to set up Planet

E Communications, a new label which debuted late in 1991 with another Craig

alias, 69, and the astonishing 'Four Jazz Funk Classics'. When the record hit, it

dropped a bomb on techno's classic "George Clinton and Kraftwerk stuck in an

elevator" stategy. Gritty, grainy and almost unbearably raw, tracks like 'If Mojo

Was Am' and 'My Machines' flirted insanely with rhythms which suddenly

switched stride, arpeggios which rocketed skywards before stalling and rough -cut

samples. In Detroit, no one knew who was behind the release, though Eddie

Fowlkes, on a visit to Lawrence Burden's 430 West Records, conjectured

"whoever made this must be from the old school because he remembers when

Mojo was on in the mornings!"

"It was just me wondering what it'd be like if Mojo was on AM radio," admits

Carl. "But a lot of people had that idea. I like coming up with titles that people can

interpret in their own way. When I made 'Four Jazz Funk Classics' everything in

the studio was hooked up with old guitar leads and I had acquired this old

Electrovoice mixer which had a real static problem. I used to have to tap on the

mixer to get it to stop making noise. I also had an old Roland sampler at the time

which limited me to four samples and I had to cut the sampling rate way down to

fit everything in. It all came together to create the sound of that record. The

cleanest I could get it was to get rid of the static..."

Carl followed the 69 release early in 1992 with a new pseudonym, Piece and a

new single 'Free Your Mind' which combined charged super -funk with a dizzying

collage of samples and heavy, muscular beats. Deep in the mix were traces of hip -

hop, hardcore and, weirdly, Duran Duran. This was Craig stretching out to meet

the twin challenge of New York -the crushing techno-on-steroids of Joey

Beltram's 'Energy Flash' and the cut'n'paste frenzy of Todd Terry. 'Free Your Mind'

was an off-the-cuff rejoinder, a reverse -spin statement of Detroit's dancefloor

supremacy. And just to prove the point, Carl wired it up with a bassline which was

pure Funkadelic.

By the time Innerzone Orchestra's 'Bug In A Bassbin' materialised later that

same year, it was obvious that Craig wasn't content to tap into just one vein of

spaced -out electronica. His interpretation of Detroit's guiding principles - forged

during his relationship with May-was pushing him to investigate new territory

with every release. The jazz -break symphony of 'Bug...' reshaped boundaries

which most of us didn't even have on the map. As a consequence, it wasn't until

the breakbeat of Goldie, Roni Size and LTJ Bukem began reaching for the stars

during the summer of '94 that the track's significant influence was felt.

"I didn't ever try to copy Derrick or Juan or anybody else," says Carl. "That

would have been missing the point. They had their thing and I had mine. When I

first heard Kevin Saunderson's tracks - things like 'Forcefield' or 'Bounce Your

Body To The Box' - they were booming, but it never entered my head to do a

straight take on that stuff. That's not what techno is about and it isn't what my

music is about."
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It's important to note here that, while Carl Craig's "major dream" was always to be

able to make music, his parents both supported him and instilled in him the necessity of

planning an alternative career path "in case things didn't work out". Even by 1992, when

his growing reputation as "the boy genius of the Detroit underground" was spreading

worldwide he was still thinking that, eventually, he'd become a fireman. "If things didn't

pan out and I had to stop doing music, I would still want to do a job like that," he says,

"something which contributes..." It's this concept of doing something worthwhile, of

making a contribution which provides a causal link between Carl Craig and Mike Banks

-the drive which pushes Underground Resistance to iniate community programmes, to

fight City Hall on a purely social front, is also the drive which sets their music apart,

makes it not just relevant but crucial. And it's also the reason that Mike Banks and Carl

Craig have continued to explore the outer limits of what it's possible to do with dance

music.

Despite the fact that his records were becoming increasingly complex, Carl's studio

set-up was still relatively minimal. Both the 69 material and 'Free Your Mind' had been

recorded using only the onboard effects on his keyboards. "I do whatever I can with the

equipment I've got," he states. "I've always been interested in the creative side of what

you could do with things. It has never been about having the most up-to-the-minute

keyboard or racks of effects. It's what comes out of the other end that matters. Most of the

technology I had at that time might have been considered obsolete but that's a challenge

in many ways. When Derrick recorded 'Strings of Life', the Ensoniq Mirage was already

old technology, but those samples gave the track that edge. If he had used a 'now' sound

it would have dated. Instead 'Strings of Life' is a timeless piece of music."

Carl did expand his studio to include a new Mackie desk, a Kurzweil K2000 and an Akai

S1100 sampler during 1992, prior to the recording sessions which produced 69's 'Jam

The Box', Naomi Daniel's 'Feel The Fire' and 'At Les'. Relocated in his girlfriend's eighth -

floor apartment overlooking the Detroit river, the set-up provided Craig with yet another

dimension. Tracks like 'Dreamland' and 'Microlover' wrapped rhythms in warm strings

and effortlessly pretty arrangements, while 'Feel The Fire' proved that he was equally

adept at crafting vocal garage.

Free to play games with the electronics, Carl combined drum samples from the S1100

with the HR16 to create breathtaking percussive patterns which swung across house, hip -

hop and jazz. But he was also pushing his melodies in a more articulate and emotional

direction. On 'At Les', which still remains one of techno's most compelling landmarks, he

combined wildly syncopated rhythms against a backdrop of evanescent, pastel -shaded

textures to create an extra -terrestrial be -bop symphony - part heart -aching melancholy,

part unfettered euphoria - which reached deep inside, to a place beyond words. Along with

Kenny Larkin's 'Tedra', Craig's masterpiece marked the apotheosis of techno's romanticism,

proving not only that electronics could convey such subtle nuances of feeling but also that

Detroit's "new dance sound" had a breadth of validity and meaning outside of the

dancefloor which, to date, has still not been fully explored.

Carl's horizons broadened even further with the first new Paperclip People release

since 1991's 'Oscillator' had closed the Retroactive catalogue. 'Remake/Throw' skipped

exuberantly across funk, disco and Manuel Glittsching's E2 - E4' to become one of the

biggest underground hits of 1994. On the fractured dancefloors of that year, it also

provided a symbol of reunification for the house and techno scenes which had become

increasingly separated as clubs moved into ever more specialist realms. "I don't think that

policy of dividing things up was ever healthy or productive," says Carl. The success of the

Paperclip People single proved that the free exchange of ideas between genres was still a

valid source of inspiration. At the same time, Carl's remixes demonstrated that his talent

stretched out across them all. In 1994, he reshaped the minimal techno of Maurizio's

'Domina' into a lush house classic, stretched La Funk Mob's 'Ravers Suck Our Sound...'

into a brooding, languid groove and pushed Inner City's 'Do Ya' towards subtle angles and

bubbling funk.

Perhaps the most stunning affirmation of Craig's talent as a remixer was his treatment

of 'God' an introspective, wistful tone poem by Tori Amos. Stripping back the

instrumentation, Carl reworked the track into a minimal epic, using only a two -note pitched

Carl Craig -Discography
SINGLES

'Crackdown' Psyche (Transmat/Kool Kat) 1989
'Galaxy' BFC (Fragile) 1989
'Drama' Rhythim Is Rhythim (Kool Kat) 1990
Please Stand By' BFC (RetroActive) 1990
Wrap Me In Its Arms' Carl Craig (RetroActive) 1990
'As Time Goes By' Carl Craig (RetroActive) 1990
'The Climax' BFC (RetroActive) 1990
'No More Words' Carl Craig (RetroActive) 1991
'Oscillator' Paperclip People (Retro Active) 1991
Four Jazz Funk Classics' 69 (Planet E) 1991
'Free Your Mind' Piece (Planet E) 1992
Nitwit' - Shop (Planet E) 1992
Bug In A Bass Bin' lnnerzone Orchestra (Planet E) 1992
'Dreamland' Carl Craig (Eevolute) 1993
'Stars' Naomi Daniel (I Ner Zon) 1993
'Neurotic Behaviour' Psyche/BFC (Art) 1993
'Wonders of Wishing' Urban Culture (Eclipse) 1993
'Feel The Fire' Naomi Daniel (I Ner Zon) 1993
'Sound On Sound' 69 (R&S) 1993
Remake/Throw' Paperclip People (Planet E/Open) 1994
Lite Music' 69 (R&S) 1994
'The Climax' Paperclip People (Open/Ministry of Sound) 1995
'Science Fiction' Carl Craig (Blanco Y Negro) 1995
The Floor' Paperclip People (Open/Ministry of Sound) 1996

ALBUMS
'Landcruising'
'The Sound of Music'

Carl Craig (Blanco Y Negro) 1995
69 (R&S) 1995

COMPILATIONS
'Elements' on 'The New Dance Sound of Detroit II' (Virgin) 1989
'At Les' on Virtual Sex (Buzz) 1993
'DJ Kicks (Mixed By Carl Craig)' - Various (K7) 1996

tom-tom sequence from a Sequential Circuits Drumtrax drum machine underneath the full

vocal for much of the track's length. The result was a mix which was not only sympathetic

to the song's original intent but one which took it to new levels. By allowing the vocal most

of the space in the mix, and providing some creative hard edits, Carl underlined the song's

emotional content, moving into a full arrangement only after the vocal's final lines. It's a

testament to Craig's skill that though his version is more than 10 minutes in length, the

mix never loses its compelling grandeur or emotive power.

"I really admire the way that the original pioneers of remixing, like Larry Levan and

Francois Kevorkian, stayed true to the original vision of a song," he explains. "They got

inside the songwriting, using the elements of the original production and perhaps

enhancing those with some additional parts - it wasn't just a case of cutting up the vocals

and rewriting everything else. With 'God' I had that approach very much in mind. In the

end, there wasn't much of the original arrangement that I could use, apart from the vocal,

and so the mix developed around that." Like most of his major remix work, the mix of 'God'

was pre-programmed in Carl's own studio before recording sessions began at Stages

Studio in Detroit. The mix also emphasised the fact that creativity doesn't depend on the

cost of a piece of equipment - Carl's Drumtrax was a $50 bargain from a pawnshop.

In April, 1995, Carl Craig's long-awaited debut album was finally released on Blanco Y

Negro, a subsidiary of Warner Brothers. Landcruising confused many critics who expected

a note -for -note reworking of the original Detroit blueprint. Instead, Craig revealed yet

another side to his talents by delivering a unique masterpiece which up -dated techno's

legacy and pushed forward into new realms. Tracks like 'Mind of A Machine' betrayed a

heavy debt to the proto-techno of German outfits like Tangerine Dream and Kraftwerk, while

outstanding moments like 'Science Fiction', 'They Were' and 'Einbahn' laced spiked

melodies against pure dancefloor grooves before dissolving into a panorama of wide-

screen electronics. Brighter, bolder, deeper and, in places, more abstract than anything else

Detroit had yet produced, the album relocated techno in a shinier, glossier future.

"Making the album was an exciting challege," says Carl. "I waited for a long time before
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agreeing to do it because I wanted to have the

kind of budget which would allow me to spend

more time on the tracks. I really wanted it to be

something special - something other than just

a bunch of singles. I wanted to design

something, specifically, that would be listened

to as an album from beginning to end."

In fact, this aspect of the project was so

important that Carl spent a lot of time

considering the problem and doing some

fundamental research:

"Before I made Landcruising, I studied all my

favourite albums, just to see what it was that made them so exciting for me. I didn't want to

put too many tracks on it (the album contains just 9 cuts) because the albums that I really

love, like Computer World, don't have that many. I think that gives the listener a chance to

concentrate on the music without being swamped. I borrowed the idea of making the total

running time around an hour from Public Enemy, because I always felt that their records

worked really well over that length - you've got time enough to get into the flow of the

album, but not enough for it to become boring."

Something which surprised many people was the fact that the production values on

Landcruising were markedly different to the boxy, bedroom sound which had featured on

so many of Detroit's seminal classics. Breathlessly beautiful, Landcruising drew a new

sonic architecture for electronic dance music, eschewing what has become misinterpreted

as the canon of Detroit techno's instrumentation in favour of a broader sound canvas and

an unrelenting focus on its guiding principles of innovation and emotional

communication.

"I deliberately wanted to make the album a polished and professional affair," asserts Carl.

"Since the early days, I've always had a phobia about those consumer machines like the

DX100. I always wanted the most professional gear - I was a big fan of things like the PPG

and the Fairlight, though I could never have afforded them. They were always out of reach

- untouchable - and I guess that's what made them all the more attractive. It always

seemed like those machines were full of mysteries and the kind of super -high fidelity that

everybody always aspired to. Probably that's reflected in the production of the album

because I finally had the chance to get to grips with that level of technology. I had done the

lo-fi stuff and I felt that I wanted to move on a bit from that."

"I think that the focus on machines like the TR-909 and the TB -303 and so on, has

influenced people to think that techno is only made with those instruments. That isn't the

case. Some of those things we used out of necessity because they were affordable at the

time but to have the idea that making techno

depends on having those particular instruments

is to miss the point of the music completely. A

track can be full of 909 beats and 303 acid

lines and still not be techno or a track could

have none of those and be a perfect

example of techno. It's not

about the instrumentation,

it's about the way the

instruments are used and to

what purpose."

A few months after

Landcruising appeared,

R&S released another Carl

Craig album, 69's The

Sound of Music. A

combination of two earlier

69 EPs ('Sound On Sound'

and 'Lite Music'), it served

Car/ on time. Arisaiwrinf SW- _
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"The SH101 has got more balls than any other analogue keyboard,"
Carl reckons. "It's like Roland's version of the Minimoog. I bought mine
in 1990 from Anthony 'Shake' Shakir for $50 and it's one of the best
purchases I've ever made. It's not in the best condition - the
controllers are crackly and the output isn't great - but it still works. It
has a rough sound but it's got a tremendous amount of personality. I
got to use a Roland System 100, with an analogue sequencer, recently
and I found a lot of similarities between the two synths. The SH-101 is
a great all-rounder. I use it for bass -lines and hi -lines but it's also really
good for percussive sounds. In fact, I used to use it a lot for clap

sounds. If you listen to 'Free Your Mind', you'll hear that distinctive SH-101 clap sound. I stopped using it for a while,
but I got it out recently and it's still got that magic."

On th
R :MIX CD

Track
03

Carl has given The Mix an exclusive
unreleased track called 'Butterfly'. Here's what
Carl says about it: "I made 'Butterfly' early in
early 1992 when my studio was still set up in
the basement of my parents' house. The drum
sounds are mostly 808 and 909 samples,
since I didn't own either of those machines at
the time, while the high-pitched leadline is an
SH-101. Though it's never been released, it's
always been kind of a special track for me - I
like the mood it creates and it's got that light,
airy feel which suggested the title. Definitely
something nice from the Planet E vaults..."

to demonstrate the contrast between two of the many facets of Carl's music. The lush,

carefully -orchestrated grooves of Landcruising seem, at times, to be a million miles away

from the edgy rawness of the 69 material. And yet the same influences are at work, the

same urge to communicate. Carl Craig's testimony is that the same ghosts whisper through

different machines. Ten years on, and Detroit's original vision has mutated,

metamorphosed, altered, in some ways, beyond recognition. We now live in the age of

global techno -a long way away from the sparse, rebel machine funk of Model 500 and

Rhythim Is Rhythim and Psyche. But, while those early records continue to transmit their

signals across the void of time, the music has become a victim of its own success. In

much the same way as Derrick May warned at the beginning of the 1990s, "the whole

concept has been degraded" by imitators and cash -in merchants. How many pseudo -

Detroit records have you heard this year? Even some of those in the city itself have played

to the market, subverting the original manifesto of adventure and exploration in favour of

clownish commercialism.

Despite his success with defiantly underground singles like Paperclip People's 'The

Climax', which was released by The Ministry of Sound's Open label last year, even Carl

feels pressured by the paradox at the heart of dance music's progress from the inner cities

of Chicago and Detroit to the mass -markets of the world:

"I believe wholeheartedly, that a lot has been lost because the whole dance music thing has

become hugely successful," he confirms. "My music has changed because of that. There

are expectations and demands that I conform in a certain way. The way that Landcruising

confused some people was just another part of that. There are some people doing special

things - Juan's remix of Joey Beltram's 'Instant' for example - but they're not 'strange' in

the way that the early Model 500 stuff was."

"It's a haunting situation. When Derrick made the decision not to make any more

records, he was thinking about the same thing. And it is a paradox, because back in the

day, we wanted all the industry attention - the whole goal was to do music which would be

exposed. But, at heart, we were making music for ourselves. It's a concept that is in my

head every time I go into the studio. It is my life to make music that is different and close to

me but a lot of techno that's being made now is missing something - like a lot of other

music being made it seems like there's a distinct lack of imagination at work."

But if techno is to survive in an immediate, exciting and relevant way, there has to be a

solution to this conundrum. Back in Detroit, both Underground Resistance and Aux 88, for

example, have explored electro as an avenue of escape. Techno's ability to reinvent itself

depends on the intellectual framework it has built for itself; depends on pulling itself into

the future on a skyrocket manufactured from rigorous conceptuals, fuelled by principles

like integrity and innovation which are alien to the industry in which it operates. Carl is

optimistic that such a solution will be found: "The way forward is not to deliberately make

music that's difficult for people to understand," he concludes. "Instead, think about the

days when Mr. Fingers and Farley Jackmaster Funk were doing really hot, crazy stuff. It

was crazy, but everybody could get into it. It is possible to go 'out there' and still take

people with you. I don't intend to let myself be pushed into a corner, or be forced into

making music which isn't close to my heart. As I said, it is my life to make music that is

different and that won't ever change."

It seems like Carl Craig is still running wild, deep inside the program... 
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"All the way from Kingston, back to New York," Junior Dangerous is set to cause a stir with his outlandish blend of

ragga, hip -hop, soul and funk... The list of influences could go on, and Robin Green tracks Junior and producer Lucas

down at Townhouse Studios, London.
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Rough, Tough & Dangerous was one of Junior's previous guises. Having

ripped up junglist dancefloors with a microphone, the celebrated ragga

MC has turned his attention to what he knows best. One of the most

unlikely characters you can imagine being involved with jungle, Junior wrote

poetry as a child. He had poems
published, and was even asked to recite one at the

Houses of Parliament. Wrap your ear lobes round Junior Dangerous' new single

'Comin' out to Play', and you'll be rewarded with a feast of diverse influences. This

eclectic musical orgy harbours hip -hop beats, reggae vibes, soul atmospheres,

ragga vocals... the list of ingredients could go on.

Working alongside the prolific American producer Lucas, Junior now enjoys

more artistic license than ever. Having been hooked up
since 1994, the duo have an

excellent working relationship.
Lucas had produced American hip -hop artists such

as Kool Keith of Ultra-Magnetic MCs, Chubb Rock
and Jamalski, later to win a solo

deal with Warner Brothers.
During this period, Lucas needed a ragga MC for his

album and Junior was
recommended to him by the rap outfit Outlaw. He then went on

to record some tracks with Junior, a tour ensued and the partnership was forged.

On this side of the Atlantic, Lucas has produced artists like Shara Nelson, Nu

Colours and new bands First Class and AKA. Lucas explains the roots of his sound

"My sound is like a mix between the American and
British cultures. Junior and me are

like a blend of cultures - reggae,
ragtime, blues, hip -hop, scat - it's more like a

fusionist sound. R&B today is so boring. It's in dire need of an injection of something

slightly more progressive,
either musically or lyrically, or hopefully both."

Junior became involved in jungle and co -produced some material on Ibiza Records.

"I was also a jungle MC, although I never really took it seriously," admits Junior. "I ''

just did it to keep myself going. It was easy to get into, because everyone knows me on

the street anyway. I had no interest in it at all, it was purely for money. I don't really like

jungle. I'll tell you the truth...
Jungle isn't music. It's just a bag of noise to me!"

He had originally been attracted to jungle when it became more ragga oriented...

I got upset when they were
using samples because I knew I could use my own vocals. I

think it's ridiculous. When
you've got people in England,

why the hell are you using

samples from Jamaica, you know? People like myself, General Levy and Demolition Man

were using live artists rather than samples. But
they're sampling off old reggae music

because they don't know how to play the reggae bassline. So that's partly why I got

involved. To add my ideas to it. It's hard to mix the two.
Either you're going to be a

producer or an artist. I'd rather be in front of the desk than behind it."

I always find it fascinating to learn how lyricists like Junior get their inspiration. The

lyrics themselves make such good sense and relate to the music so well that you wonder

what came first. Junior
explains.. "Some of my lyrics are written on life experiences and

some are written through frustration. I'd rather write about being something than actually

going out and doing it. Say like I'm talking about some form of criminal activity, not saying

I do, but I'm just giving an
example. I'd rather write about it and let out my frustration that

way."

Junior's first single was
entitled 'Life is Funny'. Based on a subject which would seem

somewhat controversial to some, the song was saying that 'life is funny when you live in the

ghetto and you ain't got no money.'

"It's not funny, but it becomes funny because you're so used to having to go out and

hustle," Junior expands. "You just have to sit there
and laugh about it. If you don't, you'll

start killing people or become a bank robber or something.

"I remember when I was younger, I wanted a new pair of trainers and my mum wouldn't buy

me any. I was telling everyone at school how I was going to buy a new pair of trainers, and

they'd all curse me and say 'where's the trainers?' That's
why I say life is funny when you ain't

got no money. That's just an example of some
of the things that I write."

At the age of ten, Junior
had already had a poem

published and later got into breakdance.

Hip -hop was then dropped in favour of ragga.. "It seemed more natural, being that my family

is West Indian. The first time I DJ'd was when I was about 12, and everyone said 'you're not

going to do it' so I took the mic and ripped it and said 'I'm never turning back.' I had a sound

system with a guy who lived across the road called King Titan, and then
moved on to a bigger

one called Jamie Magic. I released my first
single in 1991 on a sound system from Jamaica

called Stone Rebels who had their own label."

Junior doesn't write straight ragga any more, as he feels there's too much competition from

England. What he does is mix his own style of music. Junior will bring the ragga element while

Lucas will bring the hip-hop influences, but there's a wealth of styles in there which include

jazz, funk and many more. Lucas supplies some of the rapping in the Junior Dangerous project,

and he now hones the skills learned from

years of hip -hop production. Apparently he is something of an ace with the old Emulator...

"The Emulator SP1200 is my favourite piece of kit -a primative eight -bit sampler. It's got

about ten seconds of sampling time. When you truncate samples you get loads of bottom from

the kick and the snares. I mean
that's been used in hip -hop since 1985 - everyone from BDP to

Public Enemy - every classic hip -hop record you have has been made on an SP1200. I just

use it for snares and hi -hats, truncate them and play around with them individually. They've got.

a really natural swing to them. The quantisation is really natural, so you don't have to move

your snares around to make them sit in a swing feel like you do in Cubase. You have certain

swing feels, but they're really shitty to be honest. Computers are pretty shitty when it comes to

getting a natural drum feel."

Lucas currently has around 800 kick drums in his sample
library. Most of those are taken

from records or simply made by himself. He uses a Mackie 32:8 at home... "I always EQ the

drums before I sample them, so I sample, EQ and then sample back. It's almost like making a

new sound. I find a kick or snare and then maybe make them more bottomy, and then I might

add another two kicks to that.

"You need to take pride in your
sounds," adds Lucas. "Everyone can use the same sound

modules. Everyone can get the JV1080 and every other
sound module in the world, but at

the end of the day, that means
you're limiting yourself and it means there's a whole group of

producers out there working from the same base.

"Me, I've got a big record
collection. Not insane, I might have about 8,000 records but

I've got a lot of up -beat sounds. I rarely use the same things more than once or twice. That

works to my disadvantage too, sometimes, because
if you're successful with one thing,

people want the same sounds. If you're trying to find new things all the time, you're

shooting yourself in the foot, as well as moving forward.
That's more important to me than

repeating myself because music ain't really a job.

Music is about playing.

"There's people who have preset

programs - maybe eight different patterns

for a house beat and they'll have the bass

sound ready and everything ready, so

within two hours they have a track. It's like

a factory. I don't knock that, but me

personally, I don't want to do that."

Lucas comes from the school of DJ's who

played in New York - scratching and mixing, although
he never really took it to the level

where he was playing in clubs. He was usually the rapper.

"I used to be big into electro. Electro is the foundation for a lot of modern music. A lot of

techno and house comes from that, and even jungle is getting back into the electro

sounds."

Junior and Lucas have an efficient method of working in the studio in that they

prepare everything before they get in there. That way they get more time for mixing.

Lucas will often arrange
backing tracks at home, put them on DAT, and he and Junior

will sit down and decide which of them work.

"I'd rather write to the music than him making music to the lyrics," said Junior.

"There's people who can take three days EQ'ing the snare drums, and in those three

days we can do two tracks finished and mixed," Lucas explained. "Why spend four

days on a track when you can
spend a day and a half? Junior's album was the quickest

album in Mercury's history. It was finished in about22 days from scratch. They don't

get that normally. They were
shocked. They're used to people spending about 800

days in a studio and running up a £40,000 bill. I think they were disappointed! Things

like that aren't really
appreciated. There's an industry

stereotype that you have to play

a rock'n'roll lifestyle
and not show up in the studio for two weeks. To me, that's not

professional."

"In Jamaica or America
there's a million rappers and a million ragga artists, and

if you can't do one tape in a studio, what the hell are you going there for, because

there's a million people
sounding just as good as you," said Junior. "You've got to

compete, I don't believe in wasting time. You can't afford to mess around."

Lucas believes there are problems with the black music business in the UK...

There's a certain order in this country that when they get a deal, because it's so

limited, they tend to piss it away. The problem with the British music business is

that there's a definite lack of infra -structure to the
black movement. There's a

definite lack of Uptown Records, Def Jam Records and other labels like that in the

UK."

Jungle is a more independent
off -shoot of black music - even now. It's more

about people messing
around with sound in their

"if you look dr the
amount of people in
mdjors who cledl
with black music,
it's very limited."

-quigianak,
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sound modules"

)" bedrooms, and that sound becoming a club hit. As Lucas says, that culture undermines

the majors.

"No-one can tell them to change the drums or anything. It's their music and it needs to

be respected. We need more financial independance
for black music in Britain. This isn't

a racial statement,
but it is a very white scene in a sense. I'm not talking about the grass

roots level, I'm talking about on a corporate level. If you look at the amount of people in

majors who deal with black music, it's very
limited. Mostly it's 45 -year-old white males

who are attempting to
comprehend black music.

"The worst thing is that A&R people don't realise that this planet is changing and the

music is changing. If you look in the charts, you'll see
ten out of forty records, at least,

based on black music. But that's recognised very
slowly. Wayne Marshall released on

their own label and got into the top 30 off their own backs with nothing but Pinnacle.

That's pretty impressive. To me, that is progess. The sales potential of black music

needs to be recognised."

"You can't compare Britain with America," Junior interrupts. "Each state is different.

Half the problem is that
British people, black or white, have no identity. They always look

to another country.
They want to be like Americans, Jamaicans,

Australians... Even if

the 40+ white guys in
the industry were to say 'This is our British music, and this is

going to be our black side,' that would be better. But they just say, 'the Americans are

here, so we're going to follow them too.' They don't take the chance to go round another

corner."

Both Junior and Lucas
had plenty to say about the music industry, but to round off

the day's proceedings,
how about a little advice...

"People like Oasis and Blur are photocopies of The

Beatles. They're good
songwriters, but you can't tell

me they're original. At least jungle is a British thing.

You've been swallowing
American music for so

long, let's give something back! I hate it when

people talk about British
waves because a wave

indicates that it is going to stop. It indicates that

there's a time limit on it." 
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Check out Junior Dangerous and Lucas in
action on 'Comm' Out To Play'
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If there is one modern band that needs few introductions, it has to be The Cure. Their

mix of dark, spiritual songs and delicious pop anthems has made them a major force

in the music industry for the past seventeen years. Indeed, The Cure have already

earned themselves a prime space in the music history books, but this is one band that is

not living in the past. From the raw nativity of their debut album Three Imaginary Boys, the

surreal weirdness of Seventeen Seconds, the disturbing undertones of Pornography,

through the clean-cut, optimistic vibes of Head On The Door, and on to the subtlety of

Kiss Me, and Disintegration, The Cure have produced consistently inspiring material.

Their striking image has captured the imagination of millions, and although many have

tried, the essence of The Cure is inherently awkward to pin down.

In the aftermath of criticism of the Mixed Up album, a compilation of Cure dance

remixes, and the critically acclaimed Wish, The Cure took a well earned two-year rest.

With a new line-up including drummer Jason Cooper, the return of Roger O'Donnell on

keyboards, all-rounder Perry Bamonte, long-time member Simon Gallup on bass and of

course, the enigmatic Robert Smith, The Cure drew up their plans for the next project. The

result, which will soon be on sale, is in my view some of their strongest work

to date, and outshines Wish ten -fold. Wild Mood Swings is an

appropriately entitled collection of songs recorded at a remote manor

house in the west country. The 23 monitor mixes I heard went off

on massive tangents, offering faint reflections of moments in

past albums, while boldly marching on to uncharted territory.

One of the most interesting aspects of these recordings was the

fact that they'd used real orchestral strings and trumpets to

further expand The Cure's eclectic sound.

I had the opportunity to visit The Cure's temporary abode, and

"I like just having
brightly coloured

pedals so you click
them and they do

what they're
supposed to..."

after a long drive, several boiled sweets and a burger, my chauffeur located

the narrow road that would bring us to our destination. The road seemed to

stretch for an eternity. Winding this way and that, our car passed medieval residences and

picturesque scenery, until finally, we came to a halt outside the fairy-tale Cure castle.

It was as if the manor had been built for them, and it was exactly the kind of property you'd

expect Smith and his chums to haunt. Robert had looked at the house early last year, and

now the album was virtually cut, he had two traumatic weeks of press interviews to look

forward to. The place was a hive of activity, and I was directed away from the madness into

a large sitting room. With no lighting, this room had a strange ambience, and pieces of

Cure memorabilia and toys scattered here and there, added to the phantasmogoric

atmosphere.

quality (in inverted commas) recording easier and more flexible. We bought a couple to

start doing the demos on. We used a 16 -track desk and gradually started adding bits of

gear to it, until we realised that it is easy

The biggest step for Robert was buying a desk, yet unlike many other guitar -based

artists, he actually takes an interest in the technical side of things. The Cure's reputation is

riding on these recordings, so naturally he wanted everything to be perfect: "I had to

decide whether to go for something very big and expensive or something that was just like

a flexible recording console. The original idea was to go and mix the album in a proper

studio that's set up acoustically. As it's turned out, we're kind of doing both. We've got a

big desk in to do it."

The album Wild Mood Swings will be mixed by different people, and it might even end

up that each song is mixed by someone different. What's more likely, however, is that it'll

be a blend of theirs and The Cure's. If Robert had his way, every mix would be a Cure mix,

but as Robert explained, splitting the mixing work has its advantages.

"In some ways, one disadvantage of spending this long on a project is, are you getting the

songs exactly as you want them? I think you lose a bit of perspective in a

strange way. You can only hear them a certain way and when you get

some mixes back from people who have only been listening to

something for a couple of days and done a mix, (I mean

obviously they're really good people anyway), but they're

finding things in the song that you've never heard before.

"There's also a danger that if you get something back that

sounds very different to what you've been listening to over the

past few months, you're going to go for it just because it's novel.

What I wanted to achieve here mix -wise, was something that was a

lot more naive sounding. A bit more upfront - very few effects."

While listening to the new Cure tracks, I couldn't help but pick up on little

reminders of past albums like Disintegration. Was this a conscious decision or indeed,

does Robert even agree?

"There's always going to be echoes of what we've done before as soon as I start

singing. I think, taken overall, depending what songs we pick for the record, it's going to

sound unlike anything else we've ever done. But there's always going to be bits that will

echo the past. I know what you mean, but it's more the kind of thing that you imagine is

happening. It's like two steps back if you compare, because I often worry and think 'Christ

this is sounding like...' And I actually listen to what I think it's sounding like, and it's not

the same at all. It is really me singing, I think, most of the time. You hear me singing a

Is no bastion in recording safe? The Cure- million -selling guitar rock band - have shunned the comforts

(and costs) of a major studio to record their latest album in an ancient manor house. Rob Green visits their

personalised recording environment for the full story...

Half expecting a hunch -back butler to poke his head round the door, I saw Roger

O'Donnell enter the room. Roger has now been welcomed back on keyboards, after a brief

spell in the band around 1987 on the album Kiss Me. He was closely followed by new

drummer and film score composer Jason Cooper.

I was soon introduced to Robert Smith, the single-minded man who nursed The Cure

from a bedroom band to a million album -selling entity. It was as if he had stepped out of a

poster, with the same mopped haircut, V-neck jumper and T -Shirt that have featured on so

many bedroom walls. I asked Robert why he had chosen a country manor over a London

studio in which to make an album... "We haven't done anything in a London studio since

1984. We did the Kiss Me album in a residential studio in the South of France. We've also

used The Manor which has now closed. It was a matter of choosing which residential

studio we wanted to work in.

"We were all set for using a residential studio, but when I thought about it, it seemed

quite dumb. Not just from an economic point of view, but from an artistic point of view.

The one drawback with residential studios is you feel that you're there under sufferance.

Even though you take your clothes out of your bag, you do feel like you're metaphorically

living out of a bag. And there's always a chart on the wall telling you who the next group is

and when they're arriving That always bugged me, particularly when we were at The

Manor, because there was business going on while we were actually making the record

and you become aware that it is a business, so I started looking around for a suitable

house and basic items of gear that I would need. The ADAT made professional, high -

certain way and it makes you think of something else that we've done."

It must be a wonderful luxury to record an album in the setting of your choice, in your own

time. A year seems like more than enough time to record twenty three songs, so what

happened to the rest of it?

"The songs, we kind of recorded within two months, and since then, I don't even know

what's been going on! Lyrically I wanted to achieve something with this record that I

haven't achieved before, and I wanted to be absolutely 100% happy with every single

song. I didn't know which one of the 23 was going to end up on the record, and I didn't

want there to be such a thing as a B side. I wanted them all to be up there competing. I

wanted to approach it as a double album with every song really shining. I would say that

90% of the time spent fiddling about with the songs has been to do with the lyrics and the

vocals. I've re -sung everything about three times, but then, I've given myself the time to do

it, it's no big deal. The pressure's now on, which seems quite insane after all

this time. I suppose we've taken huge breaks from recording, and even when we've been in

the house, there have been times when we've had a whole week and maybe done one

thing. We spent a lot of time early on drinking vast amounts and jamming. It was

important to get to know each other as part of the new line-up. We'd never jammed before.

15 years of not jamming all came out."

Recording in the manor became something of a way of life to Robert and crew. The

pressure to finish was counter -balanced to a degree because no-one was in a great hurry

to finish. Would you be if you were working in an idyllic country mansion? We discussed IP-
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Cure castle: a very
big house in the
cuntray

"some of the rough mixes on -the
Amek ore going to sound as good as

anything that anyone does on any
other desk"

the few drawbacks of this luxurious workshop.

"The only drawback of recording in this way is that you set your own time -limits, but

having said that, you don't really meander, because you do other things. It's not like you're

looking at changing individual beats on the hi -hat. You just don't bother, I mean once the

drum take's done, and you're kind of happy with it, that's it. Jason's drum tracks have

virtually remained untouched."

"We never hear the vocals until the last minute," Roger interjected. "It's weird sometimes.

You live with a song for months and months and get a certain idea of what it is."

"And then write your own while you're singing them round the pool table," said Robert. "I

can't hear it any other way!"

"Simon and I are well known for writing our own lyrics," added Roger.

"Don't you mean fuckin' up songs," joked Robert with a mad gleam in his eye.

Robert's head is full of lyrics, and he'll often hoard them until the right song comes

along. Sometimes he'll hear how a track turns out and be inspired to write lyrics. "I think a

piece of music should say something without words anyway, and the words should kind of

enhance that. I've got words that I've never found the right piece of music for."

Everything is written individually, and listening sessions are arranged to pool everyone's

efforts. They then decide what's cool and what's not, and something will be worked on as a

group. This is the way things have always worked in The Cure, the only difference is that

band members offer more input now. "In the old days it was mostly down to me," says

Robert.

It came as a surprise to me to discover that The Cure are now using Cubase. It seems

a strange move for a band that is essentially live. However, it came in rather handy as a

method of laying down synth lines, and as Roger insisted, they never used quantisation.

They also employed the program as a trigger for the odd sample.

"I found Cubase instantly very easy to understand, because it's graphics are incredibly

obvious. We use it in a very basic way. It's not at the heart of the record, because a lot of

the keyboards are played into it, and odd little sounds and bits of drums. It's also good for

shifting stuff around, just to see if it's going to work. I could really get into it on a different

kind of project to this. I think that it takes over, and you spend too much time staring at a

TV screen.

"I haven't got a computer at home, and I could certainly never write on one. I don't like

the idea. What we do is much more to do with actually playing music, and Cubase, even

though it's there and beaming at you the whole time, it's a very peripheral kind of item. For

dance music, it's perfect."

"If you're like me, you don't have to use it as a sequencer," said Roger with conviction. "I

just use it as a MIDI tape recorder. I never quantise, and I don't loop." Robert: "Can you be

more bitter?"

"I always see quantising as cheap, and if you can't play the line how you want it, you're not

going to get there by cheating," replied Roger. "Personally I use it just as a MIDI tape

recorder." For Robert however, the point of Cubase is made somewhat redundant by the

fact that they're a live band.

"I think for a large percentage of people who use it, it's the heart of what they do. They

don't tend to play live, but when they do, they're just appearing on stage with a load of

machines. The Prodigy is exciting in the right environment, but it's not really like a one-off

live event, but a Cure concert is.

"It's never going to be the same two nights -running. The tempos are different, everything's

different. Nothing is triggered, nothing is run off tape, nothing is run off code. Depending

on how we feel, the song is going to have a different mood, a different tempo. Without

that, touring would drive me even more insane than it does. Knowing that each night you

can adapt it to how you feel, is the whole essence of playing live. We've done something

to tape on the last three tours, really because you're so keyed up that it's good to have a

reference point, and that's literally a guitar trigger which is mixed out as soon as the song

starts. To have to play along to a click is so boring."

Although Robert is extremely creative with a guitar, I believe he is underrated. He's not

a virtuoso in the sense of technical excellence, but he certainly takes his audience on a

sonic excursion whenever he puts hand to string. Every time he plays a solo, it will differ

in style and length, and Robert has fans on the edge of their seats in anticipation of the

next move. Robert explains...

"My favourite guitarists were people like Hendrix who could play with great feeling. They

weren't technically perfect, but it didn't matter, because what they did sounded good. I

never ever tried to emulate and I never had the desire to be a lead guitarist, but I think

that's more to do with my character than anything else. I always liked playing chords.

Chords were more satisfying, probably because I started on piano. Piano has that big

sound, and changing to guitar, playing a single lead note - even if you play like Hendrix,

you miss that big tonal quality. So I became what in the old days, you would call a rhythm

guitarist. I never really heard anyone who I thought 'I really like their style, I'll try and play

like that.' It developed out of who I was playing with at the time. I was never really that

good, I don't think. I can sort of play what I hear in my head."

"You're better than you think," Jason reassured Robert. "What about the other night when I

said 'play it like that', and you said, 'impossible.' And then within ten minutes... you still

couldn't do it! Sorry, you did it."

"The only thing I'm naturally good at is wah-wah," Robert replied. "I think some people are

really good, but they never get the hang of wah-wah. It's football co-ordination, you see.

Foot -hand -eye co-ordination."

After all this time, you would expect The Cure to be using state-of-the-art guitar

processors and effects. A computer perhaps that saves your favourite settings for instant

recall on stage? Nope! I'm afraid brightly coloured Boss pedals are still the order of the

day, although they are apparently breaking the tradition on the next tour - after more than

twenty years! "We use Boss because going on tours like we do, they take such a

pounding, and it's really a sacrifice. Live, it doesn't bloody matter most of the time. People

go into these subtleties of effects live, but it's all a total waste of time. People are there for

the experience, the songs and the performance. The subtleties of effects should come from

out front, not on the stage. I like just having brightly coloured pedals so you click them

and they do what they're supposed to.

"I'm a bit nervous deep inside about using things with numbers on, and trying to
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- Long Play Mode - up to 4 hours of
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- Wireless remote control - as standard!
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remember everything. The amps have been Peavey for the last ten years, but not in the studio, just live. In

the studio we use a whole range of amps and effects. When you're out on tour, things break very easily, and

you end up using the things that are less likely to break down. When it comes down to it, you get a

magnificent, slightly distorted valve

sound, but the chances are, it isn't going to work on the third show, so there's not really much point. You

can't buy valves in Hungary. All these tedious things, you have to take into consideration. In the studio,

we've got everything."

Robert's favourite instrument at the moment is his Gibson Chet Atkins special edition semi -acoustic guitar,

which is apparently like carrying a small child around... "Wherever you play it-any string, any fret - it's

got the same loudness and quality. That's it really. It's the only guitar I own, out of forty that I play now!"

As I mentioned earlier, The Cure had taken a trip into remix territory back in 1990. Although an innovative

move, The Cure took a slating from the pundits. Still philosophical about Mixed Up, Robert discusses the

pros and cons of remixing for bands.

"At the time, that remix album was a bold step, and we got a severe hammering for doing it. We've done

a lot of mixes like that over the years. Right since the early 80's we've had 12" dance remixes done. I don't

think many of the songs on this album lend themselves to that, but I think remixing has come along

immeasurably since we did Mixed Up. That was really the start when Paul Oakenfold began doing mixes for

bands in a serious way, but now, there's a million and one people doing it.

"I don't know if it really works for us, because a lot of the songs are very performance led and everything's

played for real - drums and real strings. If

you took all those elements out and built it

back up again, you'd really just be left with

me singing a vocal over the top of a track.

One of the songs is going to go off to Adrian

Sherwood to actually do something like that

with, because it's the only song with

electronic drums in. It comes out of a Casio

keyboard - the cutting edge of technology!"

Having listened to several desks at the

start, Robert ended up opting for an Amek

'Big by Langley' console, which he loves. "I

think it's an excellent desk, but it's limited.

We recorded everything on it and it's really

good. The EQ is really subtle, and it's cheap

- not that you can just go and buy one on a

whim, but it's not up there with the

computer -driven consoles. And its

automation, although we've never used it,

we've kind of got it to work. The internal

compressor's good. Because we were just

using it for recording, we didn't touch the

automated side. It didn't really have enough

channels to use as a mixing console.

Particularly as we've now got real strings

running and 5 ADAT's, so you can fill the

board just by bringing them all back on one

channel, even if you don't do anything else

with it. It's a little bit primative."

Another idea of Robert's was to hire an old Neve VR console. In a rational moment, Robert realised that

he could have that desk for nothing if he merely bought it and sold it on. That's exactly what he's doing...

"At its best it sounds good, but it's got a flying fader system which is really old. The way it's put together is

really thick. It frustrates me a great deal. Steve liked it because he could see when the faders were moving,

but I found it a bit disconcerting. When anything moved I thought 'Am I going mad, or is this thing actually

working.' Sometimes you'll just touch the fader and hold it, then take your finger away, and it'll quiver. He's

telling me it's because I'm shaking. We had all these experiments where I was going 'look, I'm not shaking!'

The software's a bit suspect. It's not too bad."

"I don't really like anything at the mixing stage that's too technical. It kind of gets in the way. Deep down

there's this tech war going on. It's all a load of old bollocks. You can make it sound good on anything."

"I thought it sounded good on the Amek," added Roger.

"Yeah, some of the rough mixes on the Amek are going to sound as good as anything that anyone does on

any other desk. Once you get beyond a certain technical spec, you don't notice much difference. Once you

get to that Amek Big console, that's as much as you need, I think. That's the one I've bought, and I'd be quite

happy to do the next record on it. I've bought this Neve, but I wouldn't keep it."

The Cure are now becoming more and more involved in the whole process, and handle everything from

artwork to video concepts. But Robert has always held his own when it comes to image, and of course, hair.
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"Over the last ten years I've had three number two crops, but the photos of me looking

like a football hooligan don't get used as much. It's not my fault. It's a media thing. I

suppose its a more instantly arresting image, so it's used more often. I'll probably cut it off

in the summer. I cut it off before we came here last winter, so it grows very, very fast. I

don't actually do anything to it any more. I frantically back -comb it for the first two weeks

and then it gets like a bird's nest. Then when my head starts itching unbearably, I just cut

it off.

"I like the lipstick and all that. When we go on stage, it's a theatrical thing. People have

done it for thousands of years. You wear make-up and look larger than life on stage, and

you can get away with things. It kind of helps the performance if you're feeling that you

can get away with things. I take an element of it into my every -day life, so I do walk down

the street with make-up on. I mean, I think there's people who look much weirder than me

in Bath. I don't think I stand out that much."

The band only employ two people, and that's one more than they ever have in the last

fifteen years. They've only taken them on because they want more control over artwork and

merchandise. They're actually doing it all themselves on a computer. With the return of

Roger, and regarding how user-friendly computers are becoming, control is less of a

problem: "We don't have to rely on anyone at all. It's so

easy. It's almost like going back to when we first started...

The new stuff revolves around brightly coloured tin toys,

so we gave them the ideas for how we wanted them and

they went away and sort of made it better. It's actually

enjoyable. There's a lot of work involved, but the

satisfaction of doing something and seeing it finished

exactly how you want it to look and how you want it to

sound is brilliant. If you start to hand most of that over,

you lose part of that satisfaction. Why give it all to

someone else if you enjoy doing it?"

"The powers seem to think that it's anarchic for us to

be doing it ourselves, and there's like a resistance to us

doing our own stuff," said Roger. "We're going to do our

own tour programme, and the people that usually do it say

'you're just having a game.' Fuck 'em!"

Soon, The Cure believe they will be able to by-pass everyone, and apparently people

are more worried than they'll let on, in particular, the record companies. Robert

explains... "They're panicking. The lawyer side of the record companies haven't got a

fucking clue how to regulate stuff, We're talking about doing a CD-ROM and tying it in

with the tour. Just the suggestion sends them into aperplexy. They have no idea who owns

what. I mean, we own images of me when I was six years old. So where do you draw the

line? While we're talking now, who owns it? I'm just having a conversation. They're not

quite sure what the deal is, so they're desperate to set some kind of guidelines. If you're in

at the front, you're dictating, and for the first time ever, it's artist led. Without the creative

input, the Internet and everything else doesn't really mean anything."

"It does worry them, because at the moment there's a very conscious effort to shift the

emphasis onto style over content, and the medium becoming more important than the

message. I think that hurdle will be jumped, and it will be established that content is of

paramount importance, which it is in music. Why should it be different in any other

entertainment medium? They're very nervous that there are no controls over it, and that if

it is artists led, how can they possibly stop it?

"Doing all this ourselves, we're in the position where we're able to afford to buy

equipment ourselves. It's like an investment in what we do. Why hire stuff and effectively

give money to someone else to provide you with exactly the same service? Do it yourself.

Even if the band wasn't as successful as it is, I'd still do it. I feel that things have gone full -

circle and I kind of feel that we're back where we used to be. Through the 80's it was very

difficult. We told everyone what we wanted to do, but once we let it go, it went wildly out of

control."

The first of the new videos will probably be done with a woman called Sophie Muller,

who is best known for her work with Annie Lennox. They know basically what they want to

do, it's just a question of getting someone who's going to interpret that in a way that suits

them.

"She seems to work in the same way as Tim Pope, in that she wants the ideas to come

from us as to what the song means, and she'll interpret them in her style. The thing with

Tim was that he was very important to the group, and I think the combination of us and

Tim worked brilliantly. A lot of videos he did with other people, turned out to be pretty

awful and he'd be the first to admit it."

He comes up with a lot of his own ideas, too. That's what makes a good director, but

there was a particular affinity that existed between him and me which developed. It's the

same as Dave Allen who's been engineering and co -producing our records for a similar

amount of time. We've changed now, and because of the new line-up, it felt right for

Jason Cooper uses an Akai instead of hi -hats these days

"In the early days, we just turned up,
mooched about for a couple hours,
someone filmed us and then we
went home"

everything to change. I ran a great risk of adopting a video persona, which I was becoming

very aware of, so it was probably a good time to get someone in who will hopefully not

take into consideration all the other videos we've made."

For Robert, the worst video The Cure ever made was 'Charlotte Sometimes' in 1981. In

fact, that became a landmark in Cure history -a catalyst to find a new director.

"In the early days, we just turned up, mooched about for a couple hours, someone filmed

us and then we went home. Luckily, MTV didn't exist then! We didn't really understand

why we were doing it. It was like a waste of time. But when we did the 'Charlotte

Sometimes' video, Mike Mansfield succeeded in destroying what was, at that moment, my

favourite song that The Cure had ever done. I was so horrified that I said 'unless we find

someone that can make a good film, we're not doing this anymore, because it's actually

destroying the songs.' You think of 'Charlotte Sometimes' and get a mental image of some

blonde girl walking around a mansion. It's stuck. She is Charlotte!"

You can pick up a copy of The Cure's latest album on Fiction Records. For Robert's

sake, let's hope that Mike Mansfield will not be directing their next video. 
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With guitars, bands and songs back in vogue, new he mid -70's was a pretty low point for exciting music;

progressive rock had degenerated into the aimless shoe -
respect is being accorded to the musicians that

gazing of stadium dinosaurs; bands who could only be

inspire today's young guns. And that suits ex -Sex glimpsed on some distant stage, whilst the singles chart was awash with

Pistol Glen Matlock fine - with a mountain of
teenybop rubbish and variations on the disco duck theme. Enter, with more

headlines, and ripped hemlines, than any other band in history -The Sex

songs in the cupboard, he's ready to come out Pistols-the act whose explosive no -heroes, no -future stance ignited the

shooting again. Phil Strongman takes whole punk -new wave phenomenon, thus ending a half decade of cultural

stagnation.
cover... If bass guitar is the heartbeat of rock'n'roll, then the original Pistols

bassist and tunesmith, Glen Matlock, is the man who gave the patient's

fading pulse a life-saving electric jolt. His pumping, faster than fast style

was soon taken up by the mainstream of rock and metal. In the 1980's, ex

punks like Adam Ant, Sting and Bob Geldof hogged the limelight and the

Pistols' influence continued into the 1990's with Nirvana and the current

crop of Britpoppers. And so here, in 1996 with the once unthinkable

Pistols reunion about to happen, what could be more apposite than an

album by Glen Matlock himself. After the Pistols and Rich Kids, Matlock

spent the 80's in the wilderness, hitting the bottle more than he did the

right musical notes. But he knew it was time to quit the world of heavy

drinking after he awoke naked in Paris to find the late Johnny Thunders

saying, "Gee, Glen, you look worse than Arthur Kane. Did you remember

agreeing to play with Iggy Pop tonight?" The week before this, Matlock

had gate -trashed a fourth floor party (via an outside window) and that

was after putting his hand through some plate glass while playing cops

'n' robbers on cocktails.

With such excesses firmly in the past, nothing stronger than shandy

passes his lips now-the man Sid Vicious ousted from the Pistols has
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simply got on with the music again. And so, by the time you read this

you should already have sung -a -long to his 'My Little Philistine' single,

a big bold rocker crammed with classic riffs, and a surplus of the kind of

conviction that makes most modern rock look positively lame. Not that

the ex -Sex punk disses today's groups himself;

"I like Oasis; the songs and the performances are really good and I like

the way they've come from nothing to sell over three million in under two

years. It shows there's still a demand for rock 'n' roll. I quite liked

Supergrass until I saw them on the White Room doing some new stuff - I

could spot all the 60's influences immediately; they were still OK but a bit

of a disappointment."

Disappointing is not, however, an adjective that springs to mind after

hearing the new Matlock album Who Does He Think He Is When He's At

Home?, a new 12 -strong set of some distinction which is set to emerge

on the currently -hip Creation label. The album varies from the power-

chorders you'd expect, to philosophical ballads like the epic 'Story Of Your

Life', a charming downer with a hook that a pirate captain would kill for. It's

also, like the others, sung by the lad himself;

"The singing on the album I did myself, having recorded it in me

backroom, in the home studio. I think the neighbours must have thought I

was mad, shouting to myself of an evening. I fancied doing most of the

vocals at home, coz I've always been self-conscious about singing. That

follows years of record labels saying, 'Oh, you need a vocalist' or 'your

voice is only so-so"'.

This was a myth Creation records were more than happy to help him

demolish; "And now I'm the lead singer, I find myself thinking 'Ere, that

voice is too low in the mix'. But whenever I think that, I remember what Joe

Strummer said to me after that first Clash album; he said 'I'd have liked

myself louder but I know, in me heart -of -hearts that I shouldn't be -a good

vocal level should only stand out from the mix very slightly, like when you

run your finger over a joint on a bit of furniture - just a bit of a ridge.' And,

of course, he's right. I recorded the vocals on Neumann U87, through an old

Rebis compressor RA 303, and onto a Tascam DA -88 and then put them

onto a two inch 24 -track. I recently tried a Tube Tech mic, and I'll probably

use that next time, just to see if the sharpness comes over in a full mix...

"Other stuff went down digitally, because I've always ended stuff on two

inch masters. Not that I'm a Luddite; I use Cubase and Notator on me Mac

and I've just got a new Mackie VLZ SR24-4 desk which I've had customised

as it had no headphone cut-out - useful when you don't wanna deafen the

girlfriend or whoever happens to be around. It's a nice clean desk with

some good EQ on it, though I try and avoid using the latter too much - if

the sound ain't close to begin with then you've probably gone wrong

somewhere beforehand.

"For the bass, I used a Fender 61 Precision recorded through an old

Fender 100 watt bass amp.1D1'd into the desk as well, of course. I like to

try a slightly different bass sound on each song, something that'll suit

each song, it being my chosen instrument. I always wanted to be a bassist

- always. As a nipper, I loved that early Tamla bass sound, rubbery but

with an edge to it. What would Bowie's 'Let's Dance' be without bass

guitar? Or Fontellas Bass"Rescue Me'? Or a whole host of songs? It is the

heartbeat of modern music."

Has he ever tried off-the-wall combinations with the bass?

"Oh yeah, me and Clive Lager once tried having a band with two bass

guitars - one playing real high, the other low. It didn't really work. And

then I saw Dave Cochran do some of the very first slap bass when he was

in Mick Ronson's band but, after thinking about it, I said 'no, what's the

point? Dave's so good at it, there's no mileage in it.' I decided then to

work my own particular groove as well as I could. A good direct bass

line still carries a tune and gets your foot tapping. That's good enough

for me."

Amongst the other items that complete the Matlock home studio are

a Fostex RD -8 digital recorder - "yeah, I replaced the Tascam 88 coz it >
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Mackie SR24:4 desk and
Fostex RD -8 form the

b. kbone of Glen's setup

....,,Gr, . .   t
"The good thing about recording at home is that your don't have the

money worry. It you're in a £95 an hour studio with someone who's great

but who takes a bit of time to warm up, like guitarist Steve New, you find

* !-1-:-1-1-1. t. yourself watching the clock and thinking 'Oh My God, another three
i rim: i k r it 11111.1111tITS111,111,11 hundred quid gone and we still haven't got it down.' At home you can take

your time and, if your gear's good enough, you can still have stuff you can

I
use later. Doing stuff at home also allowed me to try different lyrics on

various songs. I'm a great believer in using lyrics that sound like they fit,

even if, logically, they don't. Marc Bolan did that a lot, most of his words

seem senseless until you hear them sung and them, wham, they fit."

The album's drums and final guitars were not recorded at Chez

Matlock although, again, old and new techniques were blended.

"With the drums we did use a click track but if Keith Baxter ever wandered

gave me problems with drop -outs and tape stretches and so

on, that's why I went back to the 2 inch for the master, I temporarily lost

faith in modern tech" -as well as Tannoy Gold speakers and the usual

round of Alesis D4s, Quadraverbs and MlDlverbs.

"rock 'n' roll isn't an exact
science - you don't °

-1111111W necessarily need five
computers and a 48 track

digital recorder to cut it"
off the beat but it was a good take, we'd go with it. Technology should serve

you, not vice versa. The feel, the vibe, is pretty nearly everything - rock 'n'

roll isn't an exact science, you don't necessarily need five computers and a

48 track digital recorder to cut it."

Aside form Baxter, other musicians involved in the project were guitarists

Steve New and Chris McCormack, with backing vocals from Three Colours

Red singer Pete. It was a project which Matlock himself had to initially fund

since the usual A & R deadheads had all turned it down. Something which

irritated Glen no end: "I'd hear experts on the radio saying how big the Pistols 1111

were, how we influenced Nirvana and Guns 'n' Roses and all that, but for

years rcouldn't get arrested, and the fact that I'd produced other people, the

fact that I'd worked with the best performers around - Rotten, Iggy, Midge

Ure -all seemed to count for nothing. The first Pistols song, the one that

started it, was 'Pretty Vacant' which I wrote both music and lyrics for and

yet.. The music industry is so very conservative at heart. Labels would keep
Matlock's walls show the

sing to me 'If only your production was smoother or 'It's too rough,

smooth it our or whatever stuff that I knew wasn't really true or even what
spoils of past successes

they really felt.

"I hate dishonesty, I've lost work because of it. I was producing the Ian

Hunter album a few years ago and he was basically writing, very slowly, in

the studio, at very great expense. He'd gotten used to it with Mott The

Hoople when they were having No.1 hits. And what with that and the

percussionist ignoring me - it was Jethro Tull's old drummer who I later

found out was deaf in one ear - I'd had enough so I just came out and said

it, 'Ian, you're just wasting your money here, writing in the studio is just so

wasteful, we should have done some of this before. We should leave the

32 -track and write stuff then come back' so, of course, he fired me. But it

payed off in the end, being honest about stuff, as he called me back last

year and we did some material together again."

Also returning to the limelight is the classic British guitar band,

something which put Matlock's finely -honed skills back in demand after

years of exclusion. "I got so annoyed with A & R men coz they'd say

'This'll be difficult to market so we won't try' and I had all these song

ideas that didn't come out, that just kept stacking up. So now I'm"happy,

coz, at last, some new stuff is coming out."

And, Pistols reunion aside, Glen Matlocks's album is all set to prove

that the wait's been worthwhile. 
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Focusrite have always been associated with

high quality and, it has to be said, high prices.
Their extraordinary range of studio processors

has always been beyond the means of the home
enthusiast and small studio owner. Now at last there

is an answer... And it's Green, and it's from
Focusrite. "Focusrite under a grand?" I hear you cry.

PO' "Never!" Yes indeed, folks. Now you can have your

cake and eat it with the Green range!
111111111. And guess what? We've got one of the first units off

the production line to give away to a lucky Mix
reader. Will it be the Dual Microphone Preamp, the

Focus EQ, or the Voicebox? The choice is yours, but

first, let's take a closer look, shall we...

Green 1, a dual mic preamp featuring variable gain
from +10dB to +60dB, 48V phantom power and

phase reverse switches, high pass filter (75Hz), mute

switch with external control and a peak overload LED.
Green 2, the Focus EQ utilises six stages of quality
Focusrite EQ - High pass filter, low pass filter, low
mid parametric, high mid parametric, low shelving
(with bell switch), and high shelving (with bell
switch).
Green 3 is a Voicebox which Focusrite believes is
"the ultimate microphone signal path to any
recording medium." It features three stages of EQ:
mid parametric (with notch switch), low shelving, and

high shelving. There's also a multi -function

dynamics section, including a compressor, de-
esser, and a noise reducing expander. All three
models feature a peak overload LED and at under

a grand each, can you afford not to take
advantage of Focusrite's state-of-the-art

technology?

So what would you say to winning one, eh. That's
right, folks, The Mix offers you a chance in a
million - win the Focusrite Green Range module of
your choice!

To do this, you must exercise the kind of premier
moral judgement that is so often called upon in life.
Everyone makes good decisions, and bad ones, but
here's the ultimate test. Your Focusrite Green may

depend on it!

Here's your scenario...
You are an artist/engineer, and currently hold a job as
an engineer in one of London's top studios. The pay
isn't incredible, the work is hard and you are often
called upon to help with sessions in the early hours
of the morning. With the pressures of an engineering
job, you find little time to complete, let alone
promote, your own material.
One morning at 3.00am you are rudely awoken by the
phone. It's a freelance engineer at the studio and he's

Do you: _: Tiash the anamAnges and
sample tiles, mn off and did it?

b: Steal the Fociimite EQ, nick
the files and emigrate to South Ameba

c: Finish off the session, talk k your bm a0
then legal advice?

UMW

of s gnal
processors

having a bit of trouble with a session. Could you
come over?

In 15 minutes, you're there, rubbing your eyes from
the precious few moments of sleep that you grabbed.

A new artist on Sony Records is there and he's

putting together a debut single. When the start button
on the sequencer is pressed, a feeling of horror

overcomes you. This guy has sampled your ideas.
You knew you'd lost that DAT somewhere!

You're there to do a job, remember, so you bite your
tongue. Finally, the artist and engineer decide to visit
the 7-11 and ask you to mind the studio... You're on
your own. The pressure to get your own back is
immense, but you know there is a right and wrong
way to handle everything.

The choice is yours...
Put your answer on a postcard amd send it to:

The Great Focusrite Giveaway,
The Mix,
Alexander House,
Foyrehill,
El,
CAMBS CB7 4AF

Entries must reach us by 31st August 1996
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Call us to discuss your digi-
tal audio requirements.

Our Software & Hardware
u table!!

AKAI DR8

ACCESS. VISA. CREDIT FACILITIES,

RRP £899 NOW £54
It

veneer a
an integrated amp and

Our module prices cannot
be beaten.

Call us before you buy .
Korg OSRW. Korg XSDR.
Yamaha MU50. Yamaha

MU80. Novation Bass
Station Rack. Oberhiem

011MX

W AND USED EQUIPMENT SALE.
KEYBOARDS Yamaha W7

oland JX3P £249 Ensoniq SQ I*
oland juno 60 £299 Yamaha V50
la C80 commander £749 Korg O5RW
EM S2 £799 Yamaha MU80
amaha VL I £1999 Emu Proteusl
oland D50 £399 YamahaTG55
oland XP50 £1199 Bass Stationn R
amaha DX21 £159 Kawai K4R
org MI . £499 Emu Morpheus
mg 01WFD £999 Kawai GMega

Yamaha SY85 £699 Roland DI10

£ Rhodes 660 £399
£499 Yamaha MU5 £189
£399 SEQUENCERS
£399 Yamaha QY300 £499
£499 Kawai Q80 £325
£279 SAMPLERS
£175 EMU ESI 32 £899
£310 Peavey DPM 3 £799
£299 Akai 53000 £1499
£799 Roland 5760 £999
£379 Akai DR4D £999
£199 Roland IS 30 £399

RECORDING
Tascam DA20 £599
Yamaha MT8X £799
Folio Rackpack £649
Tascam Porta 07 £339
Tascam 488 £699
Sansui MR6 £449
Tascam 464 £499
Studiomaster P7 £1499
Digitech Voc II £379
Fostex XR5 £299
Yamaha MT50 £299



Lowest
Ever Price

MULTITRACK
ADAT EXCLUSIVE

£1999 inc VAT
8 TRACKS OF CD QUALITY RECORDING !!

At this price, NOW is the time to go for your first
ADAT or to expand your existing system.

a4ir XT NOW AVAILABLE
TASCAM DA88
We Always Have The TASCAM DA88 Available

From Stock. Contact Us Now To Discuss Your
Single or Multiple System Requirements.

;ATH EXCLUSIVE
We have just obtained a quantity of GS3 & GS3V
Mixing Consoles at Massively Reduced Prices.

The GS3V has all the features of the GS3 with the
added power of MIDI Mute & VCA Automation.
As a result of our bulk purchasing power we are

able to offer some stunning studio solutions based
around the Alesis ADAT with mixing consoles

from the following manufacturers.
SOUNDTRACS. MACKIE. STUDIOMASTER.

SOUNDCRAFT. YAMAHA.
iONY PC800 DIGITAL 8 TRACK

PRICE.

entire range ofDigidesign
Audio Products. Call our

Digidesign specialist
NOW for information and a

quote.

EMU

GS3V 16 £1999. GS3V 24
£2799. GS3 16 £1599

CD -Quality Sampling Workstation.

E4KCwll
ssible Prices On All

EMU Samplers.
E64 PRO PACKAGE

Our E64's are equipped with 8Mb RAM and a
270Mb Internal Hard Drive pre -loaded with
over £200 worth of genuine EMU library.

\ ton

1YAMAHA TMX

}hie Mic prices
80(RE.

MANN. ROt3E.

5760 with
32Mb
RAM
Only

£1599

n stock!!

Features include: -
44. II22.05KHt Sampling Rates

UP to 90 Seconds Sampling Time
Crossfade Mining

12 Sample Trigger Pads
SCSI Interface

Reads Roland and Akai Libraries over SCSI

ROLAND JS30
EXCLUSIVE DEAL £449
Including zip drive £599

ASCAM 488 II £899

Call os for the best deal
on all Behringer products

Digitech TSR12 £279
Digitech Vocalist 2 £389
Alesis Midiverb 4 £325
Lexicon Alex f299
AKG C1000S f189
AKG C3000S £279

SIM ITA1.111.:11 325

'FELTS

This is The Eight
Track Deal of the year.

Dont miss out !!

New Products.
Digitech Midi Vocalist
Digitech Studio Quad

Lexicon PCM90
AMEK Neve RN9098

Ensoniq DP4+
Callfor the lowest prices

DB% 266 COMPRESSOR'

The 52000 is a32 note poly-
phonic sampler, expandable

up to 32Mb .
The basic model costs well

under £1000.

Software now included
S3000XL & S3200XL.

our free memory

LOW PRICE

DAP -7

w Lo
S3200XL NPrice !!w

This new top of the range pro sampler
is now fast becoming the industry

standard. Loaded with features at an
incredibly low price. Call for details.

A S1
RRP £799 OURI RICE,X/4

This has to be the best ever deal on an
Akai sampler. Expandable to 2 Meg
The SO1 can store up to 8 samples at

once. Ideal for live or studio use!!

DAP -1
Pro Spec

Portable DAT
Recorder

T. I SC 'A ill 1)/13(111,1kt!
4;T 49e7X9K'-vd9,,

civilh30MkII Price
united stocks of the UK'S Best

selling Pro spec DAT Recorder
at an unrepeatable deal!!

Our DAT Prices are The
Lowest You Will Find.

Call Us fora Quote

JBL 4208

The JBL 4208 are pro-
fessional studio moni-
tors that retail at £400
We have limited stocks

at only 3279

Duarrornpres.Th7glimiter a Jgate.' Stereo or dual
channel Operation Now Only £229

I I
Diamond Club
Graded Factors

Stock.
16-2 £299
12-2 £259
8-2 £199

2 Auxs.
3 Band EQ.

Irpts

DIAMOND

PANASONIC

SV-3800. SV-4100

PCM 2600. PCM - 2800. DT('4 8
DTCA 9. TCD10 Pro. ha

FOSTEX

D5. D10. D25. D30.
,,1ST UK PRICES.

We offer the very best
deals on al soundcraft
mixers and studio prod-

ucts. Call us now

SPIRIT STUDIO

PIRIT LITE

EXCLUSIVE DEAL
32 Input 8 Buss MIDI
Automated Console

Including Meterbridge.
Expandable Format.

ACKIE

YAMAHA 02
Behringer
Eurodesk
and Euro

rack
at new low
prices!!



-Sun Up, 030

E1

With doubts casting
themselves over the
longevity of the
Falcon, more

frequently than clouds in a
typically British Spring afternoon,
it's a blessed relief to find
companies who still believe the
Atari to be a wonderful machine.
Sunrise Electronics, inventors of
the SE -600 and 800 audio
expanders, are one such bunch;
their latest foray, is a custom-built,

involves hard -wiring it to the
motherboard. This is true of the
hard drives, which makes them far
more reliable than simply
connecting them with an external
cable from the SCSI port.

On the standard model, the
audio inputs and outputs are
located on the back panel, along
with an extra fan. This is also
where options such as extra MIDI
outputs, SPDIF or ADAT
interfaces, or even more audio outs

Another alternative, and altogether more
studio -like, home for your Atari Falcon.

2U rack -mounting case for the
Falcon.

The case is similar in dimen-
sions and aesthetics as the newer
Akai samplers, with the Falcon
motherboard itself sitting inside
the case length -wise. Fitting the
board this way around does mean
that it's quite a deep rack -mount,
but this way it's securely -fastened,
and also conforms to the 19" stan-
dard. There is an advantage to hav-
ing such a deep rack -mount: almost
any conceivable Atari peripheral,
save for daft things like a monitor
or printer, can be accommodated
within the case. Indeed, one of the
machines currently being worked
upon, has an internal cartridge port
expander, allowing several dongles
to be plugged in at once.

Up to a maximum of three or
four internal SCSI devices can be
mounted inside, which can include
a CD-ROM, CD -R, Zip drive, or
similar device that needs fitting to
the front panel. All the hard drives,
along with the floppy disk drive,
are mounted onto a rung above the
motherboard, leaving plenty of
space for processor upgrades, and
so on. Whatever devices are fitted
inside, they are properly
connected. In some cases, this

can be fitted. The rack can also be
configured with XLRs instead, or
even a complete SE -600 eight
output, or the eight -in, eight -out
SE -800 module, can be built-in,
for the cost of the unit.

The Falcon's old case is not
wasted; with a bit of ingenuity, and
a few scary moments with large
cutting implements, it is trans-
formed into a swish case for the
separate keyboard. The alternative
is to have a PC -type AT keyboard,
but this costs a little extra, and is
hardly worth it, when the Falcon
keyboard is so good anyway.

The cost of the case (£270), not
only includes complete fitting, but
the much needed audio
modifications too, like the inputs

On th
R :MIX CD

Track
01

There's a veritable feast of Atari
software on CD-ROM this month,
so got directly to page 7 to find
out what it is..

and outputs reconfigured as line -
level jacks. Optional extras can be
supplied by you, or be bought as
part of the kit, making this Falcon
house certainly worth getting a
mortgage for.

As well as the rackmount case,
Sunrise Electronics also sell

complete Falcon systems
(hardware and software).
Contact them at their new
telephone number, 01379
853999, or fax: 01379 854879.
Sunrise Electronics, The Rising,
Needham, Harleston, Norfolk,
1P20 9LG.

Musical drink dispensers)

Ei

Back in the early
eighties, when the
contemptible stuttering
of sampler abuse was

rife, the vocoder was king. Few
records were released that didn't
have these incoherent burblings of
coffee percolators in them
somewhere. Now, Falcon owners
can relive the memories of
incandescent boxes and odd
noises, with a software vocoder,
Voxx.

There are a few limitations to
the Public Domain demo version,
which is otherwise perfectly use-
able. Firstly, patches cannot be
loaded and saved to disk, and sec-
ondly, the parameters automatic-
ally change every minute or so.

Voxx uses the Falcon's stereo
input for both its modulation
sources: left for the formant
(microphone, or drum pattern), and
right for the carrier (a synth or
guitar, for example). Both inputs
have faders, in addition to
individual faders for the outputs, so
a finely balanced mix can be
created, even with the sensitive
mic-level inputs of the Falcon.

A completely configurable
16x16 matrix is used to connect the
formant envelopes to the carrier
amplifiers. Indiscriminate poking
of these virtual patch leads into any
old box, often causes some
fantastic, harmonically -complex
sounds, so there's no real need to
actually understand what you're
doing.

Each of the envelopes and
amplifiers have their own fader
control; the envelope faders set the
attack or decay time, whilst the
other set of faders are for a more
common purpose: gain. The
glazing on the bun is the pan pot
featured on each 'channel',
allowing you to set-up a
magnificent stereo spread.

The program was written to take
full advantage of the Falcon's
DSP, and as a result, is incredibly
quiet; and fast too, updating
parameters in real-time. The full
version costs about £95; a small
expense for such a useful musical
tool.

Disk no. F5539 (HD disk).
Available from Floppyshop. Tel:
01224 312756.

"I swear, if you say `b-b-b-breakdance' once more,
I'll clock you with that microphone..."

N

.7;
=

E 000 0 0 00 ,0 000 0 -00

1
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Musical memos
Databases tend to
appeal to those with a
sadistic tendency
towards esoteric

cataloging systems; most
musicians would become ill just
thinking about them. But, unlike
the average, exceedingly tiresome
database, Songz can tie-in
additional text, graphics, audio
(both samples and MIDI files), and
even moving images (in the form
of MPEG films). The program has
also been principally written as a
music database, with the entry
fields all requesting some form of
album -related information, making
it an ideal companion to the
computer musician.

Sample snippets of records can
be grabbed within Songz itself,
although the file format in which it
saves doesn't seem to conform to
any standard sample format
(annoying doesn't begin to
describe it). The Falcon version
supports 16 -bit, stereo sound, with

a sampling rate of up to 50KHz, as
well as lower, more space -
effective, sampling rates. External
links are made to small programs
to allow Songz to support a wide
range of audio and visual formats:
*.WAV, *.MPEG, and *.JPEG
viewers are included on disk for
the Falcon, or you can use any of
your own software.

Although Songz is supposed to
work on all Ataris, it stubbornly
refused to work on the Mega STe,
which was puzzling. Also, the
demo version has some
restrictions in the size of the
database, and in not permitting
pictures to be viewed. Registering
your copy for £15 gives you a
completely unrestricted version,
which may have the bugs ironed
out. As it is, Songz is a nice, but
rather crinkly, program.

Disk No: F5440 (HD disk),
also available on ST disk. Call
Floppyshop on 01224 312756 for
details.

Right: Archive those classic Mulligan and O'Hare
albums onto the hard drive, using Songz.

> Song? u <

Sample recording

Record Frequency:

Sample length:

More speeds vicar?
The most unique thing about Titan Designs' new Falcon hardware

product is its incredibly low price. For under £50, you get to increase
the CPU and bus to 24MHz, and the DSP to 48MHz. all of which can
be switched back to standard speeds for compatibility. As well as the
obvious speed difference, it's now possible to run the Falcon in high -
resolution, true colour mode, on a standard VGA monitor.

A little soldering is required to fit the modifications onto the Falcon's
motherboard, but apparently it shouldn't be too difficult to do. At the
moment, the upgrade is in its prototype stage, but it should be ready
some time in June. In addition to this exciting news, Titan have
announced a new version of their animation package Apex. and that
they will also be taking over UK distribution of the Afterburner040
accelerator, owing to the unfortunate closure of Compo software. The
040 board should also be available in June, and actually works in
conjunction with the other hardware modifications.

More information from: Titan Designs, 6 Witherford Way, Selly
Oak, Birmingham, B29 4AX. Tel: 0121 693 6669. Fax: 0121 414
1630. E-mail: 100345.2350@compuserve.com

Data

$' I

EDIT

DEL

Database

110_11j

SAVE

PRINT

LOAD

I NF

More solutions for sir
Rarely does a week go by without System Solutions unveiling

some new software or hardware; the last four have been no
exception, with additions to their extensive CD-ROM library,
and some impressive new hardware.

With one of the new Blow Up FX systems installed in your
Falcon. it is possible to increase the screen resolutions on
(S)VGA and Multisync monitors, up to sizes such as 1,024 x
768. But, not only does it offer screen enhancement, but
processor acceleration. too, and the opportunity to have more
RAM than 14Mb. The CPU clock is increased to 40MHz, the
bus to 20KHz, and the DSP to 50KHz.

Most popular software works without any problems, including
Cubase Audio and Apex Media, which you would expect for
£179.99. Fitting the board requires a steady hand, some
soldering tools, and a little more than the vaguest idea of what's
inside the Falcon. System Solutions will fit it for you. but it will
cost an additional £50.

Software protection is all very well, but having oodles of
dongles and just one cartridge port, can be very irritating.
Cartmaster Lite, a cut -down version of the already -available
Cartmaster, is a cartridge system with two buffered ports,
enabling two dongles to be plugged in at the same time.
Software is provided to manually select the right cartridge for
the application (although most programs auto -detect).
Cartmaster Lite costs £59.95.

Amongst the many new CD-ROMs available is The Ultimate
Cubase CD-ROM; a disc full of files and accessories for
Cubase users. As most Cubase files are generic, this CD can
be used with Macs, PCs, and Atari computers. For £69.95. the
CD-ROM gives you 300 MIDI files. 240 drum loops and 1,200
samples (both saved in AIFF format), mixer maps. and drivers.
plus computer -specific applications, encompassing sample
editors, calculators, and librarians.

More from: System Solutions, Windsor Business Centre,
Vansittart Road, Windsor, SL4 1SE. Tel: 01753 832212. Fax:
01753 830344.
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compiled by Ian Waugh (email: ianwaugh@cix.compulink.co.uk)

We've tons and tons and tons of useful, interesting, and just plain
loopy software for you this month. It's all on the cover CD but if
you don't have a CD ROM drive it should also be available from

several Net sites. If I know the pointers, they're listed here. If you don't
have a modem they should be available from good PD libraries.
Incidentally, if you run a Mac PD library or you know of a particularly good
one, let me know.

If you're interested in 3D animation, check out Ray Dream Studio in the
PC Toolbox pages and if you like analogue drum sounds there's something
of interest for you there, too.

Instant Play Bach
riYou know the guy
who wrote the
Macworld Music &
Sound Bible? Have

you heard of the Macworld Music
& Sound Bible? It's the biggest,
thickest guide to music on the Mac
ever written. It came out in 1992
and I'm sure we reviewed it then.

r PushBtnBach Edit

composed a set
of 176 bars of

music and created
compositions by rolling a dice to
select the bars. The clever bit, of
course, is making sure that
whichever order the bars are
selected, the result is still makes
musical sense.

And that's what this program
does. Click the button and it
'composes' a new piece of music.

It includes notation
MIDI

Press the Compose button and Bach will
write you another tune.

It's a mammoth 1400 pages long
and it was written, unbelievably,
by one man - Christopher
Yavelow. Anyway, he's a bit of a
software developer, too, and he's
written some composition
programs which will interest
anyone into computer composition.

CyberMozart is a computerised
version of Mozart's musical dice
game. So the story goes, Mozart

which you can print
and you can save the
composition as a
MIDI file.

The other program
is Push Button Bach
which generates
Bach -like pieces
using a structural
model. Features
include real-time
instrumentation
change and the ability
to save as a MIDI file.

The two programs
illustrate two
approaches to
computer
composition,
CyberMozart simply
picks musical
sequences at random
while Push Button
Bach actually
`composes' music
based on a set of
algorithms. It contains
a set of parameters

which you can see and twiddle
with in the free version of the
program. However, if you register,
the changes will have an effect on
the music. Settings include
Rhythm, Pitch and Harmony, plus
some more esoteric controls such
as Form, Nuance and Texture.

Incidentally, if CyberMozart
presents you with a Quit box after
booting, click on Cancel, select

rusnut !loam LOtt M1111

I Ira. Wimps 10
urrr,

Wu crhi-
serte0
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nett,f the mak n bn

PaelfIntallacI

In eon -shareware Verr,113 'm!
saff.are, tfau can central the
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In the registered version, the Options control panel lots you
adjust the composition parameters.

CyberMozart Edit MIDI

'General Options I

;qnDre repent sign
0 Stoop sounds at repeal sign
 Pnlil intnedintnin offer composing

Interactive editing (no scrolling)
Play

111 Loop

'Channel I Options I

Channel 1 Volume:
C-+ Use custom sound set
®, Use General MI01 set
Channel I Sound:

too I

I - Acoustic Grand Piano vl

'Output Options
0 MI01 Manager
Q MIICIFE1(1411 Spodkuv
C) Qui) kliints 2.11 Musk Sitertsian
Playback Transposition (semitones):

Playback tempo IBPM):

1111111.11MBRICEMEINM 111

'Channel 2 Options
Channel 2 Volume:
0 Use custom sound set
C) Use General MIDI set
Channel 2 Sound:

ii

- Acoustic Grand Piano
D Decrement patch numbers by 1  Decrement patch numbers by I. nal( is composing

File prefiN:

Batch Options
Number of files: 3 "1

(Sul MO. Et fnlFar,.

(

CyberMozart's Playback options give you control over various
aspects of the output.

Playback options from the
CyberMozart menu and click on
OK. This sometimes happens on
some systems but if you follow
that routine it should solve the
problem.

Christopher Yavelow has more
programs in the pipeline, both of a
commercial and shareware nature,
and we'll bring you more
information on them as and when
they appear. CyberMozart and

Click on the
Play button
and
CyberMozart
will produce
one of the
zillion possible
variations on a
theme!

PushBtnBach are on this month's
CD and available from
CompuServe (MIDI/Music
Forum), various ftp sites and
several Net sites including
Yavelow's own home site:
http://www.xs4all.n1/-yavelow/

They are also on the Electronic
Courier BBS on 01232 401737 and
01232 705452. Voice contact is
01232 791233.
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C The Invisible Scan
EPlayback options give
you control over
various aspects of the

output.
Have you any idea how mush

trash is lying around on your hard
disk? No, I'm not talking about
your songs which I know are
brilliant, I'm talking about hidden
files. You may know that the Mac
creates invisible Desktop files
which it uses to store certain
information. You may also know
that some programs do this, too,
and some even create invisible
folders.

Well, if you'd like to know
what's lurking on your hard disk
Buscalnvisibles is for you. It scans

doe..e.kar rn murder I
In CM..
MM. Ill
NAME OF MIMI FILL la.
Ma. +101,1e

Soraren aanoelled

Fa. 0 Invisible folders and

your disk, tells you what invisible
files it's found and makes them
visible if you wish. It's an easy
matter to see what they do and
delete them if they're redundant.

But do be careful. Programs
create invisible files for one reason
- to keep the user away from them
so they can't be accidentally
deleted. Hard disk installs copy
invisible files to you hard disk.
Don't try to move them or copy
them 'cause it'll likely end in tears.
It's also a good idea to copy any
folders containing invisible files
before you delete them, just in case.

Buscalnvisibles is useful for
finding files which may have been
left behind by programs long

removed, so
freeing up some
disk space. It's on
this month's CD.

Track down the
invisible files
on your hard
disk with
Busca-
Invisibles.

(ROM with a view)
There's a certain
fascination about being
able to see what sound
looks like. SoundView

lets you do just that. Select one of
the Mac's audio inputs and the
program will display sound arriving
at it in real-time. It can also load
and play sounds and display that
graphically, too.

Sound data is displayed as time
waves (amplitude vs time), spectra
(amplitude vs frequency), and

spectrograms
(amplitude vs
equency vs time).

There's bags of information in the
documentation and the program
supports Balloon help. It's actually
quite a sophisticated program and
well worth a look if you like
spectographs, FFT display and all
that.

SoundView is on the cover CD
and available from Net sites
including:
http://www.physics.swri.edu/Sou
ndView/ which should also have a
Native PowerMac version.

SoundView lets you view sounds in a myriad of formats -
showing it like it is.

:MIX CD
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page 7.

Sound Stack
EIf you work in the
acoustics arena you'll

- already be well
acquainted with terms

such as Abffusor, the Precedence
Effect, Modal Resonance and the
Law of the First Wavefront
(sounds like one of Judge Dredd's
rules). You probably even know
that ASHRAE stands for the
American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating, and Air -
Conditioning Engineers. Or
perhaps not.

Anyway, you can find

definitions of all these terms and
more in a neat HyperCard stack
called Acoustics Glossary. Just the
thing to have on your hard disk
when someone rings you and says
the absorption coefficient in his
studio has gone off the wall and is
giving his auditory cortex and the
pinna in particular, serious grief.
On the other hand you could tell
him to wash his mouth out with
Benzedrine and crack open another
six-pack.

Acoustics Glossary is on the
cover CD and should be available
from all the usual Net music
places.

(All the files on all your floppies)
EIf you keep backups or
rarely -used files and
programs on floppies it
doesn't take long to

amass several boxes of badly -
organised disks. AutoCat can help
you keep track of all of the files on all
of your floppies. It's a neat Control
Panel which automatically catalogues
a floppy - or any other removable
volume - when you eject it.

The disk must have a name and
AutoCat creates a folder of the name
in a special catalogue folder
containing aliases of the files on it.
To search for a particular file you can

AutsCati AutoCat catalogues your nopplos
so you mod now loss another filo agolln.

rim= ®p n®.......----
*modem.

0 CD

I

use the Finder's Find command or
you can browse through the folders
and aliases as you would any normal
folder. If the Mac need to access a
file it asks you to insert the relevant
disk.

It has an archiving mode which
lets you quickly catalogue a series of
disks. It's altogether rather brilliant.
The only downside (which isn't that
much of a downside) is that each alias
takes up space -16K on my system -
so if you have, say, 200 disks
containing an average of 10 files it
could hog quite a bit of your hard
disk space. Still, if you have some

free disk space and a
lot of floppies it could
save you a fair whack
of time searching for

You'll find
AutoCat on the cover
CD and the usual Net
sites.

(Big Bang)
How's your pioneering
spirit? Fancy pushing
back the boundaries of

m mac ine programming as we
know it? No, I don't mean
programming drum patterns but
writing a drum machine program.
Actually, you don't have to write

ni to *re

it, just bug test it a bit and throw in
some suggestions.

BigBang, by the author's own
admission, is quite unstable. It quit
on me a few times, but at least it
didn't crash my Mac. Yet. It's a
drum machine which uses
QuickTime's Musical Instruments
Extension for its sounds. You click
hits onto a grid in time-honoured
drum machine fashion and then

you can play it and save it.
Ideal for working out a few
killer grooves with your
Powerbook on the bus or
train.

It's on the CD.

BigBang  the world's
first QuickTime-based
drum machine.
Probably.

Wan
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Compiled by Ian Waugh (email: ianwaugh@cix.compulink.co.uk)

i8WEsome
If you read the review of Creative
Labs' AWE32 in our May issue and
got the impression that I liked it,
you'd be right. It's not so much that

it has better sounds than the other cards on the
market - although they are reasonably good -
but the fact that you can load samples into it
and create your own sounds makes it such an
interesting prospect for the musician.

There are tons and tons of programs, files
and utilities for the AWE32 and in the review I
promised that we've look at some in the
Toolbox pages - so here we go...

Winging it
If the avid AWE32 experimenter only buys

one CD it must be High Wings Media's
Soundbank and Utility disk. It contains around
150 SBK files and although most will fit into
the AWE32's on -board 512K RAM, some are
2Mb, 4Mb and 8Mb in size. Most have an
associated readme file so you can tell what's in
the bank without loading it. Some were created
for a specific piece of music and have an
associated MIDI file, too.

If you want to create your own banks and
sounds, there are around 160 .WAV files to
experiment with. They cover a variety of
sounds and drum loops although most are low-
ish quality recorded at 22.05kHz and 8 -bit
resolution. There are also over 400 MOD files
and a pretty neat MOD player.

The CD also contains several utilities
including Esbeekay which is similar to Vienna
but it can do a few things Vienna can't such as
make velocity splits. It can also handle WAV,
GUS and Kurzweil patches, and MOD samples.
Other utilities let you dump the contents of the
AWE32's ROM to a file, tweak the reverb and
chorus settings, monitor incoming MIDI
streams, and convert between different sample
formats. There are also programs for
transferring audio CD data from a CD to your
hard disk.

The best thing about the CD is the price -a
mere £12.50.

If you like listening to MIDI files, High
Wings also has a CD called 50 Number One
Hits. They're mainly MOR titles and include 'A
Good Heart', 'He Ain't Heavy', 'I'm Not In
Love', 'Keep On Running', 'Unchained
Melody' and 'When The Going Gets Tough'
(Jesus, the going is getting tough....Ed). There
are three versions of each piece in GM, GS and
AWE32 formats. You also get a copy of
Steinberg's Music Box, a software jukebox
player, so you can play them. The CD costs £21
which is a most reasonable 42p per song.

More from: High Wings Media Services,
Denver House, Acton Burnell, Shrewsbury,
SY5 7PQ. Tel: 01694 731718. Email:
db59@dial.pipex.com.

Sound Library CD-ROM

Traditional, Voice & Keys  Vol. 2

La: E -mu Syste

EMU's first Sound Font CD
containing Guitar, Drums &
Synth samples.
EMU's second Sound Font CD
with Guitar, Drums & Synth
samples.

And so on and so on
Specialist PC music

software distributor Et
Cetera also has a caddy of
AWE32 SBK CDs. AWE32
owners probably know that the
card contains an E -mu
synth chip and they may
also know that E -mu has
released some SBK CDs.

SoundFont Collection One
is subtitled Guitars, Drums & Synths. It contains
30 SBKs, each with lots of instruments so it's fair
packed with sounds and there's a readme file for
each bank. About half the banks will load into the
standard 512K but the others need more RAM.

SoundFont Collection Two is subtitled
Traditional, Voice & Keys. 18 banks need more
than 512K but the largest is only 551K so why
they couldn't have left out a few sounds or
shaved the samples down by a few K is a bit of a
puzzle. Either that, or included some sounds
which required a full 2Mb or 4Mb. I don't think
E -mu has shares in RAM chip manufacturing.

The Developers Choice is subtitled the Pop,
Rock & Jazz collection and basically contains all
the banks on the other two CDs. However, there
are three sizes of each SoundFont - small,
medium and large - which require 512K, 1Mb
and 2Mb of RAM.

The sounds in these collections are generally
superb. Check out the strings, guitars, brass and
vocal sounds in particular. The SoundFont
Collections are £29 each and the Developers
Choice is a rather hefty £79 although if you want
quality sounds and have more than the standard
512K it may be worth the extra to be able to
exploit your card's facilities a little more.

Finally, SBK CD Vol One was created by
Heavenly Music, a name most readers will be
familiar with as creators of high quality MIDI
files. The CD is a potpouri of sounds, music and

On th
R
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styles. There are 174 SBKs and 148 will fit into
the standard 512K. They are grouped into several
sections such as effects, basses, ambient sounds,
percussion, bells and so on, and there are ten
MIDI files designed for some of the SBKs.

The readme file says the CD should contain
some songs by the Heavenly Music duo, but it
doesn't. That apart, the CD contains a superb
variety of sounds although it could have been put
together a little better. At £49 it's considered
purchase but you do get a lot for your lolly.

More from: Et Cetera, Unit 17, Hardman's
Business Centre, Rawtenstall,
Rossendale, Lancs, BB4 6HH. Tel:
01706 228039. Fax: 01706 222989.
Website: http://www.etcetera.co.uk.

E.mu Sr..,
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Another tantalising section of PC
software resides on the CD-
ROM - check page 7 for details.

Out of this world
Our final AWE32 CD this month is

from Time+Space. The company will be
known to readers as purveys of the most
humongous range of sample CDs this
side of the red shift. The Groove
Construction CD was developed
especially for the AWE32. It features
140 MIDI file loop plus sample banks
and audio versions of the loops.

There are seven categories -
Tectmo/Euro, 70's Funk, Garage, Hip

The Developer's Choice
Pop. Rock is 1.1zz Collection
Volume I

The Developer's Choice Pop, Rock &
Jazz CD containing lots and lots of
SBKs in three sizes.

Hop/Rap, New Jack Swing/US Dance, Streetsoul
and Rave/Hardcore - each with its own 25 -sample
drum kit There are actually two sets of SBKs -
one for the standard 512Kb of RAM and one for
cards with 2Mb. There are also .WAV files of
every drum so you can make your own kits. Each
drum in the MIDI file is on its own track and they
follow the GM drum map as much as possible.

This is an excellent CD, extremely well
organised, very professionally constructed and
with lots of grooves for the Dance brigade. Good
value, too, at £29.95.

More from: Time+Space, PO Box 306,
I3erkhampstead, Herts, HP4 3EP. Tel: 01442
870681. Fax: 01442 877266. Website:
http://www.timespace.com.
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(Dream on
It's quite the thing now to produce a
set of images to accompany a song
or piece of music and wrap it all up
in a QuickTime or Video for

Windows movie. The release of Toy Story has
probably done a lot to engender interest in
computer -generated animation, and if your
appetite has been whetted you may be
wondering what's the best way to go about it.

If you fancy a spot of 3D animation, take a
look at Ray Dream Studio. It's the latest
package from Fractal Design and includes Ray

movie and it has lots of
movie -making features to
help you do so. Tweeners
create Inbetween' frames,
filling in the animation
between two frames.
Behaviours can make balls
bounce and spin, for
example, while
Rotoscoping lets you wrap
an existing movie around
an object.
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Getting horny with Ray Dream Studio.

Dream Designer just updated to version 3, Ray
Dream Animator, a wadge of 500 ready -to -go
3D images and a set of programming tools for
those who want to write their own Plug Ins.

It's available for both the PC and Apple Mac.
The PC version is optimised for Windows 95
but it will run under Windows 3.1, too. You
need a pretty powerful machine if you don't
want to hang around watching screen redraws.
Rendering (the calculations the computer
performs to transform your instructions into 3D
images) takes a while, too, so a fast Pentium is
definitely the order of the day.

Designer lets you create 3D images. It's quite
a sophisticated piece of software and follows the
general modus operandi of 3D graphics
programs. You draw a shape in 2D then
view it against a 3D grid and use 3D
Sweep Lines (which are a sort of 3D
projection of the shape) to mould it in
3D. The concept is not as difficult to
grasp as it may sound but 3D sculpting
can take a little getting used to. There is
a Modelling Wizard, however,
containing lots of shapes which is a
good help, particularly for beginners.

You can add colour and texture to the
objects. These have parameters such as
highlight, shininess and glow which are
all customisable.

Finally, there are light and camera
objects which you can create, adjust,
customise in innumerable ways and
move around the scene.

Model form
Ray Dream Animator builds on the

3D drawing facilities to enable you to
produce animations. Basically, it lets
you create a sequence of 3D frames
which it renders and converts into a

Free Form Modelling is
the most powerful - and
time-consuming - option.
It basically animates the
construction and
transformation process
you go through when
creating a 3D object. It lets
you turn any object into
virtually any other object.

The creation of 3D

Perspechy, of Dori 1 at MI 017 Ill)

_J

Giving a twist to a 3D image in Ray Dream Designer.

odeling Wizard
Welcome to Ray Dream Designer's Modeling Wizard I

The Modehng Wizard helps you create eatable Xl objects by asking you a series of
questions about the object. Make your selection rem the list below. Click Next to continue.

What kind of object do you want to mate?

PiPeline

Spiel object

4 pipeline object is created
by keeping orientation of
the cross-section
perpendicular to the
extrusion path at all times.

Create a spiral object by
rotating a cross-section
atourd an axis while
moving 0 peratel to the
axis. A telephone cord is a
good example.

Skin Object

A skin obtect is created by
stretching a surface, or
skin, over several
cross -sections of varied
shapes. Examples: boats,
plane hulls, etc.

Twisted Object

Cancel

twisted object is created
when a cross-section is
rotated as it moves along a
path. The result is a
twisted surface.

Next »

The Modelling Wizard contains a range of 3D shapes which
are good starting points for your own objects.

images and 3D movies is quite a complex
business and Ray Dream Studio handles it all
quite well. It contains excellent tutorials and
even the relative newcomer be will show some
interesting results after working through them

but this will take a few days - yes, as long as
that. Also, operation is not totally intuitive,
although that partly goes with the territory. Bit
like music - if it was easy everybody would be
doing it.

But the results can be
very impressive indeed. If
you're interested in 3D,
Studio is definitely worth
checking out. If you've
created a movie or
animation and put music to
it, send it along and we may
feature it on the cover CD.
Fame for a month! Eat your
heart out Andy Warhol.

Ray Dream Studio costs
£410.08 (£349 plus VAT).
More from: Principal
Distribution, Carrs
Industrial Estate,
Toddhall Road,
Haslingden, Lancashire,
BB4 5HU. Tel: 01706
832000. Fax: 01706
832568. Website:
http://www.fractal.com

You, too, can make an
animated movies with
Ray Dream Animator. b -
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' (Tune In
There would appear to be rather few
programs for guitar players. Leaving
aside the obvious ribald and jesty
reasons why this should be so, it's

nice to see that some programmers have clasped
the guitarist to their bosom and produced some
guitar -oriented software.

REM

MEM

-I 00 sec .1

L2J 2t.P1

Practice a -b I AA'
Stroke: Offset: Tuning:,d I .1

The clever Chord Finder program
analyses an audio recording of guitar
chords and tell you the notes it contains.

dsTune is a Windows -
based guitar tuner. Using
a Mic, you play your
guitar into a sound card
and an on -screen meter
helps you tune it. There
are options for using
alternative tunings and custom
tunings, too. You can plug your guitar
directly into your sound card but the
program issues dire warning about
doing this lest you blow the thing up!

There's also a calibration program
which you may have to run to make
sure the card is giving a correct
reading and you'll need a tuning fork
or other absolute pitch source to do
this. If you don't have a fork and
usually tune to the drummer (oboe
player joke, chaps) there's an
automatic calibration function which
the program reckons is accurate to
half a percent.

The program is shareware and the
same author has also written a
program called dsChord Finder which uses
frequency analysis to analyse audio guitar
chords and tell you what notes it contains.

Use dsTune to tune your guitar.
Tuning has never been so much fun.

Tune

Settings Tuning Help

Stop 13j E

b

+1 Oct:

Both programs come in 16 -bit (for Windows
3.1) and 32 -bit (for Windows 95) versions. The
32 -bit version of dsTune is on the cover CD.

Mr & Mrs Log and Anna

1 he passion for
analogue drum sounds
continues unabated. But
who needs a drum

machine if you've got a sampler? In
act, you don't even need a sampler.
You can load drum hits into a direct -
to -disk recording program and create
your own drum patterns. You can also
load them into a waveform editor and
muck about with them in all sorts of
ways.

So if you've got a mate with one of
these analogue drum machine
doobries, all you've got to do is get
him to bring it around so you can
sample it. But if you ain't got a mate

with a drum machine -
or ain't even got a mate
- wony not, 'cause a

few friendly people have
done sonic sampling for you.

Uni loops
For your enlightenment,

entertainment and edification, we
present the Univox Micro-Rhythmer
12. The what? Never heard of it?
Well, neither have I. It seems to
have been one of the less well-
known drum boxes of yesteryear but
it contains some interesting
analogue sounds and loops
nevertheless. You'll find them on
the covermount CD along with the
four drums which make up the
patterns although the bass drum
sound never occurs on its own. Just

Playing with the Rhythm Ace samples in Steinberg's WaveLab.

0-11)1 I I 1 I I I I I J elIMIE1101

v.

10, -

:

like a real drummer, eh?
Anyway, another enterprising

chap applied a little digital signal
processing to the combined bass
drum/hi hat sample and removed the
hi hat. This is also on the CD as a
separate sample.

0VOE..6 Her. S,y., Su.
 Tn. 2 513 0.1VE

Aces high
Anyone remember the Rhythm

Ace drum machine? Another blast
from the past. Well, another chap's
been out with his sampler and done
the biz on this one. There are 16
samples in all, although, again,

1 CO1:001101. 000.01 72 W01

;2 we:T. (StIX...101. 0.110232 01a1112
4.16

Creating a funky Dance pattern with the Univox samples in
Steinberg's Cubase Audio.

100 -
. I .......

some sounds never occur on their
own and are consequently layered
with other sounds.

Korg
If you don't recall the other two

drum units, what about the Korg
KPR-77? No? You're probably
under 20, then. So again we have a
set of eight samples from the
machine. Use them on their own or
in conjunction with other drum
sounds for variety.

All the sets of samples were
recorded at 44.1kHz and 16 -bit
resolution and saved as .WAV files.

I've had these samples for a
while and I can't remember exactly
which Net site they came from.
Sorry. However, by the time you
read this they will be on our Net site
so point your Browser towards:

http://www.musicians-
net.co.uk/Mix
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Phone the Mail Order Hotline Now! on 0161 474 7626

GROOVE TUBES

001/0' Surf*

MD1 Condenser Cardroi paturect
MD2 large gold sputtered cllaphrag,
MD3 as above with variable pattein

Groove Tubes
valve mics are
available from
stock.

rom
for MD1 a PS2a & Cable

SAMPLERS

FREE rive with
S3000XU3200XL at RRP.
Plus 4 x 100Mb carts.

8Mb RAM
and 240Mb library.
All this for only

£2595!
Fut f Sr- -1.2 sr sr + lip Dr -ire. Libra /99!

(OMEGA Zip Drive
Including 1 x cart + ma rte & see

OUTBOARD
REV

RAP Axis

ALESIS Midiverb 4 399 329
ALESIS Microverb 4 299 249
ALESIS Microverb 3 Few Left 199 159
ALESIS Quadraverb 2 649 525
DIGITECH Midi Vocalist 449 399
DIGITECH Vocalist 2 549 479
DIGITECH Studio Vocalist 999 869
DIGITECH TSR-6 299 259
DIGITECH Studio Quad 499 399
ENSON IQ DP/2 649 549
LEXICON Alex 389 349
LEXICON Reflex 469 389
LEXICON LXP-15 Mk11 Special Purchase 979 699
LEXICON PCM 80 2113........11
LEXICON PCM 90 2589

rawAnNics EOUA

2100 omposer
la! Offer price: £239 Intl insert ca

APHEX 106 Easyriderir. 4 than compressor..399 339
APHEX 107TubessenceP, Mic preamp 546 459
BEHRINGER MDX2100 'Composer' 299 239
BEHRINGER MX1200 'Autocom' 199 169
BEHRINGER XR2000 'Intelligate' 299 239
BEHRINGER 'Autoquad' 4 x gates -I- Filters ....399 349
BEHRINGER 'Multigate' 4 x gates 285 249
BEHRINGER SNR1000 'denoiser' 2ch 199 149
BEHRINGER SNR2000 multiband denoiser. 299 259
BEHRINGER 'Multicom' 4ch 299 259
BEHRINGER Suppressor' 250 219
BEHRINGER 'UltraCurve' 648 POA
DBX 1066 dual compressor/limiter/gate 586 489
GROOVE TUBES CL1 valve comp 989 939
GROOVE TUBES EQ1 5 band valve EQ 529 499

ts...l
GROOVE TUBES CL1S valve compressor- nicer

LA AUDIO Lite CX2 Stereo comp .. 249 199
LA AUDIO Lite GX2 Stereo gate 249 199
LA AUDIO 4C 4 x comps 464 399
LA AUDIO 4G' 4 x comps 464 399TL
AUDIO Valve Compressor 1173 999
TL AUDIO 2 channel Pentode Valve preamp 1051 985
TL AUDIO 2 channel 4 Band Valve EQ 821 699
TL AUDIO PA2 2 channel valve preamp/DI 405 345
SAMSON E-62 2031 band graphic EQ 329 279
BEHRINGER PE02000 parametric EQ

SPL Stereo ri a izer
Astonishing Value @ £339 each!

APHEX104 Type C2 Aural Exciter*. 399 339
BEHRINGER 'Dualfexl£ 145 119
BEHRINGER 'Ultrafex 242 199
BEHRINGER 'Bassfex' 250 219
BEHRINGER 'Edison' 250 219
SPL Stereo Vitalizer (see above) 586 339

MONITORS

RECORDING

IN STOCK!

AMPLIFIERS

MIXERS
it its a new recording console that you're after, you've come to the
right place) Axis Audio are THE people for mixing consoles.
)And sa t- Ily h ve very fine selection t t

£290'
INCLUDING MIXTAB!

Gb JAZ drive
Inc cart e

£599

f.P0A 0#
AKAI ORB Micronet 1 Gb JAZ drive
AKAI DR8 1.0Gb AV drive
AKAI DR16  2 0Gb 'Barracuda' AV drive

AKAI DR4-Wr

£3079

ew version
Looks identical to the old

one but now with 250
virtual tracks, true 4,.2
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do for sale.

Very limited quantity of used
and ex -demo V4 machines
available from £1400.

ADAT XT now in stock
- 100% compatible with V4 -much faster

transport and superior tape handling in general.
List price £3199. Our price Pplendldt

masterinlifor the masses(

COMPACT CASSETTE

DCC

Perceptably, a very slightly different sound
to DAT, but at this price you've just got to
have one!

441.i
Inc es FREE)
tap

 Digital in / out
 Plays normal cassettes

70 £249  Portable
 Mic input

DCC 730 - £249
 44.1 / 48kHz at dig in
 Plays normal cassettes
 18 -bit resolution
 Mic input

AT MACHINES
SPEOF TASCAM DA -20

OFFER
699! M

Price £799
Digital in & out
No SCMS!
Rack Mounting
44.1 & 486 analog

A30 (RRP: £1299) 11 U t
AES Digital in & out

I) Shuttle/data Wheel
No copy prohibit
44.1 & 48Khz analog

EX 05 (RRP £999)

WE WILL BEAT ANY GENUINE PRICE QUOTED
BY E10 IF THE DEALER IS WITHIN A 30

US OF MIS AUDIO SYSTEMS.

AXIS AUDIO SYSTEMS LTD 3 WATERLOO ROAD STOCKPO

Digital in & out (XLR)
Balanced in/out +4dB
Optical in/out
44.1 & 48Khz analog

The full MACKI
Tangs of consoles is in
stock and on
demonstration!

MACK
MACKIE a.
MACKIE
MACKIE 1
MACKIE Sta
MACKIE SR2
MACKIE SR32

Soumkratt
SPECIAL DEAL
RACPAC £x991!
Limited Quantity- - '

£599!
SAT

Please call us for our
extra special price on

Spirit Studio consoles.

1:11PIRIT STUDIO 16:8 /111.1. I
SPIRIT STUDIO 24:8 hp'Ottle I
Folio RACPAC SPECIAL OFFER!

BEHRINGER
EURODESK MX8000
EURORACK MX2642
EURORACK MX2802

ARP
2199

748
648

. -
3 x FOSTEX DSO's FUHODESK

159
Including VAT

We nave a varViintired quantity of
these unique desks available for

sale immediately
6 and 24 .npur versions available.

8 Bus
 Expandable
 Midi muting on army Input & output!
 VCA Wee attend:pa  BUILT4N1

NOT MOUSE OPIUM
 Bultbln seguncer (No computer required)
 4 x stereo aux returns

GS3-V 24:8:24 PV:kr.:1
 80 on monitors ate ,

demo

The Topaz from
Soundtracs has just
undergone a facelift an
now looks much more the
part.  One or two ex -demo
consoles may be available -
please call!

SOUNDTRACS Topaz Project 8 24.8
SOUNDTRACS Topaz Project 8 328

Topaz
24:8
+MB
£18991

one

2570
3877 3395
2937

STUDIOMASTER P7
And Introducing the Mbtdown dank 8
16 or 24 inputs with midi muting and a meter bridge as standard -
simply astounding value and a perfect partner to an adat or similar.

fIrgv
Low

;Price

etassic.8

STUDIOMASTER P7 16:8.2584.......,...1650
STUDIOMASTER P7 24.8 3288 ,,,,,,, ...2129
P76 channel extender 969 POA

All prices shown are subject to hinge
without notice. All prices include VAT. E&OE

AX: 0161-474 7619 Email: saleseaxisasLdemon.co.uk

Including
drives,

looms and
sync cables

PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO EQUIPMENT
SALES & SERVICING

on (0161)
474 7619for aninstantquote

PlitIN1

0111)It

INTEREST FREE
CREDIT

(Written details
on request)

instailatior
Service

TECH
,SUPPORT

II

The DEAL...:T% 3 x FOSTER 0-80's
s PLUS the totally fantastic

1))l ti BEHRINGER 24:8
Eurodesk
Including looms and sync
cables . Each 080 has a
540Mb drive fitted
providing 12.5 minutes
of record time accross all
24 tracks. Larger drives
may be fitted; POA.

Miepad 9
RAP: £199
Axis £179

If you want to use
our speedy mail
order service but
wish to pay cash.

then you canl
All you do is pay in

to any branch of the
Nat West bank with
our account details -

please phone for
further instructions.

(0161) 474 7626
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Route
Directing a signal through your mixer isn't always as easy as the manufacturers would have
you believe - little things like buses, auxs and groups often confuse the situation. Paul Mac
puts on his traffic cop's hat and directs the traffic in this guide to mixer routing

/f you stand by a large
console on display at
a trade show, you'll

often see people lunge for
the headphones and the
EQ section. Eight times
out of ten, their eager grin
will morph to a frown as
they realise that the audio
is lost somewhere within
the labyrinth that hides
beneath the facia. No
amount of button
pushing, head scratching,
or gain tweaking will
coax the signal out of the
headphone socket. This
scenario is usually due to
the customer's illogical,
or uninformed approach
to the desk's routing
controls. We are here to
help..

Directing the
traffic

Routing is the traffic
lights, roundabouts and
Police diversions of a
mixing console. It's a
matrix which defines the
source, destination and
via points of every signal
inside a desk. This article
will address the common
features of routing
systems in and around
desks, together with how they fit into a
multi-track recording system. Live
applications, while using the same basic
structures, will probably only serve to confuse
matters. So, for the time being, we will
concentrate on recording.

The best way to start is to decide want you'd
want from a routing system and why. We'll
then see how existing routing systems fit into
that framework.

Multi-track recording, as most are aware, is
a process where individual sources (single

instruments, microphones, and so on) are
recorded onto individual tracks of a magnetic
tape, hard disk recording system and such like,
and then sent back through the mixer, where
they are combined into a stereo (two track)
recording. The advantage is that you can record
as many or as few tracks as you like,
simultaneously, and add to that, eventually
building up the entire content of the recording.

Here's a list of things you'll want to do
while multi-track recording:
1) Move signal through the desk, from the

input to the multi-track, and onto a track of
your choice.
2) Process a proportion or the entirety of a
signal with external equipment, and bring it
back to the desk.
3) Check level and condition of the signal
before it goes to the multi-track or a subgroup,
or the dogs.
4) Mix several signals into one 'sub group', to
be recorded onto one track.
5) Create a simultaneous 'monitor mix' of
previously recorded tracks, plus the current
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one, while recording.
6) Mix all recorded multi -tracks down to a
single stereo mix, via EQ and external
equipment.
7) Listen to individual subgroups, signals
going to or from processors, extra monitor
mixes, and so on, at the touch of a button.

That's what we want, but how is it done?
We'll take all of the common routing facilities,
one at a time, and show them for what they
really are.

Inputs
The only real routing decision to be made

for a signal which is entering the desk for the
first time, is which input to use. You will most
often be faced with an XLR and jack input
which, when used in conjunction with the pad
and mic/line switches, determine the
conditioning that the signal receives. Some
mixers now offer a single route for mic and
line signals, with no attenuating pad, and input
impedance as the only difference between the
inputs, such as the Ultramic+TM system by
Spirit.

A direct output is a common escape hatch
for signals near the beginning of the input
channel audio path; and its name explains the
function. There's normally no switching
option, so the audio waits on the edge of the
socket, ready for a jack to provide a way off.
Where the direct output is derived from seems
to be a source of debate among mixer
manufacturers, and many hand the choice over
to the user, in the form of jumpers on the
circuit board. Post gain stage, but pre
everything else is a common option, as this
allows use of the mixer's pre -amp, so that the

signal is primed for its next adventure, but does
not suffer the inevitable degradation caused by
travelling further than is necessary (the
minimal signal path philosophy). For exactly
this reason, the direct output is often a good
route to the Multi -track tape - no superfluous
processing, no arduous routing matrix and,
theoretically, the cleanest signal. You do
however, miss out on the metering and other
goodies afforded by the mixer.

The next little diversion is the insert point
on a channel though, depending on the mixer,
this may be pre direct output. It is most
commonly comprised of a stereo jack socket,
where audio leaves the channel via one pole
and returns through the other. Insert points
have often been the cause of mysterious
disappearing audio events, as they are usually
normalised, so that when a jack is inserted, it
breaks the channel's signal path. The audio
must return, either down the other side of the
jack, or to another suitable input, otherwise it
will come to a dead end.

All of the manuals will tell you to use insert
points for noise gates, compressors, and so on
(out and straight back through the same door)
which is fine. However, you might want to
consider your inserts as extra inputs or outputs.
If you have a super duper mic pre amp or a
tube conditioning box, you could avoid the
mixer's input stage by plugging straight into
the insert return - though be certain that the
extra gain stage isn't needed.

On the buses
Now onto the auxiliaries, and the concept of

'buses' within a mixing console. A bus is a
frequently, and unnecessarily, misunderstood

part of a mixing desk. It is one wire which
transports several signals, picked up en route,
to a single destination. For instance, every
auxiliary one control directs a proportion of its
channel's signal onto the auxiliary one bus. All
of these signals, now combined, are sent to the
auxiliary one master control, which adjusts the
signal level on that bus, before sending it on to
the desk's auxiliary one output. Unlike an
insert point, there is no return provided to the
same channel, and the use of an auxiliary does
not break the channel path. However, some
desks do provide auxiliary return channels,
aside from the normal input channels, which
have far fewer features and often just provide
routing to the stereo mix.

The actual auxiliary controls are junctions,
with one entrance and two exits. One exit is
signed 'straight on.' Any audio that takes this
one ignores deviations and moves onto the next
stage of the channel, unchanged. Any audio
directed down the other exit will be ushered
onto the auxiliary bus. The nature of this
junction is important. It is not a switch,
sending everything down one route or another,
it is a potentiometer (pot, control, knob, or
whatever), which sends a proportion (variable
from 0 to 100%) of the signal onto the
auxiliary bus, and whatever is left continues
down the mixer channel.

There are several standard uses for this
facility. The obvious one is as a send to effects
devices, such as reverbs. Most people prefer to
bring the returns back to another input channel
to give maximum control over its place in a
mix. An auxiliary output is really just a mono
sub mix, and there are plenty of other uses for
this, such as a monitor mix's for musician's

GET IT RIGHT FIRST TIME! In
THINK YOU DON'T NEED THE EXTENSIVE FEATURES OUR PRODUCTS OFFER?

CALL US ON 0181 337 0333 AND FIND OUT WHY YOU DO (OR SOON WILL)!,
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TR606/808*, Sync 24 & clock pulse outputs and much more IN STOCK NOW £446.50 inc VAT
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For further details, sales and mail order 1

call our Sales Line now on
0181 337 0333
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2We can fit MIDI to most pre -MIDI synths & drum
Trade and export enquiries are also welcome

World leaders in MIDI for pm -MIDI instruments

machines with an internal MIDI Retro-fit. We can also F7 KENTON electronics vi. lilsupply or fit socket kits to instruments such as the ....
TB303, MC202, Odyssey, Prodigy, Cat, 700s & others,
to enhance their control from the PRO -SOLO, PRO -2 &

PRO -4. Please call for details.

12 Tolworth Rise South, Surbiton, Surrey, KT5 9NN, UK
Tel: 0181 337 0333 Fax: 0181 330 1060

entail: sales@kenton.co.uk

'Synth/drum machine will need a small modification. All trade marks acknowledged
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> headphones, another multi-track feed, and so
on, and so on. Be imaginative.

Group action
The next common routing option you will

find on a mixer channel is the group/LR bus
routing switches. These normally take the form
of a bank of switches near the faders, labelled
according to the number of groups available,
plus LR (or Stereo, or something like that). The
LR bus is just the stereo/two track wires which
carry any signal directed to it (see the
definition of a bus above). When mixing down,
this will carry your final mix; when recording,
you'll most likely have your main monitor mix
here.

The numbered selectors will correspond to
the 'groups' or group channels available on
your console. Group outputs are normally
directly connected to the multi-track inputs for
recording, so routing to the Multi -track can be
done on the input channels. The buttons will
correspond to a pair of groups, and the
distribution of signal between the two is done
with the pan control (left to the odd number,
and right to even number). Group channels are
fed by group buses, hence the common
reference to a four or eight bus console (four or
eight groups).

Going solo
Probably the most common reason for a lost

signal is the Solo or PFL (pre-fade listen
button). When this is pressed, the pre-fade
signal from that channel is directed to the PFL
bus, and the monitor output (headphones,
control room, LR meters) is then dedicated to
that signal. This is mainly used for checking
individual channel outputs before they reach
the next stage and, to further that cause, can
often be changed to AFL (after fade listen).
Both input channels and group channels
normally have this facility. You might also
find auxiliary bus AFL switches - another plus.
All of these are invariably linked to a solo light
on the master channel, or main monitor
section. If you lose your mix, check this light,
as a solo might be activated on an unused
channel.

Split and in -line
We now know the basic routing options.

You'll be pleased to discover that there's even
more to know. You may have heard the words
'split' or 'in-line' console before and
wondered what the story is. Well it's routing
- surprise, surprise.

The main difference between split and
in-line consoles is how they implement and
physically arrange the routing to and from the
multirack recorder. In both instances, input
channels will route signals to group buses,
which eventually get assigned to individual
tracks on the multi-track recorder via group
outputs. On a split desk, the right hand end of
the console is normally occupied by group /
monitor channels. The bottom row of faders
are the group outputs, and the top are the
monitor returns. So if you've already recorded
a drum track on tracks one to four and are now
recording a bass part, you can route the bass
input channel to group five (we'll assume this
corresponds to tape track five), and use
monitor channels one to four to listen to multi-
track returns one to four, while recording the
bass. So the right hand end of the desk deals
with tape send and return, while the left hand
end deals with input.

At mixdown, it is usual to bring the tape

tracks back to the input channels, using LR bus
and group routing to reduce them to stereo.
This leaves the monitor section redundant, so
there is normally a switch which routes the
monitor channels to the LR mix bus, allowing
you to use these for mixdown as well. As the
monitor channels often have fewer facilities
then the input channels, these might be best
used with a MIDI set up which has not been
put onto the multi-track, and is often
pre-processed to some extent.

An in-line desk handles this arrangement in
a very different way. The input channels and
monitor sections actually share the same
channel strips, and often have auxiliary and EQ
sections which can be split and assigned
between the two. For instance, an input on
channel one might be routed to group ten,
which would then be returned to the monitor
section of channel ten. However, this could get
confusing, so you can often decide which tape
return a monitor section is connected to. To
further aid your
endeavours, facilities
such as fader flip
(assigning the main
fader to the group /
tape return section)
will often be provided.

Okay, so a full
featured split or in-line
recording console is
out of reach of most
people's purses. The
recent trend in four /
eight bus multipurpose
consoles has left us
without a dedicated
monitor section, for
which an alternative
needs to be found.
Well, before you start,
get a patchbay. Multi
track recording is far
easier with a forward
facing bank of jack
sockets to play with,
especially when you
are trying to improvise
a monitor section.

Recording
Getting signals to

multi-track is easy.
Just use any outputs
you can get your hands
on. The groups are the
obvious choice, as you
can send sub mixes
straight to tape, saving
on tracks. If you run
out of groups, use an
auxiliary bus or two;
it's unlikely that you'll
have too much in the
way of effects at the
recording stage.
Individual inputs can
also be sent from direct
outputs, especially if
you are using two
groups as an extra
monitor mix. All of
these sockets become
ten times as useful
when they can be
found on a patchbay,
along with multi-track
inputs and outputs.

Monitoring
For monitoring, it's back to the patch bay.

Bring multi-track returns back to spare input
channels on the desk, stereo input channels,
and two track returns. A control room monitor
mix can be routed to the LR bus. Extra mixes
(for performers, producers and so on) can go
wherever you like; use a couple of spare
groups, or a pair of auxiliaries.

An alternative, which is enthusiastically
suggested by manufacturers for obvious
reasons, is to get another small mixer for use as
a monitor section. This is fine, if you've got
some spare cash, but a patchbay is often just as
good.

If you can consider your desk as a resource
of inputs, outputs and gain controls, ready and
waiting for you to arrange and connect, then
you are en route to recording success. 

A Basic Routing

Structure for

Multi -track

Recording

Qv/1.R
routing

Control ,/
room morntonn
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Investment.

THE FASTEST
MOST SOPHISTICATED HIGH SPEED

AUDIO CASSETTE COPIER

"Faster than a Ferrari - tougher than a tank .

.. l found it hard to believe that cassettes can be
copied so well; frankly, this unit has made my twin
cassette deck look pathetic". eHOME AND STUDIO
RECORDING MAGAZINE
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MANUFACTURERS -10
 World renowned for quality and reliability, the GEM

Diamond Copier is available as a 1 to 1, with
subsequent unlimited expansion.

 16x copying speed to produce, for example, a C60
both sides in less than 2 minutes (160 per hour
with 7 slaves).

 Ferrite heads for extra long life.

 Direct drive motors - no belts or gears.

 Robust construction.
 Wide frequency response.

 On -site demonstrations.

qEm
GRAFF
ELECTRONIC
MACHINES LTD
Woodhill Road
Collingham, Newark
Notts NG23 7NR, England

Tel: 01636 893036
Fax: 01636 893317

PUTS YOUR EQUIPMENT
WHERE YOU WANT IT.

BROCHURE HOT LINE

01462 432760

PROMUSIC
Midi -files for musicians

by musicians

comprehensive
LIS
MIOFFILES FOR
MUSIC LOVERS
EVERYWHERE

Simply put, you just
won;t find a wider range
of MIDI files than ours.
From the latest chart hits
to the classical greats,
our catalogue contains
over 1500 individual files
and our list grows daily.

Professional tracks
for gigging bands,
compilation MIDI disks,
tuition packs for
beginners or MIDI
software. We can provide
you with what you want
at the most competitive
prices available and with
the fastest despatch
around.

So when you
to make music,
for Promusic's
catalogue.

want
make ,
MIDI U asis -

Cubase Score - Atari

Exceptional arrangements of eight
chart busting hits with printed
music and lyrics at just £12.99
each.

Coming soon: Eric Clapton 2,
Classic 1, Classic 2, Elton John,
Bob Marley, Pop.

e MIDI Keyboar

A superb new series of MIDI
packs. Eight fully orchestrated
MIDI files with printed music and
lyrics for just £9.99. Latest titles
include: Beatles 1 & Beatles 2.

Over 1500 MIDI
files starting at just
£3.95 each covering
every musical style
imaginable.

 New titles every day -
call us for details of the
latest releases.

 No minimum order
quantity - just try one
file to put our quality,
service and value to the
test. You won't be
disappointed.

The Internet
Music Shop

Sof
11 29
£399

Cubase 2.5 - Mac £379
And a full range of Steinberg
software.

ORDER YOUR BIG
NEW CATALOGUE NOW.

This is just a selection from
our vast range of products
and titles. For the full
story,our comprehensive
catalogue is an absolute
must.

ORDER YOURS RIGHT
NOW!

Song Sung Blue

Cracklin' Rose

Only One Road

That's The Way I Like It

Scatmans World

Everley Bro thers Medley

Tragedy

Whiter Shade 01 Pale

Neil Diamond

Neil Diamond

Celine Dion

KC & The

Sunshine Band

Scatman

Bee Gees

Annie Lennox

PROMUSIC FREEPOST (LON6613),
110 Chaseside, Southgate, London N14 5BR

Fax: 0181 886 3426



Stage

Careful use of effects and signal processors can significantly improve the performance
of your live sound system. Neville Wake explains which black boxes can help you, and why...

Before we discuss how
best to use effects and
which ones are really

necessary, let's take a look at
the basic types that are useful to
PA (pedal power fanatics
should read Guitarist), and what
they do.

Compressors and
Limiters

Once sold separately, but now
almost invariably a single
combined unit, these are
important, albeit uncomplicated,
devices that enable you to get
more welly out of your system
without investing huge amounts of
dosh on doubling the power of
your PA.

Pumping up the volume initially
results in nasty old distortion
creeping into your sound, and
eventually blows a fuse, a speaker,
or whatever. And the sound ain't
great, either. A limiter simply
prevents signals from reaching
critical levels and thereby can make
your PA sound much louder, 'cos it
ain't distorting.

A compressor is a more versatile
unit which compresses the dynamic
range of a signal so that quieter bits
sound louder. Compressors come in
`soft knee' and 'hard knee' variations,
which means they effect the signal
gradually or do it suddenly. Worth a
bit of a try -out to find out which suits your type
of music. Heavy Metal would require 'hard
knee', MOR probably 'soft knee'.

All sorts of controls can be featured, but the
main ones are threshold, ratio, attack and
release. Most compressors have a threshold
control which lets you set a level at which
compression starts - very useful this, as you can
get problems with low level interference being
the 'quieter bit' that the compressor makes
louder, and you really don't want this. The
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The live rack: lots of black box
squeeze more performance from your PA.

other controls I'll explain later when we come
to using these units.

Noise Gates
Particularly useful for drum miking, Noise

Gates are muting units that let a signal through
when they're open, and don't when they're shut
(is the man a genius, or what?). You set the
threshold level at which the gate opens and
closes, and you also have control over how
quickly the gate opens (delay), and how hard, or

softly it shuts (rate) - you can
have it slam shut in the middle
of a dying note, or close gently
to allow the note to decay.
Their main use is to avoid noise

from channels that are in
operation, but are temporarily
quiet (an example is that the toms
are miked up, but the drummer
isn't bashing hell out of them at
the moment, so you don't get any
nasty overspill from other parts of
the kit through the toms mic while

the gate is shut).
Another variation is the Dynamic

Noise Limiter which is a more
precise device, not simply opening
or shutting, but monitoring the type
of signal and filtering out treble at
low volumes to get rid of hiss. I find
this beastie quite useful for recording,
but rather too precise to be of any real
advantage in a live situation.

Echo and Reverb
Echo tends to be something we find

built into multi -effects units these days,
but Echo machines themselves seem to
be a part of the retro scene, with units
such as the Watkins Copycat and the
Binson Echorec being sometimes

available on the second-hand market, and,
I believe, the former is actually being re -

manufactured. They are helpful in giving a
depth to vocals that can improve the voice
of even the lousiest of vocalists (talking
about my dulcet tones again, aren't we?).

On the whole, I prefer Reverb, which
combines multiple echoes to give a kind of
depth that is a lot more subtle and controllable.
The spring -line reverbs that you'll find in a lot
of mixer -amps, even in this digital age, are
okay, but many digital reverb units offer loads
of different variations, from the Albert Hall to a
small room, so it's really up to you. One thing
to bear in mind if you're using lots of different
settings for different numbers: how easy is it to
get at and see the controls in half-light? Pick a
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Drawmer processors are some of the best
around: their compressors and noise gates
are particularly highly thought of...
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0. model that's been designed with the live
musician in mind - many aren't...

Multi -effects
I love 'em - but... It's all very well having a

compact little unit that can provide all the
effects under the sun, but how often do you
really need to use one in a live environment
when the aim is probably to put across your
own sound rather than a packaged variation of
it? My band uses one - for two numbers.
Money well spent, or what? I guess we do use
it to bugger up (or do I mean improve) our
recordings...

The choice in multi -effects units is colossal,
but don't forget that, even though your chosen
one may be stereo, you can't normally get
different effects on each channel, and you need
to sort out how easy it is to set up between
numbers - your audience won't take kindly to a
ten minute interval after every number while
you fiddle...
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output: In -Line is where the effects unit goes
between instrument, or mic, and input; Global
is where it goes between the output(s) of the
mixer and the inputs to the amp(s), or in a
group or master insert, and is effecting the
whole sound; Channel connection goes to the
insert point on a single mixer channel;
connecting to Aux / Effects Sends and Returns
can be useful when you want different amounts
of effect on different channels.

Using Compressor/Limiters
These are globally connected, and, as I've

said before, important bits of kit for your PA,
have to be treated with some respect - over -
enthusiasm can lead to a colourless and lifeless
sound that won't do a lot for your image.
You're using these devices to make you sound
louder without spending a lot of dosh, not to
put yourselves out of business.

Chances are, in a small band or in a small
venue, you'll just be sticking the vocals through

The old Yamaha SPX80 is a great introduction to multi -effects

On the whole, unless you've got a sound
engineer, I'd stick one in the home studio, and
leave it there.

Enhancers and Exciters
The normal type of Exciter, which adds a

certain presence and fizz to the top end, is
useful only on vocals in a live situation, and
unlikely to be high on your list of priorities
unless you've just won the Lottery (in which
case why go out for a measly few quid,
anyway?).

The type that adds more bass an octave
below what's already in existence can be more
useful for live music, and combination bass and
treble beasties are now available.

I really don't want to waffle on about
Exciters any longer - you'll get bored, and I'll
start to find reasons why I should buy one, and
I haven't any money...

Putting it all to good effect
So, how do we go about sticking our effects

. processors into our PA system or backline.
Some effects such as chorus, delay and echo
can be connected in -line or on inserts, others,
like compressor / limiters, can't be brought
back into the mix, and we have to run them
globally.

Brief lesson on connecting up here for
grannies with no teeth and a liking for hen's

the PA, so listen to your main vocalist's voice
to determine the ratio (between 3:1 and 6:1 is
fairly normal). If you're putting everything
through the PA, then your type of music will
dictate the ratio - country will require very
little, heavy rock a lot.

The threshold control sets a point at which
compression comes in and leaves everything
below it uncompressed. Setting this up takes
time, because you've got to make sure that it's
the quieter good stuff that's sounding louder,
not crap like hum and noise..

Attack and release controls let you control
how the compressor deals with a signal, how
fast it reacts to signal increase and how fast it
returns to normal. Be careful with these
controls, you can lose the ends of notes and all
sorts of nastier like that - so, once again, take
your time. An auto compressor won't have
these controls, it will have been factory pre-set
for the optimum -I like life being made easier
for me...

Using Noise Gates
Basic controls are threshold delay and rate.

Threshold sets the level of signal at which the
gate opens and shuts. Set it too low and you
lose the ends of notes, too high and a decaying
note will go on forever. Compromise is the
name of the game. Delay sets how quickly the
gate will open after the threshold; rate sets the
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how fast the gate shuts - you can slam it or
push it to gently. A long delay and slow rate
on vocals and a short delay and fast rate on
drums is the general rule of thumb.

Using Reverb and Echo
There's not a whole heap you can do with a

basic spring -line reverb other than control its
rate, and occasionally its tone, to get a not too
obvious overall 'spaciousness' to your sound.
It can, nevertheless, be very effective, but do
keep your spring -line away from any place it
can get bumped or knocked about - you, and
the punters, will know all about it otherwise.

Digital reverb is another animal altogether -
these units can be very sophisticated indeed
and a whole host of knobs or buttons can
confront you. The basic controls, however, will
be three in number. The first of these, input,
will usually have an overload LED, which you
don't want to light up - overloading input on
these digital devices is not to be recommended

sound -wise. Secondly program selection -
probably loads of these with, hopefully user
programmable memory settings - once you've
chosen the programs, or combinations of same,
that suit various numbers, take loadsa notes of
what goes with what, 'cos it saves time later
when you're on stage. Thirdly there should be
a mix control - if you've got the reverb
between the desk and amp, start at about 9
o'clock and work up to your ideal position,
(no, it doesn't go up to 69), which, of course,
will probably need to be varied for different
programs, so out with the note book again. If
you're plumbing it through the effects send and
return, turn the control right up and use the
effects return level control to get the right mix.

Using Multi -effects
On the basis that these are basically digital

reverb units with a lot more going for them,
follow the guidelines above. Note taking
becomes even more important because of the
wide varieties of combinations you can set.
See if you can pick up a Yamaha SPX90, for
not too much dosh, as a great introduction to
the world of multi -effects - it has a very
distinctive 'Yamaha' sound to it, but, if you
can live with this, it can really liven things up,
particularly if you're in to doing weird and
wonderful numbers. 
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sound advice
Is worth getting a separate mixer fior your portastudio? How many channels do you need?

These and other questions are answered by Nigel Lord, studio guru to the stars...

Last month, I outlined the relatively few
options open to manufacturers when
determining what facilities should be

included in the recorder side of a cassette multi-
track machine. As we discovered, the standard
design of the compact cassette itself leaves little
room for manoeuvre, and aside from logic -
controlled transport systems and quality of the
heads, there isn't much to chose between
different machines. On the mixer side of things,
however, manufacturers have the scope they
need to ensure their machines stand out from the
crowd (...or not) - or break new barriers in terms
of price and performance.

Within the range of facilities which determine
whether a machine will become a highly -
regarded market leader or just a creditable
performer for those on a budget, the number of
recording 'buses' included in the mixer ranks
pretty high. From this is determined the number
of tracks which can be recorded to tape at any
one time.

This is a function of the onboard mixer -
rather than the recorder - because it is within the
mixer that signals are combined together to feed
either two or four of the recording head tracks
simultaneously. For reasons we needn't enter
into here, it is considerably more expensive to
produce a 4 -bus mixer than it is a 2 -bus design,
and this is seized upon by manfacturers of
budget machines as a way of saving money
without compromising overall performance.

But surely, only being able to record on two
tracks at a time must compromise performance?
Not necessarily. Only if you have to record
three, four or more parts simultaneously (in a
band situation, for example), is it necessary to
use a four -bus mixer. For the average musician
working alone (as the majority of cassette
multi -track users do), it's perfectly possible to
get by recording one or two tracks at a time -
additional tracks being added whilst monitoring
those already laid down. This, obviously, takes
longer, but results in no loss of audio quality.

Even if you are working with other
musicians, it is still perfectly possible to record
them individually or in pairs - drums and bass,
guitar and keyboard, for example. If vocals or
other instruments are to be added, and you have
already used up all the available tracks, it then
becomes necessary to 'bounce down' existing
tracks - say two pairs to a single pair - in order
to free tracks for additional instrument parts.

We'll be looking more closely into such
recording techniques later in the series. For
now, it's only really necessary to decide
whether recording on two tracks or four is
appropriate to the type of music you produce.
Incidentally, though I have only mentioned
them briefly in passing, there are a number of
8 -track cassette machines available which give
surprisingly good results (...considering the size
of each track across a 3.81mm strip of tape,
particularly after you've left room for 'safety'

areas between each recording track). However,
to my knowledge none of these offer
simultaneous 8 -track recording; the most you
can expect is 4 -track recording from the four
mixer buses (for more on buses, go to the
`Routefinder' article in this section).

Inputs and channels
It's important not to confuse the number of

tracks with the number of input sockets or
mixer channels. Like conventional mixing
desks, it is perfectly possible to have four, six
or eight mixer channels feeding a stereo source.

Many newcomers to multi -track recording
find this confusing. Why, if the tape only has
four tracks, do you need more than four mixer
channels? Well, consider the drum kit: a variety
of percussion instruments - snare, bass drum,
hi -hat, cymbals etc - most of which need to be
miked up separately but heard together, as they
would in a live situation. Here, it would be
necessary to devote one channel of the mixer to
each individual mic or instrument and then mix
them together to produce a mono or stereo
signal for recording onto tape.

Really, it all comes down to understanding
the difference between inputs, channels and
tracks. A mixer comprises a certain number of
channels - 4, 8, 16, etc - each of which may
include one or more inputs for microphones or
other instruments. These may be mutually
exclusive (so that using the mic input prevents
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you using the other inputs) or available
simultaneously for 'funnelling' multiple inputs
into a single mixer channel.

In a similar way, mixer channels are then
funnelled together (onto recording buses) to
feed one or more tracks of a recorder. And, as
we've just discovered, as far as cassette multi -
trackers are concerned, these are available
either pairs or in fours. Clear enough? Good,
because in addition to making decisions about
the number of tracks you'll want to record on
simultaneously, it's also necessary to estimate
the maximum number of mixer channels you
might need at any one time.

Obviously, if you're in the business of
recording drums, which may require four, six
or even more mics, the demand for mixer
channels will be felt more acutely. Similarly,
if your music is characterised by multilayered
synth parts, having enough mixer channels is
essential.

In fact, the decision about mixer channels is
in some ways more important than that of the
number of recording tracks simultaneously
available. Unlike the latter, there is no
substitute for having enough channels to cope
with the maximum possible number of inputs.
Get the calculations wrong and you face
having to buy a separate sub -mixer to cope
with the demand for extra channels.

On the other hand, you may well see this as
a solution, if there is a particular cassette
multi -tracker which would be ideal for your
needs, but which lacks sufficient mixer
channels. A second, 'sub -mixer' can be bought
at a later date, or borrowed from a friend,
when needed. Alternatively, you may already
own a mixer of some type which could be
pressed into service as a way of supplementing
the input channels of the cassette multi -
tracker.

Separate mixer?
With a sufficiently good mixer, you might

even be tempted to bypass these input
channels altogether and connect it directly to
the recorder. This would be useful as a means
of expanding the number of mixer channels
and/or the facilities they include, but there
could be problems when the time comes to
playback and mix the tracks you've recorded.
This is because the mixer in a cassette multi -
tracker is not only used to combine input
signals and send them to the recording heads,
it also serves as a means of combining
playback signals from the four (or eight)
tracks, once recording is complete.

Without a set of direct output sockets (fed
from the playback heads) to which an external
mixer could be connected, it would be
necessary to use the multi-tracker's built-in
mixer for mixing down your tape tracks to
produce a stereo 'master'. Many machines do
include these sockets, but some don't - and
it's not always price that is the deciding factor.
If you do have a mixing desk you'd like to use
to expand the number of input channels on
your multi -tracker and when mixing down,
make sure the machine you decide on has the
necessary connection hardware to make this
possible.

Of course, you might well ask, if you're
going to use a separate mixer, why bother with
a cassette multi -tracker at all? The answer, I'm
afraid, is because manufacturers have never
really embraced the concept of the stand-alone
4 -track cassette recorder. If you want to go
down the road of separate mixer and recorder,
you're looking at a (considerably more

SOUND JARGON
BUSTER

You may know the terms, but do you
understand the meanings?

Volume - defined as the amplitude or
intensity of sound pressure waves emitted by
a vibrating source.
Loudness - Because human perception of
volume varies according to a number of
factors - particularly pitch - we use the
expression loudness when speaking of our
subjective impression of a sound's intensity.

Control over loudness is quite different
from control of volume. The loudness switch
found on hi-fi amplifiers, for example, boosts
the upper and lower regions of the human
hearing range - but not frequencies in
between. This is to compensate for the fact
that low and high frequencies are perceived
to be quieter than mid -range frequencies at
low volume levels. As overall volume is
increased, human hearing response tends to
flatten out and we hear all frequencies more
equally.
Level - We speak in terms of level once
acoustic energy has been transformed into
electrical energy via a microphone or similar
transducer. When the fader on a mixing desk
is raised we are increasing the voltage level
of an electrical signal. This may lead (through
the amplifier and loudspeaker stages) to an
increase in volume, but that's further down
the chain.

Being related to sound pressure levels,
signal voltage levels also use the decibel as a
comparative unit of measurement - the dBu
expresses signal voltages in relation to a
0.775V reference point (which came about
through the development of the telephone),
whilst the dBv expresses signal voltage
relative to a 1V reference.
Gain - The degree to which an amplifier
'magnifies' electrical signals is referred to as
the gain of an amplifier, and in certain
circumstances is made to be variable.

The overdrive controls on many guitar
amplifiers are gain controls, and you'll find
gain control stages in most mixing desks -
often wrongly used as a level controls. Why
wrongly? Because by using the gain control
to boost volume rather than the channel
fader, you boost noise and distortion along

with the signal itself. Gain should always

be adjusted to the lowest possible setting,
once the input fader has been set to the
desired level.
Power - Audio power is defined as the total
energy supplied by an amplification system,
and is determined by multiplying the average
voltage present at the output by the output
current. This gives you a measurement in
Watts RMS - the only true indication of an
amplifier's power rating.

'Peak' or 'music' power, though often
quoted because they are higher than the
RMS figure, are virtually meaningless in
terms of real power output and should be
ignored when checking amp or speaker
specifications.
Dynamic Range - In any continuous audio
material such as music, there are minimum
and maximum volume levels. The variation
may be subtle or more extreme, but whatever
the difference between the two, this defines
the dynamic range of the audio source. In
order to reproduce music accurately, the
dynamic range of an amplification system
must be as wide or wider than the source
material. If it isn't, the relative proportions of
the low and high volume signals will be lost.

Often, it is useful to deliberately limit
dynamic range to make certain program
material easier to cope with. In recording
applications, for example, lowering the level
of signal peaks allows you to increase overall
level in relation to background tape hiss,
without the risk of distortion. This is principle
behind noise reduction systems such as
Dolby.

Distortion - Distortion is an unavoidable side
effect of all amplification systems. Harmonic
distortion, intermodular distortion, phase
distortion - all help degrade the quality of a
signal as it passes through the various
components of the system.

However, it's the additional distortion
caused by mismatched equipment and
overloading which is responsible for the most
severe problems and which we should strive
to overcome by careful choice and use of
each component in the audio chain.

But it shouldn't be forgotten that distortion
has its positive side; our preference for a
particular amplifier or speaker often stems
from the character it imparts to the music.
This character is actually a subtle
'colouration' of the music and in that sense is
simply another form of distortion.

expensive) multi -track reel-to-reel machine of
some sort -a combination we'll be discussing
a little later in the series.

Back in the world of cassette multi -trackers
- oh, alright, portastudios (come on Tascam,
do your worst...) -a separate mixer may well
be used as a way of supplementing onboard
facilities, but those are onboard facilities
you're going to have live with. It makes sense,
therefore, to buy a machine which either
provides the bare minimum of controls, so that
you're wasting as little money as possible, or
one which includes enough facilities to stand
on it's own two feet.

But what are these facilities and what
should you look for? That's what we'll be
discussing next month. Till then... 
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Unbelievable price on Akai samplers!

S3200XL 16Mb exp. to 32Mb

S3000XL 2Mb
exp. to 32Mb RRP £1799

S2000 2Mb
exp. to 32Mb RRP £999

Remix sampler 2Mb
exp. to 18Mb RRP £849

Akai MPC3000 workstation

RRP £3499

I NMI

DJs look! 16 -bit
stereo DJ sampler

£Phone

L In stock... Book your demo now!! A

HARD DISK RECORDING"
Akai DR8
including Jazz drive ....£Phone
Akai DR16 + 2 gig Barracuda AV HD drive....£Call

Roland
VS -880

Virtual
Studio

EX -DEMO & USED
EQUIPMENT

Roland Juno 60 + JSQ + stand £349
Roland 050 + card £439
Novation BasStation rack £369
Novation Bass keyboard £280
Yamaha V50 workstation £390
Lexicon Alex reverb £245
Alesis Microverb 3 £165
Kawai K1R + cards £250
Samson Servo 150 amp £220
MIDIman Micro Mixer, 18-ch £159
MIDIman 6-ch Multi Mixer £58
Casio C23000 synth £160
JBL Control 1 monitors £190
ATH-M7A mon. h/phones £69
MIDIman desktop music syst, Mac £95
Emagic Notator Logic, Mac £180
DigiTech Studio Quad effects £420
DBX type II noise red. system £120
Samson MPL 22:4:2 mixer £620
Tascam Porta 07, 4 -track £330
Oktava MK219 studio mic £278
Audio-Technica ATM33A mic £129
Samson S11 mic £45
Zimmer racks 10U £60
Demo racks, various colours £105,

 RACKS, STANDS, CASES & PATCHBAYS
8/16 -WAY LOOMS, MIDI LEADS

All Pro Audio leads made to your requirements.
Home & professional studio installations undertaken.

: BEHRINGER, DBX, LA AUDIO, AMEX
Compressors/Limiters, Gates/Expanders, Exciters/Equalisers

TL AUDIO, DRAWMER, SPL, ALESIS
Too many to list!! Phone!

WORLDWIDE EXPORT

Nnovestiorim
All with twiddly bits!

New Novation DrumStation - in stock!! £449
BasStation rack in stock £399
Novation BasStation keyboard in stock £349

--sS% FREE DEMO
FREE DELIVERY

MPL1502

Allen & Heath GS1

Eurodesk

£999
Allen & Heath GS3-V 16:8:16 £1999
Allen & Heath GS3-V 24:8:24 £Phone
Soundcraft Spirit Studio 24 £Phone
Soundcraft Spirit Studio 16 £Phone
Mackie 32-8 or 24-8 packages £Phone
Samson MPL1502 £255
Samson MPL1640 £499
Samson Studio MPL2242 £685
Behringer Eurodesk £Phone

TASCAM YAMAHA

EFFECTS PROCESSORSMEM
Alesis MlDlverb 4
Alesis Microverb 4
Alesis Quadraverb 2
Alesis 3630 comp/limiter
DigiTech Studio Quad.... New!
DigiTech Vocalist 2
DigiTech Studio Vocalist
DigiTech TSR 24S
Lexicon Reflex
Lexicon PCM80
Lexicon PCM90
Behringer MDX2100 composer
Behringer Ultrafex II
Aphex 108 Easy Rider comp, new
TL Audio Valve compressor

£335
£249
£585
£235
£399
£479
£885
£699
£399

£Phone
£Phone
£Phone
£Phone

£269
£999

rDAT MACHINES
Tascam DA -20,

digital in & out,
44.1 & 48 KHz
analog

Fostex D5 RRP £999
Tascam MA30 Mkll RRP £1299

AES digital in & out,
shuttle/data wheel,

L44.1 & 48 KHz analog

SONY® Fostex
PHILIPS

MONITORS
Alesis Monitor 1s £289
Alesis Monitor 2s £699
Soundcraft Spirit Absolute Its Phone

MAIL ORDER

I Ns
r KEYBOARDS

Alesis QS6 64 -voice synth, new £899
PHONE FOR BEST PRICE!

Alesis QS6 £Call
Roland XP -50 workstation New! £1299
Roland XP -10 £599
Roland A33 controller keyboard £399

KORG
Prophecy Solo Synth £999
Trinity £Phone
i4S workstation £Phone
X3 keyboard £925
X5D keyboard £755

Modules
Alesis DM5 drum module £479
Roland JV-1080 £1099

NEW AKAI MODULES IN STOCK

AKAI SGO1 V VINTAGE MODULE
256 vintage sounds, 32 note poly

AKAI SGO1P PIANO MODULE
8Mb stereo sampler, 50 sounds

AKAI SGO1 K GM MODULE
32 -voice, 124 percussion sounds, 32 voice poly

Only £299 inc VAT each

'COMPUTERS
Apple Macs

New or refurbished machines available, Powermacs etc.

Pentium powered PCs with PCi
Custom built systems, multimedia systems

Upgrade service available
CD ROM Drives - Quad speed SCSI

Six speed/EIDE
SIMMS MEMORY! SIMMS MEMORY! SIMMS MEMORY!
We don't remember when memory was so cheap!
4Mb 30 pin £129
4Mb 72 pin £135
8Mb 72 pin £275

Li6Mb 72 pin £485

 COMPUTER/SEQUENCING SOFTWARE
Steinberg Cubase starter pack £149
Steinberg Cubasis, Mac £129
Steinberg Cubase v2.8, Mac, colour £329

FULL RANGE OF STEINBERG & EMAGIC
SOFTWARE FOR ATARI, MACS & PCs.

CALL FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS

11A!CROPHONES
AMAZING DEALS! AMAZING DEALS!

AUDIO-TECHNICA
AT4033 + shockmount In stock £Low!
AT4050/CM5 multi -pattern In stock £Low!

HEADPHONES

ATH-M40 full range studiophone £95
ATH-D40 bass enhanced studiophone £95

AKG

C3000 large diaphragm condensor £299

OK TAVA

MK219 £289

RODE

NT2 condensor mic £Phone

NEW SHURE BETA RANGE CALL FOR DETAILS

SONY AUDIO TECHNICA NEUMANN AKG BEYER

NEXT DAY DELIVERY

C SCILIFIricse
11 Hydean Way, Shephall, Stevenage, Herts SG2 9XH

TEL: 01438 750751 FAX: 01438 750752
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dIgIdesign

The CX8 is built for Foster by Alesis and is basically
exactly Me same machine as the new high speed ADAT
XT, The only differences are the colour and the D -Sub
(rather than EDAC) connector on the rear panel. The
new design Matures a die-cast chassis and as completely
redesigned transport, which rewinds and fast -forwards
four times as quickly as the old machines. Also ARC style
editing can be pedormed from the
front panel with two machines.
Turnkey are the exclusive U.K.
suppliers of this machine, and are
therefore able to bring It to you at
an unbeatable pnce

-411111111.
FOSTEX 080

.61 The D80 s a 3U
rackmount unit. wIth 8 individual stouts and outputs, a
removable front panel doubles as a remote and meterbndge.
a removable 350 meg hard drme Slaves to MMC as .11as
being able to act as a master, all with no tract loss, and has
SPDIF digital its and outs to allow
backup to a standard OAT ma.me
and direct digital recording. Easy to
use editing allows cut, copy and
repeat noting across multiple tracks.

Turnkey bring you the first stocks of
Sonys brand new portable. are IGO
D8. Sturdily built with a back -lit
display, the unit features 48 and 44.1
kHz wording. Initial simples will be
wry limited, phone now to reserve
yours. The ultimate Walkman

£2195
Adat XT Compat

HARD DISK RECORDER

£1499
2 FREE LOOMS

£599
NEW BOxErs

XR300 EXCLUSIVE

Long the synchroniser of choice in professional studios
we now exclusively bring you this industry standard unit
at unheard-of price. Features include true SMPTE at
all standard stripe -rates, MIDI
clocks/ Song Pointers or MTC for
compatibility with all MIDI
sequencers. Large LED time -code
display. Merged MIDI input,
Straight -forward operating system.

Full 19. rack unit.

£ 1 59
NEW E0xEld

SPIRITSP SSTTUUD'I°0
"I-1:gghh Sepeeel AADDAATT 63699

63349

SPIRIT STUDIO 324 HIgh Speed ADAT 64299

1111111.2=EMU
8. -track stand -along random access
recorder lhat features jog/shuttle.
MIDI Machine Control and MIDI Tyne
Code. SPDIF as standard as well as
4.in. 8 -out balanced connectors.
Options include ADAT digital
interface, SCSI pod for computer
hookup, sync card for addeonal units. 4 extra analog ins etc

N E W

£3199
INC. IMO HD

19' RACK DAT

If you need a 19' rack mount DAT machine. they don't
come any cheaper than this! But that not at the
expense of a quality machine: reliable tray -loading
mechanism. The SCH5 is switchablti a or our. Bosh
analog and digital recording at all
sample rates end coaxial SPDIF in
and our. Nigh sound quality is
guaranteed by 1-b DAC playback
SpeciarTable-of-Contents feature.

SONY -
=790

We have exclusively secured a small supply of the Sony
DTC790 to bring you the cheapest full size OAT machine
on the market, but this is not at the expense of features:
SPDIF coaxial input and optical in and out, digital and
analog recording et all three
sampling rates (32 kHz, 44.1 kHz,
48 kHz), as wall as all the usual
ID functions and a full function
into red remote control. Also
available with Digicon SC MS
stripper for only 8599. Another
GAT exclusive from Tumkey.

SCOOP
LIZEIMai
£499

£679
NEW BOXED

PHILLIPS OGG951

DC C now has 18 Olt sampling at 48 kHz wilt,
advanced data reduction techniques The DCC951
Is a full-size machine n a sturdily built case. It
features Philips new Turbo drive high speed
mechanism, title recording, lull indexing & location
facilities, SP/DIF ins and outs, full remote, plays
nalog cassettes with Dolby Ba

C noise reduction, auto -level
optimisation and microphone input.
Portable OCC170 also available at
6249. Unbelievable deals exclusive
to Turnkey.

£249
NEW BOXED

YAMAHA VL1m & VL7
IIIIMINEE1=1=1
Whilst we've always been well known for bringing you
exclusive deals al knock -down prices, this s definitely the
deal of the year!

Without doubt the meat powerful commercially available
synthesizers ever made, the Yamaha VL series have
brought the first majabreek-through in synthesis technology
aince the advent of FM. Not only thateut Yamaha's
implementation of Physical Modelling gives the most
breathtakingly realistic acoustic simulations available as well
as fantastically powedul lead and bass synth Sounds.

Physical modelling takes a completely drfferenf approach to
sound reproduction than any previous method. Rather than
begin with inflexible samples or a ample oscillator, extremely
powerful DSP chips sm.te in real time charactenstics of
real instruments Such as tube/string length, damping,

+.-lialf11111111inrou picloyimo
ILIF_AL ENTRY -IEVEL Mlp CCINTFKIWER KEYBOARD

Compact touch sensitive master keyboard off ring full
control over pitch bend and mod. data slider
assignable to revert, pan or any controller,
sustain pedal input, transpose over 2 octave
range, send patch 8, bank change messages
Check out our unique package prices with
these modules:

Proteus FX + PC200 -
SC8BVL + PC200

PC200 -
SC7 + PC200 -

PC203

£149

£549
£509
£539

£285

AKAI S2000 - NEW - IN STOCK - 099

VL-7
£799
WITH FREE
BREATH CTRL

EX.,. PEDAL

VL-lm
laM131113

£999

abso.on, lobove pressure, throat characterthscs. tonguing
and many Others.

Once the basic (or not so basic g sound has been created, it
can then be passed through a powerful multi -mode fitter
section with resonance, harmonic enhancer, impulse
expander. resonator and five -tend fully pararnetdc EC/ with
key-.alingabilibes.

Finally, a 32 Mt effects section based. Yamaha's top of the
line SPX1000 unit provides up to 3 simultaneous effects
proossors,Capable of Flanging, pitch -shifting, revere delay,
distortion etc...

If acoustic simulations aren't your thing, then imagine the
virtually Omelets palette of synthetic sounds the VL sans
can produce, in fact we have commissioned top
programmers at Yamaha's R&D department to produce a
!Dance and Techno" sound set which were giving away with
the uniK (these load via the buillth 3.5- disk drive).

The VL-lm is a 3U 19.! rackmount
unit and is duophonm The VL7 s a
mamphonic. 4 octave keyboarci with
velocity and aftedouch sensitivity,
and comes bundled with the breath
controller and expression pedal.

These prices represent 58% and
67% discounts from the RRP and
offer a once in a lifetime opportunity to
own a classic synth with real
character. We have strictly limited
quantities of the last ever units and
orders will be fulfilled on a first -come.
first -served bass. Buy now to avoid
disappointment

FOR MATRIX 1000 OR MICROWAVE

There's no doubt that the Oberhem Maine 1000 and Waldorf
MicroWave deliver powerful analog sounds. However, when
it comes to programming your own sounds. top producers
have tended to go or older synths like the Minimoog and
Super Jupiter, because their knobs and sliders make for easy
creation of new sounds. The Access
programmer gives you the best of
both worlds - now you can freely
expedment with your modern analog
synth using the same intuitive front
panel, and better still, record every
tweak of a parameter Into your
sequencer.

SCOOP

£369

211(2DRVI ..r1

OBERHEIM
MATRIX 1000 EXCLUSIVE

Now almost 10 years old, and still sounding as fresh as
the day it was released. The Matrix 1000 is essentially a
Matrix -6 in a rack - 6 note polyphonic, 2 ooiallators per
voice, true analog VCF fitters with 8 modes, 'Matrix...
modulation with 20 sources and 32 destinations, raw
gutsy analog sounds. Why 1000? The 1000 presets
were generated by Matrix6 Owners worldwide in rep.se
to a competition to find the best
analog sounds on the planet.
You're sure to find the perfect
Patch for virtually any application.
Group mode allows Owning of up
to 6 units to create a true monster!
Fully editable via MIDI, Mac, PC or
Atari editor (available for only 649)

FACTORY
DIRECT
Elms=
£369
NEW BOXED

BOSS
DR -660

111118111111=
BOSS have been making Dr. Rhythm drum maChineS since
Ina ashy eighties. combining value for money and ease -of -
use with the latest drum and percussion sounds. The DR -
660 builds on the success of the DR -550 M.. but offers 16
full velocity and aftedouch sensitive pads, 4 operate outs
(unheard-of at this price), and 255 drum sounds including
the best of TRW) / 909. The 660 also boasts the 'human
feel control first introduced on :he R8 which allows velocity
to control a real-time crosstade between several waveforms
(for example, whereabouts the
cymbals are hit). Process your
sounds with on -board digital reverb
and chorus - fully editable, with
Individual effect -send control for
each drum sound.

EOM=
£299
NEW BOXED

ROLAND MC303

The enduring popularity of the TB303, MC202 and
TR909 has just refused to go away but increasing rarity
has meant net secondhand prices have been driven up
to ridiculous levels. Roland, the creators of These
machines. now bring you the MC303 Groovebox which
combines all their classic drum machine sounds, a step
time / real time sequencer, 303 'acid' bass sounds
complete with front panel filter controls and a whole host
of other useable sounds (it's 16 pad muff -.thrall). This
box an all in one dance music
solution, and believe us, it sounds
the business! Initial supplies will
be very limited, order now to avoid
disappointment!

£549
NEW BOXED

E -MU Orbit Synth Module

Emmomaim=ii
Emu have taken their wealth of experience in making
modules suth as the Proteus, Vintage Keys and Morpheus.
combined it with the filters from the incredible Emulator 4,
and with their usual inovation, come up with the Orbit -
especialK butt for dance music. The Orbit is stacked full of
classic drum sounds, pulsating basses, ambient pads, as
well as a huge variety of hits and effects. The inclusion of
the Ed's 16 different types of 6 pole filters mean that this
module has more powerful filtering than any other synth.
Finally the 'BEATS MODE' includes a wide selection of
Mops and grooves, which can have
their pitch changed without tempo
change and vice -versa, and even
their sounds too !

£845
NEW BOXED

URZWEIL
Micro Plano

SPECIAL PURCHASE

The MoroPlano is the most highly regarded piano module
on the market. featuring Kurzweil's breathtakingly realistic
true stereo samples - 32 note polyphony means you wont
suffer from note -stealing and the wide range of other
keyboard sounds and strings make's useful in many other
situations. Built in effects including very high quality reverb
mean there's no need to tie up
another effects unit. Strictly limited
quantities at this price mean that
stocks won't last long. Order today 
you wont be disappointed

LI=
£369
NEW BOXED

£1,800 OFF !

imitituna
YAMAHA P300

MASTER KEYBOARD / 32 note palyphonic PIANO

The P300 combines an 88 note, master keyboard based
on the industry standard 6088. with the best piano
samples we've ever heard - identical to, and developed for
the ground -breaking P500, (rrp 65,500, used by Chick
Corea etc.)
32 note polyphonic stereo multtisampled sounds through
SPX990 equivalent editable multi -effects. Compre-
hensive sound edit parameters including Microtuning,
ADR envelopes etc. As many as four separate MIDI paths
can be used to independently control external MIDI
instruments. It also boasts four fully assignable MIDI
controllers - 2 data sliders and 2 control wheels. You can
connect any mix of 4 foot controllers, either momentary,
toggle switch or continously variable pedals, and assign to
almost any function including sostenuto .
Store up to 32 voice and MIDI settings in any desired
order, using the performance /chain feature, MIDI merge,
Legal On/Off tel individual path. 40 character backlit LCD
and dedidated Help button make editing a breeze. 40w
stereo amplifier and built-in monitor
speakers with 2 x line -in. 5 band
graphic and loads more - call for a
brochure
Unbelievable amount of hardware
for the money. If you're
contemplating a master keyboard or

SAVE
£1 ,800 !

£1399
NEW BOXED

11-W LDORF

ALL NEW ANALOG MONO SYNTH

Waldorf qua* at a prewooly unheard of price! Their first
venture into the burgeoning monosynth market has been
unmerolly acclaimed. and nghtfully so. The Pulse's three
oscillators prom. sane of the fattest sounds around, and its
modulation Matrix allows a Sr higher degree of programming
complexity than anything else In its
range. Add to that the fact that editing
any parameter sends out a MIDI
controller and you have a fantastic all
round pen' amiss..

Io. as

£599
NEW BOXED

VISCOUNT
RD800

DATA FILER

Records Straight from your sequencer or plays back type
0 and 1 MIDI files from DD or HD MS-DOS disks (from
1040STE, PC and Mac) Programmable playback similar
to top CD players. Internal or external sync, footswitch
starVstop. Uses direct to disk storage for very large note
capacity. Stores SysEx dumps.
1 Meg (expandable to 4) of battery -
backed up memory giving you
instant song play, no break
between songs. Instant loading,
channel mute, tempo change,
Wasp°se stored with song,

FACTORY
DIRECT

£369
NEW BOXED

ROLAND
SC88 - VL

64 NOTE POLYPHONIC

Based on the original Sound Canvas module, but with
much more of everything, the SC88 is 32 part multi-
timbrel with two independent MIDI ins, also 64 note
polyphony for handling virtually any MIDI thrown at it.

Having twice as much sample ROM too, the $C88 is
really like two SC55s, except with 18 bit D/A convertors,
delivering the same audio quality as the JV.1080 synth.
Choose from a GS / GM compatible sound palette of 654
individual sounds, and 24 drum kits. The built-in
interface for Mac or fast PC provides further value for
money. When used with PC
software such as Musicator, you
can adjust the vol, pan, revert and
tuning on each individual drum
sound. Last ever units, get your
order in now.

£369
NEW BOXED

Another winner from Soundcraft, their first entry into the
powered mixer market is sure to be a success. Based
around the well-known Folio 12, and also featuring a

2x300w amplifier, dual 7 -band graphic and a built-in
Lexicon Alex! Check out these amazing package deals

Powerstation + 2 x JBL MR825
Powerstation + 2 x Peavey Hisys2
Powerstation 0 2 x Electrovorce S200X
Powerstation +2 xJBL M330

21749
E1699
62099
E1999

Powerstation n2 x Bose 802 E2299
Add 4 SM585 r stands. spker stands and cables for E499!

DJ PRODUCER
rt

KAM GM50
Sampling DJ mixer

SPECIAL OFFER

End of /Ire clearance deal brings you this digital
sampling mixer at an unbelieveable price. Features
Include 2 line inputs, 2 phono inputs, XLR mid input
with talk -over auto -ducking feature. Removeable
cross -fader, dedicated monitor fader and digtial
sampler with large stop -start button. Main channels
feature 110 mm proline faders and
master section has 10 LED meters
Starter pack with 2x KAM 000380
direct drive decks, stanton carts
and headphone -
...............................£649.£649

£99

Web httle://www demon.co.uklturekey
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MUSICTIME
Notation arranger

VERSION 16 FOR PC WINDOWS AND MACINTOSH

Musicllme is what we call a nure score program - it

has no arrange page, no piano roll, no drum grid and no

hartl
MIDI Manager. All editing is done on the
score itself This makes it much simpler &
quicker to use, and

I.ideal for educational
situations. MusicTime
is easily our rnost
popular computer music
title for this reason.

New advanced version -

Rhapsody - E249

equaleksinal

BEST
SELLERIMI=1
£99

PC OR MAC

MIDIQUEST 5.0
Ml

N coin

Universal PC Editor Librarian

MIDIOuest is the most powerful, flexible and
comprehensNe editor librarian around, with support for the
widest range of MIDI devices including XP50, JV1080
series, Morpheus / UltraProteus, MU50, MU80,
Ouadraverb Plus / GT, Classic Keys, TD -7. raj75 / KT88,
Korg 05, DPM3 and many others. Driver upgrades are
generally free of charge, so MIDIOuest will last for as long
as MIDI is around ! Ins a realty good investment. For
people who'll only ever need one editor. we also do
SoloCuest, which for only £69
provides unparalleled value for
money. Windows 95 OK

Mac and Atari version 4.0 is still
available at only E165.00

£175

SOUNDSCAPE
IN STOCK

8 track fully professional hard -disk
recorder using external IDE dove,
extensive I/O including SP/DIF.
Very reliable, no teChno garble
required.

musicitor
<e ter

£LOW
NEW BOXED

MUSICATOR AUDIO
16 tracks of /bridal dir(110

AVAILABLE RIGHT NOW!
the very start to alloy you to

integrate professional notation.
sequencingend up to 16 stereo or mono

of dglel audio side -by -side on ere same PC.
Supports simultaneous use of multiple sound cards including

the ability to record muracle audio tracks at the same time
Simultaneous recording and playback of audio files. Full -

featured mixer integrates all operations for MIDI and audio
backs. Input and output meters for each sound card, Individual
meters for each audio track
Fully automated and recordable real -lime ceded over volume
and pan for all Au/16tracks as well as MIDI. Audio and MIDI
data are viewed, edited. and mcled side -by -side at the same
time Powerful editing operations include Mixdowas Crossiade.
Gain Adjust, and Fit Time. Editing of
recorded and imported wave ties is
non-destructive. Drag/drop sub-
regions of audio into your song in

wav view easuredrack overview,
oche notation widow.

£299
WINDOWS 95

FOLIO
RAmixers y

CdPAC

NEW LOW PRICE

This excellent addition to the Folio range is a sure-fire
winner combining superb sound quality with a fantastic list
of features 3 Band EQ with MO sweep, 6 auxiliary sends.
high-pass filters rackmountabte ( includes swivelling
connector field) up to 28 incluts on
mixdown, 4 true sub -groups plus
separate mix bus, insert points and
direct outs on every channel £599

NEW BOXED

ABSOLUTE 2
Studio Monitors by SPIRIT

PHONE FOR BEST PRICE

Here at last! Stunning sounding and looking monitors
from the UK's leading mixer
manufacturer. Incredible bass
extension and power handling at a
killer price In stock now, come in
and audition them ASAP

P 0 A
NEW BOXED

CONTROL 5
JBL

These classic monitors from JBL have been a standard
in studios for several years and still stand up very well
against more recent competition. The solid build quality
you can expect from JBL comes
as standard and the ported
design gives fanteeic bass
reponse. Internal fuses help to
prevent blown tweeters and a
separate sub -woofer is also
available.

1;13;KIIMLI

£249
NEW BOXEI.

071 audio -technical

liach3nics
SHURE *KG iv, rE,GLIEN %HEISER

EIIIIIICKEW. Li ARBITER iltVestaxl JECICIPEFI.

ROLAND SC -7
- GM sound module

This great starter no Includes a Roland SC -7 General MIDI
sound module which IS basically a Sound Canvas' 24 We
poly, 16 pan multi -timbre!, 8 drum kits, and on -board reverb
chorus controllable for each channel separately. A great
money saver is he built -In MIDI interface ,or Mac or fast PC,
which works na the computer serial port (cable induced). The
package also includes Steinberg's
famous Cubase Lite (PC version) free,
to get you off to a great start with
software from one of the world's
leading music software houses.
Shicdy Yea red guar./sr. earn first
sensed!

ENCLUSIVF_
IVEGRILEAL

1=1=1
£139

CAKEWALK 3.0
Best selling US Sequencer

4.1311.I1/1.1.1.1IMIKA

Cakewalk has been the number one
sequencer in North America for the last 5 - 6 years. The
new windows version offers MIDI Machine control, drum
editor, extensive on-line help and
many other features which are
expected by PC users, but not
always found on other programs.
Also now available - new digital
audio version on CD-ROM

GiGESECMI

£169
(C99 Nome Shade)

".0 BAND -IN -A -BOX
Intelligent Arranger version 6
gut:..

Highly sophisticated composition aide which combines
editable styles and a chord list to
provide computer generated
backing ftacks in seconds. Extra
style disks (5,6 or 7) available for
only E19.95 each

13133E133

E89.95
NEW BOXED

NOTATION SEMINAR
Wednesday June 12th

.110: Aoki ca l3 `tell
Turnkey will be holding a Computer -Notation seminar on
Wednesday 12th June at 6.30 pm. It wdl take place at our
newly redecorated Central London superstore

Customers will be able to compere many different
solutions for printing out notation from a computer,
including Sibelius 7 version ao, Passport Encore 4.0,
Steinberg Cubase Score 3.0, Personal Composer
Guest speakers from Sibelius, Passport, Steinberg,
Coda and Et Cetera will be on hand to answer your
tricky questions. Refreshments will be provided !

Contact Richard Fincher on
0171 379 5148 for free tickets

TURTLE BEACH
NEW TBS-2000 only Z169 Inc VAT

16 ea sou d card with ICS General MIDI synth and special
ability to record and play simultaneously. Works with all
digital audio sequencers including Musicale, abase Audio
and Cakewalk Pro Audio. Optional MIDI cable for use as a
MIDI interlace. Audio quality same as the Tropez

NOW IN STOCK - NEW TROPEZ PLUS -E299
Features Mice the size of synth ROM, plus digital effects

Ikey

AKG C3000
Large Diaphragm Mic

The C3000 uses all of AKG's experience in building large
diaphragm mics such es the C12 and C414, but by using
modem manufacturing techniques, and only offering two
pafterns (cardioid and hyper cardroid), the price has been
kept to a minimum. Its open sound
and superb frequency response
make it ideal for vocals. as well as
sounding great on a variety of other
instruments.

£299
NEW BOXED

OMNIPHONICS FOOTPRINT

FLYING OUT OF THE 00011

Superb quality 75w per channel -
power amp from top studio amp
manufacturer omniphenics. Balanced
inputs, emergence cut-out and
bridgeable to mono, 111 rack -mount
case. These are fidng. RRP (399.

SCOOP
ELLIE=
£279
NEW BOXED

FOLIO SX
Multitrack

Wording console

Brand new mixer from the
superb Soundcraft Spirit
range. New UltraMic preampe
4 sub groups, 100m faders, 3
band sweepable PO, optional
rack ears.

£599
NEW BOXED

Ella=1
£399
APPLE MAC

DIGIDESIGN
AudioMedia

Turn your Mac into a Hard -disk recording system with
the AudioMedia II. which comes with Sound Designer II

Fen -destructive editor software.
atures stereo in and out (both

digital and analog), and SMPTE
sync. as well as realtime
compression / Parametric EQ I
Pitch Shift and Time Stretch

Why do so many music academies use a program which
doesn't work on he PC or Mac?! Because for professional
notation type -setting. nothing else comes close. "In a
totally driferent league from anything else-- Paul Patterson,
Royal Academy of Music. Future Music Petinum award.

We are now an Acom Authorised Dealer, we stock and
demonstrate the exciting new RiscPC computer, running
RiscOS/3 powered by the ARM Processor. and with
optional 486 or 586 board for
running Microsoft Windows software
native if required.

CALL RICHARD FINCHER
ARRANGE A FULL
COMPARATIVE DEMO!

e PERFORMA 630
Macintosh Sequencing Package

including fast computer

£499
PLUS VAT

Apple Macintosh Performa 630
1660, 68040. 0 meg RAM, 250 meg Hard Drive, 2x
speed CD ROM drive, 14. colour
monitor and keyboard) , Claris
Works business software, 1 in 3
out MIDI interface, your choice of
Cubase, Logic or Vision.
Apple B stock - fun warranty f

CUBASE WINDOWS
s g different versions available

£1399INC VAT

Cubasis
Entry level version without drum editor /sync /groove

Cubasis Audio
As above, but with 4 tracks of proper hard -disk seconding

Cubase 3.0
Astonishing new version with 8 tracks of stereo audio

Cubase Score 3.0
As 3.0 but for people who need notation DTP facilities

knbc lac a

£149

Cubasis
Audio

£249

Cubase
PC 3.0

£299

Cuba.
Score 3.0

£399

L'SOUND FORGEO Emor-n'New XP version lust released
ALSO SOUND FORCE 3.0 - 5499

Sound Forge XP is a low-priced, general purpose sound
editor which replaces the often unusable editors
commonly bundled with most sound cards. It provides a
wide range of Audio Processing functions including
Fades, Pans, Normalize, Reverse, Smooth, Volume
Control, and Stereo/Mono Conversion. Audio effects
include Delay/Echo, Chorus,
Distortion, and Reverb. Sound
Forge supports most common
real-time audio compression
formats , and is fully 32 bit name
in Windows 95 and NT

I=1
£149
WINDOWS SS
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FOSTEX DCM100
+ MIXTAB package
This has to be the deal of the year I Fosters DCM100
is a fully MIDI controllable rackmount mixer with 8
stereo inputs. 2 aux sends, 2 band E0, mute, pan an -
levet. An additional 2 stereo aux returns and a stereo
master/sub input give a maximum of 22 inputs. Th

alone would be incredible value for money, but 110
MixTab also gives hardware control of every function c,
the mixer via MIDI The MixTab can store up to 1C.
snap.shots of all the parameters of the mixer, and mu.
colour LEDs allow resetting of all the hardware control,
to the current position. MIDI output from the system can
he recorded into any Sequencer giving totally automated

sing and recall  come back to exactly the same mix
mocks bated Cubase and Logic maps also available.
Under half price (Total RRP (779) Very limited
,,.amities - last units evert

Incredible amount of mixer for your money! The GSI not
only has 8 busses, up to 32 inputs and MIDI muting, but the
price even includes the meter bridge! Three band EC? with

mid sweep, MIDI Machine control and MIDI learning
abides, XLR mic inputs which can double as balanced line
inputs, full length Alps faders and
PFL. A good clean signal path can
be taken for granted from Allen 8
Heath, but a continued supply of
GS! 's at this price can't - order
now to avoid disappointment!

PRICES INCLUDE 17.5% VAT
* Uk mainland £9.99

£699
NEW BOXED

WA1VIMOND

cibx

TANYOY
II I UA

DENON
KURZWEIL

Sibelius

FATAR

Our famous 4 track pack
includes everything you need to
'stan making music: Maxell
headphones, microphone with
cable, chrome capes, cables,

head -cleaning kit and the best book
ve yet seen on multitrack recording.

raking you through basic track laying, mixdown
with sections of everything from nue

utacernent to synchronisation and MIDI. We've
obtamed some great 4 track prIciog AND for a limited

period we will give you the 1 track pack (normal price
L5995) absolutely fr. with Me units featured herein

ROLAND
VS -660 digital multi -track

Roland's revolutionary new
VS880 is an 8 track hard -disk
recorder (each track with an
additional 8 virtual tracks). The
mixer is also fully digital, has two
band parametric EQ, 2 auxiliary
sends, and can be automated via
MIDI. For an additional £350, the
VS8F1 effects board can be
added, which gives the equivalent
of two Boss SE -705, SRV/SDE
processing and a whole host of
guitar pedals thrown in. The
VS880 can be used with an
internal mint-IDE drive, but we
recommend an external SCSI
device for maximum pedormance
and best price

A fantastic
new machne from the makers of
the Portastutho Double speed,
EQ on each channel, built-in dbx.
4 channel metering system

£1799
INC 1 GIG

FIXED DRIVE

BUNDLE PRICE

£1999
INC 1 GIG
.1412 DRIVE

£2149
INC 1 GIG

A FX BOARD

£339
NEW BOXED

1/!. DMT-Et digital muititracker

11111kriMi,

/ 4.1_11/ FOSTEX

The personal agital multitrack is here at last, and at a

price you won't believe! 8 separate tracks of CD quality
audio recorded to halTgig hard -disk (up to 12 minutes).
Record up to 4 tracks
simultaneously, jog -shuttle, sync to
MIDI without losing a track. The 8
channel mixer accepts up to 4
mics, 2 band EQ and 2 aux sends.
Separate outputs and S/PDIF
optical output.

NEW Fostex 0137,4 track pack
NEW Yamaha MT8X. 4 track pack
NEW Tascam 48811  4 track pack

New

£1399
NEW BOXED

£449
£699

£1149

PORTA 03 MIt2

FOSTEX
XR5 Personal Studio

Swing
n e w

double speed Fostex machine with
ndvidual EO, at to 3 am sends and 2
Noma mturns, 2 Inserts 8 4 sep tace
curs albwrg use wah an edemat miner

£335
NEW BOXED

FOSTEX
380S Multi -tracker
INC 4 TRACK PACK

The Rolls Royce of four tracks_ The Foster 3805
features Dolby's incredible 'S noise reduction, 4 mono
channels, with 2 auxiliary sends. 3 band mid sweep EC,
and ml, input capability, plus another 4 stereo channels
with 2 auxiliary sends and faders, and a further 2 stereo
effect returns. 2 Insert points are provided as area fully
logic controlled transport with auto locate points and
rehearsal mode, digital taunter and
hargraph meter display, 2 speeds,
individual track outputs, and of
course recording on all four tracks
at once. Strictly limited quantities,
buy now to avoid disappointment !

£599
NEW BOXED

VISCOUNT EFX10 Studio Muni -effects

Visccuts entry rep the Lily professenal effeds make) features
HActiee sand godly delvered by 24
tit plccessom Mei 128x over-sampIng
Delta/Signe convertors The stereo.
-20,4 dB comedians. Realtene MID
cored, tame backlit deptay. huge range
of effects including reverhs. delays,
chorus, flanging, pitch -shift, wah,

FACTORY
DIRECT
E=111
£249
NEW BOXED

DIGITECH STUDIO QUAD
4 CHANNEL STUDIO EFFECTS PROCESSOR

At last Multi effects as they should be! The new
Diedrich Studio Quad features not only their custom
designed and ultra -powerful 'S -DISC' chip, but also 4
independent inputs and outputs, which using the built -m
sub -mixer, can be configured as 4 mono ins feeding 4
effects processors, feeding 4 stereo outputs. Huge
screen. and new intutge operating system make editing a
breeze. 20 IA convertors give greater than 90 dB signal
to noise ratio. Effects include
reverbs, deays, detuning, chorus,
flanging etc... Hundreds of other
features too numerous to mention.
Very Immo mold stooks. order now

NEW PRODUCT

£499
NEW BOXED

STEREO VITALIZER
MINIMIM111=13
The Vitaiizer is Me Roils Royce of enhancer / exciter
processors. Using a significantly different process to
other such products, the effect deals with the full
frequency range and is substantially smoother and richer.
Also included is a "surround"
effect which varies the width of the
stereo field. massive bulk
Purchase allows this unbelievable
price - check one out now - we
guarantee you'll be Impressed.

UM=
£349
NEW BOXED

CH
4111113110E1111111WSR-12

With the mtroduction of the Studio Quad, Ogitech
have deckled to stop production of the TSR12 as it is
too expensive to make. We have stock of the last
ever units available at a bargain price. Features
include S -DISC processing, up to five effects at Once
including several different types
of reverb, delays, chorus etc.
Full MIDI spec allows realtime
control of individual effect
parameters. Limited stcckS only.

£299
NEW BOXED

111111111111111111...

BEHRINGER Composer
WORKHORSE COMPRESSOR

A natural sounding and fully featured compressor at a give
away price ! Built-in gate removes any unwanted noise, soft.
knee action makes compression
rnuch less obtrusive, "auto" mode
makes quick setup a doddle and side -
chain access means it can also be
used for de -easing etc.

£199
NEW BOXED

LEXICON Vortex
:EICIE1E11=23

The Lipoccn Vortex breaks the minote n alkwing eneoc to be
softened between in real time and In the process, creating
new and crevice* unheard-of effects. (This e not a -

=es -fade between effects) This un.cleal fse darkemusic,
and anybody requidng out of the ordinary effects, and its real
rime nature make tan excesent choice for We performers
such as guitarists. Effects are also affected by the input
signal, so that dynamics can control various different
pave raters warn an effect algorrthm. Tempo can be tapped in
to control delay times etc...Typical
Lexicon quarry can ot course be taken
Sc granted. Exclusive buts purchase
makes this huge reduction possible
on he end dine I.e. Fast come first
settee!

£199
NEW BOXED

.8

ZOOM 1,1
111111:12ZILI3=12

Our sernendous blyng paw( makes this the ony sib E200
affects unit block at True stereo and he quaky ofthe revert,
etre make A worth the orce. but herds kA more rf one of the

512 presets doesn't cut exactly hen imng he two pararneter
knobs MI allow you to tweak the program until it does. The
addriton d2 band EQ wu hitter tmlor
he sound to your mix Otter effects
mclude delay, chorus phasing,
eanging etc and at Es rn a full 19
tH tack. No need fc look elsewhere

LA

£159
NEW BOXED

LA AUDIO DEALS
Exclusive Turnkey Deals

IN111111111111MIIIMINCEM=1

CX.2 Dual Compressor Linker Dowser with
half -band compresnon.

Gx3:0.1Frequen, Conscious Eloise Gate

We el I beat any genuine quote Gana UK o r European

dui& We must be abe to substantiate the quote and
he goods must be available and in stock

CX2/GX2

£199



ON THE

More rhythm patterns from Nigel Lord - with the
MIDI files and samples on the RE:MIX CD...
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Track
11128(13

The samples for kit 1 are: 1.Closed hi -
hat 2. Open hi -hat, 3.Ride cymbal 4.Ride
bell 5.Timbale 6.Side stick 7,Snare drum
8.Bass drum 9.Bass
The samples for kit 2 are: 1.Closed hi -
hat, 2.Open hi -hat 3.Side stick 4.Snare
drum 5.Bass drum 6.Bass
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No.1 Disappearing guitar
Do you scan the interviews for tricks of
the trade that'll help you improve your
recordings? Do you listen out for info

that only professionals inside the industry
know about? If you do, then this new series is
just for you. We'll be pinning down top
producers, artists and engineers and
threatening them with grievous bodily harm,
unless they give us one decent tip to pass onto
our readers. Once we've got the top secret
information, we'll then turn it into audio -
reality and present it for your delectation on
The Mix CD...

We kick off this column with a tip from top
engineer Stephan Galfas, whose credits include
John Maya11, Meatloaf, Ray Charles and the
Allman Brothers. Stephan is well-known for
getting a mighty rock sound, and at our 1994
seminar at the APRS Show, he let us in on
some of his secrets for mixing this type of
music. In particular, he talked about creating a
`hole' in the mix for certain instruments.

A good mix should have its instruments
spread across the frequency spectrum, rather
than clumped together in one frequency area,
which leads to parts being inaudible and
confused. With most instruments, this isn't too

much of a problem; the bass won't interfere
with the hi -hats for example, but there are
some instruments that occupy a similar

sound advice
On th
R :MIX CD

Try

11
Hear how the guitar and keyboard parts
conflict on the first example, because they
both occupy the same frequency range.

Once they've been EQ'd, though, they can
both be heard in the mix, as the second
example demonstrates.

frequency band - guitars and keyboards are a
prime example.

If you've got a mix with guitar and
keyboards playing together, it's likely that one
part will be obscured by the other. The answer
is to EQ both parts so they complement, rather
than conflict, with each other. Cut some of the
middle frequencies from the keyboard part,
and slightly boost the bottom and top ends. Do
the reverse for the guitar part; cut the bottom
and tops slightly, and boost the mid
frequencies. This creates a 'hole' in the mix
for the guitar part, and both the keyboard and
guitar should sound clearer and more audible
than before. And that (as a bald little shit often
says) is magic!

ONE MAN, FOUR BAND
Normally, the only way to get high quality inputs
equipped with full 4 -band parametric EQ is as part of a
big, expensive console.

Now, uniquely, the compact FCS-916 gives you
sophisticated control of a single input with clear,
easy -to -use controls and bright indicators. Engineers,
musicians and songwriters get all the creativity they've
ever wanted - right at their fingertips.

Now one man can have four bands.

PARAMETRIC
EQUALISER
PRE -AMPLIFIER

PARAMETRIC
EQUALISER
PREAMPLIFIER

1U Rack Height
Mic/Line Input
Sweep High Pass Filter
Sweep Low Pass Filter
4 x Parametric EQ Controls
with Notch Mode
Overall Gain Control ±15dB
Bypass Switches on all filters

INNOVATORS OF THE VARICURVE AND OTHER PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SIGNAL PROCESSING ANL DISTRIBU N

BSS Audio, Linkside House, Summit Road, Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JB, England. Tel +44 (0)1707 660667 Fax. +44 (0)17

Distributed in the USA by Harman Pro North America, 8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329. Tel 818 894 8

H rnational Company

755. E -Mail: 100046 e.com WWW: http://www.bssaudio.co.uk/bssi

: 818 830 7825 -.(3
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Call for
our latest
brochure

or
Visit us on
the WWW

ateway
in partnership with

Kingston University

New Modular 2 year
Higher Diploma Courses

Options include
Service and Maintenance
Broadcast and Live Sound

Post Production and Multimedia

Gateway, The School of Music, Kingston University,
Kingston Hill Centre, Surrey, KT2 7LB Tel 0181 549 0014

http://www.king.ac.uk/-xe_s516/gateway.html

CONCERT
SY STEMS

e" --J

p/i
AMPLIFIERS
Crown PT3 760w/ch - 3 yr warranty. 0349
Studiomaster 1200, 601:hr/ch E599
Studiomaster 700, 350 w/ch E449
Peavey 8.5C, 425w/ch
Crest VS110, 550w/ch . .............
Samson Servo 240, 120w/ch £249

POWERED DESKS
Studiomaster Powerhouse 300w + 3110w
Studiomaster Vision 350w J 350w
Studiomaster Horizon 600w + 600w ......
Soundcratt Spirit Racpac .....................
Soundcraft Spirit Live 4 Mk11 24/4/2.........
Soundcraft Spirit 816+4 stereo 8/2
Allen & Heath GL3000 24/8/2 0899
Studiomaster Diamond Pro 122 ... .6399
Cadsbro GRX7 400w mixer amp, brand new Extra special deal £359

GRAPHICS
Samson E62 dual 31 -band ..............
Alesis ME0230 dual 30 -band

Yamaha 02031 dual 31 -band

E749

£899
£1199

E599

£2449

E199

£899

EFFECTS
DigiTech Studio Ouad 4 independent FX ........................._........._£435
Dod 512 stereo or dual mono F)( processor .................Only E179
Alesis - All the usual items at great prices!

DBX
OB5286
Microphone processor/compressor/desser/expander/exciter. A must for
fattening up your vocals & increasing intelligibility, this unit makes an

enormous difference but costs .. Only E299

OBX266
The classic stereo compressor from 1:165 Very easy to use, acoustically
transparent. LD1 £350 ....Extra special price only E199

SPEAKERS
JBL EON

We have an outstanding deal on this new JBL product. Please call.

/

CONCERT SYSTEMS PROFESSIONAL
PA ENCLOSURES

1121 £1199 pair

1152 £1499 pair

L151 £1249 pair

1115, s/h £999 pair

L215, s/h £1499 pair

MH212 £2998 pair

BH215 £2398 pair

All the above enclosures have been designed by a
team of experts using premium quality components to
achieve the outstanding performance 8 reliability 8
are available to the end user at direct from factory
prices. We truly believe that you will be astounded at
the quality of these products 8 invite you to call for a
comparison test in our extensive demo room.

MICROPHONES
Shure Beta 58s & 5730
Shure Sk45136 & 57s .

.Few only left at E129

\Of Best possible prices

SPEAKER STANDS
Light weight aluminium . E115/pair
Heavy weight steel 020/pair

WIRELESS SYSTEMS
AKG WMS100 True Diversity Radio Systems professional
19" rackmount receiver available with either COndensor
rack or dynamic microphone capsule or instrument
bell pack. List £1056 ..Only a few left at less than trade pose E479

SECOND-HAND GEAR
There is simply too much second-hand equipment to advertise.
Ring us with your requirements!

HUGE STOCK CHANGING DAILY, RING FOR LIST. LARGE DEMO ROOM,
SPEAKER RECONES, SOUND EQUIPMENT REPAIR SERVICE.

Access/Visa/Finance written details on request
Unit 4D Stag Industrial Estate, Atlantic Street

Altrincham, Cheshire WA14 50W
Tel: 0161 927 7700 Fax: 0161 927 7722 68304

Phone: 0101 749 8222

121 /-1. 121
-F1 )
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EXPOSIT

SAMPLERS

Akai S2000
Akai S3000XL
Akai S3200XL

Kurzweil K2000 V3
Kurzweil K2500

E -mu ESi 32

MIXERS
Behringer MX8000
Mackie
Tascam
Soundtracs
Soundcraft Spirit
Studiomaster
Yamaha Pro Mix 01
Yamaha 021R

)

)

-It MULTITRACK )
Alesis Adat XT
Akai DR4d
Akai DR8d
Fostex DMT8
E -mu Darwin
Digidesign
Soundscape
Tascam DA88
Yamaha CBX-D5

1[3

- ' DA -88

risainin,

SYNTHS
Alesis Quadrasynth
E -mu Morpheus
E -mu Proteus
Emu Ultra Proteus
E -mu Classic Keys
Korg Trinity
Korg Prophecy
Korg X3, X5, 05RW,
XSDR, i4, 03RW, X3R

Fatar keyboards
Roland XP50
Yamaha SY35, SY85
Yamaha QS300 + W7

COMPUTERS
Apple Macintosh Authorised reseller for

Performa and Powermac range.
Also Nu -Bus Radius + Power computing clones.

Please call for our best prices.

)

)

OUTBOARD )
Focusrite
Yamaha
Alesis

ART
DigiTech

Behringer
Zoom

Drawmer
LA Audio
Lexicon

4

Phone 0181 749 8222 for the UKs best price quote
or Fax us on 0181 749 8767

http:li www.bogo.co.uklbabel/babelhomepage.html

ITIAMMERSMITil, LONDON



Yes indeed - the fabulous
Mix T-shirt is now available
absolutely free to new
subscribers. It comes in
both colours - black
and white - and
its XL size
(with long
arms) will
flatter you
whatever
your shape.
It's perfect
for every
occasion, but

vi don't let your
missus get hold of it,
cos you won't get it back!

Please send me the next 12 issues of The Mix, starting with
the issue.

I'd like a free XL black T-shirt, please 0
I'd like a free XL white T-shirt, please 0 (tick one only)

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION RATE

UK £39.95, Europe and Overseas (surface) £50.00,

Europe (airmail) £65.00, Outside Bowe (airmail) £80.00

I enclose a cheque/postal order/banker's draft in

pounds sterling made out to MMP Music Ltd

for £

or please debit my Visa/Mastercard no:

- - - - / - - - - / - - - - / - - - - expiry date: - / -

Daytine phone menber
s essential that you include your correct postcode



         
Hatchet wielded by Rob Green

your music - your way  
Welcome to Rough Mix. Each month, we'll review new, unsigned
music which we believe is genuinely going places. It may be a white
label 12", a cassette album or a self -produced CD. It may be on a
floppy disk accompanied by computer graphics, or video. You may
even have already formed your own record or production company. If
so, we want to know about you.

In today's recording market, the anonymous, speculative demo is
a thing of the past. You can go as far as you like on your own - if
you've got something to offer. So what you got?

iNpostrophe

Ceramic Vacuum

Apostrophe
Ceramic Vacuum

From an artist who's named
after a punctuation mark, comes a
track which sounds something like
a mashed -up remix of 'Oh I do
like to be beside the seaside', only
without the slurred vocals. There's
enough cinema organs to go round
here and no mistake, and this
music has a very home -keyboard
feel about it. Perhaps Keyboard
Review would have been more
appropriate reviewers!

There's an abundance of reverb
here which only serves to enhance
the image of an old geezer playing
in a picture house. The other tracks
are slightly different in sound, but
the idea is basically the same. I
find the keyboard sounds quite
weak, although the whole thing is
very macabre, with a flood of
reverb covering the melodies.

I can't really see the point in
this, I'm afraid. There's nothing to
really sell this on apart from weird

production. The melodies don't
work very well and the
compositions are all over the
boutique.

A decent idea creeps out of the
reverb every now and again, and I
think Lee Beaumont, the creator,
should concentrate on these
strengths. OK, the production is
somewhat intriguing, but if he
toned it down slightly, emphasised
the stronger riffs and added more
rhythm, Lee could sound pretty
hot. I think a name change is in
order for a start - 'Apostrophe'
bears no relevance to the music
whatsoever. But how many band
names do? Perhaps I'm just old
fashioned!

More from: Lee
Beaumont

Tel: 01502 713394

Futurist
Into The Future
EP

This guy knows his drum 'n'
bass... and his techno, and
ambience and... Futurist

        
apparently has it all. Futurist's
influences are difficult to pin
down, yet the brew is so intense
that it leaves a fantastic aftertaste!

Futurist has its own 'space
station' at home, and some of the
most imaginitive pads and sounds
you can imagine emanate from that
room. These spiritual movements
are then fused with energetic
bursts of breakbeats and bass.

With added samples and out -of -
this -world effects, the result is a
format perfect for dancing, or
merely assuming the horizontal
position. It matters little which one
you choose, as the melodies and
sounds move your mind, while if
you're up for it, the funky beats do
the rest.

What I'm describing here is what
many would refer to as 'ambient
jungle', but I believe this goes
somewhat further. For example,
track four, 'Into The Future'
introduces a melancholy violin riff
which sets the techno-oriented
breakbeat backdrop off perfectly.

The first three tracks, however,
are my favourites. There's some-
thing that puts me in mind of travel
when I hear these tunes. The out-
landish futuristic ambience evokes
images of a scene like Blade -
runner's LA, with its monstrous
towers, flashing beacons and
flying billboards. The underlying
energy from the beats hints at
movement, and I picture a scene of
travelling through that landscape in
a flying car, listening to Futurist
and watching a dark, confused,
high-tech city zoom by (they call
him the 'Daydreamer' - Ed).

Futurlat 'ChOf
ConsciousnessAmbient

Jungle On a
futuristic vibe from the man
who can...

Saying that, I tend to have a
somewhat overactive imagination
at best, and I'm sure you will have
your own images. These tracks are
almost like pictures or soundscapes
(a word which I'm particularly
fond of).

My favourite track was
'Anahata' which introduces a
wonderful eastern female vocal
(reminiscent of Bladerunner, I
might add!). The drum 'n' bass
and pulsing, sweeping ambience
makes for a surreal listening
experience. I suggest that if
Futurist doesn't obtain a deal with
this material, then you give him a
bell and request a tape.

More from: Futurist
Tel: 0181 5093471

la A S
LIKE AN RLIE^I

Glasshouse
Like An Alien

As that old saying goes 'people
in glass houses shouldn't throw
stones'. Maybe this is true, but as
far as I'm concerned, Glasshouse
can throw as many as they like.
Comprising a line-up of Geoff
Pinckney (programming), Ian
Davies (keyboards, vox), and Pete
Steer (guitar, vox), Glasshouse
take us on a trip to a time very
close to THE MIX writer Nigel
Lord's heart - the new romantic
era!

I am of course talking about the
days when "sharp young men in
skinny ties stood in pairs behind
synthesizers and proved you didn't
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NEWTRONIC - MUSIC SOFTWARE - SAMPLING CDS - SONGWARE - SYNTH SOUNDS

CD303
A unique product from Germany
featuring over 5000 TB303 samples &
loops. "The 303 section is superb, you
never need use the real thing, so
comprehensive is the range of filter
settings, tunings, modulations &
resonance parameters here." The Mix
"CD303 is a must -buy." Future Music

Audio CD £59.95

The Prophecy CD ROM features an
exciting range of new Korg Prophecy
sounds. 250Mb of breathtaking sound
material like you've never heard
before. You can now access the
sounds of one of the most exciting
monophonic synths of our time
- POLYPHONIC!

Akai CD-ROM ONLY £98.00

WavePool
650Mb CD ROM library for PC.
Excellent sound material inc. drum
loops. WAV format.

PLEASE PHONE/WRITE/FAX FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION ON ALL

SAMPLING PRODUCTS.

Tr 0181 691 1087

This is unique sound
material for the 01/W
series, making the

whole instrument become THE tool
for Techno, Dance & Ambient music.

Super Analog 100/100 £29.95
Stage & Studio 100/100 £29.95
Dance & Move 100/100 £29.95
FD disk+ .MID Computer Disk

WAVESTRTION
Space & Movie
Synth/Space/Effects

£29.95
£29.95

The Real Prophet VS set £29.95

Drum LOOPS
These loops are simply out of this
world. We've never heard more
innovative sounding material. Great.
Golden Drum Loops £29.95
Electronic Wavedance £29.95

Loop 'n' Dance £29.95

AI
LAIN
m----

11117A1M

MED

HOW TO ORDER

We accept cheques, POs, cash, etc.

Prices + P&P at usual rates, from
£2.00 UK, £5.00 EC & £8.00 world.

All goods are supplied under our
terms & conditions

(available on request).

The great British Drum Loop CD. Inc.
live loops (recorded with valve mics) &
dance loops. Produced by Buster
Fields (Paul McCartney & Stereo
MCs) with Trevor Smith on drums
(Edwyn Collins/Rocking Birds). A
great drum library with MIDI file disk.

Audio CD £49.95

State Of
The Art

The new library which provides an
outstanding amount of high -end sound
material for the most demanding
sampling enthusiasts. By Gregor
Zielinsky, Grammy Award winning
audio engineer.

Akai CD-ROM
Natural & synth £98.00 ea
E -mu CD ROM £198.00

Korg
Palette

A unique collection of all important
Korg synths, inc. Mono Poly, Poly8,
Trident, Delta, Poly61, M1, P3,
Wavestation, T -series: excellent
arpeggio loops, atmospheres, FX &
drums.

Audio CD £39.95

Also: Silverpieces
Audio CD digital synths £59.95

Super up-to-date techno library from
Germany inc. Techno loops, Robo
Voices, Rare Drum Kits, lots of
analogue synths & digital/wave
synths.

CD ROM
ASR10/EPS16+/ TS10 £98.00
E -mu Ell!, EIV, ESi-32 £98.00

NEWTRONIC
SOUND DESIGN & MIDI SOFTWARE I 1 D

62B MANOR AVENUE, LONDON SE4 1T1.

0181 691 1087 FAX: 0181 691 2284
Pro Studio Loops - Dance Loops on MIDIfile

Vol. 1 £14.95
Vol. 2 £14.95

"These Grooves will astonish you with their authenticity... Newtronic's
programmers come from varied backgrounds, their combined level of musical
knowledge allows them to capture every nuance of musical genre" (THE MIX)

£14.95

The definitive studio collection of Breakbeats & Swingbeats. Make your Vocalist
happy with our latest release.

£14.95

Professional MIDI Gate FX library inc. 100 templates for versatile gates, panning
effects.

£14.95

Almost 400 templates to construct professional arpeggios in the classical sense. In
addition the disk contains inspiring Techno phrases, Pitch slides & Glissandi.
Includes nice Trip Hop demo.

£29.95

3 disk set featuring all you need for teutonic TECHNO: drum loops (4 on the floor),
bass lines, PIANO HOOKS, seq. synths - phrases...

get your BITS from us...

EVOLUTION Sounds
ik-)Roland W-1080/XP-50

Films & FX digital pads/SFX £29.95
Golden One £29.95

New releases due out in early 1996.
Please contact us for further

information.

D50 World Collection £29.95

Also sounds for SC55, D series,
MKS100, MKS50, U220, W30

We are in our 7th year of supplying top
quality sounds & MIDI software. We
are committed to supplying only the
finest quality products & our long,
successful record confirms that we
do not fall short of our commitments.

At NEWTRONIC you can buy with
confidence.

Produced by Ziggy P
& The Brain. Total

production CDs with more than
1400 stereo samples on each CD
making your House, Techno, Trance,
Hip Hop, Funk, Soul, Breakbeat,
Gabber, Jungle productions this little
bit different.
Audio CDS Vol 1-3 £59.95 ea
Complete 3 CD set £169.95

Sample
Bank

New CD ROM library from Canada for
PC. Compatible with ASR10, EPS15+,
TS10 & K200. Mirage, TX16W & lots
of WAV.

Includes EDE sample disk extractor
software.

PC CD ROM £69 95

We are now the sole supplier of Pure
Tech CDs.

Astroglide MC202 £14.95

Cosmos Sample CD £24.95
LF-OIDS-Bass Loops £24.95
Ecstatic Acid Bytes £24.95

Also Patchworks MegaBeats....£14.95

YAMAHA

New Soundbank

85

SYNsonic Techno/Dance £29.95

Techno/Dance
Sample Collection
per 5 disk set £49.95
Complete (15 disks) £99.95

Please request our special info!

by Prosound
for PC & Windows

05R/W £69.00
01(R)/W + 500 sounds £89.00
X3(R) + 500 sounds £89.00
i2/i3 + 500 sounds £89.00
JV-series/sounds £89.00
JV-1080 £99.00

Also Atari Editors from Y -Not.
Please request our complete list!

NEWTRONIC Editors

Soundmaster Series

SC55 ("Best" - Future Music)....£24.95
U220 inc. soundbank £24.95
All ProteusNintage Keys £24.95
New Zeus for E -mu
Morpheus/UltraProteus £69.00

Call us for our complete list of Editor
software (PC/Atari) & synth sounds..

You now can use our ON-LINE Shopping Service: www.musicians-net.co.uk/newtronic



)0- need drummers and bass guitarists
to produce a shit -hot four -minute
pop song."

Glasshouse have an incredibly
retro sound which reflects Duran
Duran and perhaps early Depeche
Mode. This is old hat - there's no
questioning that, but they do it so
well. The only sound to give away
its 1990's origin is the breakbeat
inserted on track one `Like an
Alien'. I particularly like the naff,
tinny 80's guitar stabs.

The arrangement on 'Like an
Alien' is excellent with effective
links between the verses and
chorus, and the middle eight
hardly lets it down either. This is
structured in a traditional mode of
song writing, and I suppose as a
pop song, `Like an Alien' is
almost perfect. The vocals are
uncommonly strong, too.

`Back 2 This', the second and
last offering is mildly less
impressive as a song. With a band
like this, the sound is often similar
from song to song, and so the
formula doesn't endure as well as
it might. Simple minds creep out
from time -to -time in this mix of
stadium -oriented pop.

Some development is needed,
and I think Glasshouse should
introduce some new sounds. This
is, however, a commendable effort
and the production is practically
faultless. This is very catchy, but I
wouldn't expect to see them on
TOTP for a while.

More from: Glasshouse
Tel: 01883 626971

H.A.T
Demo

Techno, techno, techno,
techno... And don't we love it!
Well, whether you do or not, a
decent techno track is definitely to
be commended. There's nothing I
hate more than people who slag off
dance and take the snobby
standpoint of 'anyone could do
that.' Could they?

The best answer to the last
comment is usually 'go away and
do it yourself, and see how far you
get.' That's exactly what Trevor
Hollingworth is doing with his
H.A.T. project, and with a
modicum of success.

`Did you love me 3030303?' is
one of the tracks supplied on
Trevor's plainly -packaged
cassette. It's a driving track which
is a little busy at times. The so-
called 303 pattern is in fact a Bass
Station doing its famous `not quite
there' impersonation of a 303.

I wasn't particularly keen on the
noisy rave stabs, but at times the
track sounds very together. I like
the Did you love me' sample.
This has been well treated and
adds a dark appeal to the whole
sound. Unfortunately the track
ends a bit abruptly, just when you
think something else is going to

happen. The end of a tune is often
as important as the beginning.

A furious frenzy comes in the
shape of `Up'. Fast breakbeats and
nasty stabs lend this a very ravey
feel, and I'm not particularly into
this. Perhaps there are those out
there who will be, though. The
Dutch and the Germans are bang
into nasty techno, and I'm sure
these high-speed acid beeps and
bleeps won't fail to please.

More from: Trevor
Hollingworth
Tel: 01283 517578 or 01283
500500

Lonsboro
Testing The
Water

Andrew Selby of Lancashire
took a break from writing what he
terms as 'Euro-pop' and produced
two tracks which he was
determined would not adhere to
any current dance moulds. He has
certainly achieved this with his
two tracks 'Delay '96' and
`Pastures New'.

`Delay '96' is nothing like
anything else I've heard recently,
in fact like nothing I've ever heard
signed. This is simply weak. Some
of the sounds are pleasant, but the
4/4 kick drum (no current dance
moulds?) sitting next to a `nice'
bright melody brings little
inspiration other than the need to
take 40 winks.

I can see that Andrew is trying
to escape the norm, but that
shouldn't happen at the expense of
the basic ingredients of good
dance music. A club full of wet
blankets on Tamazipan would
probably be the appropriate
audience for this unfortunate tune.
It is fairly well arranged, but more
impact is needed. Energy in both
the rhythm and the melodies is
essential. Often a synth line that is
melancholic or 'apocalyptic' as I
like to put it, has more effect on
the dancefloor. It makes you feel
like something is going to happen.

A driving bassline would also
have improved matters... In fact a
bassline would have helped. Bass
is probably the most important part
of dance music. It's like health - if
you ain't got it, you ain't got
nothin'. That's what my old
Grandpa used to say!

Apologies to Andrew if he
wasn't trying to achieve an
effective dance track with 'Delay
'96'. If, however, he was trying to
hint at something more ambient,
this still doesn't contain half the
atmosphere needed to carry it off.
One would expect some
experimental sounds or perhaps
some well chosen samples
wouldn't one? Do yourself a
favour arid lose those glossy
digital presets.

`Pastures New' was only mildly

Put Your DrumgnsBass in
R+S's bins.

The label that was there at the beginning of House, Acid and Techno
with some of the finest releases, R+S, is again demonstrating their
foresight with the release of "In Order to Dance Volume 6 -
Drum'n'Bass". This upfront collection of tunes is reviewed in Monitor
Mix this month so we'll just say that it features some of the finest minds
in techno and drum'n'bass putting their minds to exploring the
connections between these genres. A follow up album, featuring the
techno side of the equation is due out in September and, if it contains
any mixes as sublime as Alex Reece's remix of Kenny Larkin's Loopz
it'll be massive!

The really good news is that R+S is looking for new talent inspired
by the tracks they've heard on IOTD Volume 6. If you've been busy
programming away and exploring the inter -relationships between funk,
jazz, techno and drum'n'bass send your efforts to R+S at the address
below and your tune may appear on Volume 9.

Send DATS, tapes and demos to: In Order To Dance Demos, R+S
Records, Leikaai 25, 9000 Ghent, Belgium

more impressive, and to an extent,
reminded me of the Cafe Del Mar
brand of ambient house. The pan-
pipes and guitar synth noises were
too obtrusive, evoking echoes of
the Holiday 96 theme tune. A
pleasant vibe is induced by the
reverb-drenched voices subtly
resting beneath the mix and I like
the idea of introducing the vocal -
Even if it does sound a little
Mancunian and rough around the
edges!

There's plenty for Andrew to be
getting on with here, and I wish
him luck, and eagerly await future
material.

More from: Andrew Selby
Tel: 01253 890048 (eve) or
01772 716921 (day)

Trench
Demo

With the current hype
surrounding 'Brit -pop', it's
refreshing to hear live music
approached from a different angle.
A distinctly American flavour is
purveyed by West London's
Trench. But that's not the end of
the story. Trench are incorporating
technology with the energy of a
live performance in a manner
reminiscent of PWEI. The result
however, is far different.

You could almost describe this
material as industrial, but the
whole sound is too smooth for that

label. There's even funky touches
to it with the Chilis popping their
heads out of the mix from time to
time. Analogue synth loops also
complement the largely traditional
rock instrumentation.

There are three tracks on the
demo tape, all of which were
recorded on an Allen & Heath GS3
desk and a Fostex G16 last year in
Mass's bedroom. Mass is the
vocalist and he handles all the
programming, while Leigh takes
care of the guitars and backing
vocals, Tom plays bass and shares
in the backing vocals with Leigh,
and drumming is performed by
Ian. Unfortunately, Trench didn't
have the facilities to record live
drums on this demo, so they had to
settle for programming, and as
programming goes, this is fairly
realistic.

The recording has been very
carefully executed and much
thought and time has been given to
the production with some exotic
sampled effects and general
weirdness. On the last track for
example, Mass has sampled a tiny
phrase of his own voice and
employed it as a percussive effect.

The list of tricks could go on,
and the music is highly energetic. I
can imagine this would be great to
watch live, and placed in the right
studio with the right producer, this
lot might just be unstoppable.

More from: SDM
Management
Tel: 0171 9351588

On th
R :MIX CD

Trench `Get On Up'
Metallica meets the Nine Inch

Nails meets PWEI meets the
Chills meets...
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Vintage technology
strikes back,'

Our definitive directory of every
analogue synth in the history of the

whole world ever. Included are
keyboards, expanders and sound

modules. readers are invited to expand
upon or correct any part of the A -Z.
Parts 1-25 may be ordered from the
Music Maker hotline: 01353 668850

Part 32
compiled by Peter Forrest

SH-I01
One-VCO 32 -note (F -C) monophonic synth with
sequencer.
82 - c.86
Original price: £249 (82) £229 (83). £329 (83)
for red or blue models.
Target price: £150 - £250 (more for coloured
models).
Users include: 808 State (four of them), Be
atmasters, Bizarre Inc., A Certain Ratio, Dee-
Lite (basslines), Dreadzone, Rusty Egan, Ege
Barn Yasi, Electribe 101, Electronic, EMF, Go
West ('We Close Our Eyes' bass -line), A Guy
Called Gerald, HIA, Hit Squad, Stewart Kershaw
/ OMD, Man Machine, Mulligan, Chris
Newman, Nitzer Ebb, Nort, Mike Oldfield, OMD
(bass sequence on `Locomotion'), One Dove,
Orbital, The Prodigy, Martin Rex, Rhythmatic,
Ian Ritchie, Sheep on Drugs, Tim Simenon /
Bomb the Bass, Stereo MC's, Switzerland, UB40
(Red Red Wine video), Youth.
 This is a little synth with a lot going for it -
maybe one of the best monosynth designs of all
time. Lightweight, plastic, but surprisingly

The A -Z

sturdy; easy to use yet full of good features; one
of the best monosynths to play for instant,
reliable, quality sounds.

 A refinement of the SH series generally, and
the SH-09 in particular. Main improvements
come in the provision of a neat little 100 -note
step -time sequencer and arpeggiator, the
provision of an extra slider so that you can have
a mix of pulse and sawtooth from the VCO, and
- an excellent touch - 'Auto' mode on the
portamento, so that you can bring in
portamento by playing legato. Very expressive.

 Other changes mainly centre on the portability
of the SH-101 - with the optional MGS-1
modulation grip set, you got a strap, strap
buttons, and the grip itself, with pitch wheel and
mod button. You could also use the 101 with
batteries, if you really wanted, so for the first
time ever (affordably) it was possible to use a
radio system and have complete stage freedom.
The downside of that is that with mains power
you needed an external power supply.

 In 1983, Roland put some out in red and in
blue. These custom colours cost more, and
came with mod grip as standard - so that shops
didn't have to stock all three colours of mod -
grip.
For other details see the SH-09, or the
retrospective in the Mix, Nov 95.

Sounds ********
Keyboard ***
Interface *****
Controls ******
Memories

Ease of use **********
Character ******
Power:space *******
Maintenance *******
Collectability *****

Mix retro Nov 95.

On th
R :MIX CD

Track
7 1 8

Those rare analogue beauties, the SH-
1000 and SH-2000, can be heard in full
technicolour on this month's CD. So get
your sampler fired up, and sample the
delights of Roland's classic synths...

SH-1000
Combined preset and variable 37 -note (F -F)
monophonic synth.
c.74 - c.78
Original price: £499 / £470 (1976)
Target price: £70 - £120
Users include: Steve Roach.
 Possibly Roland's first keyboard product? In

some ways, the SH-1000 is a cross between the
SH-3A and the SH-2000. Along the front,
beneath the keyboard surface, are 32 rocker
switches in more or less hideous colours, as on
the SH-2000. Here, though, only the right-hand
ten select presets - Tuba, Trumpet, Saxophone,
Flute, Clarinet, Oboe, Violin, Bass guitar,
Harpsichord, and Piano.

 The others select tremolo waveform and off/on;
vibrato waveform, preset delay, and on/off; and
VCF mod waveform - 'growl', 'wow', or
ADSR; envelope settings - either according to
the ADSR controls, or presets - Slow Attack,
Staccato, Percussion, or Hold; and any of the
basic voice waveforms - 32', 8' and 4'
sawtooth, 16', 8' and 2' square, 16' and 8' pulse,
and noise - reminiscent of the SH-3A.

 The main control panel sits to the left of the
keys, and includes portamento and glide, as on
the SH-3A; an ADSR and VCF with cut-off
and resonance; LFO, VCO, VCA and VCF
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of After last month's bumper crop of Roland classics, we've
got....another one. There's so much Roland stuff out there, we've
just got to devote the whole of Total Recall to all things analogue.
So here it is...with corresponding audio samples on the RE:MIX CD.

modulation depth controls, white and pink noise,
and S/H. depth controls, white and pink noise,
and S/H. The manual is great on the sample -and -
hold: 'When RANDOM NOTE is switched to
"ON", accidental sounds having no relation to
the performer's mind are produced by operating
the VCO with random voltages of the uncertain
factor emerging from the white noise'. What the
manual doesn't say is that the spread of these
`random voltages of the uncertain factor' is
determined by the noise level control. If you
have the noise turned down, you don't get
traditional sample -and -hold - in fact, if it's
turned right down, you don't get any voltage
variation at all. Quite a good facility, actually -
except that it's mystifying at first.
 Glide switch and VCF pedal inputs, but sadly
no CV/gate in/outs - otherwise this could be a
real little goer, with many of the SH-3A's good
points, and some extra ones of its own.

 Unlike on the SH-2000, you can't over -ride the
presets' VCF or VCA envelope settings, but at
least you have the extra non -preset oscillator
instead. There is also of course no aftertouch,
which is a shame.

 Low -note priority single -trigger keyboard - so
to re -trigger the envelope, you have to release a
key.

Sounds *****
Keyboard ***
Interface *
Controls ***
Memories **
Ease of use ******
Character ******
Power:space ***
Maintenance ***
Collectability *****

SH-2000
Pre-set monophonic synth with aftertouch.

see
c.73 - 78
Original price: £573 (Jul 76) / £764 (78) / £816
reduced to £599 (Jul 79)
Target price: £80 - £140
Users include: 808 State, Jimmy Destri /
Blondie, Nick Magnus / Steve Hackett, Mike
Oldfield, David Palmer / Jethro Tull.
 One of Roland's most successful products in
the early days. Although it probably took some
ideas from other instruments (eg ARP's Pro -
Soloist) it was also copied itself - very closely,
by one or two manufacturers.

 Presets were Tuba, Trombone, French Horn,
Trumpet, Saxophone, Bassoon, Oboe, Flute,
Clarinet; Cello, Violin, Bass Guitar, Hawaiian
guitar, Banjo, Fuzz guitar I,II; Piano,
Harpsichord, Accordion, Vibraphone,
Xylophone; Singing voice, Song whistle,
Popcorn, Space reed, Planet, Frog man, Funny
cat, Growl wow, and Wind. Taken in isolation,
not many of them have any sort of realism at
all; but many have their place in a mix, and
were widely used in seventies music. Popcorn
is a nearly perfect recreation of the Moog
modular sound used on 'Popcorn'. Several
other sounds are full of nostalgia.

 The most important thing, though, is that,
thanks to the performance controls, and
particularly aftertouch, the SH-2000 can be a
surprisingly expressive and even emotional
instrument.

 The preset switches aren't self -cancelling,
which is a shame. The farthest right simply
over -rides all others. Despite Roland's claim at
the time, that doesn't make preset selection
quicker. It makes it slower, compared with a
self -cancelling system. Cheaper, though.

 The touch sensitivity section includes an
overall sensitivity knob, and switches for
Volume, Wow, Growl, Vibrato and Pitch Bend.

 You can also over -ride the presets' VCF
settings by switching to manual, and gaining

control of modulation amount, cutoff and
resonance You've also got control of LFO
speed, portamento speed (and a `Slow' setting,
which extends the time for special effects), and
can switch in S/H into the VCO modulation,
either on all the time (`Auto'), or keyed.

 The VCF board was changed after s/n 578049.
 MT retrospective: Aug 91
 Unfortunately, no CV/gate connections - in fact
just one socket on the back, for audio output.

 The surprise is just how good this sounds in the
hands of a sympathetic player.

Sounds *****
Keyboard ****
Interface

Controls **
Memories **
Ease of use ******
Character ***
Power:space *
Maintenance ******
Collectability **

SPV-355
rackmount 2-VCO synthesiser with pitch -to -
voltage converter.
c.late 79 - c.83
Original price: £491
Target price: £150 - £250
Users include: Tony Arnold, Lawrence Juber /
Wings, Rick Wakeman.
 One of the first rackmount synths ever; and
although it was originally designed to be
triggered by a traditional instrument (guitar,
voice or 'wood/brass transducer' are the three
types of input mentioned on the front panel)
there's no reason why you can't use it simply as
a rackmount expander - it's fully equipped with
CV/gate ins and outs Better still, though, you
can use it with any monophonic keyboard as
master. The pitch following was never going to
be that brilliant with any guitar or wind
instrument - the technology maybe still has
some way to go, nearly twenty years after the
first guitar synths - but it works fine with the
cleaner signal a synth or electric piano, for
example, produces.

 There is a threshold level control for the front
panel instrument input, and a green LED for the
right level, and a red one for overload
Portamento and of course envelope following
(for VCF and/or VCA) are available - or you
can switch to the internal ADS envelope. Pitch
following for the filter is also available - whch
is subtly different in practice from the usual
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>keyboard follow facility. Especially useful,
because the (24dB) VCF is designed to self -
oscillate.
 One disappointment: the VCOs share common

waveform and octave setting. On the credit
side, there's a square -wave sub -oscillator, and
two individual tuning knobs for VCO2, which
you can switch between, with a front panel -
connected footswitch.
Lots of other good things, as well: a send and
return jack for sending the synth signal to an
effects box before final output; one audio mixer
for the synth, with sliders for Sub, VCO1, and
VCO2, and another for the final Synth and the
original Direct signal; and a front -panel pedal
socket for controlling VCO and/or VCF, with
sensitivity sliders for each. There's also a
CV/gate hold footswitch socket - designed to
compensate for technological shortcomings (the
inability to keep tracking a decaying signal),
but that shouldn't stop you being creative with
it.
It's not a complete synth. No modulation, or
S/H, or ring mod, or noise (and no release on
the envelope); but as an addition to some other
CV/gate synths, it's excellent. It's sturdy and
well -made, and the positioning of lots of signal
and control inputs on the front encourages the
interfacing experimentation it's well suited to.
It also sounds nice.

Sounds *****
Keyboard

Interface *****
Controls **
Memories

Ease of use ***
Character *******
Power:space *****
Maintenance *****
Collectability *****

SVC-350
Rackmount 11 -band vocoder -
c.79 - c. 84
Original price: £548
Target price: £350 - £550
Users include: Rod Argent, Bass-o-Matic, A
Certain Ratio, Rupert Greenall, The Grid, Will
Mowat, The Other Two.
 An excellent little vocoder, with built-in

chorus.
 See the A -Z of Analogue Effects for more

details.

System 100
Semi -modular synth and sequencing system.
c. late 75 - c.79
Original price: £1760
Target price: £700 - £1000 for the complete
system.
Users include: Alphaville, Richard Burgess,
Heaven 17, HIA, Human League (102
Expander), Ian Marsh / The Future, Ross
Middleton, Nick Rhodes, Tomita,
 After the powerful, neat and beautiful 100M

came along, this, Roland's original semi -
modular system, seemed old-fashioned and
practically worthless. Times change. Coming
back to it after fifteen years, I was amazed at
how powerful the system is.

 There are five component parts, most of which
are actually self-sufficient: unlike most modular
systems, they don't need a separate rack or
power supply.

 The 101 (£575 in 79) is the main unit, and
works well as a simple self-contained synth. A
37 -note (F -F) keyboard sits in front of a control
panel which 21 oval -topped sliders, five knobs,
14 mini -jack sockets, seven switches, and three
quarter -inch jacks, for headphone (with level
control), and high and low output. Standard
features include an ADSR, LFO, Portamento,
VCO with unusual tuning knob marked in Hz -
from 10Hz to 10kHz - and PWM; white or pink
noise, one of Roland's neat audio mixers, with
sliders for Ext Input as well as VCO and Noise,
a HPF, standard LPF with all the usual controls
on sliders, and VCA which can have LFO input
for tremolo. One nice little Minimoog-style
bonus: an A=440Hz oscillator. Auto -glide and
a manual glide button are good, as well. The
mini -jacks give you access to a lot of the
voltages, including ADSR, CV/gate and VCO
sync out, and CV/gate, Env, and VCF in, and a
lot of the audio signals - VCO, Noise, Ext
Input, etc..

 The 102 (£499 in 79) is the expander version,
designed to sit upright behind the 101. Very
similar, with just a few changes:- instead of the
glide controls, there's a good S/H module with
variable lag time, and a ring modulator instead

of noise. There are weak and strong sync
inputs, and a mix cascade jack socket instead of
the tuning oscillator.

 The 103 (£266 in 79) is a 4-2 mixer/amplifier,
with panning, mono FX send, and built-in
reverb, designed to sit to the right of the 101.

 The 104 (£335 in 79) is a 12x2 step sequencer,
and is probably the jewel in the System 100
crown. Facilities include fully variable gate
time, series or parallel configuration,
switchable ranges, and chunky little buttons for
Start, Continue, Stop, and Step. Playing around
with one of these, you can see why analogue
sequencers shot up in price. This definitely
beats the 100M sequencer - even if only
because it has twelve instead eight steps per
bank.

 The 109 (£85 in 79) was a pair of 16cm 3.5W
speakers in angled boxes designed to sit either
side of the 102.

 There was a stand (100/S) available for £99.
 Other parts to the system were originally
planned (hence the gap in numbers from 104 to
109?), but Roland instead chose the radical re -
engineering and re -design that resulted in the
100M.

 Scores are first for just the 101, then for a
complete system.
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System 100M
Classic miniature semi -modular system.
79 - c.84
Original price: £1242 (80) / £1299 (81) for 5 -
module 2-VCO system with 181 monophonic
keyboard.
Target price: £1200 - £1800 for the above.
Users include: Aphex Twin, Jeff 'Skunk'
Baxter, Ian Boddy, Richard Burgess, Vince
Clarke, Depeche Mode, Andy Horrell (73
modules), Human League, Masterworks, Meat
Beat Manifesto, Daniel Miller, Mulligan,
Radiophonic Workshop, Tears for Fears, Hans
Zimmer (a modest system somewhere over a
hundred modules).
 This is one of the neatest modular systems ever

designed. Not as versatile or open to
experiment as, say, a Serge system, or even a
Digisound; but beautifully designed and
engineered, reliable, and neat. Most important
of all, it sounds really good. The filters seem so
much meatier than most other late seventies
Roland gear, and there's just the right mix of
accuracy and analogue imperfection to give you
a reliable but human sound. It packs a lot into a
very small space.

 As is the case with almost all modular systems,
a range of basic modules came first, and then
others were added at later dates. This process
tends to tail off, as the release of new units
becomes commercially less and less of a sure
thing, so there's some doubt about whether
some of the very latest modules ever went into
full-scale production.

 The backbone of the system, whatever modules )0.-
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)10. you went for, was a rack. The modules

themselves were so beautifully constructed
(encased in metal) that they could have sat
around unprotected quite happily, but you
needed an 8 -pin DIN specialised power
connector which came with the rack. The
internal CV/gate and trigger system also came
via the rack, saving un-necessary patch -cords.
 The 190 (£149 in 81) was the smaller rack,
holding three modules, and with a few
interconnection sockets on its base. An optional
190B base was available if you needed to raise
the 190 above a keyboard.

 The 191J (£175 in 81, and definitely better
value) was a five -module rack, with a very
useful set of multiple connectors on its base.

 Modules (all 104cm W x 230cm H x 199 D,
prices at 1981 levels) included: -

110 (£225) VCO-VCF-VCA, designed to go
with the 140 to be a complete voice. Ultra -
neat.

112 (£225)Double VCO, with 3 instead of 2 CV
ins, two instead of one outs, and weak/strong
sync.

121 (£199) Double VCF, similarly expanded
compared to the 110, with a simple high-
pass filter.

130 (£175)Double VCA, ditto, but with a linear /
exponential switch.
131 (£175) Output Mixer, 4 into 2 or 1, with

panning and a tuning oscillator
(220/440/880Hz).

132 (£149)Double Mixer (4 audio or control
inputs to 2 +/- outputs) and variable + and -
CV sources.

140 (£175)Double Envelope (full ADSR,
invertable, and a nice little red button for
manual gate) and five-waveforin LFO with
useful switchable range (xl, xl/10).

141 Double Envelope, Gate Delay, Invert/Adder.
150 (£175)Ring Mod / Noise / S&H/ LFO: S&H

with lag; pink and white noise; LFO same as
140.

160 Computer Interface.
165 Double Portamento Controller, with CV in,

particularly useful with MC -4 sequencer.
170 Pitch/Voltage Converter / Envelope

Follower / Audio amp.
172 (£175)Phase Shifter / Audio Delay / LFO /

Gate Delay: Phase Shifter and Audio Delay
can use built-in LFO or ext CV; Gate Delay
can work as sync -to -tape device. 1980 price

of this was £349.
173 Quadruple Signal Gate (+ and - gating, good

with the MC -4) and six four-way Multiples.
174 Parametric Equalizer, four -band, with 20Hz

- 20kHz centre frequencies.
182 (£199)Analog Sequencer: 2x8 step, serial or

parallel.
 Three keyboards were eventually available

(although any synth / sequencer / MIDI/CV
interface with CV/gate outputs at 1V/octave
will do): -

180 (£192)32 -note (F -C) low -note priority
keyboard with transpose switch and
portamento knob.
Price increased to £199 by 1981.

181 (£249)49 -note (C -C) version, with
portamento switch added, and bender lever
(with CV out). Price increased to £275 by
1981.

184 (£399)49 -note (C -C) four -voice CV/gate
version, switchable mon/polyphonic, with
arpeggiator and polyphonic portamento.
Available May 81. This is the one to go for
if you get the chance.

 The 100M is the featured synth in the sought-
after Roland books Practical Synthesis for
Electronic Music, Volumes One and Two'.

 E&MM review: Mar 84.
 Scores are for a five -module rack with 181

keyboard, and then a typical fifteen -module
system with 184 keyboard.
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System 700

massive modular synth with price -tag to match.
c.76 - c.82
Original price: £8600 (76) / £10627 (Nov 77) /
£13556 (78) / £12644 (79)
Target price: £8000 - £10000
Users include: Richard Barbieri, Jeff 'Skunk'
Baxter, Vince Clarke, Depeche Mode, Guido
Mylemans?, Klaus Netzle, Nitzer Ebb, Stefan
Reinert, Martin Rushent / Human League
(Dare), Tim Simenon, Tomita, Visage, Hans
Zimmer.
 Roland had the advantage of coming after the

major players had had their shot at large
modular systems, and were able to take some of
the better points from Moog, ARP and so on, to
produce a huge monster of a synth. In many
ways, it's like an over -sized 100M - which was
developed, no doubt, from it, but which makes
the 700 look a little too big - clumsy, almost.

 There's less variability in System 700s than in,
say, comparable Moog modulars. This is
mainly because each of the six racks that make
up the system was generally sold as a whole
unit. It was theoretically possible to place
special orders for your choice of constituent
modules (and you had a choice of some 47 to
select from), but that doesn't seem to have
happened much.

 The main console was definitely sold only as a
ready-made unit, because it had pre -wired
normalised connections for the most common
routings. It also functions on its own as a self-
contained 3-VCO synth, with two VCFs,
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). VCAs, LFOs, and ADSRs, and noise, ring mod,
voltage processor, S&H, envelope follower,
'integrater' (lag processor), a little mixer, 2x5
multiples, a headphone monitor module, and a
lovely output section - complete with stereo
VUs, a six -position test -tone, a phase shifter, a
spring reverb, and voltage controlled panning.
 The left wing cabinet (if anyone in the UK

remembers what that is) has six VCOs
(bringing the standard total up to nine, in true
Moog fashion), another little mixer, 2x5
multiples, LFO2, S&H, and another Dual
Envelope Generator.

 The right wing cabinet has two more VCFs,
three VCAs, two Dual Envelopes, a 2x5
multiple, and a Gate Delay.

 Upstairs, on the left, there's an Interface (with
pitch -to -voltage converter), VCA, very nice
Multi -mode Filter, and simple nine -way audio
mixer.

 In the middle comes the chunky 3x12
sequencer, which is all just one huge module. It
packs in a Master Controller a bit reminiscent
of the System 100, a Pulse Shaper, Clock
Oscillator, and Series and Parallel output
sections, and enough control to be able to use it
not just for simple pitch sequences, but also
tone -colour changes, complicated envelopes,
syncopations, and so on..
On the right at the top comes the least dense of
all six blocks: a Phase Shifter, Audio Delay,
four -input Analog Switch, and a nice little
multiple (1x12, 1x4 / 1x8, or 3x4).

 The VCOs come in several slightly different
configurations. They're all 702s, they all have
four waveform outputs (sine, triangle, sawtooth
and rectangle), PWM and range knobs (LO to
2'), and a pitch control (plus or minus 12 semi-
tones); but 702A has a PWM mod input and
slider and LFO1 mod input hard -wired, 702B
has hard -wired ADSR1 and LFO1 mod inputs
and sync, and 702C has S&H and LFO1 input
and sync. Those three are the VCOs on the
main panel. On the second panel, there are
three 702Ds - like 702As with a socket instead
of the hard -wired mod inputs - and three 702Es
- like 702B/Cs without the hard -wired inputs.

 MI VCOs have a claimed range from 0.1Hz to
100kHz.

 The VCFs have voltage -controlled resonance,
and all the control voltage producers like the
LFOs can themselves be voltage -controlled,
for, eg, envelope control of vibrato speed.
Powerful.

 Maybe because of the scale of the design,
there's room to be more specific than usual in
the legend. You don't often see envelopes with
ATTACK TIME, DECAY TIME, SUSTAIN
LEVEL AND RELEASE TIME all written in
full on one line, and precise timings on the
scale - from 2 ms to 10 sec. (2 ms is some way
up the scale, by the way. The envelopes' attack
times are sprightlier than that.)

 The standard keyboard was 61 -note (C -C)
duophonic, with portamento up to ten seconds,
and pitch -bend settable to a maximum of a
semi -tone, an octave or five octaves!

 A 'Laboratory' system was available -a
cheaper starter version, the size of one of the
lower wing cabinets in the big system, with
3xVCO, noise and ring mod, a simpler VCF, a
VCA, simple mixer, LFO, S&H, and Dual
Envelope Generator.

 You have to see one of the full-size System
700s to appreciate how big the things were. The

advantages of this are, 1) they're visually very,
very impressive, with smart black tolex covers,
lots of LEDs flashing, and hundreds of knobs
and sliders; and 2) they can use full-size jack
plugs and slider caps. If you're rich, with big
hands and a big studio to match, this one's for
you.

 Andy Horrell of EMIS thinks the VCFs on this
are far superior to Moog filters - and 100M
filters, come to that.
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start, the manual runs to 90 pages, and weighs
almost as much as the 303 itself; and, more
important, the more you know about it the more
you can spend hours ending up with the sort of
thing you could do in two minutes with a
software MIDI sequencer. Far better to jam the
programming - entering random Accent and
Slide hits after finishing the basic notes - and
see what you get. If it works, use it. If it
doesn't, just go again.

 Apart from the 'found riff' aspect of the
sequencing, what is it that impels people to pay
so much for a Bass Line? The sound is okay as a
pure bass synth - although something like a
Gnat, or Prodigy, or even an SH-101 can do a
lot better (let alone a Taurus) - if you hook the
Bass Line up to a bass amp and speaker, and
treat it like a bass guitar, it can sound pretty
solid. But that's not the story. You could do the
same with any synth that had square -wave or
sawtooth waveforms and a decay control on the
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TB -303 Bass Line
Micro -processor -controlled bass
synth/sequencer. 82 - c.84
Original price: £215 (82) /£89 (85)

Target price: £480 - £750
Users include: 808 State, A Positive Life, The
Aphex Twin, Jeff 'Skunk' Baxter, Beatmasters,
The Beloved, Bizarre Inc., Cabaret Voltaire, A
Certain Ratio, Coldcut, Dreadzone, Ege Barn
Yasi, Electribe 101, Future Sound of London, A
Guy Called Gerald, Haircut 100, Simon Harris,
hia, Hit Squad, Marshall Jefferson / DJ Pierre
(Phuture 'Acid Tracks'), LFO, The Madness,
Man Machine, Mulligan, Mushroom / Massive
Attack, The Orb, Orbital (x2) (`Chime'), The
Other Two (Groove's MB303 adaptation), The
Prodigy, Rhythmatic, Tom Robinson, Kevin
Saunderson, Shamen, Tim Simenon, Switzerland
(x2), Ultraviolet, Underground Resistance.
 The prime example of hyper -inflation in the

analogue synth world. Once Jeff 'Skunk'
Baxter and Haircut 100 got their hands on one,
prices went sky-high...

 Actually it was 'Acid Tracks', a ten -minute -
plus Chicago workout from 1987, which did the
trick. It apparently came about more by
accident than design - which is probably true of
all the best 303 lines. This is not an instrument
which benefits you to sit down and read the
manual thoroughly right the way through. For a

envelope filter - eg practically any synth, full
stop. The secret of the sound lies in the design
of the filter circuit. Maybe it's because the
envelope is so simple; maybe because the
unusual 18dB/octave filter and resonance circuit
just happen to come together so well; maybe, as
Mr. 808 claims on the net, it's because the
envelope modulates the filter cut-off all the way
from fully negative to fully positive in one
sweep. Presumably the makers of the various
303 -inspired rackmounts (the Deep Bass Nine,
Clone Three, and so on) have some of the
answer, but maybe they're not telling. Roland
themselves haven't seemed too bothered.

 However it happens, you get a squelchiness
with the 303 filter that is very difficult to equal
with other synths. Coupled with the Accent,
which works on the resonance of the filter as
well as the VCA, and Slide, which, because it's
programmed separately, can sort of start mid-
air, you end up with a distinctive sound, more
mid -spectrum than bass.

 The other important factor is that all the
tweakable controls are right there, on the front
panel, next to each other. Accent level, Decay,
Envelope modulation of the VCF, Resonance
and VCF Cutoff are right there, not hidden
among twenty other knobs like on most synths.

 One other nice thing: battery back-up of the
sequence, unlike on the MC -202.
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 It's still a pig, though: you can sync it with any
Sync 24 machine -a 606, 808 or 909, for
instance, or a CSQ-600 or MC -4 sequencer -
but you can't play it from anywhere else except
its own sequencer. Why it should have had
CV/gate outs but not ins is a mystery.

 There's a Mix In socket, which for a moment
might give you the impression you could use
the filter in the 303 to effect another instrument.
You can't. It's really there so that you can run
something like a 606 and the 303 off the same
input on your amp.

 From a collector's point of view, you need to
look out for a 303 in its Original box, still with
its shiny fabric cover with the little press -stud
fastened strap, the manual, of course, and if
you're really into minutiae, the Chord Shift
Scale -a little revolving wheel to help you with
transposing sequences.

 Cast your mind back to late 1985, when Soho
Soundhouse were offering some good little
bargains, brand new, boxed, with a year's
guarantee, for £159, including delivery. No,
that was the MC -202. The TB -303s were £89.
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*MT retrospective: Feb 89, Mix retro Jan 96.

VK-1
Electronic one -manual 61 -note (C -C) organ with
drawbars.
Mar 80 - early 80s
Original price: £650
Target price: £80 - £120
 Three presets: ensemble, full tibias, and theatre
brass. Hmm.

 Chorus/vibrato with variable depth and rate.
Nine drawbars in standard configuration.
Second, third and fifth harmonics percussion,
with variable volume and decay.

 Portable but maybe un-necessarily big - 111cm
wide.

VK-6
Two manual (49 -note, C -C) electronic organ
with drawbars.
c. 78 - c.80
Original price: £2499
Target price: £180 - £450
 A workmanlike organ, still heavy at 58kg, but a

good deal more portable than a Hammond.
 Very importantly, it has a 9 -pin Leslie socket

and controls already built-in - something that
does a lot for its sound potential. (An 8 -pin
Roland Revo socket as well..)

 All the usual Hammond impersonation
functions: two sets of nine drawbars, and three
for the bass section; the same percussion as on
the VK-1, with the addition of Click Attack; but
unfortunately still only a global set of vibrato
controls, rather than one for each keyboard.
Presets on the upper manual were Synthesizer,
Trumpet, Full Tibias, and Theater Brass; and on
the lower manual Bass, Tibias, and Ensemble.
Two envelopes (and a separate output) for the
bass - which could play from the lower manual

or optional 13 -note pedals.
 The one stand -out feature: CV/gate out, to
control an external synthesiser from the upper
manual; and portamento controls for this, with
a time control knob, and a Flyback rotary
switch, with Down, Off, and Up positions -
unusual terminology, but what it does is simply
give you up -only or down -only portamento if
you want it.

VK-9
Two -manual (61 -note, C -C) electronic organ
with full drawbars. 78 - c.82 ad im apr 78 p164
Frankfurt 78 £4499 (1978)
Original price: £4499
Target price: £300 - £600
 Not to be confused with the VK-09.
 Roland's flagship organ. "Nearly every idea

desired by leading musicians throughout the
world has been provided for. You must do
more than read about the amazing new Roland
VK combo organs. And you must do more
than merely hear them. You must actually play
them to begin to realize how carefully they
were planned... how painstakingly they were
designed... and how perfectly they were built."

 Full drawbars as on a Hammond B-3 - except
that on the VK-9, you could play any set of
drawbars from either keyboard. Optional 25 -
note wooden pedalboard.

 Otherwise, all the features of the VK-6 (except
for the Leslie / Revo socket, which needed a
separate VKA-1 kit) plus a stand that looked
like a designer park bench.

 Total weight with all the options was 127kg, so
maybe a Hammond wasn't such a bad
alternative for gigging after all - but at least the
VK-9 keyboard itself was only 73kg, which
was more easily manageable by two people.
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VK-09
Single -manual (61 -note, C -C) electronic organ
with drawbars.
81 - c.84
Original price: £475
Target price: £100 - £150
 Not to be confused with the VK-9. Weighing
in at just 9kg, this is one eighth the weight of
the VK-9's keyboard, and very compact, as well
- only 89cm wide.

 Two sets of drawbars, one for sine wave, one
for 'Bright Wave', both with 16', 5 1/3', 8', 4', 2
2/3' and 2'. Second and third harmonic
percussion with Volume Soft and Fast Decay
switches; slow/fast vibrato (switchable via back
panel socket), and short/long sustain. Gate
output socket.

VP -330 Vocoder Plus
49 -note (C -C) splittable vocoder / string
machine. 79 - 80
Original price: £1314
Target price: £600 - £900
Users include: 10cc, Don Airey, Laurie

Anderson CO Superman), Tony Banks, A
Certain Ratio, Vince Clarke, Spike Edney /
Queen, John Foxx, Dave Hewson, Kitaro,
Rudiger Lorenz, Nick Magnus / Steve Hackett,
Man Machine, Masterworks, Andy Nye /
Michael Schenker Group, Mike Oldfield, Alan
Park / Cliff Richard band, Riuichi Sakamoto,
Tomita, Vangelis.
 One of the shortest -lived of all Roland

keyboards, in terms of period of manufacture
but not end -user popularity.

 It has three sections: the vocoder, Human
Voice, and Strings.

 The strings are very like the RS -202: limited in
scope (just Attack and Tone controls) but
extremely effective. They can be selected to
play either side of the two -octave key split.

 The voice sound is ordinary enough untreated -
give me a Mellotron or an 8 -bit sampler any
day - but sounds great with Roland's classic
stereo Ensemble switched in. On the lower
split, you have Male 8' and Male 4' (getting
such unusual sized singers in to the sampling
sessions is just further evidence of Roland's
astonishing attention to detail); and on the
upper, Male 8' and Female 4'. That means that
the Male 8' voice carries pn right through the
four octaves, which is useful. They're nasal, but
with Ensemble, not bad at all. An Attack slider
is the only other control.

 The vocoder section couldn't be much simpler:
apart from the split assignment controls, it has
nothing else except a mic level slider and
ensemble switch. If you want, by the way, you
can use another synth to provide the carrier
signal - but it's easier to use the VP -330 itself.
Balanced (XLR) and unbalanced (jack) mic
inputs are provided.

 One slider controls release for all three
sections. If you want a vocoder sound with a
long release, you have to 'freeze' the mic signal
via a footswitch.

 Global vibrato is available, with control of
depth, rate, and delay - always worth having.

 Auto -bend (only below the actual pitch, not
above it) is available on all three sounds, and
can be switched in with a footswitch.

 Single triggering: to trigger the next attack, all
keys must be released for an instant.

 Mono or stereo output.
 If you want a vocoder with which to
experiment, then this isn't the one. Some of its
internal processing takes short cuts, compared
with the classic vocoders like EMS, Bode or
Sennheiser. But if you want a really good
vocoder-type sound without any fuss, and
Roland's classic string synth sound and some
analogue choir voices as an added bonus, then
the VP -330 comes highly recommended. After
all, it was good enough for Laurie Anderson on
'0 Superman.

Sounds

Keyboard

Interface

Controls

Memories

Ease of use

Character

Power:space

Maintenance

Collectability

MT retrospective: Feb 92

To be continued...
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The ultimate musician's marketplace
There are now three ways you can place your advert in The Mix
1. Post - cut out (or photocopy) and fill in the coupon below and send to: One Careful Owner, The Mix,
Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs, CB7 4AF.
2. Fax - Fax us your ad on 01353 662489
3. e-mail - Mail your ad to: kath@musicians-net.co.uk
When sending an advert please remember to state which Equipment Category you wish the ad to appear in and include full contact details.

r
FREE READER'S ADS FORM

Fill in the form to a maximum of 30 words, one word per box. Ads
for the August issue should reach us by 14th June. Ads for the
September issue should reach us by 19th July. Please write clearly.

Name

Address

Postcode

Equipment category

L J
Send to: One Careful Owner, THE MIX, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs, CB7 4AF.

RECOROINKW 11101
FOR SALE
520STFM, greyscale
medium res. monitor,
sequencing, sampling,
decent WP software, mouse,
leacts, games, swap for:
Drumpads (SPD8, Simmons
Portakit, Drumstation) Multi
FX synthesizer (module)
Semi-acc. guitar, W.H.Y,
£150. Tel: Daniel on 01889
583347
ACOUSTIC SERIES 3312
studio monitors, 150 watts,
33hz to 22khz, 95DBNVatt;
12" poly woofers, 5"
midrange, 3' tweeter,
protective grills. Retail at
£800 each. As new, all
offers considered. Email on
Ram20@hermes.cam.ac.uk
ATARI 1Mb STFM, hi-res
monitor, Cubase V2.1, £225
no offers. Akai SGo1V
vintage module, £245.
Yamaha DX21 synth, £175.
Yamaha PSS51 16 part
keyboard, £125. Tel: Steve
on 01553 674076

ATARI 1040 STE with hi-
res monitor, mouse and
Notator SL, with manuals
and case, excellent
condition, £250 ono.
Yamaha PSS-790, excellent
condition, £50 ono. Tel:
01900 64926
ATARI 1040 STE. Super
sequencing system,
everything you need
including leads, mouse,
manual and new super
resolution monitor. Only
£275 with free training and
back-up. Tel: 01992 460602
ATARI STE computer,
high res. mono monitor.
Excellent for sequencing,
£250. Phone Bedford,
01234 363339
ATARI STE computer with
high res mono monitor.
Excellent for sequencing,
£250. Phone Bedford on
01234 363339
ATARI ST with high res
monitor, sequencer, mouse
etc. Very good condition,
£250. Akai S950 sampler,
£650, MCSO sequencer MII,
£325, Sony DTC690 DAT,
£395, Moog Prodigy
analogue, £180, Roland D5
multi synth, £295. Wanted:
Cubase Audio. Tel: 01252
370550

AUDIO TECHNICA 6 -
input pro spec 4 track £395
ono. Phonic 16-2 boxed,
£295. Fostex 350 mixer with
MTR bridge, £195. Yamaha
QY10 boxed, £90. Tel:
Daniel on 01634 364507
BOSS DR550 drum
machine. Cool sampled
sounds, great for that
electro sound, £90. Phone
Chris on 01353 666022
(day) or 01353 698108
(evenings)
B OSS DR660 superb
dance drum machine with
909 and 808 sounds.
Complete with manual, box
and new P.S.0 slight wear
but excellent value at £200.
Call Robert on 01902
342776
B OSS SE -50 pro FX unit
plus Rad-30 rack adaptor,
boxed with manuals, hardly
used, £350. Cheap sample
CDs wanted, anything
considered. Also CD-Roms
for Emulator, two wanted.
Tel: 01266 44480 after 7pm
DIGITAL ONLY Card D.
PC card for direct digital
transfer to and from DAT,
£280. MXQ32M MIDI card,
£120. Both boxed as new.
Tel: George on 0181 868
8187

FOSTEX E16, 16 track
recorder, £1700. Roland
S550 sampler plus monitor,
£650. Tel: 01633 880858
HD Recording system,
tripleDAT for £600 only.
Combine your CD/DAT with
your PC Digitally. Call Sven
on 01388 422196 or 0191
3864428
HOME STUDIO, Roland
JD800, Akai S950, Alesis
D4, Alesis 1622, ART
Multiverb LTX, Atari 1024ST,
Cubase 2, Yamaha
Amplifier, NS 10M's, QY20,
£3500 for everything, will
split, ono. Tel: 01483
233202 (evenings only)
KORG M1 SOUNDS 200,
new kickin sounds analogue
synths basses kits, most are
filtered controlled gives M1
a new lease of life supplied
on Atari disk, £35. Tel: 0121
443 1422
KORG PROPHECY rave
reviews, plus memory card,
£850 ovno. Perfect
condition. Tel: David on
01403 262566 Swaps
possible
NOVATION BASS
STATION (keyboard
version) with manual, P.S.U,
£230. Blank cassettes (30
min +) boxed, some used

once, others unused, 10 for
£3 plus postage. Tel: 01933
678608
OSCAR SYNTH, version 2
MIDI, amazing filter &
features £875. Roland
TR808 drums, excellent
condition £450. Korg MS10
synthesizer, patchable
analog £185. Moog Prodigy
monosynth £225. Digidesign
Sample cell II for Mac, 32
meg RAM, 32 Voice, all
documentation as new, 3
CD Roms £1600. Tel: 0171
221 2214
PEAVEY SP/SX sampler
(2 meg. easily upgradeable
with Simms chips) Filter, 16
bit, SCSI etc. With manual
and power supplies, £399
only (no offers) Tel: 01933
678608
ROLAND D110 multi-
timbrel sound module. LA
sound source, great drums,
separate outputs. What
more do you want? £190.
Phone Chris on 01353
666022 (day) or 01353
698108 (evenings)
ROLAND MC -50 micro -
composer, £325, boxed with
manuals, very good
condition. Tel: Mike on 0171
7368473
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ROLAND MS1 groove
sampler with CD. Excellent
condition, little used.
Contact Steve on 0121 458
3183 (weekends) or 0976
249437 anytime
ROLAND R8+2 cards,
£370. Maui Sampler +4mb,
Simms - £150. Voyetra V-22
MIDI ports, £55. Yamaha
EMT100, £85. Yamaha
TG100, £200. Tel: Guy on
0171 627 2315
ROLAND VS880 hard
disk, 8 track recorder with
!omega zip drive. As new,
£1,299. VS880 on it's own.
£1,190. Tel: 01933 678608
ROLAND JUPITER 6
£650. Korg VC10 Vocoder,
£350. Simmons SDSV rack
(Bass and four tom
modules), £100. Simmons
MTX9, £50. Tel: Mike on
0115 9781132
ROLAND R8 MKII Drum
machine with 909 and 808
sounds. Best drum machine
on the market, bargain at
£350. Phone Nick on 0151
353 0394
ROLAND W30 music
workstation sampler
synthesiser and sequencer
comes with 50 disks and
manual, £700 ono. Tel: Peter
on 01895 631096
STUDIO ELECTRICS
SE1 mini moog with
memories, boxed. Eventide
DSP 4000 FXs unit never
gigged, perfect condition.
Tel: 0121 351 4011
TASCAM MSR-24 1" 24
track recorder, excellent
condition. dbx noise
reduction. Less than 100
hours use. Perfect heads,
cleaned regularly,
calibrated for Ampex 456,
£2995 ono. Tel: 01422
310879 or 01274 777200
TECHNOX excellent
condition, ultimate dance
module, £500. Juno 60
JSQ60 flightcase, not a
mark on it, brilliant, £300.
DR660 Drum machine, 1
year old, hardly used, £225.
All above never gigged. Tel:
John on 01964 624067
YAMAHA TX812 sound
module, boxed with manual,
£130. Tel: Paul on 01702
526598
YAMAHA TG55 sound
module, manual and leads,
£100. Alesis Datadisk SQ,
£100. Both excellent
condition. Tel: Jim on 01264
357957 (evenings) or 01256
483430 (Day)
YAMAHA CVS10 organ
expander, complete with
manual, adaptor, leads,
£225. Tel: 01299 823815
Worcestershire

14EYBOARDS FOR
SAM
KORG MS10 Analogue
synth, 2.5 octave genorator
for envelopes and FM
adjustable band poss on
filter. Excellent for basses,
leads, bubbly Fx, external
input at filter, £120 Contact

Derek on 01786 445905
KORG WAVESTATION
EX + plus sound card,
superb ambient sounds,
powerful internal effects,
excellent condition, £750
ono. Phone Keith on 01245
264417 before 5.30pm and
01376 513993 after 6.00pm
KORG 14$, superb
keyboard, 5 months old,
hardly used, extras, £725.
Tel: 01954 201001
Cambridge
MIRACLE PIANO
Teaching System with
keyboard & software for PC,
Windows or DOS, £230. Tel:
01325 286618 Darlington
ORLA KX400 drawbar
keyboard, excellent
condition, home use only,
stand, style card, £440. Tel:
01933 623535 Northants
after 5pm
PEAVEY DPM3SE+ synth
work station. 100's of
Sounds and samples on
disk. Accepts MIDI sample
dump. Disk drive 1
sequencer. Boxed with
manual, £600 ono. Tel:
01788 542640 and ask for
Loz
RHODES CHROMA for
sale, £1000, model no. 2101
0196 needs some work to
be done on it. Tel: 01222
252614
ROLAND D5 synth with 2
rom cards and hardcase,
excellent condition, good
sounds, boxed with manual,
£325. Tascam 424, good
condition, boxed with
manual, £299. Tel: Matt on
01455 220665
ROLAND JUNO 106,
£500. Korg Poly 800, £150.
Yamaha DX7, £300. Roland
CR8000 Drum Machine,
£150. Breakthru sequencer
software for Atari ST, £65.
Contact Mr R Winstanley, 11
Trinity Terrace, Weymouth,
Dorset, DT4 8JW
ROLAND JUNO 106 very
good condition, manual,
boxed, £400 ono. Tel:
Horace on 01902 839248
after 5.30pm weekdays
ROLAND JD800 £985.
EMU ESi32 sampler library,
£785. Korg DW6000
analogue polysynth, great
bass pad lead Unison with
MEX8000 program
expander 200+. Sounds all
very good condition will mail.
Tel: Gerry on 01261 832898
ROLAND KR500 touch
sensitive electronic piano.
Two superb piano sounds
plus 36 other voices. 34
instrument percussion
section, plus rhythm unit
with 32 music styles. £1100.
Tel: 01462 671964
ROLAND SH-1000
classic analogue synth with
VCF control and Reso filters,
this includes original hard
case, average condition for
age, £170 ono. Tel: 01782
849019
ROLAND W30 sampling
workstation, 16 -track

sequencer, with manual and
Roland sound disks, £575.
Tel: 01452 305187
Gloucester, after 6pm
ROLAND XP10, one week
old, used once, £500 or
swap for Rhodes 660. Tel:
01895 239926 after 1pm
TECHNICS KN800 with
stand & manuals, hardly
used, immaculate condition,
£395. Tel: 01293 543348
TECHNICS KN1000 with
disk drive, boxed, as new,
hardly used, with stand,
£750. Tel: 01277 634239
YAMAHA PSR500, £180
ono. Yamaha SY55, £380
ono. Kawai XS1 module,
good first synth, £75. Tiger
Cub Atari sequencer, £25.
Tel: 01562 751800
YAMAHA PSR2700,
£500 ono. Gem WS2
workstation, customised
improved voices, £350. Tel:
01600 860354
YAMAHA SY77 work
station, extra sounds, hard
flight case, good condition,
never gigged, £400 ono.
Tel: 0973 308941 or 01992
558845
YAMAHA QY2O for sale,
£200 ono. Tel: 0114
2554773

ORGAN&
CONN 643, 2x61, 25
pedals, theatre -style,
superb sounds, £650. Tel:
01463 831448
E LKA EP8 organ, 2
keyboards, 16 rhythms, with
stool, home use only, £450
ono. Tel: 01223 232842
ELKA X30 portable
professional model, good
condition, pedals, full MIDI,
20 programmable presets,
£550 ono. Tel: 01703
402668 Southampton
E LKA X30 PRO, portable,
full MIDI, split bottom
keyboard, perfect condition,
with or without amp, £750.
Tel: 0161 865 9532
Manchester
HAMMOND AURORA
8200, splendid condition,
recent professional service,
bench, user's manual,
serious enquiries, circa
£750. East Yorks. Contact
Box 1075, Keyboard
Review.
HAMMOND X5 portable
organ, Leslie 760 cabinet,
£495. Tel: 0114 248 5736
KAWAI SR4, home use
only, with registration card &
stool, £950 ono. Tel: Ray
01222 615118 Cardif
KAWAI SR6 and stool,
home use, £2,000. Also
music for sale. Tel: 01425
620862 New Milton,
Hampshire
TECHNICS EN2, as new,
move forces sale, £750
ovno. Tel: 01252 628258
TECHNICS EN3, PCM
sound, perfect condition, 18
months old, cost £2,400,
any reasonable offer
considered. Tel: 01952
814173

TECHNICS GN3, disk
drive, many disks, home use
only, with Kawai Kim, extra
RAM, disk, organ sounds,
£2,500. Tel: 01903 212876
WERSI CD EXTRA
portable organ, Vega Arcus
spec, 8 slaves plus sound
cards, excellent condition,
offers. Tel: 01267 253541
WERSI ELECTRA
KF90CP, current price
£2,752, best offer secures
or exchange estate car with
cash difference. Tel: 01803
557088
WERSI GAMMA Digital
DX500, new condition,
sensible offers please.
Wersi Digital DX350, also
new condition, bargain at
£425. Tel: 01296 614128
YAMAHA FS2O Electone,
double keyboard, bass
pedals, controls/switches,
memory facilities, stool,
manuals, suit
professional/enthusiast, mint
condition. Tel: 01752
690184 evening/weekends
YAMAHA HE8W with
MDR3 disk drive, voice
pack, stool, excellent
condition, can deliver, £550
ono. Tel: 0118 954 7744
YAMAHA HX5, portable
stand & spare generator,
£950. Tel: 0181 654 7889
YAMAHA SK100, one year
old, £300 ono. Tel: 01932
226957

WANTED
DISKS FOR FD2O on
KN1000 keyboard, basic
sounds & basic rhythms,
also for pianist mode. Tel:
01273 842289
ENSONIQ ESQ will swop
for my Ensoniq ESQ1 plus
£50. Tel: Mike on 0115
9781132
KORG Ti wanted,
preferably with manual and
stand. Must be pristine
condition, cash offered. Tel:
Robert on 0161 368 2857
(leave message)
M -64C CART for 707
realistic price paid. Phone
0161 445 5975, will pay for
delivery
MIDI PROGRAMMING
in C book by Jim Conger.
Contact Steve on 0121 458
3183 (weekends) or 0976
249437 anytime
STUDIO EQUIPMENT
wanted: Roland SH101,
MC202, TB303, TR909,
JD800, MC303, Akai
S1000, S28000, S3000,
Korg Ml, Poly 6,
Sequential, Moog,
Oberheim etc. Cash
waiting. No dealers please.
Call 01252 375025
VINTAGE EQUIPMENT:
compressor microphones,
studio preamplifier,
synthesisers, EQ Phaser
and every thing which
sound very good. Write to
Patrick Gouiran, 120
Avenue Aqueduc, 01220
Divonne, France. Tel: (00
33) 50200797

YAMAHA RIASO drum
module in good condition.
Cash waiting, call Ben on
0171 274 8296

EXCHANOR
WERSI BETA DX400CP,
software, manuals, £900, or
will exchange for Technics
KN1000 keyboard (others
considered). Tel: Mick
01865 730283
YAMAHA AVS10 with
bracket, £200, or swap
Technics PS670A CD
player, Yamaha PSR500
keyboard, or similar units.
Tel: 01202 572973
YAMAHA EL7O as new
for Technics GA3 in good
condition, cash adjustment,
will collect. Tel: 01522
811226 Lincoln
YAMAHA EL9O as new,
private sale, best offer.
Yamaha CVP may be
considered in part
exchange. Tel: 0115 975
7010

PERSONNEL:
EXPERIENCED
PROFESSIONAL
keyboard player available
for sessions, contact Frank
Goodhind on 01322 407116
HIGH QUALITY Drum &
Bass tracks wanted! Send
demo cassettes to: S -P, 6a
London Street, Merseyside,
PR9 OUE
KEYBOARD PLAYER
wanted to join bass player
for new spacey/dancey live
outfit, must be experienced,
experimental, enthusiastic
with own gear and transport.
Tel: Patrick on 01924
275025 after 7pm
MISSIONHOUSE 16
TRACK studio: Mackie desk,
EMU sampling
analogue/Digital modules
DAT mastering quad. Vortex
processing experienced
engineer, full production on
site, session musicias,
voclas/keys/guitar call for
quote on 0171 5151101
NO GIMMIX, innovative
electronic spacey melodic
mellow cheesy stormin
choones. Ambi thru to
Techno, easy listening funky
soundscapes, 10 TRX,
£4.50, 16 TRX, £5.50.
Chrome cassette Dolby C
Colour IWLAX, Cheque, PO,
DTA Cleare. 34 Millwrights,
Tiptree, Essex, CO5 OLQ
QUALITY TECHNO
needed for 12" and album
release. Styles: Acid,
Trance, Detroit, Ambient
and experimental. Send
tapes to: Darren Ager, 31
Admaston Road, London,
SE18 2TU
TECHNICS 1200MK11
mint condition with Stanton
500 needles and slip mats
only £700. No offers please.
Tel: Steven on 01604
784336
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MO@
Getting the most out of

HOME
RECORDIN

Order code
MS 30

Order code
MS 31

Order code
MS 32

A superb video
which explains
how to set up and

operate a simple
cassette based multi-
track home studio.
Packed with
professional tips and
examples. Essential
viewing for anyone
starting a home
studio.

0 An essential
guide to the
skills and

equipment needed
to provide high
quality results from a
home studio. This
video is full of
examples and
graphic information
and majors on
effects and how to
use them to their full
potential.

An advanced
video which
looks at MIDI

applications,
sequencing and
offers practical advice
on sampling - saving
time and tracks; plus
professional tips on
advanced arranging
and mixing
techniques, including
spectrum mixing.

These videos are

only £24.93 each

-

CREATIVECREATIVE

RECORDING

Volumes One, Two

and Three

I BH 1

Order code IAMB 04

Effects and Processors
A complete guide to outboard equipment - studio effects ,
signal processors, details on each piece of equipment.

Volume Two : Order code MMB 07
Microphones and Recording Techniques
An explanation of how different types work and how
to get the sound you want.

Volume Three : Order code MMB 09
Acoustics, Soundproofing
and Monitoring
How to create the optimum monitoring environment
and how to choose and use your system.

Shows the tricks and techniques employed in music production

Concise, with minimum technobabble

Sound recording as a creative process

MACKIE COMPACT
MIXERS

by Rudy Trubitt

An excellent guide to "mixing" and
"mixers". This book explains general

concepts clearly and with many

illustrations and covers topics such as

 the basics  real world applications
 hooking things up  mixing tips

and includes a glossary of terms.

THE COMPLETE -441
! r.. nr ,,#co,Inpnet,v

by Udo Weyers

A complete thorough and
practical introduction to

Steinberg's MIDI recording
system for Atari, Windows

& Mac.

Order code MS55

£34.95

POSTAGE UK

£2.95
Europe Rest of World
£4.95 £10.95

c mNOV'
music
AA %ArAAd

COMPUTERS & MUSIC

by R A Penfold

An introduction into the world of
computers and music. Specially written
for musicians who know nothing about

computing this book will:
Explain the basics and help you to set

up your own computer studio and teach
you about software and hardware.

If you want to make a start into computer
music making then this is the book for

you.

Order code BMPC 044

£8.95

Sequencer
secrets

SEQUENCtil SECRETS

by Ian Waugh

An indespensible book for sequencer users
at all levels and includes sections on:
Optimising your MIDI system - using
controller messages more effectively.

Programming gate effects - using
sequences live and creating MIDI echoes.

In fact turning your sequencer from a
recording tool into a creative music

machine.

ADVANCED MIDI USER'S
GUIDE 2nd Edition

by R A Penfold

An excellent guide to getting the most
from your MIDI system.

Includes sections on & using MIDI live
 programming your own MIDI utilities

 synchronise your MIDI system to
multitrack tape  using system exclusive

messages.
An essential book for anyone involved

with MIDI.

Order code BHPC 038

£10.95



Alt'sic technology

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY REFERENCE
BOOK

by Peter Buick & Vic Leonard

An indispensible reference source for the
musician. Charts, planners, checklists, tips &
ideas are all included along with sections on

MIDI, synthesis, sampling, music,
recording & production, audio, sound, electronics,

computers & multimedia.

Order code BHPC 039

£12.95

MIDI FOR THE PROFESSIONAL

by Paul D. Lehrman & Tim Tully

An essential reference book for the serious
MIDI user. Clearly illustrated and explained in
plain language this book will give you in depth

formation on working with MIDI - from simple
to complex systems.

POSTAGE
UK Europe Rest of World

£2.95 £4.95 £10.95

WHAT'S A
SAMPLER

by Freff

A basic guide to the
world of digital sampling

- ideal for beginners.

Order code 1M43

£4.50

1;i -cording

Production

Technique,

F.A. Aoll,Steb,

Unless specified
postage as

below

POST &
PACKING

PER
ITEM

UK
1st item £1.75

subsequent items
£1.00 each

Europe
(airmail)

£4.00 per item

Rest of World
(airmail)

£6.00 per item

Order code BHPC 043

£9.95

RECORDING
TECHNIQUES

FOR SMALL STUDIOS

by David Mellor

All you need to know in getting
the best from the studio

recording process.
Covers planning the session &

recording vocals, drums,
guitars, keyboards, using the

mixing console, effects &
mixdown.

RECORDING PRODUCTION
TECHNIQUES

by Paul White

A publication that takes a practical look at the various
techniques used to make full use of effects and signal

processors. Ideally suited for the home studio enthusiast or
for professional recording studios.

Order code BHSB 036

£11.95

Order code

BHPC 041 £6.95

To order simply cut out or photocopy this form and send it to:
Music Maker Mail Order Services, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF

or fax it to 01353 662489.
To order by Visa or Access credit card, telephone the

Music Maker Orderline.

CODE TITLE AMOUNT

Dial 01353 Nemo Add postage (see panel)

or 666060 TOTAL

I enclose a cheque/postal order/bankers draft for £ made payable to
Music Maker Publications
or please debit my AccessNisa credit card number_ / / / Expiry date /

Name

Address

Postcode Daytime phone number

Overseas payments must be made in pounds sterling and drawn on a British bank. It is essential that you include
your correct postcode to ensure prompt delivery. Please include a daytime phone number in case of query.

Orders are despatched within 7 to 10 days but please allow 28 days for delivery.

MIDI SURVIVAL
GUIDE

by Vic Lennard

Featuring over 40 cabling
diagrams this book shows

you how to connect
synths, sound modules,

sequencers, drum
machines and multitracks.

In all a great guide in
getting the best out of

general MIDI. Plenty of
practical advice and great

value

WHAT'S MIDI

by Jon F Eiche

If you've got "questions"
about MIDI and you want

the 'answers" in a language
you can understand then

this book is for you.
Ideal as an introduction to

the world of MIDI.

Order code 1M42

£3.95

PRACTICAL MIDI HANDBOOK
by R. A. Penfold

A straightforward, readable introduction
to the world of MIDI.

Covers the use of computers and
sequencers with sections on MIDI

instruments and services - lots of charts
and photographs and rounded off with a

glossary of terms.

Order code

BHPC 042 £8.95

MIX.

T-SHIRT

WHITE XL long sleeve
Order code CTMM039

BLACK XL long sleeve
Order code CTMM040

POSTAGE
UK Europe Rest of World

£1.50 £2.50 £4.00



Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF

CD PRESSING/CASSETTE DUPLICATION

 Hard disk CD mastering

 Oneoff CDs & premaster CDs from £10

 Real time cassette copying
 Copy masters and editing

 Laser printeCitels &

 Every coaaviclually checked

 Excellent quality & presentation

 Unparalleled service, best prices

 Fast turnaround - hours not days

Magnetic Image

REPEAT
PERFORMANCE

0181 960 7222
London W10

CASSETTES 8r CUs
* BLANKS
* LOOP BIN DUPLICATION
* APEX DIRECT PRINT
* COMPACT DISCS
* ACCESSORIES
*NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

01 61 406 8608

ONE-OFF CDs
CD MASTERING

DIGITAL EDITING
SONIC SOLUTIONS NO -NOISE

SOUND RESTORATION

SOUND CUTS LTD
0181 964 4091

k. agnate
CASSETTE5

REAL.TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATING

LABEL & INLAY PRINTING, BLANK CASSETTE SALES

DAT & AMPEX REEL TAPES

FRIENDLY PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

01252 794253
Fax: 0252 792642

AURAL CASSETTES/CDs
Finest Quality Realtime Copies

 Cassettes copied on Nakamichi decks
 Blank tapes wound
 1000 CD albums - £1150 + VAT
 One-off CDs

TEL / FAX 0181 466 7435

ONE-OFF CDs £20.00 + VAT
Up to 74 mills

500 CD Singles Complete £690 + VAT

500 CD Albums Complete £820 + VAT

1000 CD Singles Complete £995 + VAT

1000 CD Albums Complete £1190 +VAT

Sadie Digital Editing (over 3 hrs storage). Post Mastering.
Artwork. PQ Encoding.

Telephone C.R.S. 01424 436426

Compact Discs Pro -Mastering Digibin Cassettes Reprographics Print

32 Bit Technology ISDN Lines MD2 3 Band DSP One-off CDs

HILTONGROVE
Where sound advice counts...

http:www.knowledge.co.uk/xxx/hiltongrove

el 0181 521 2424/ 0181 503 6360
Facsimile: 0181 521 4343

Alpha Business Centre, 60 South Grove, Walthamstow, London E17 7NX
4 mins walk from Walthamstow Central (Victoria, BR), 12 mins M25, Sant -Rpm 7 days

Custom CD' One off Master Ws
* Uigital Audio Editing
*Ultramaximiser TM

inlay Printing
* Affordable

Home Free Advice

fingers owl 571 0660

m0.- CASSETTES

Blank or Duplicated
 High Quality Chrome & Ferric tape

 Cassettes to any length (C2 - C130)

 Minimum order 20 cassettes

 White & coloured labels / inlay cards

 Standard, crystal & dble library cases

 Ampex reel tapes / DAT cassettes

 Video cassettes & accessories

 Computer disks / Technical books

 Same day despatch by Credit Card

01372 272422 _dm._

131 Fax: 01372 276122 "

FREE , Catalogue
cassette

sasndt

DOWNSOFT LTD
Downsway House, Epsom Road,

Ashtead, Surrey KT21 1 LD

14/. AP& um" oprAmb

Mokoolootorlog IVIostarinOof Compact Oisos
500 CID Singles - £680

Pric. lutclucles F ull ..rstogiuy  GI... tvlostau,-,

Post production Mastering suite
One off CE1's From £15.00

For a free information pack please call
Tel:01382 - 205100  Fax 01382 202229

GENERAL

ito irvz ma IC10 *
The MIDI & MUSICIANS DIRECTORY

The MMD is an expanding database of progressive individuals
who use and abuse today's modern innovations n music

production. Join the MMD network of musicians,,producers,
engineers, DJ's, drummers, vocalists. programmers, etc and

receive quarterly membership updates and the MMD newsktter,
free promotional / noticeboard spare, discounted services,

competitions, advice, contact lists, audio workshops, humour...
Amateurs & Pro's welcome.

£10 / year membership guarantees 4 updates & 4 Newsletters.

Phone Jules on 0171 328 0865 fur details/ info / application form.

Fax yo f Ad to
Mark Durham

on
01353 662489

WANTED

Rini AUDIO SALES NEW - USED  EX -DEMO

WANTED
Akai S3000 + 10 meg (ex demo) £1575

Akai S950, full upgrade £775

Yamaha SY85, as new £675

Yamaha Super SC88 £500Roland

Juno 106, mint £500

Roland JX3P + manual £200

Roland DMC1 dance module, ex demo 1425

DBX 266 Stereo com/gate, new £225

Boss DR660 drums 808/909 etc £275

AKG C451 + CKI Capsule x 2 each £170

Roland PC200 Mk II, ex demo £130

Alesis SR16 drum box £150

Yamaha A100 studio amp £150

Yamaha NS1OM monitors £250

Yamaha TX81Z module £130

PLUS MUCH MORE - 0161 483 8551

ALL RECORDING EQUIPMENT
NATIONWIDE COLLECTION

ABSOLUTE BEST PRICES PAID
FOR SAMPLERS, ADATS,
OUTBOARD KEYBOARDS,

CONSOLES,
8/16/24 TRACK MACHINES ETC.

SAME DAY SERVICE.
SO PHONE US NOW,

P/X WELCOME!

0161 483 8551 / 0860 105111
7 DAYS 24 HOURS

(HIRE SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE)

Please remember to mention THE MIX whenever you reply to one of these ads



RECORDING STUDIOS SERVICES

NEW AGE
PRODUCTIONS STUDIO

For all forms of Dance and Ambient

Akai 53200, S1000 and Roland 5750
samplers with large sound libraries on CD ROM and

optical disk. Digital and analog synths - Korg, Roland,
Yamaha, Seqential, Linn, Oberheim and Minimoog.

Atari computer, Fostex 16 track tape machine,
Soundcraft console, FX racks and Sony DAT.

Professionally designed studio with overdub booth and
highly creative atmosphere.

Programmer/Engineer included
£15 per hour (less for long sessions)

Call Alan 0181 446 3098

CLUBS

!it C,S 1_ AL PP Cr

The only
International

Roland a Moss
OWNERS CLUB

Courses for 1996
Courses & Seminars are currently running for Roland
Synths, Samplers etc. designed to help you get the

most out of your gear.

Call for further details

Hurry & Join Today!
Full Technical Support
Savings on Products & Services
Club Magazines & Newsletters
Latest News on Roland & Boss Products
Use of Roland Sample Copying Centre

Mail Order Sample Copying Service

01733 233135 10am to 2pm Mon -Fri

SONGWRITERS/7
SONGWRITER MAGAZINE
interviews writers like Billy Joel.
Chris DeBurgh etc. 20 SONGWRITING

QUESTIONS ANSWERED explains

copyright, royalties etc. Free copy from
INTERNATIONAL SONGWRITERS ASSOCIATION

37b New Cavendish Street, London W1B.

Tel 0171 486 5353 (24 -hour)

Audiohire
HIRE OF VIRTUALLY

ANY RECORDING AND
BACKLINE EQUIPMENT

0181 960 4466

ATLANTIC HIRE
Recording Equipment Hire

Discounts  Best Rates

0181 209 1384/0025
(24 hours)

STU 0101IIRE
NM 0171 - 431 - 0212

0171 - 431 - 0212
* The latest in kaput now in stock far hire including-

* KORG TRINITY PLUS & RORG PROPHECY
* NORDLEAD, NOVATION BASS STATIONS
* WALDORF WAVE SYNTHESISER
* QUASIMIDI QUASAR & TECHNOX
* ALESIS QUADRASYNTH PIANO PLUS
* ICUILSWEIL K2500, PC88, K2000 V3 ORCH. ROM
* ARAI 53200XL & 53000XL, EMU4, E64 & ESI-32
* PLUS TOO MANY VINTAGE SYNTHS TO MENTION!

POLYPHONY RECORDING STUDIO
£12 ph inc engineer/producer. Akai DG

recording/sampling. Mackie mixer, Drawmer, TLA
valve EQ, AKG 4033, Roland JV880, Beringer,

Lexicon, Alesis, Cubase/Creator. DAT mastering
projects welcome, dance, pop, reggae etc

Call Joe on 0181 881 2262

Shot in the Dark1,S.M.Crie=s trarlStudio
16 track 1" tape

Soundcraft 2400 desk
Cubase

Live room
Excellent quality + tea & sympathy

£11 per hour or £75 per day

0171 928 1889 Fax 0171 928 1889

Cheap Studio Hire
0171 607 7010

BIG TIME Books & leads mimesis . ask for Male
PRODUCTIONS

,..ii...it wit.°  Sample Libraries 
The Clock LI Sync: Akai
hiciiosi,iicitiii iiiir STIP,' W' S900/950/1000/S01/SX16FZ1/10w''''"""P'' al" W20WHS1/10. ,,,,.,,,o,s.10, 0.,
only eases EPS/EPS164ASR10/TS10/1(2000

MIDI" Swich YAMAHA SY-85/SY99
,,,,,,,,,u,.... Atari ST Avalon/Sound

."...iiriiciimms Designer/Gem S22,w, version: C13.00

synthrs MOO
PC/C,omp.'Wav and G.U.S.

Patches (16 or 18 bib"
uara  Nolan a St Dia 100's of disks available.
CS SIP patOsal Prices from E2.50 per disk.Ala 1.40 OstecaNalte
cIlmIMIP)
Robnd IMF ST or PC ciP, Sampling
ea:some SAMPLE 11A.T.S Ma
Kong OWBOSTMO5P. SAMPLETAPES WA CHROME

re eilinweel

Write or Call for free catalogue for any of the above.
Bax 520, Burs., Sloks on Trent, SIP. ST6 5,11 Tel: 01782 810811

ADVANCEI)SONSHIIIE

Musical & Studio Equipment

II Home Recording Packages

 New & Used Equipment Sales

 Part Ex / Delivery / Collection

Low Rates I Good Service

0181 462 6261 or 8621

FOR SALE

SOUND SOLUTIONS
5PECIA4SINCI SAMPl E CO'S SOFTWARE.

SOUNOCARDS

Sample CD's Sound Cards
AWE Sound Fon( 1/2 E29.00 YamahaDB5Oxg EI29.
Solo AWE Collection E29.95 Tropez Plus £249

Creative Essentials E19.95 YamahaSW60 £149.

Cube 1-10 E12.95 TBS2000 £159

Software We handle all T&SIC89's,
Cakewalk Pro E199 most software & cards.
Cakewalk Pro Audio E299 "Free Cakewalk Express
Cubase 3.0(PC/MAC) E299 Access/Visa A Delta welcomed

Nene phone for ...t prices and details of our MI mite.
CONTACT ADRIAN ON 0 1 403 732606

EMAIL: SOUND.SOLUTIONS@DIAL.PIPEX.COM
WEB: HTIP://DSPACE.DIAL.PIPEX.COM/

SOUND.SOLUTIONS/
THE LATEST SAMPLES FROM TIME & SPACE ARE AVAILABLE

FOR DOWNLOAD FROM OUR WEB SITE.

Peal6 MA6 ic;p7161ct
AUTHORISED HI -TECH

SERVICE CENTRE

f -Roland FOR.
E -MU

TEAC AKAI
SANSUI

REPAIRS TO ALL MAKES OF
KEYBOARDS - SYNTHS

MODULES - SAMPLERS & AMPLIFICATION.
ALL VINTAGE SYNTHESISERS REPAIRED
COMPUTERS - ATARI - MACINTOSH - PC's

ALL WORK TO BS5750
QUALITY INSPECTED

CALL US ON 01954 231348

Eh)7071D@
0 0 0 1=I=:1

in -sync service limited
Unit 6, 43 Carol Street,
Camden Town, London

NW1 OHT

Specialists in servicing
Revox / Teac / Tascam / Fostex

tape machines

0171 485 3447

We repair: Fostex, Tascam, Soundcraft,
Soundtracs, Studiomaster, M&A, Sony, Akai,
Neve, Snider, Mitsubushi, MCI, 3M, Quad,

Allen & Heath etc.
Heads relapped, new heads fitted, line-ups,

calibration, distortion analysis. Circuits & Service
manuals, any Fostex 8 -track £9.95,

B-16 £32.40, Revox A77, B77 £6.00, M&A
Series 4 £9.50, other recorders or mixers phone or

fax. Video/TV/Radio service sheen £9.95

K-Tek, P 0 Box 172A, Surbiton KT6 6HN
(Send 2x24p stamps for catalogue)

Tel: 0181 337 5997
Fax: 0181 335 3484

Vodaphone: 0831 875 876

Pro Music
The MIDI Specialists
See our main ad in this issue or

for further details call

01284 765765
G.84'11" 11.1.843. -IX ILI Co 413,

All cables & looms made to order, any spec or length! 
Fast turn around, next day available.  Edac looms for
ADATs, Soundcraft desks & sync cables. 25w D for DA -88,
RD8.  Credit cards accepted.  Free studio accessories
catalogue, trade & retail  Also including patchbays,
mains accessories, stage boxes, connectors & much
more  Everything for your studio or band.

CALL THE FRIENDLY COMPANY 01933 411200

SPARES

INSTANT ACCESS
Sampling Support

AKAI MEMORY & INTERFACES
5950
750k memory.
S1000 SERIES
2MB BRD £85
8MB BRD £370
SCSI E85
DIGI £200
53000 SERIES

8MB BRD £370
2nd filter £270
SMPTE £85
SCSI £85
DIGI £200
XL SERIES
Effects brd £320
Output brd £320
2nd filter f270
ACCESSORIES
Optical lead 1 metre £5
Optical lead 5 metre £10
SCSI lead 1 metre £15
All products include VAT and carnage. Prices may differ

due to suppliers.
Allow 7-10 working days for delivery.

Call 0181 759 8540 or mobile 0956 953051
E -Mail 72132,216@compuserve

BIG BAD SOUNDS
Big Bad Sounds Sample CD

"PURE GROOVE INSPIRATION"
Original tranced induced distorted acid grooves, moods,

atmospheres, sweeps, analog distortions & more.

Percussion IMulti basses included.

Over 600 Mb of grooves and

production sounds.

Add this to your collection.

£29.99
inc p&p

Ample Sounds UK, PO Box 18, Neston, South Wirral L64 3UX

Phone/Fax 0151 353 0394
address: amplesouc mail.cybase.co.uk

Internet: http://www.cybase.co.ulnample-sounds/ SOUNDS

Please remember to mention THE MIX whenever you reply to one of these ads



RECORDING &
PRODUCTION TRAINING
Constantly updated part & full-time courses operated in association with
the pro -audio industry providing unique access to the latest analogue &

digital sound recording and production technology in our 24 -track
automated studio and digital programming suite.

One year full-time Diploma Course in

ADVANCED SOUND RECORDING & PRODUCTION
Practically based tuition in small groups with theory from internationally

recognised specialists supplemented with new technology
from leading manufacturers

Three months full-time Certificate Courses

ANALOGUE SOUND RECORDING & PRODUCTION
One week full-time course

INTRODUCTION TO SOUND RECORDING & MIXING
An entirely practical foundation course

PHONE FOR DETAILS

These comprehensive courses give the necessary skills & experience
to gain employment in the music recording industry

Brochure from:

MEDIA PRODUCTION FACILITIES
Bon Marche Building, Ferndale Rd, London SW9 8EJ

0171 737 7152 or 0171 274 4000 x 328

Microphones
Headphones
Cartridges
Test Cassettes
Test CDs
Blank tapes

Sennheiser, Shure, Audio
Technics, Neumann, Denon
Ortofon, Goldnng
Benz -Micro, Transfiguration
TDK, Maxell, Sony, BASF
Scotch. Fuji. Ampex

0-ders and enquiries to Ian Harrison. 7 Mill Hill, heron, Deiby DE65 6G0

01283 702875 9am3pm

STUDIO
LEASEHOLD
FOR SALE

(lease period negotiable)

Custom built recording
studios in Lewisham.
MIDI/pre-production suite.
Washroom/toilet and
reception, totalling 1473
square feet
Fantastic specification.
Professional offers sought.

For details call
Debra or Phil on:

0181 699 6945

SOUND PROOF BOOTH
ECO max booth, steel construction with window,

air conditioned, sprung floor etc.
Approx size 3m x 2.8m x 2.2m high.

Used for home studio.
OFFERS

0585 115432 / 01895 237482

MULTITRACK SALES CENTRE
TASCAM DA88 (200 HOURS) ..£2499
FOSTEX R8 (NEW) £975
TASCAM M2600 (32/8) £1995
FOSTEX 812 (NEW) £695
ROLAND TB303 £OFFERS
ROLAND PG1000 £185
AKAI MG 1214 £1399
A&H GL2 (18/4) £799
AKAI CD3000 (10 MEG) £1399
FOSTEX E16 (VGC) £1399
YAMAHA SPX 900 £395
AKAI 53000 (8 MEG) £1399
KORG DSS1 £550
YAMAHA PROMIX 01 £1299

ALL STUDIO 8.
MUSIC EQUIPMENTWANTED
FOR CASH TODAY!

ASCOT 01344 891110 or 0831 882666

If you need an Audio Supplier who
does more than just deliver boxes.

You should be talking to us

LARKING AUDIO

Telephone Andy or Don
on 01234 772244 or Fax 01234 772109

HURRICANE
S T U r 010,

City & Guilds Summer Courses
The Institute of Music and Technology at

Hurricane Studios is the UK centre for City &

Guilds qualifications 2337 and 2338.

Our condensed 7 week intensive courses

in Sound Engineering and Music Technology

are available from July 1996.

32 track digital studio, 24 track analogue and 3

MIDI studios. Each training group is small so

places are limited.

Phone now for details and a free prospectus

London  Belfast  Dublin
16 Havelock Walk,

Forest Hill, London SE23
0181 699 6945 Fax: 0181 699 5845

SOUND PRODUCTION &
RECORDING TECHNIQUES

These 1 week courses have been especially designed
to give students extensive 'hands on' experience,

maximum subjects and the flexibility to study 1 or 2
in depth or more (up to 8) in lesser detail. The

courses consist of up to 40 hours of total studio time
and group sizes are strictly limited to 3 per course.

Courses are run monthly throughout the year.
Course lees Mc. B&B £200 exc B&B £180.

Course summary available on

0 1 4 8 2 3 4 2 7 7 3

The ReoordIng Workshop
Provides one of the most affordable comprehensive

range of exclusive 2 to 8 month part-time day/evening

practical courses on all aspects of sound recording

including multitracking, Cubase and sampling.

Beginners welcome. Concessionary rate available.

Established since 1989. Working 16 track studio based

in West London with easy access and free parking.

For prospectus 0181 743 2845

:CD

ISLINGTON MUSIC WORKSHOP

DIPLOMA COURSES
in SSL G+/24 track

engineering and MIDI

61.

programming

For free brochure

CALL 0171 608 0231

Big concessions for imaged

) h uture
Sounds

Tradewinds House, 5 Albert Road,
Crowthorne, Berks RG45 7LT

Phone 01344 780008/Fax 01344 762262
Mobile 0378 838217

All our re,' ,-,. , y serviced Wore i is MN, you, and has an 41 weelmrhing ortlentananly

te bran] .. erkflvve a 3 Ot5 year rarely Oepenong on brand.

Call for Pnuture Sanas new WI Weis ol all mermry Lqrades. MIDI Oyes, tord Onves. CD.Roms and opts al Urea au

Nita Sounds also ha" semcs/repair workMop
SIMMS

Second User /Ex Demo
Akai S2000/S3000XL/S3200XL

4Mb £65

Analogue & Digital
8Mb £130

16Mb £265

Akai S900 12 bit sampler, inc. large library £400
32Mb £520

Akai sOso Fully expanded, excellent condition £750
Akai Re -Mix 16

Korg MS -10 Analogue Patchbay monosynth £195
4Mb £65

Moog Mini Moog Excellent condition, model D £1040
16Mb £265

Moog Prodigy Excellent condition with original manual £275
Akai S1000

Roland Juno 106 Analogue polyphonic synth with MIDI £485
8Mb £365

Roland Juno 60 Analogue polysynth with DCB port £275 Akai 52800/S3000/S3200

Roland JXB-P Analogue/digital hybrid synthesiser £350 8Mb £385

Roland M16 -C Memory cartridge tor JX8-P El° E -Mu ESi-32, E-64, E -IV

Roland M64 -C Memory cartridge for MKS -70, 8Mb £200

TR-909, TR-707 £40 16Mb * £400

Roland MC -202 Analogue 2 channel microcomposer £295 32Mb £800

Roland ... ..... MKS -70 Super JX Rack, excellent condition £599 64Mb * £1600

Roland MKS -80 Super Jupiter Rack, excellent condition 1899 * only for E-64 and E -IV

Roland MPG -80 Programmer for Super Jupiter Rack £849 Ensoniq ASR -10

Roland PG -800 Programmer for JX8-P, JX-10, MKS -70... ..... 1299 8Mb £200

Roland R8 Human Rhythm Composer £349 16Mb £400

Roland SH-101 Analogue monosynth, with Mod Grip £285 Kurzweil K2000/K2500

Roland SVC-330 Vocoder, in excellent condition £495 8Mb 2200
Roland TB -303 Classic Acid box, mint condition Wall 16Mb £400
Roland TR-505 MIDI Rhythm Composer £95 32Mb MOO

Roland TR-606 Analogue drum machine, mint condition £150 64Mb £1600
Roland TR-727 Latin MI101 Rhythm Composer £145 Roland DJ -70

Sequential .Phophet Remote 2Mb £78
Control Rightcased in excellent condition + leads £199 Roland S-750     8Mb £200

£400
Roland S-760ak_AvAL0 8Mb £110

16Mb £265

All analogue synths and drum
32Mb £520

Roland S-770

machines.
2Mb £78

4Mb 1165

We can pay cash and collect.
8Mb £320
Yamaha SY-85

2Mb £78

Please remember to mention THE MIX whenever you reply to one of these ads



DATS

r ripTin,"Thrprires on iron prZsit7n MIT7ssettes from Te states-- -

ED I CA/ZI. I G IVA&
Simply decide what you want, (denominations of 10 please).
Either 'phone, fax or mail your order and cheque/credit card
number to us.
MINIMUM ORDER : 10 pieces (1 Box).
Tapes may be mixed and matched.
PRICES SHOWN NOW INCLUDE VAT!!

REFERENCE

DIC DAT 15MQ
DIC DAT 30MQ
DIC DAT 48MQ
DIC DAT 62MQ
DIC DAT 92MQ
DIC DAT 122MQ

LENGTH PRIC

10+

15min 3.62

30min 4.03
48min 4.44

62min 4.85

92min 5.68
122min 6.49

Post & Packing: +2.99

E

30+

2.99
3.81

3.99

4.38

5.12

6.49

+5.89

Dill IAPE

416.

Axis Audio Systems Ltd
FREEPOST

3 Waterloo Road
STOCKPORT

Cheshire SK1 3Y8

r,)1., 0101.4 //1. /0"),0 l:;1X: 0101 /019

WHY PAY MORE FOR DATS?
ALL OATS ARE NOT THE SAME -SOME COST TWICE AS MUCH,

DAT R30  mom 22.890/AT! DAT 61  Roo C3.35 -,VAT!
DAT R46  FR. 23.0941AT! DAT 92 - 444423,8541/AT!

DAT 9122 - MOM C4.35.VAT!

MAXELL TAPE -RATED FIRST IN A TOP SURVEY COPIES AVAILABLE)

EVIAT i Li
PATCHEAA.VS
037_99 -.-VAT

32-MACK/JACK

11-WAYJACIA8 WAY MIDI

EASILY REVERSIBLE NORMALISING

DAT STORAGE RACK
C3.50.VAT!

'HOLDS 0 DVS r LOCKS TOGETHER.

r FREESTANDING OR WALL MOWED r

PLASMA GLOBES
ONLY £25.00+ VAT

CALL FOR FULL PRICE LIST
JFW..t..., -711- 11_, w

TEL: 01223 208937 FAX: 01223 207021

NORTH ROAD WENDY ROYSTON HERTS SGB OAB

24 Track Digital Studios
Allen & Heath

Sigma 32/24/2 
ADAT XT 

Kurzweil K2000
& K2500

 Emu Ely 
 Akai 53000 

51100 & 51000HD
Mac, PC & Atari
Cubase Audio &
Logic Audio  Panasonic & Sony Pro Dat  Drawmer,
Behringer, Francinstein, ART, RSP, Neve 9098eq, Akg,

Oktava, Rode NT2 & Beyer Mics,
Silver, Alesis & Yamaha Monitoring,

Recent artists include Tricky, Vanessa Mae,

Bjork,

Alison Moyet, Terry Hall & Damon Albarn

01425 470007

FLIGHT CASES

TYFFLUTG
FLIGHT CASES

SUPPLIED TO ENTERTAINMENTS
& LEISURE INDUSTRIES

CONTACT RICK 01255 432612
FAX 01255 430699

TUFFLITE CASES AND CABINETS

I I LITTLESTONE COURT, CLACTON, ESSEX C015 ING

H
BY REFLECTIONS

ighest Quality Flight Cases
Made to order or from stock

Phone 01993 775677 or
Fax your spec through on

01993 706243

So have 30,000 others

Call 01353 665577 to

book your space

or fax 01353 662489

R
Flytes

CUSTOM MADE CASES

Wellingborough. Northants

Custom semi flight/full flight cases
available, ampracks, mixeracks,

floating racks. PA etc..

Highest quality at lowest prices

RING US FIRST!

la/Fax 01933 651706

ADVERTISERS INDEX
AKG 0181 207 5050 46

Active Sound 01923 246282 20, 21

Alchemea 0171 359 3986 145

Allen & Heath 01326 372070 80

Audix 0171 923 1892 43, 45

Axis Audio e r 0161 474 7626 123

BSS 139

Babel See ad 140

Behringer 01483 458877 15,76, 100

Carlsbro Retail 01623 651633 24

Clarendon College 0115 960 7201 17

Concert Systems 0161 927 7700 140

Eddie Moors 01202 395135 112, 113

Fostex 0171 923 1892 69

Gateway 0181 549 0014 140

Graff 128

HW International 0181 808 2222 73, 79

Harman 0181 207 5050...46, 96, 97, 117

Kenton 125

01245 344001 IFC, 57

0171 923 1892 IBC

01245 354777 IFC, 57

Mix Mart 01353 668850 156, 157

Key Audio Systems

LA Audio

Mackie

Music Connections 01245 354777 ....32, 33, 34, 35,

36, 37, 38, 39

Music Solutions 01438 750751 135

Newtronic See ad 143

Peavey 01536 461234 29

Pro Music i 01284 765765 128

QSC

Raper & Wayman r

SCV

Shure

Soho Soundhouse e i

Sound Division

Soundfield

0181 808 2222

0181 800 8288

0171 923 1892 ...43,

0181 808 2222

0171 379 5148

0171 609 3939

Spirit by Soundcraft 01707 665000

Stand Easy 01462 432760

Steinberg 0181 207 5050

Studiomaster r 01582 570370

Studio Spares 0171 482 1692

TEAC/Tascam 105

The M Corporation 01425 470007 88, 89

Time & Space e, i 01442 870681 58, 59, 60, 61

Tony Larking Pro Sales 01462 490600 119, 132

Way Out West r 0181 744 1040 6

79

9

45, 69, IBC

85

136, 137

51, 92

65

13, 49, 71

128

96, 97

BC

126

e = contact advertiser via e-mail  i = visit the advertisers site on the internet www/  r = also on the RAMP Directory
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what's in the next edition of
s u

Gear reviews
 Soundcraft Ghost mixer
 Tascam 564 Digital Portastudio
 TC Electronic M2000
 Roland MC -303
And our 'wants' list...
 Yamaha P50 -m piano module
 Yamaha Minidisc 4 -track
 Yamaha 750cc 'Easy Rider'

motorcycle

smirowelsrs--

Yamaha's new CS1x promises a new level
of performance for synth players, and looks
very...blue! Yes, this strikingly -styled
keyboard is reminiscent of classic Yamaha
synths of yesteryear, and has a sound that
may well make it a future classic. And all
this could be yours - enter the competition
and you might be in blue heaven!

TIE

Goldie..
You've heard the hype, but what actually
goes on in Goldie's studio? In this exclusive
ech interview, Goldie himself and partnern-cnme

Rob Playford reveal the techniques
ehind Timeless, and what makes the kin4(3,
f jungle's music so compelling...

YAMAHA

and on the
RE:MIX CD...
Drum'n'bass workout
We round up the best of the new
junglists, and have the tracks to prove
it! Listen to what's going to be the
soundtrack of this summer

Roland MC -303
Do these 808 and 909 sounds stack up
to the DrumStation? Or even the
originals? Find out what this new dance
machine really sounds like.

Samples
To go with our drum'n'bass feature,
we've got the samples to match, plus
the MIDI files...

PLUS
The interactive buyer's guide RAMP on
CD-ROM, your demo tapes, and the
best in audio tutorials

August issue on sale July 8th



SEE YOUR AUTHORISED LA -AUDIO DEALER FOR A DEI\I

FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION CONTACT SCV LONE L 11 11 11 I) II) [I II 0 f E 5 5
I 0_

The 4x42, 4C2 and 4G' offer
sophisticated, yet controllable gating
and compression for live and studio
applications. The 4x4' offers SIX
processor sections (two compressors,
two gates and two filters) which can
be used independently or chained for
gated, half & multiband
compression techniques. The 4C
offers 4 channels of compression, the
4G , 4 channels of gating.

Utilising classic sounding FET
technology combined with the latest
in solid state circuitry, the Classic
Channel (mic pre -amp, equaliser,
filter & compressor); Classic
Compressor (dual channel vintage
compressor/limiter), and Classic
Equaliser (dual channel mic-amp &
4 -band vintage ECI), bring much
needed character and warmth to
today's recording processes.

L D 1 0

WARRANTY
FIVE !EARS

Typical 5M -up using the V8 to
add warmth to a digital recording

DIGITAL ENHANCEMENT
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Digital recording is great.
Fidelity is high and you love it.
However, digital can often sound 'cold'
and to some ears sterile.
This is where the LA Audio V8 and CB
step in.
The V8 is a unique application of valve
technology offering 8 separate channels,
(B tubes!) of valve conditioning for digital
track laying or mix -down.
You get balanced XLR I/Os, full Overdrive
and Level controls, DI on channels 1 & 2
and unlike some valve equipment, two
active valve gain cells per channel for
maximum valve sound.
The CB offers B channels of compression,
each with fully variable threshold & gain
along with metering and Auto Sensing
attack, ratio & release. - Used on the front
end of your digital recorder, digital
distortion will no longer be a worry.
Digital recording is great - LA Audio
makes it better.

5CV LONDON. 6-24 SOUTHGATE ROAD . LONDON N1 3JJ TEL: +44 (0)171-923 1892. FAX +44 (0)171-241 3644.
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7000 & 12000 DUAL CHANNEL POW. AMPLIFIERS

imervihrimi is

7000 - 350 WATTS PER CHANNEL
12000 - 600 WATTS PER CHANNEL

SERIOUS PROTECTL
Power, sound quality and reliability are only part of the story -
with such high power levels it is easy to cause damage and so
protection circuitry has an important part to play. Our amplifiers
are fitted with our unique Amplifier Management Control
System - - which not only protects the amplifier and the
speakers, it also ensures you get the best out of the amplifier
under all operating conditions. LIMO'" includes
SIGNAL LIMITER
THERIVUU. AND LOAD SENSING FAN COOLING
ELECTRONICALLY GATED POWER STAGE
CROW BAR SPEAKER PROTECTION

I need to get serious so please send me details of the 700D & 1200D AMPLIFIERS

Nt_

c you I ealUy
to join the
professionals?
The latest amplifiers to carry the Studiomaster
name are the 700D 61200D, housed in a 16
gauge steel, 2U, rackmount monocoque chassis,
both models have been engineered to give years
of service, delivering a sound quality, night after
night, that has ensured continued success with
the professionals over the past two decades.

Sky high specification, design and earth
shattering performance means you get to take off
with the best and price -wise you can bank on
Studiomaster not to burn a hole in your pocket.
So when you need to get serious, check out the
7000 612000 at your local dealer. Why buy a
cheap amp when you can afford Studiomaster?

WHEN YOU NEED TO GET SERIOUS...

Name
Address

Postcode

Tick here U If you
would like to be kept up to /

date with
STUDIOMASTER'S
product range. /

Studiomaster House, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds,
LU4 8EZ UK Tel 01582 570370 Fax 01582 494343

Studiomaster Inc. 3941 Miraloma Avenue, Anaheim
CA92807 USA Tel 714 524 2227 Fax 714 524 5096


